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4 PrefACe

PrefACe

This book is the result of a research project at The Technical University of Denmark (DTU) with 

the title “Facilities Management – Best Practice”. During the recent years Facilities Manage-

ment (FM) has been introduced at DTU as a new subject area within research and education. 

The project about FM Best Practice is part of the establishment of research based knowledge 

about FM. The project has aimed towards a broad knowledge of the current practice within FM 

in the Nordic countries. This has taken place by gathering and processing case examples reflect-

ing the current best practice and innovation efforts among the leading practitioners. In this 

project the term Best Practice is used to name the practice in spearhead companies.

A collection of cases with Best Practice is a significant teaching resource to be used in educating 

candidates within FM, both at DTU and other educational institutions. Furthermore, the cases 

may provide FM professionals with inspiration for development and cross-disciplinary sharing 

of knowledge. The process of completing the cases has also contributed with knowledge and 

contacts which has been valuable in developing a research strategy and a research programme 

within FM. In the beginning of 2008 a Centre for Facilities Management (CFM) was established 

to strengthen the research in the subject financially supported by the private Danish founda-

tion Realdania. CFM is situated at the new department DTU Management Engineering with Per 

Anker Jensen as centre director and Susanne Balslev Nielsen as deputy centre director.

The project was started October 1st, 2005, and has been completed in two phases. In both 

phases the project has received financial support from the private Danish foundation Bolig-

fondenKuben. The result of phase 1 has been published in research report R-145 from DTU Byg 

in September 2006. The research report consists of 21 cases including introductions, analyses 

and conclusions. An expanded and updated report containing 15 additional cases from phase 

2, which was finished autumn 2007. The project was carried out with associate professor Per 

Anker Jensen, DTU as project manager. Furthermore, the associate professors Susanne Balslev 

Nielsen, and Morten Elle from DTU has participated. Architect m.a.a. Kjeld Nielsen, FAM-con-

sult participated as project member, and leading consultant Poul Henrik Due, COWI, (formerly 

Danish Technological Institute) participated as to sparring and quality assurance.
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The book is an edited edition of the results from the research project. It is issued simultane-

ously in Danish and English. The book has been edited by Per Anker Jensen, who is also the 

main author. Kjeld Nielsen is responsible for the case descriptions in chapters 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.4.1, 

4.6.2, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 6.2.2, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 8.2.1, and 8.2.2., and Susanne Balslev 

Nielsen is responsible for the case description in chapters 7.3.1, 8.3.1, and 8.3.3. All project 

members have contributed to the commentation of the total result.

The authors would like to thank all those who have contributed with information for the cases, 

Danish Facilities Management network (DFM) and Nordic Network for Facilities Management 

(NordicFM) for assistance at the selection of cases, BoligfondenKuben and Realdania for sup-

port to the publication, and BoligfondenKuben for support to the research project.

Per Anker Jensen, Kjeld Nielsen and Susanne Balslev Nielsen
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8 1  introduCtion

What is needed to run the most efficient airport in europe – for the 5th year?

Why did Coloplast chose to manage fM herself, while many other companies outsources?

What does nykredit think when she says that fM turn into People support?

how do state real-estate agencies work in denmark and finland?

Why are many municipalities establishing central property units?

how did the international leading fM suppliers emerge, and how did they develop?

What are the advantages of using company hotels and entrepreneur incubators?

how did l.M. ericsson and Coor service Management accomplish the largest fM

outsourcing in scandinavia?

how did sAs adapt her fM tasks during the general “turn around”?

how do they accomplish PPP – Public-Private Partnership – on iceland, how is denmark's first PPP project  

approached, and what is PPP-light?

What is technical due diligence, and how does CoWi approach it?

Why have the medicine company novo nordisk and the truck manufacturer scania separated fM to a subsidiary, 

and why did it develop in a very different way?

What are the advantages of new ways of procurement and cooperation such as function based procurement and 

operational partnerships?

Why did statoil in norway compare the space allocation in office buildings with other companies?

how does steen & strøm by the means of advanced it ensure that their shopping centres are constantly attrac-

tive to the customers?

how do future offices look like according to the danish Palaces and Property Agency, and why does the danish 

tax Administration introduce teleworking?

What is Asset Management, and how can it be used in connection with technical infrastructure in municipalities?

What has been done to create a sustainable building in the danish Broadcasting Corporation’s new media centre 

dr-Byen?

Why does the housing association fsB name herself the most environmentally friendly housing association in 

denmark?
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This report gives answers to a series of exciting questions concerning Facilities Management 

(FM). Examples of these questions are shown in the textbox opposite. The examples cover differ-

ent types of companies and developments, but each is evidence of aspects of the subject area 

FM, and totally they give a fine idea of the broadness and differences within FM.

The report is not a textbook on FM, but it is a practical orientated supplement to introductory 

textbooks on this subject.

1.1 Selection of caSeS

During the introductory phase of the project a gross list containing approx 50 cases was drawn 

up and prioritised, as the objective was to process approx 20 cases during phase 1, and further 

12-15 cases during phase 2.

The compilation of cases was chosen on the basis on the following criteria:

Significant examples of developments and change processes which demonstrate Best Prac-• 

tice or innovation

Deviation on various themes within FM• 

Deviation on various companies and organisations, private as well as public• 

Geographical deviation within the Nordic countries, but with emphasis on Denmark• 

theme Denmark SweDen norway finlanD icelanD otherS total

fM concepts 7 1  1  2 11

Cooperation be tween  

demand and supply 8 2 1  1  12

space utilisation 3  1 1   5

technology and  

infrastructure 3      3

environment 4 1     5

sum 25 4 2 2 1 2 36

introduCtion1
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The cases are chosen within 5 themes. In the diagram above the themes and the number of 

cases within each theme are shown, shared among the Nordic countries. The group “others” 

covers two international cases 4.5.2 and 4.6.2 which unlike the remaining primarily are based 

upon public available information from homepages, trade magazines etc.

In this report each theme is presented in one of the chapters 4 to 8. Within each theme there 

are two or more subjects into which the cases are divided. In chapter 1.4 a total view of the 36 

cases is shown.

The aim has not been at a selecting process of statistical representativity. Instead the intention 

by the selection has been to obtain maximal variation thus reflecting the broadness within FM. 

We have aimed at a minimum of two cases within each theme.

Cases have been selected from companies, which the members of the project team and the con-

tact persons have considered being advanced in there development of FM and represented by 

professionals recognised by the FM community. Some cases were deselected due to difficulties 

in accessing information, or because the company was on a stage of development still needing 

sufficient experience.

The sources for the cases have mainly derived from the companies in question, and the persons 

interviewed in the companies were primarily leading staff in the FM area. It is emphasized to 

specify the statements by interviewed person as much as possible in order not just to express 

intention, but to demonstrate concrete steps and results. Concerning cases involving client/

provider we have as far as possible gathered information from both parties.

 

1.2 the caSe DeScriptionS

Each case description was mainly prepared during the first six months of 2006 (phase 1) or the 

first six months of 2007 (phase 2), by evaluation of homepages, interviews, company visits, and 

written material from the companies and organisations involved.

For the use of the case descriptions it was in the introductory phase decided to set up a model 

and to prepare shared interview guidelines. However, in the case descriptions the unique con-

tent of each case is emphasized, which is why the shared model and interview guidelines pri-

marily has ensured that all relevant aspects have been implemented.

In a few cases the strategy of the company in question has been summarized using a SWOT-anal-

ysis in which the inner strengths and weaknesses are summarized together with the external 

opportunities and threats (SWOT is an abbreviation of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 

and Threats).

In connection with cases within the same theme introductions and analysis have been drawn 

up, linking each case to the general development in the area.

The great advantages in using case studies are that they can get close to reality and reflect the 

variety of nuances characterising the real world. The other way around, it is a weakness that 

it is difficult to generalise across cases. In spite of this a conclusion has been drawn up, which 

based on the case collection outlines some superior trends within FM.
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1.3 the StuDy Structure

The study is organised with the general sections in chapters 1 to 3, and with the case specific 

sections in chapters 4 to 8.

The general sections consists of this chapter 1 including introduction. In chapter 2 you will 

find an introduction to FM in the Nordic countries. Chapter 3 consists of a summary of the case 

studies, partly seen in connection with each theme, partly seen in connection with different 

cross-cutting features of development, and it finishes with the presentation of the FM Value 

Map showing the ways in which FM can create and add value to the core business of companies 

as well as to society at large.

The case specific parts in chapter 4 to 8 are as mentioned above organised into themes with 

separate sections for each subject. Each of these chapters opens with an introduction to the 

theme and topic in question.

In the case descriptions there are some textboxes, among other things with different factual 

information. The textbox with the headline “lessons learnt” is especially pointed out, as the 

most important experiences from each case are summarized in bullet-points.

We also draw your attention to the lists of abbreviations and the index in the end of the report. 

The lists of abbreviations consists of generally used abbreviations (not case specific abbrevia-

tions), and abbreviations for companies. The index refers to the keywords listed in the introduc-

tory textbox in each case, and it refers to the sections in question.

1.4 caSe Directory

In the table on the following pages you will find a complete list of the 36 cases specifying chap-

ter number in the report, company name, and/or theme and title of the case corresponding to 

the headline of the report chapter in question. Furthermore it is shown what type of companies 

and activities are included in each case. You are referred to the list of abbreviations for compa-

nies in the end of the report.
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Section caSe  title   

4.2.1  CPh  CPh creates the best airport in europe through fM-strategy

4.2.2  Coloplast  Coloplast chose to manage her fM tasks in-house

4.2.3  nykredit  nykredit – from fM to People support 

4.3.1  PPA the Palaces and Property Agency as the state facility Manager 

4.3.2  senate (finland)  reconstructing senate Property into a service organisation

4.4.1  kejd  Copenhagen Property – from caretaker to innovator 

4.4.2  sef (sweden)  the service Administration in Malmø Municipality under constant development

4.5.1  iss  iss – from cleaning to integrated facilities services 

4.5.2  suppliers  the biggest international fM providers

4.6.1  scion-dtu  scion-dtu’s entrepreneur incubator

4.6.2  regus  regus’ office hotels 

5.2.1  lMe-Coor (sweden)  Coor service Managements cooperation with l.M. ericsson 

5.2.2  sAs  sAs under turbulent conditions 

5.3.1  nysír (iceland)  Public-Private Partnership in iceland – the nysir case 

5.3.2  oPP  the first danish PPP project in trehøje Municipality 

5.3.3  oPP-light  oPP-light as tp public building in gribskov Municipality 

5.4.1  nsB (norway)  Common property company between nsB and private business 

5.4.2 sonofon-iss  the cooperation between sonofon and iss 

5.4.3  CoWi  technical due diligence in CoWi

5.5.1  nns as corporation  novo nordisk servicepartner as independent company 

5.5.2  dynaMate (sweden)  dynaMate provides technical production support to scania 

5.6.1  Partnerships Partnerships between Copenhagen Municipality and BMt-Byg 

5.6.2 function based procurement function based procurement in novo nordisk servicepartner 

6.2.1  statoil (norway)  space allocation in statoil based upon benchmarking 

6.2.2  s&s Areas  space allocation of steen & strøms shopping centres

6.2.3  yle (finland)  new real estate strategy and improvement of local areas for yle 

6.3.1  PPA the Palaces and Property Agency develops offices for the future

6.3.2  dr  Planning of open workplaces in dr Byen

7.2.1  s&s it  it for administration and operation of steen & strøms shopping centres

7.2.2  skAt  teleworkplaces in ”future skAt” 

7.3.1  grontmij_ Carl Bro  Asset Management of technical infrastructure 

8.2.1  natural ventilation  natural ventilation on nCC’s head domicile 

8.2.2  indoor climate  improvement of the relation between people and buildings 

8.3.1  fsB Miljø  systematised environmental work with occupant democracy in fsB 

8.3.2  dr Byen  dr Byen as a sustainable building

8.3.3  tAC (sweden)  realisation of energy savings using esCo 
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proDuction  Service  public owner internal fm  proviDer conSultant 

 CPh  CPh CPh  

Coloplast   Coloplast Coloplast  Boston

 nykredit  nykredit nykredit

 ses ses ses ses  

 senate senate senate senate  

 Municipality Copenhagen  Copenhagen  kejd  

 Municipality Malmø Malmø sef  

 iss    iss 

 various    various 

 scion-dtu  scion-dtu scion-dtu  

 regus  regus   

lMe Coor    Coor 

 sAs   sAs nCC Cap-gemini

Contractors  nysír Cusomers nysír  nysír 
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 nsB  nsB nsB nsB Celexa, APi, Coor 
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      CoWi

novo nordisk nns   nns nns 

scania dynaMate  scania  dynaMate 

 BMt-Byg Copenhagen Copenhagen   

novo nordisk nns   nns k&l 

statoil    statoil  Multiconsult

 s&s  s&s s&s  

 yle yle  yle  

nCC ses ses ses   design team

entreprenører dr dr dr dr B8 design team

 s&s   s&s s&s Byggeweb 

  skAt skAt skAt  

 sæby sæby sæby   grontmij | Carl Bro

nCC   tuborg nord C   

 dfM  dfM   

 fsB  fsB fsB  

entreprenører dr dr dr dr  design team
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2

This chapter gives a general overview of FM in the Nordic countries with focus on the character-

istics of FM in the Nordic countries as well as status and trends, partly concerning research and 

education, partly concerning the market.

2.1 norDic characteriSticS

FM is a subject area with a strong international orientation, among other things due to the 

general globalizing with many multinational companies, both as to demand and supplier. Nev-

ertheless a regional and national influence on the subject area takes place due to variations in 

the conditions. Jensen (2006) points out a series of differences as to FM in the Nordic countries 

compared to other countries. Among other things it is about the fact that,

the public sector plays an important role in the Nordic countries, while FM internationally • 

mostly is developed in the private sector

FM in the Nordic countries is very much under influence by people with a professional • 

background such as architects or engineers, and so the constructional aspects within prop-

erty management have a major focus

the climatic conditions in the Nordic countries implies major demands as to the design • 

and management of the buildings, and by the same reason energy and environmental con-

ditions are much emphasised

considerations as to daylight in the buildings and the ergonomic form of workplace design • 

have a special focus in the Nordic countries, and also staff involvement and user involve-

ment play an important role

In NordicFM (2006a) the following three metaphors are used to describe the characteristics as 

to development of workplaces in the Nordic countries: Nordic design, role of the nature and the 

Nordic welfare states. Each of these metaphors and their meaning are shortly described below.

Nordic design is known world wide for its bright functional shapes and colours. The result of 

the design process is mostly user orientated. Nordic artefacts are often useful and designed for 

daily use as utility items. With aspects to the workplace design the Nordic design has a strong 

focus on the technical aspects emphasising good functionality. Compared to many other coun-

tries the Nordic workplaces are spacious with a good approach of daylight. Wood is often an 

important material of the workplace design, and furniture with precise geometrical design is 

frequently mixed with round chair design and warm colours.

fM in the nordiC Countries2
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The importance of daylight and wood leads to the role of nature. The relation to nature has 

to people in the Nordic countries a character of almost obsession compared to people in other 

countries. Many people in the Nordic countries spend a major part of their spare time in na-

ture, and many have their own holiday home or cottage situated at the woods, the seaside or 

the fells. It is important to the design of workplaces to have a strong focus on indoor climate as 

well as energy and environmental conditions. 

The Nordic welfare states are characterised by a sophisticated social security network covering 

day care centres, schools, and security regulation on workplaces and unemployment benefit, 

as well as a well-developed healthcare system and pension schemes. Equality is highly valued 

in the Nordic countries, and the social structures are characterised by short distances to the 

authorities. People in the Nordic countries have much confidence in their institutions, and 

organisations have confidence in their members. Therefore self organisation is common in the 

workplaces, and the extent of direct control in the companies is modest. This contributes to a 

wide flexibility and a general sincerity to new ways of technology.

A few other matters of importance to FM in the Nordic countries will be mentioned. First of 

all, the wage level in the Nordic countries is generally high, and there are relatively high mini-

mum wages, leading to a large economical motivation to make service activities more efficient, 

among other things within the FM area. Secondly trade organisation on the labour market is 

highly spread, and the trade unions have rather fine possibilities to affect decision processes, 

among other things in connection with possible outsourcing.

In spite of these characteristics in relation to FM in the Nordic countries opposite to other 

countries, there are also some differences between each of the Nordic countries. Some of these 

differences will appear in the paragraphs below. 

2.2 profeSSionaliSation, reSearch anD eDucation

To a rather new subject area such as FM, an increased professionalisation is a crucial element 

to strengthen the subject area and obtain broader appreciation. International standardisation 

is an important part in such a professionalisation, and in the field of FM, efforts are made to 

standardise within the scope of the European standardisation organisation CEN. This has ini-

tially led to preparation of two standards. One of these is a fundamental standard about “terms 

and definitions” in which the basic ideas within FM are defined with reference to a conceptual 

model for FM. The definition of FM in the standard is shown in the textbox below.

definition of fM in A euroPeAn stAndArd froM 2006:

in the title of the standard the spelling “facility Management” is used, but in the standard this is de-

fined as synonymous to “facilities Management”.

definition of fM: “integration of processes within an organisation to maintain and develop the agreed 

services which support and improve the effectiveness of its primary processes”.

The other European FM standard is a guidance to make agreements between demand and sup-

ply in the FM area. Both standards were approved in autumn 2006, thus a common basis for FM 

in the European countries is established.
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Creation and communication of new knowledge related to the subject area are other important 

parts of professionalising. Research within FM is still rather modest internationally, but during 

the last 5 years a significant raise of size has taken place. This among other things spears by the 

fact, that the European FM organisation EuroFM since 2002 has arranged an annual research 

symposium, which now is part of EuroFM's annual conference. Similarly, the task group W70 

concerning Facilities Management and Maintenance – part of the international building re-

search organisation CIB – has held a research symposium since 2002 every second year.

According to a Finnish examination of the FM research during the period 1994 to 2004 the FM 

markets in the Nordic countries and in Great Britain are the most examined areas. After that 

are the markets in Australia, Hongkong and the Netherlands. This without doubt shows that 

a great part of the research in FM is done in the Nordic countries. Well-established research 

milieus in relation to FM are seen in Finland, Norway and Sweden, whereas research efforts in 

Denmark is about to begin.

Concerning education you will see a similar image. A Nordic task group who belongs under 

NordicFM has drawn up a survey of educations with area of specialisation in FM on the level 

of bachelor and master. The task group concludes that in Finland, Norway and Sweden annu-

ally is educated 20-50 FM candidates on master level, whereas practically no FM candidates on 

a master level are educated in Denmark and Iceland. On bachelor level Finland and Sweden 

are ranking high with 80-100 annual candidates, whereas the Copenhagen Technical Academy 

educates approx 30 FM candidates annually.

2.3 the norDic fm market

Due to the newly developed FM area, no public statistics can be seen as to cover the size of the FM 

market, much less give insight into the structure and development of the market. In relation to 

FM it is essential to distinguish between the actual market, i.e. services exchanged by buying and 

selling in an open market between companies who represents demand and supply respectively, 

and the potential market consisting of the total services related to FM, no matter they are han-

dled in-house by the demanding company's own employees or by external providers.

The former chairman of DFM and NordicFM, Ole Emil Malmstrøm, has several times made 

some general evaluations of the size of the potential market based on DFM's key figures for 

property management. In 2006 Malmstrøm estimated that the potential FM market in Den-

mark amounts to more than 200 billion Danish kroner. By analogous estimations of the re-

maining Nordic countries Malmstrøm concluded that the total potential FM market has a size 

of DKK 900 billion equal to Eur 120 milliard.

Capgemini in Norway has made a survey of the Nordic FM market made by means of 36 inter-

views in 2004 spread on 29 large companies and 7 FM suppliers. In the evaluations of the size of 

the market the area of all buildings except from housing in each country has been taken into 

consideration. The total potential FM market is estimated to amount NOK 385 billion equal to 

Eur 53 billion.

That is, Capgemini evaluate the potential FM market to be less than half of Malmstrøm's evalu-

ation. There is no immediate difference in the definition of the extent of FM in the two evalu-

ations, consequently there is a significant uncertainty concerning the size of the FM market. 

The basis of the evaluations is much more comprehensive in Capgemini's examination, which 

is why their evaluations must be considered the most reliable. Yet the uncertainty demands a 

more thorough exposure of the market.
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In the table below the main figures from Capgemini's evaluations are shown as to each coun-

try.

Capgemini estimates that 75% of the potential FM market is internally handled, whereas the 

real market only amounts 25% of the potential market. Capgemini divides FM into Property 

Management, Building Operation & Maintenance and Support Services, and the total FM mar-

ket is estimated to be shared into respectively 11%, 32% and 57% within the field of these serv-

ices.

In the evaluation the market for integrated FM (I-FM, i.e. the total FM delivery – also named To-

tal FM, TFM) is estimated to amount 6%, while other kind of outsourcing represents 19% of the 

potential market. The market for I-FM has been strongly consolidated within a few companies, 

of which the biggest is ISS with 44%, Coor Service Management with 28%, and Johnson Controls 

with 10%. 

There are furthermore in the evaluation made assessments of the maturity of the market in 

each country. Elements such as size of the country, degree of industrialisation, presence of 

multinational companies, the attention of the market in relation to FM, and suppliers with 

new strategies and innovation, are used as indicators of the maturity of the market. Capgemini 

reach a ranking order in which the Swedish market are the most mature, followed by Finland, 

while the Danish market is situated in the middle followed by the Norwegian market, and the 

Icelandic market is the least mature.

In the evaluation it is estimated to which extent internal FM functions are respectively central-

ized and decentralized compared with other support functions such as finance, IT, procure-

ment and human resource. Capgemini reaches to the conclusion that FM is least centralized 

with a degree of centralization of 64%, whereas IT and buying are the most centralized with 

80%. This is estimated to be connected to the fact that the FM services to a larger extent than 

the other support services is associated to the physical facilities.

Capgemini identify the 3 following strategies for development of FM functions (other than 

decentralisation):

An internal service unit – consolidated in order to obtain economies of scale (cost centre)1. 

A profit centre which provides services to both internal and external customers2. 

Integrated outsourcing af both operation and management in order to focus on the core 3. 

business

Organising as an internal service unit is the most common both to FM and to other support 

services. To establish an internal service unit is frequently the first step to outsource. Only a 

country builDing area (excl houSing) potential fm market (excl houSing)

denmark 125 million m2 eur 8 billion 

norway 115 million m2 eur 9 billion 

sweden 235 million m2 eur 23 billion 

finland 175 million m2 eur 12 billion

iceland 10 million m2 eur 1 billion

total 385 million m2 eur 53 billion 
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few companies work with an individual legal unit which serves internal as well as external 

customers, and according to this only a few companies work with a consequent decentraliza-

tion strategy.

The market as to outsourcing is according to Capgemini's evaluation expected to continue to 

grow with 8% annually, but the market for I-FM is expected to grow somewhat more than 14%. 

The public sector represents approx 14% of the customer base, but the public sector is expected 

to grow faster than the private market.

As to other trends the evaluation suggests:

FM organisations are expected to continuously provide better services, but the buyers will • 

continue to lower the FM budget – hence the title of Capgemini’s evaluation report: “More 

for less”

Corporate managements have an increasingly attention to FM, and more and more compa-• 

nies are centralizing their FM function

FM providers will more and more aim at becoming I-FM supplier, leading to increased con-• 

solidation and more partnerships

2.4 concluSion

The Nordic countries in general highly emphasise the quality of buildings, design as well as 

construction just like nearness to nature is important. This is important to the way in which FM 

is handled, among other things in connection to the fact that property operation has a strong 

focus, and that workplace design and environment are of special importance.

Internationally FM is within a professional development emphasising professionalisation and 

strengthening of the effort within research and education. However, Norway, Sweden and Fin-

land have reached further as to research and education than Denmark.

The potential market for FM in the Nordic countries is huge – more than Eur 50 billion – but 

the actual market is only estimated to be approx 1/4 of the potential market. This means on 

the other hand that the growth possibilities are substantial. However, we need precise making 

ups of the size of the market. Yet it looks as the market will continue to grow, and an examina-

tion indicate, that the biggest growth will be in the public sector, and furthermore integrated 

FM providers will become even more dominating in the future, regardless of the fact, that this 

market is consolidated with 3 big suppliers in the Nordic countries.
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This chapter contains a summary of the results of the whole case examination. The summary 

is divided into 3 sections.

In section 3.1 the summary is structuralized according to the 16 themes in which the cases are 

divided in chapters 4 to 8. Some of the cases illustrate several themes, therefore elements from 

some cases are included in several of the sub-sections.

In section 3.2 the summary is structuralized following a series of cross-cutting issues which are 

dealt with in more cases, not being specific for one of the themes in section 3.1.

In section 3.3 a mapping showing in what ways FM is able to create value for the core business 

and the society, based on an analysis of the cases, is presented.

3.1 thematic Summary

3.1.1 in-housE DEvEloPMEnt oF FM (sEction 4.2)

This theme is shown by means of cases about CHP (Copenhagen Airports, section 4.2.1), Colo-

plast (section 4.2.2) and Nykredit (section 4.2.3). These are highly different types of companies. 

CHP has airport services as their core business and can be seen as a FM company. Coloplast is 

a production company with focus on development and production of nursing requisites, and 

Nykredit is a financial concern. Besides the fact that all three companies are big Danish com-

panies, they have in common that the management of FM is rooted in the top management of 

the companies and is considered to be a strategic important element in fulfilling the goals of 

the company. Thus in all three companies there is a direct reference from the FM department 

to the board of directors.

Both CHP and Coloplast have a strong focus on the end users. To CHP this means focus on grant-

ing the passengers of the airline companies an exiting fine experience on their way through 

the airport, and this is obtained by means of buildings with a high architectural quality and ef-

ficient logistics and services. To Coloplast it means focus on the buyers of their products who in 

their opinion must have the major part of the added value. Coloplast makes a point of quality 

with the physical frames and service offers from the point of view that it influences the staffs´ 

motivation and the quality of the products, that the employees meet quality from they enter 

the door to their workplace and until they leave again. In Nykredit they also focus a lot on their 

employees, and they use the term People Support to indicate the direction they want to develop 

suMMAry3
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FM. Nykredit has defined a “user value fraction” which they use to ensure that the activities 

create value to the users and the company.

All three companies strongly emphasize operational efficiency which among other things in-

volves focus on preparation of the tasks and development of the staff competences, for instance 

something like multi-skilling. In CHP it is constantly evaluated if the tasks are handled most 

competitive internal or external. Starting with the culture of the company Coloplast has de-

cided to solve the tasks internally, but they have at the same time carried out a rationalisation 

leading to the fact that they by means of benchmarking were able to document their competi-

tiveness. In Nykredit they have correspondingly chosen to retain the canteen internal, among 

other things, and based on an analysis of the processes they have carried out major changes of 

working methods where the staff is involved and made responsible.

3.1.2 statE rEal EstatE agEnciEs (sEction 4.3)

This theme is shown by cases about PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 4.3.1) and Senate 

Property (section 4.3.2), which are state real estate agencies in Denmark and Finland. Both agen-

cies are within a dynamic development based on FM thinking, and there are major equal-signs 

in the development. To PPA the development really started with the reform of the State Real 

Estate and Building Administration (the SEA-reform) in 2001, and the transfer from the former 

Ministry of Housing to the Danish Ministry of Finance. Senate Property was established in 2001 

as a semi private company under the Finnish Ministry of Finance, but the development of FM 

already began in 1995 when most of the Finnish state property was brought together under one 

company which in 2001 was changed into Senate Property. 

Common to the two state real estate agencies is introduction of market based or market like 

management mechanisms, as the companies are the owners of the properties, which are rented 

out to governmental or public tenants who pay a rent according to the market rent. At the 

same time the users in principle have optional choice of suppliers. Besides hiring out, among 

other things as responsible for external maintenance and common upkeep of the properties, 

both companies offer various services to the tenants, and the tendency is that the tenants more 

and more want a total service provision. The services are mainly delivered from external sup-

pliers as both companies have made a comprehensive selling off and/or outsourcing of former 

internal service activities. At the same time both companies work as consultants to public in-

stitutions in relation to matters of space solutions, and both companies have built up internal 

competences related to introduction of new ways of working and workplace design. New build-

ing projects are very limited for both companies, but comprehensive efforts of renovating are 

carried out in order to bring worn out buildings up to an acceptable standard. 

However, there are differences between the agencies. Above all Senate Property is larger than 

PPA, because practically all Finnish state buildings is owned by Senate Property. Primarily, PPA 

has the responsibility to buildings used by the Danish state administration and state owned 

palaces and parks, while for instance universities and defence buildings in Denmark are man-

aged by the Ministry of Science and the Ministry of Defence respectively. 

Furthermore the strategy of PPA is primarily to strengthen the competences as a professional 

procurement organisation, while the strategy for Senate Property primarily aim at becoming a 

professional service organisation with a network based business model.

Which strategies 

do state real estate 

agencies use based 

on FM? 
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3.1.3 MuniciPal FM organisations (sEction 4.4)

This theme is shown by a case about Copenhagen Property (section 4.4.1) and the Service De-

partment in Malmø Municipality (section 4.4.2). These organisations are on a much different 

level in their developmental process, because the Service Department was established as soon 

as in 1995 whereas Copenhagen Property started January 1st, 2006. In spite of this difference 

there are obvious parallels as to the organisational thinking in the two cases.

Both cases emphasises on customer orientation by the organisation, and on the same time on 

professionalisation of the organisation and growth of the staff members´ competences. How-

ever, the management in both organisations is highly aware of the fact that development of the 

organisation must take place progressively, and both operate with a development ladder for the 

organisation. Copenhagen Property has defined the  long-term objective as being an innovator 

after starting as being a caretaker.

In Copenhagen Property there is major focus on catching up with a large backlog of mainte-

nance and get the necessary overview, among other things by implementing various IT systems. 

It is at the same time emphasised to introduce new ways of working and workplace design, and 

they are advising the other municipal administrations on this.

In the Service Administration they have introduced a FM concept in relation to the schools 

in the municipality which mean that the Service Administration manage all FM functions. A 

reception desk on each school is a central element of the servicing of the customers consisting 

of the teachers and other users on the school. During several years the Service Administra-

tion worked with a development group supervised by a development strategist, and a series 

of innovations has been carried through in the service of the administration. As a part of an 

organisational change in the beginning of 2007 they have selected a customer coordinator on 

the strategic level, who is in touch with a person in charge of customers in each of the operat-

ing units in the administration. 

3.1.4 intErnational lEaDing FM suPPliErs (sEction 4.5)

This theme is shown by a case about ISS with head office in Denmark (section 4.5.1), and a sec-

tion (4.5.2) which more in general deals with the international largest FM suppliers.

IIS can trace its history to a watchman company which was established in 1901, and the con-

cern had a long and sometimes unsettled existence. In the 1960´ies a huge international expan-

sion took place, in which cleaning was a major activity, and in the beginning of the 1990´ies 

ISS decided only to have focus on cleaning activity, and they disposed off a series of companies 

dealing with other activities. However, in 2006 the strategy was changed to a broader FM focus 

called Integrated Facility Services. Today ISS strongly focus on becoming supplier of FM tasks as 

a whole, and all in all they are the market leader in the Nordic countries. 

Internationally seen ISS is the fifth-greatest FM supplier. The three greatest – Compass Group, 

Sodexho and Aramark – are characteristic of being within Food Service. They all have a long 

history, and they have all developed in the direction of being broad FM suppliers. In the Nordic 

countries both Compass Group and Sodexho still are primarily suppliers within catering. In 

1993 Compass Group took over the catering part of SAS Service Partner, which now is part of 

the subsidiary company Eurest. The American company Aramark does not operate in the Nordic 

countries. Securitas with headquarters in Sweden is the fourth-greatest, and Group 4 Securicor 

partly based in Falck is the sixth-greatest, and they are both specialised within security.

How do trendset-
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It is characteristic to the service companies that they have grown increasingly and have ex-

panded international through acquisition of companies. Concurrent to this the development 

has been characterised by major changes of the concerns through fusions, buy-up and sell-off. 

Generally service companies have few fixed assets, thus minor needs for capital being one of the 

reasons for the heavy expansion. 

3.1.5 coMPany hotEls sEction 4.6)

This theme is shown by a case about Scion-DTU's entrepreneur incubator in the DTU (section 

4.6.1) and a case about Regus´ international office hotels (section 4.6.2). The common charac-

teristic as to these two examples are the fact that company hotels is a concept which offer fully 

moving in ready facilities with matching services to the companies. The concept offers possibili-

ties to the companies to outsource among other things the workplace facilities and operation 

of offices. 

Especially to new companies a company hotel is a fine solution giving possibilities to focus on 

their own development and to purchase necessary services as needed. Companies will be able 

to establish offices without investing in workplace design and without means of own support. 

This offers a great flexibility as to adapt the amount of facilities to changing needs without 

long-term assets. Furthermore there are major differences between the two examples.

Scion-DTU is a subsidiary company to DTU and only functions in the area of Copenhagen – pri-

marily the Research Park in Hørsholm and the entrepreneur incubator in DTU. So the purpose 

to Scion-DTU is defined to service companies in which research and development are a major 

part of activity, and the entrepreneur incubator in DTU is focused on new companies connected 

to the research environment in DTU. Furthermore the location in the university environment 

offers the entrepreneur incubator fine possibilities to pick out recently qualified candidates 

and to hire students as needed.

In return Regus is a world wide company with a large number of company hotels or Business 

Centres around the world. Thus Regus offers special benefits to international companies with 

travelling employees. Furthermore, through the concept “virtual offices” Regus offers possibili-

ties for the companies to have address in many countries and cities without having their own 

permanent employees posted abroad.

3.1.6 outsourcing (sEction 5.2)

Mainly this case is shown by a case about the cooperation between L. M. Ericsson and Coor Serv-

ice Management (LME-Coor, section 5.2.1) and the development in SAS in connection to their 

“turn around” due to the crisis of the air traffic after terror attack September 11th, 2001 in New 

York (section 5.2.2). Still a series of other examples show the theme, among other things cases 

about PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 4.3.1), NSB (Norwegian State Railways, section 

5.4.1), and Sonofon-ISS (section 5.4.2). As to the two last mentioned cases you are referred to the 

summary in section 5.4 about transfer of employment and Due Diligence which are close to the 

subject in section 5.2.

The case description about LME-Coor contains a formula divided in 6 items from Coor explain-

ing how to obtain a successful outsourcing. To companies who consider outsourcing, it is cru-

cial to clarify the target of an outsourcing, and to ensure correspondence between the superior 

strategy of the company and the decision of outsourcing. The most critical stage of an outsourc-
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ing is the transfer of employment itself, and the integration of the former internal functions 

into the organisation of the supplier. It is crucial to take care of the employees and to see to 

effective information, but it is also important to get the IT, economy and reporting working 

from the very start. To both parties, ability and will in order to work out the cooperation are 

necessary. 

In SAS the process lead to a decision about sale-and-lease-back of the former properties in the 

Nordic countries, and this was carried out in 3 stages. Furthermore, a comprehensive bench-

marking process of the FM functions in Denmark, Norway and Sweden was carried out, and 

on the basis of this various strategies were considered. As to SAS in Denmark, this led to a sig-

nificant outsourcing of operational tasks, and to rationalisation of the remaining internal FM 

organisation. However, in 2006 they unwillingly had to insource the operational tasks because 

the supplier no longer wanted to manage FM tasks. 

In the case about PPA it is likewise emphasised that the cooperation between purchaser and 

supplier must be based on a lucid contract together with common objects, evident criteria for 

success and mutual trust. To the company which implement outsourcing it is important that 

the organisation is changed concurrently with increasing degree of outsourcing. In the case the 

development of PPA’s organisation is shown by various degrees of outsourcing.

3.1.7 PPP – PuBlic-PrivatE PartnErshiP (sEction 5.3)

This case is shown by a case about the Icelandic company Nysír (section 5.3.1) which have sev-

eral years of experience in PPP projects, a case about the first Danish PPP project in Trehøje 

Municipality (section 5.3.2), and a case about so called PPP light in Gribskov Municipality (sec-

tion 5.3.3).

Iceland is the only country in the North with several years of experience from PPP projects as 

they in the late 1990´ies implemented a series of projects. The latest project is a concert and 

conference centre in Reykjavik with a contract period of 35 years, and the dimensions and com-

plexity of this project clearly shows that the Icelandic authorities has obtained high confidence 

in building up long-term partnerships with private companies. In Iceland it is standard prac-

tice that the private part keeps the ownership of the buildings when the contract has expired, 

whereas buildings in Great Britain, where PPP developed, normally is transferred from the 

private to the public part after the contract period. 

Furthermore Nysír emphasizes the importance of making separate contracts as to the lease 

agreement and to FM provisions, because the lease is difficult to change, whereas it must be 

possible to change the FM contract without consequences to the lease. Normally Nysír is the 

proprietor, and they emphasize to have major influence in the beginning of the project, where 

you focus on the user point of view and on optimizing the commercial potentials. It is mainly 

left to the advisers to meet the more technical and operational considerations.

The project in Trehøje Municipality consists of a public school, and this is a relatively small task 

for such big efforts which a PPP projects demands from many parties. In the future procure-

ment in larger scale will be in question, for example 10 schools within the same procurement. 

A major aspect of the PPP project is that you from the very beginning decide on how much you 

will spend on maintenance of the building during the entire contract period, and that ensure 

a reasonable level of maintenance. In the project there were examples of material choosing 

and other constructional solutions being decided on a basis on operational considerations, for 

instance choice of tough and maintenance friendly surfaces on areas where experience shows 
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greatest abrasion on a school building. The experience is hence that you consider from a ho-

listic viewpoint and use life cycle costing more than in ordinary building projects. PPP light 

separates from the mere PPP model in the way that financing and ownership of the buildings 

is not part of the contract between the public and the private part. At PPP light the private part 

is responsible for completing the building project and the operation of the building during 

the contract period, whereas the public part is responsible to financing and is the owner, both 

during and after the contract period. The model is also named a total procurement, and in Grib-

skov Municipality (former Græsted-Gilleje Municipality) this model was successfully used at a 

building project both consisting of a day care centre and handicap housing as well as a series 

of common facilities. 

3.1.8 transFEr oF EMPloyMEnt anD DuE DiligEncE (sEction 5.4)

This theme is shown by a case from NSB (Norwegian State Railways, section 5.4.1), a case about 

the cooperation between Sonofon and ISS (section 5.4.2), and a case about Technical Due Dili-

gence in COWI (section 5.4.3). In the case about LME-Coor (section 5.2.1) a series of similar condi-

tions are shown, cf. the summary in section 3.1.6.

Common features in the case about NSB and the case about Sonofon and ISS are the crucial 

necessity to establish an equal cooperation, and it shows that you can ensure development and 

learning to all parties involved by means of partnerships with external suppliers.

In accordance with the case about NSB it is crucial that there is knowledge in the top manage-

ment from similar processes. Furthermore is emphasized the importance that the outsourcing 

company internally hold on to the necessary competences to be able to act as a professional 

customer, who can go into a qualified dialogue with the supplier. At the same time it is im-

portant that the supplier's key count manager has a large knowledge of the customer's core 

activities. However, the key account manager should not have been involved into the preceding 

negotiations of the contract, thus the key account manager uninfluenced by a tough negotia-

tion procedure is able to build up a fine cooperation with the customer's agents. Furthermore 

the NSB case clearly illustrates that strategic changes in the core activities may course crucial 

consequences to agreements with external service suppliers.

In the case about Sonofon and ISS it is emphasized that a good cooperation and mutual respect 

are necessary conditions, and therefore you must build up a common idea and a common basis 

and create a sincere communication. The parties must match each other by means of a com-

mercial basis, a partnership in daily cooperation, and not a mere customer-supplier relation-

ship. It is important that the customer himself spends the same resources as the partner, so 

that the cooperation will be equal.

In this way both cases shows a series of practical concerns which are crucial to have clarified 

before the transfer of employment. An acceptable solution to the employees´ former fringe 

benefits and conditions of pension may for instance be crucial circumstances for a successful 

transfer of employment. Accordingly it is important to get the administrative systems running 

from the very start of the cooperation. In both cases the necessary steps to implement IT was 

underestimated.

An important implement to fulfil transfer of employment is Due Diligence investigations, 

which will expose all circumstances relevant to the buyer's decision. Due Diligence investiga-

tions consists of various aspects. In the case about COWI a series of different investigations is 

shown, and Technical Due Diligence, and to a certain degree environmental Due Diligence, is 
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accounted for. There is an increasing activity field in Europe in which the volume is estimated 

to grow about 20% annual. In 2006 COWI completed 200 Technical Due Diligence investigations 

in Northern Europe.

3.1.9 sEgrEgation oF FM activitiEs (sEction 5.5)

This theme is shown by a case about segregation of NNS (Novo Nordic Service Partner, section 

5.5.1) as a subsidiary company to Novo Nordic in Denmark, and a case about segregation of Dy-

naMate from truck manufacturer Scania in Sweden (section 5.5.2).

NNS was established as a subsidiary company in 1999 in order to manage FM operations to oth-

ers than Novo Nordic. However, the company was not given the necessary degrees of freedom to 

become competitive on the open market, and it appeared that the mother company in fact did 

not want NNS to operate for others. From the very start NNS consisted of a client function and 

a provider function with extensive own production, but it appeared that these functions partly 

had conflicting interests which can be difficult to handle in a common organisation. The cul-

ture in the client function are closer to the mother company's culture than the one of the pro-

vider function, and development has led to the fact, that NNS has outsourced major parts of the 

own production af FM services, and today it is primarily a provider function to Novo Nordic.

As early as 1992 Scania segregated a series of support functions into the subsidiary company 

Scania Partner. DynaMate was established in 2001 through a restructuring of Scania Partner 

into a company with focus on technical production support for the mother company Scania, but 

DynaMate has increasingly obtained tasks for other producing companies, and has increased 

the fields of activity, among other things through buying up and establishment of subsidiary 

companies within technical enterprises and logistics. Unlike NNS, DynaMate is highly expan-

sive and aim at increasingly self-independence in relation to the mother company.

3.1.10  oPErational PartnErshiPs anD MEthoDs oF ProcurEMEnt  
(sEction 5.6)

This theme is shown by a case about operational partnerships between Copenhagen Municipal-

ity and BMT-BYG (section 5.6.1), and a case about function based procurement (section 5.6.2), 

which at more times has been used by NNS (Novo Nordic Service partner).

Operational partnerships were during the past years used by a series of municipalities with 

support from the Danish Trade and Building Agency as to completion of operation and mainte-

nance of municipal buildings. It concerns multi-annual agreements reached between the mu-

nicipality and a private party. By means of the partnership agreement, workshops etc. they seek 

to establish a close and mutual binding cooperation to complete tasks in the most suitable way 

for both parties. Hence setting and planning of each task is regularly agreed among the parties 

throughout the period. The object for the municipality is to obtain more maintenance for their 

money, and a better planning of the tasks together with the private party and the municipal 

institutions etc., who are the users of the municipal buildings.

Function based procurement implies that the suppliers make a firm offer in retaining the func-

tion of a certain object – in this case a group of office buildings. Function based procurement 

render the customer economical security and possibilities to cooperate with suppliers with 

quality in focus, not economy. Such an agreement implies that risk will be transferred from 

customer to supplier, and therefore the supplier must have good possibilities to check the tech-
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nical systems before releasing his tender to be able to value the conditions of the plants and 

the risk of malfunction. However, the supplier's risk can be limited by imposing a ceiling over 

the supplier's expenses at each repair, thus the supplier's offer price can by reduced. Function 

based procurement encourage the suppliers in optimising their services, because they reap the 

profit at the optimising themselves opposite to a traditional form of agreement. To NNS the 

use of function based procurement has led to cash cost savings, less administration and better 

cooperation with the supplier. 

Common to operational partnerships and function based procurement is, that they are ways 

of tender aiming at multi-year agreements, and that the supplier may gain cost savings by pro-

viding the supplier with a larger degree of freedom in organising the tasks so they will fit the 

production machinery, in particular the staff resources. At the same time economy will mainly 

be settled during the contracting phase, while the current cooperation more can focus on qual-

ity of the services and the practical accomplishment of the tasks.

3.1.11 sPacE ManagEMEnt (sEction 6.2)

This theme is shown by means of cases about Statoil (section 6.2.1), Steen & Strøm (section 

6.2.2), and the Finnish radio and television station YLE (section 6.2.3). Furthermore the cases 

consists of the state property companies PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 4.3.1) and 

Senate Property (section 4.3.2), as well as conditions concerning Space Management.

Statoil is an international oil and gas company situated in Norway, and the company records 

a continuing growth of the number of staff and the needs of office areas – especially at the 

headquarters in Stavanger, but also in Bergen among other places. At the same time they have 

strived towards reducing the percentage of the FM costs, in which a better use of areas was an 

important remedy. In 2001 Statoil put forward an ambitious strategy for reduction of the use 

of area per employee, but it turned out to be unrealistic to complete, therefore they have com-

pleted a space benchmarking with other companies and have made thorough space analysis 

of selected buildings in connection with a revision of the strategy. Hence Statoil has learned 

that space strategies ought to be based upon thorough knowledge of each building and the 

actual needs. Significant improvements in space utilisation can be achieved by reconstruction 

and new office solutions, but the building design in question and the original technical infra-

structure may course considerable limitations. Involvement of external experts having profes-

sional knowledge and experience from other companies will strengthen the argumentation of 

the internal dialogue in the company, and participation research institutions and consulting 

companies may give valuable inspiration and may contribute to organise and develop strong 

internal professional competences.

Steen & Strøm is responsible for centre management as the company owns, rents and run shop-

ping centres such as Field and City 2 in Denmark. As facility owner Steen & Strøm must ensure 

optimal arrangement and layout of the shopping centres, both from a overall viewpoint and 

in relation to each shop owner and their customers, who also are the visitors of the shopping 

centres. Therefore, the success of the shops and of the centre itself is closely connected, and it is 

not possible to see them in separation. Therefore, Steen & Strøm consider centre management 

being a partnership, which each day is in for an examination. The conditions for a success are 

well-defined concepts, welcoming the customer's customers, and furthermore a well organised 

plan for a successful visit. As background for the space disposition of the shopping centres are 

elements such as traffic analysis, consumption potential and retail structure. The centres are 

considered as long-term investments ensuring permanent value to the company, its partners 

in retail and among the investors. But at the same time you all the time must have focus on 
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improvements and creating better acting grounds. In order to improve the work with space 

management Steen & Strøm are implementing the IT-tool CoreFM, which is mentioned in sec-

tions 3.1.13 and 7.2.1.

Unlike Statoil YLE is a company with tight economical conditions, and there is a concurrent 

need for investments and organisational change due to the digitalising of the electronic me-

dias. Therefore YLE has defined a strategy aiming at consolidating its space to fewer buildings, 

especially at the headquarters in Helsinki, just as they aim at sale-and-lease-back of a series of 

buildings in the province which are used for regional radio productions. In relation to the head-

quarters they have worked together with an architect and local authorities to improve the local 

area in order to make it more desirable. The aim is to change the area into a high-technology 

centre which may attract both companies and staff to the area. This is considered an advantage 

to YLE's core activities, regardless that some of the new companies in the area are direct com-

petitors to YLE.

In the case about PPA it is estimated, that the needs for office facilities changes rapidly due to 

frequent reorganisation and an increased need of transverse cooperation and more projects 

which demand great flexibility of workplace design. In this connection PPA has set up at strat-

egy of development of so-called hubs consisting of office buildings in which several state or-

ganisations are residing and hence take advantage of shared service facilities. Correspondingly 

Senate Property realises great needs for modernising the state organisations and their office 

facilities and workplaces to be able to attract young requested employees. 

3.1.12 nEw ways oF working (sEction 6.3)

This theme is primarily shown by a case about PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 6.3.1) 

and a case about workplace planning for DR Byen (section 6.3.2), but also a case about Senate 

Property (section 4.3.2) and Statoil (section 6.2.1).

In common to both the state real estate agencies PPA and Senate Property is that they act as con-

sultants and motivators to other state administrations, and that they primarily act as project 

managers and use external consultants to draw up and complete suggested solutions.

It is also common to all 4 cases that they to a great extent handle knowledge workplaces with 

focus on open environments with fine possibilities of cooperation, knowledge sharing and flex-

ible arrangements. It is also emphasised that solutions are based upon intensive analysis of 

need, as the needs varies from unit to unit, so specific solutions must be developed which 

match the needs of each organisation and unit.

The import thing to PPA is furthermore, that the government agency has “takes its own medi-

cine” in completing a long-term experimental development process in the arrangement of the 

office environment in its own organisation. In this way PPA has made use of its own office ar-

rangement and its own experiences as to the process as a convincing show-case to other state or-

ganisations. Based on evaluations PPA has continuously adapted the arrangement and collected 

the experiences, among other things for the use of counselling others. At the same time PPA 

has in 2005 completed a project about future office to be updated and prepared for managing 

the task being state centre for competence within office planning.

The case about the workplace for DR Byen is characterised in including the design of a new 

large building, and the degree of freedom in adapting the design of the building and the in-

terior design in a way, which the company had predicted they would work in future media 
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production. Hence a lot of work has been done to establish a vision for the building, and to 

complete analysis of future technology, organisation and work processes. At the same time they 

during the building process tries to implement as much of the new solutions as possible in the 

former buildings, so the organisation was as well prepared as possible for the new physical set-

tings. Moving into most of the building was completed during 2006, and the first evaluation 

in spring 2007 indicates that they have succeeded in creating settings which support modern 

media production, but there is still disagreement among the staff as to how suitable and desir-

able the open work spaces are.

3.1.13 usE oF it (sEction 7.2)

This theme is shown by a case about implementation of CoreFM at Steen & Strøm (section 7.2.1) 

and introduction of teleworking at the future Danish tax administration SKAT (section 7.2.2).

The use of IT to support FM is far from new. Since the beginning of the 1990´ies there has been 

a series of IT based operational systems in market, among other things consisting of build-

ing operation and maintenance systems with focus on economical planning and management 

of maintenance and of so-called CAFM systems (Computer Aided FM) which combine drawing 

based CAD systems with alphanumeric data bases. However, IT systems are developing rapidly, 

also in relation to FM, and today there is a wide choice of systems containing a series of differ-

ent modules which may be chosen or not chosen, depending on the need.

CoreFM is an example of such a relatively new system, which gives possibility for successive im-

provement of the FM system, hence improved possibilities for planning. Prior to the purchase 

it is important to clarify the need so you only invest in the parts you need, and where you are 

willing to invest the resources necessary to produce and maintain data. In connection with im-

plementation it is important to analyse previous and future procedures and competences to be 

able to adapt the organisation to the changed conditions. Therefore involvement and engage-

ment from all contributing employees are crucial success factors.

The case about teleworking at SKAT shows how mobile IT systems can support a radical innova-

tion in the way you work in a large and highly distributed public administration. Hence SKAT 

work with office hotels like the cases in section 4.6, but they are divided into 4 main groups of 

which the most radical are the mobile office and the office less office. They make experiments 

with SKAT having ad hoc desks in libraries throughout the country and mobile tax offices in 

cars and busses which for instance visit music festivals and other events where the tax authori-

ties has a function. Through this development SKAT appears as a modern company who dissoci-

ates from the former traditional counter culture.

3.3.14 inFrastructurE (sEction 7.3)

This theme is shown by a case about asset management of technical infrastructure (section 

7.3.1). The case presents an IT tool developed by Grontmij | Carl Bro. It is a modelling tool 

which gives an improved overview of the impact of various maintenance strategies. This type of 

financial management tools is well-known within maintenance of for instance roads, but the 

novelty of this tool is the possibility to combine economical calculations from more administra-

tive fields, thus the managers will be able to compare the expected consequences of alternative 

investment strategies. At present the tool consists of the modelling modules: Water, road and 

sewer.
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In Sæby Municipality (today part of Frederikshavn Municipality in Denmark) they decided in 

2003 that they should become the first commune in the country who operates its roads as a 

business. The roads are considered being a capital good, and the capital is reduced if it is not 

maintained. They made the political decision that the road capital were not to be reduced, and 

that they must spend the limited resources in a way to get most for the money. On that basis 

they have implemented the IT system for asset management, and they succeeded in having in-

vestments in road maintenance given a greater priority, hence breaking the typical pattern that 

road maintenance is given a low priority in the municipal budgeting. There is at the same time 

established a basis for coordination across fields of municipal administration.

3.1.15 inDoor cliMatE (sEction 8.2)

This theme is shown by a case about natural ventilation in NCC's headquarters (section 8.2.1) 

and a case about DFM's indoor climate project.

NCC's headquarters was built a few years ago at Tuborg Harbour by Copenhagen, and mechani-

cal ventilation and cooling are not used in the office areas of the building. This is against com-

mon trends on the domicile market, in which there at present is spent a lot of money on 

controlling indoor climate by means of advanced technique and cooling systems, which often 

leads to higher operation costs. The general opinion is that the domicile is better than the aver-

age of newer office domiciles. Electricity use is rather low compared to similar office buildings, 

and the heat expenditure is on a level with similar office buildings. The special focus on indoor 

climate using natural ventilation is followed up by continuous metering and adjustments. The 

building has been through 2 external investigations, one of which concluded that the staff 

satisfaction concerning indoor climate was greater in the natural ventilated buildings. Among 

other things the other investigation proved that there is fewer persons having symptoms such 

as dry eyes, dry throat etc. in NCC's domicile than in the comparable office buildings. However, 

NCC has identified areas which have nuisances such as draught, heat and dry air. These areas 

are used for building site staff, having no permanent workplaces in the domicile. 

DFM's indoor climate project aims at developing an IT based decision support system to be used 

in improving indoor climate and well-being in office environments. The starting point is cre-

ating a better correlation between buildings and the human beings who should thrive in the 

buildings. A typical Dane spends more than 90% of his weekdays indoor, neither in his home 

indoor climate or in his office indoor climate. The indoor climate of the rooms, in which we are 

staying, is therefore one of the most crucial environmental impacts to which we are subject-

ed. The researchers have over time collected knowledge of which impacts it is about, but this 

knowledge does not always reach those who ought to know it: the decision-makers, who make 

decisions which affects indoor climate. The first two phases of the project has been carried out 

so far. This has led to a setting of the principles of the concept, and a concept test of the system 

in 4 companies was made showing a positive result. The system must compare and make use of 

information concerning human beings, buildings, indoor climate and working environment. 

DFM plan to apply for subsidies in order to complete the project, hence to develop a tool, which 

makes it possible to the Facilities Manager and his colleagues to identify good and bad indoor 

climate to be able to prevent, identify and correct the sources for lack of well-being, and find 

solutions to this. 
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3.1.16 sustainaBility (sEction 8.3)

This theme is shown by a case about the social housing association FSB (Foreningen Socialt 

Boligbyggeri, section 8.3.1), a case about DR Byen as a sustainable building (section 8.3.2) and a 

case about implementation of energy cost savings by means of ESCO.

FSB has done a systematic work to improve the environmental conditions in the apartment 

buildings of the association combined with an extensive resident democracy. Among other 

things one of the experiences is that making your own and other residents´ consumption vis-

ible and introducing individual settlements are effective means to reduce the resource con-

sumption, including reduce the water, electricity and heat consumption, and to encourage 

environment friendly waste handling. The work in the environmental area started centrally, 

and is still managed and coordinated centrally, but they work intentional on decentralising 

the effort, and the local building inspectors and residents will be involved, for instance they 

have introduced a de-central internet based energy management system, where the building 

inspectors type in consumption figures. The continued focus on environmental handled build-

ing operation leads to the choice of environment friendly technologies when renewing and 

renovating, and there is a spread so the things, which at first were green alternatives gradually 

becomes “normal” solutions. Yet it is important that alternative solutions are not “sold” on the 

basis of consideration of environment and nature, but with other advantages as well, including 

the social live in the estate. 

DR Byen is the new headquarters for the Danish Broadcasting Corporation and it is a significant 

example of a building in which considerations of environmental sustainability had a major 

position in the planning right from the beginning of the building project. Furthermore DR 

Byen represents an environmental demonstration project in which major efforts are made to 

document the effect of the environmental initiatives and widely to inform of the environment 

efforts. This is part of the requirements for the economical subsidy that the building has ob-

tained from the EU as a so-called IT-ECO project. The DR Byen is the first Danish building project 

using groundwater cooling, and the building will have the largest building integrated solar 

cell installation in Denmark so far. As essential as these extraordinary environmental technol-

ogy initiatives are, however, that environmental regards have been fully integrated into the 

building project planning. In principle all choice of material and structural solutions has been 

evaluated with environmental considerations as an equal factor compared to functionality, 

aesthetics and economy. A fine indoor climate and subsequently low energy consumption has 

been the most important environmental considerations in the project planning. The DR Byen 

has already before finishing of the building received several environmental awards.

ESCO is an abbreviation of Energy Service Companies, and in Denmark this type of business 

is called energy services. ESCO is among other things known from Sweden and USA, whereas 

the idea is rather new in Denmark, and the specific knowledge is limited. In brief the idea 

is to finance investments in energy saving initiatives through the savings of the energy bill, 

which will be achieved during some years. In Sweden RegionFastigheder in Skåne along with 

the ESCO-company TAC Energy Solutions has completed a pilot project in the period 2004 to 

2005 with three of the 10 hospitals in the region. Experiences from the project show, that large 

cost savings can be achieved as to heating, electricity consumption and water consumption. 

The saving potential for the 3 hospitals are up to 30% and will imply annual savings of approx 

SEK 10 million. Thus initiatives are ongoing to ensure a similar initiative in connection with 

RegionFastigheders other properties. Expectations to ESCO are great in Denmark, especially 

within public building management, where it till now has been difficult to mobilise economy 

for investments in energy saving initiatives, even if estimations show, that the investment could 

make a profit after some time.
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3.2 Summary of croSS-cutting iSSueS

3.2.1 long coMPlEx ProcEssEs

It is characteristic for a series of cases that long complex processes in which the direction is 

changed on the way. 

For instance NSB (Norwegian State Railways, section 5.4.1) in 2001 established a FM company 

along with a private company, but after a couple of years NSB withdraw from the company, 

and in 2006 NSB has in-sourced a number of estate administrative employees from the former 

partner and have entered into a contract with a new FM supplier, and the remaining employees 

have once again been transferred to a new company.

Accordingly NNS (Novo Nordic Service partner, section 5.5.1) in 1999 was established as a sub-

sidiary company to be able to manage FM tasks for others than Novo Nordic, but when all was 

said and done the mother company did not want NNS to work for others, so instead the develop-

ment has been change to the fact that NNS has outsourced major parts of its own production af 

FM services, and it is today primarily a client function to Novo Nordic. 

3.2.2 corrElations to coMPany stratEgy

The long complex processes are caused by the fact that development within FM to a great extent 

is connected to the general corporate and real estate strategy. When large and comprehensive 

changes are implemented, it will after some time appear whether the strategy in question is the 

right one. It may show that the strategy lead to the expected results, but the strategy was not 

well enough rooted in the company management. It may also appear that the changes carried 

unexpected and unwanted consequences. No matter the reason comprehensive changes may 

lead to the fact that the strategy must be evaluated and may be revised.

However, it may be dangerous to change strategy too often. To NSB (Norwegian State Railways, 

section 5.4.1) in the new situation in which they want to strengthen a position as a real estate 

company, it has been important to maintain a strict long-term strategy to be accepted as a seri-

ous player in the market. 

3.2.3. conDitions arE constantly changing

Another reason for the long complex processes is that the conditions are constantly chang-

ing. This is without any doubt not just involving the FM area, but it is a rather prominent 

characteristic, partly due to the FM area's dependence on development of the core company, 

and partly due to the young age of the subject area and the limited maturity of the market. 

Thus it is remarkable that SAS in Denmark (section 5.2.2) in continuation of a crisis within 

air traffic at first completed a sale-and-lease-back process and comprehensive outsourcing, and 

subsequently they had to perform an unwilling in-sourcing because the former supplier NCC 

no longer wanted to manage FM tasks.

3.2.4 coMPEtEncEs

The fact that the conditions constantly are changed and that there are demands of constant 

improvement requires will to renew, and a continuous adaption of competences. This involves 
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all levels. On management level it is crucial on one hand to be able to communicate with com-

pany management in an understandable way to obtain impact, and on the other hand to be 

able currently to develop and adapt the organisation to the changing needs. On the administra-

tive level among others PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 4.3.1) points out that needs 

has developed for new functions and competences in the organisation consisting of customer 

coordinators and broad qualified Facility Managers and purchasers.

On the operational level there is also a need for broader qualified employees who can attend to 

various tasks across traditional borderlines of profession. In both CHP (Copenhagen Airports, 

section 4.2.1) and in Coloplast (section 4.2.2) they work with multi-skilling of the employees. 

As mentioned by CHP this is in favour of both the company as to greater flexibility, and of each 

employee as to greater variation of work and improved security of employment and higher 

value in the labour market, but this require the will and the ability among the employees, and 

the company must see to a continuous education of the employees. In the case about function 

based procurement the need for multi-workers is emphasized, multi-workers who are able to 

attend to the main part of the present tasks in connection with operation and maintenance of 

buildings. 

In Nykredit Ejendomme (section 4.2.3) they also emphasize education and development of the 

competences, both the personal and the professional competences. They mention a “house of 

competence” to each staff group, where “the house” is built up by a specific professional part, a 

common professional part, and a personal part. The lower layers consist of a series of personal 

competences you must possess, however regardless of your job. The middle layers are the com-

mon professional part, and the top layers depend on the job function. 

3.2.5 sErvicE Quality (sla/kPi)

Service Level Agreements (SLA) and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are mentioned in many 

cases as essential tools for specifying and measuring the compliance of service quality. A series 

of specific examples and guidelines for particularly SLA are mentioned. 

Coloplast indicates (section 4.2.2) that a SLA preferably must consist of at least 8 to 10 full-time 

jobs to give greater advantages than costs. PPA (section 4.3.1) illustrates an example of demands 

for controlling a lawn consisting of a combination of demands of conditions and demands 

of accomplishment. In the case about function based procurement (section 5.6.2) is specified 

examples of demands to “show up time” and error correction time in connection to building 

installations. In the case about NSB (Norwegian State Railways, section 5.4.1) it is emphasized 

that SLA is an important communication tool between customer and supplier, and that it also 

is an important tool of the supplier's resource regulation.

One of the most commonly used KPI's is customer satisfaction measured by means of question-

naires or interviews. Customer satisfaction measuring is widely used by CPH (section 4.2.1), who 

furthermore as another example on KPI measure airborne time as to airplane bridges.

3.2.6 BEnchMarking

Another much used tool within FM is benchmarking.

It is mentioned in the case about NSB (Norwegian State Railways, section 5.4.1) that in the be-

ginning of the described process it was a problem not to have key figures as to the expenses of 
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the estate management, thus you had no possibilities of measuring yourself to external parties. 

In the first year after outsourcing the supplier's expenses as to operation and maintenance was 

compensated adding an agreed percentage profit fee, as they only subsequently had a basis to 

be able to establish a fee structure based on fixed prices for the different services.

In Coloplast (section 4.2.2) benchmarking of costs was used to document that they were able 

to manage the internal FM tasks competitively. Hence benchmarking is an almost unavoidable 

tool to measure costs by managing FM internal as an alternative to test the costs of supply on 

the market itself. It is seen from the case about SAS (section 5.2.2) that benchmarking contrib-

uted to define and delimit the processes, just as benchmarking against the best contributed to 

keep focus on the most important part of the development and the adaption.

As mentioned in the case about COWI (section 5.4.3) benchmarking of maintenance costs is also 

used in technical due diligence.

Another field of benchmarking is space utilisation which is illustrated by the case about Statoil 

(section 6.2.1) who among other things has used benchmarking in development of internal 

space strategies.

3.2.7 thE BuilDing cliEnt Function

It is a clear tendency that the building client function along with FM is increasingly integrated 

into a general property function or subordinated to the FM function, whereas the building 

client function previously typically was a separate function in many companies with needs to 

carry out building projects.

This has been the experience in CPH (Copenhagen Airports, section 4.2.1) where they after 

a long period with large long-term expansion projects now has changed to a more need ad-

justed expansion strategy in which capacity development is part of the FM division's tasks. A 

similar tendency is expressed in the case about PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, section 4.3.1). 

Through the reform of State Property and Building Administration (the SEA-reform) the owner-

ship of state property has been consolidated in order to ensure better use of the existing build-

ings, and that planning of new construction is based on a holistic evaluation. By establishing 

Copenhagen Property (section 4.4.1) they have also consolidated the building client function 

for all building related projects in Copenhagen Municipality in one common property unit. 

Many other cases also involve the facility owners, who manage and put their building at dispos-

al to others as tenants and customers, and here building client considerations are also included 

in a general portfolio planning. This for instance involve companies such as Senate Property 

(section 4.3.2), Nysír (section 5.3.1), Scion-DTU (section 4.6.1), and Steen & Strøm (section 6.2.2).

3.2.8 consortiuMs

A tendency in the FM and property area appear to be an increasing use of consortiums as the 

company form in order to create legally settled terms of new ways of cooperation. These con-

sortiums are called terms, such as Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), Special Project Company or 

Single Purpose Company.

Naturally consortiums are used in connection with PPP-projects as mentioned in the cases 

about Nysír and Trehøje Municipality (sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). On the supplier’s side consorti-
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ums are the rule in PPP-projects, and they often consist of a series of companies. In Nysír's latest 

PPP-project, the concert and conference centre in Reykjavik the demand side is also a Special 

Project Company owned by the Icelandic state and Reykjavik Municipality. The case about op-

erational partnership (section 5.6.1) also involves a consortium of suppliers. 

Consortiums are also used in connection with real estate development. For example NSB (Nor-

wegian State Railways, section 5.4.1) often establish a single purpose company along with a 

contractor company in connection with development and operation of a building. NSB invest 

the building in the company whereas the contractor completes the construction work. Another 

type of consortium is a common operational company between demander and supplier, and 

this is also described in the case about NSB.

3.2.9 coMPany hotEls anD PPP

There seem to be a considerable convergence between the principles for company hotels and 

PPP. In both cases some premises are rented out together with a series of services. Company 

hotels rent out to several companies, whereas there typical is just one tenant in a PPP-project, 

where design and construction on the other hand are included in the agreement.

As described in connection with Scion-DTU (section 4.6.1) it is customary to have separate lease 

contract and service contract concerning company hotels, and the Icelandic Nysír (section 5.3.1) 

highly emphasizes that the lease contract and the FM contract are kept separated in the PPP-

project. The lease contract is legally covered by the rental act and is hard to change, thus it 

ought to be possible to change the FM contract without affecting the lease contract. 

3.2.10 innovation

One of the objects of the investigation has been to identify examples of innovation within FM.

Almost none of the companies studied have established proper development units. An excep-

tion is the service administration in Malmø Municipality (section 4.4.2) has established a devel-

opment centre. For instance they designed a one button operated telephone for elderly people, 

who will be able to contact the customer centre, where the staff can see who is calling, and who 

has information to be able to put through for instance to relatives of the elderly person. Sen-

ate Property (section 4.3.2) in Finland has also engaged themselves in a series of development 

projects among other things along with universities, and PPA (Palaces and Property Agency, 

section 4.3.1) has lately established a development unit.

Many examples of new developments were found in the cases examined, and three examples 

of significant innovations has been found, which were based on research and/or development 

work. 

The first is the Finnish state property company, Senate Property (section 4.2.2), who has intro-

duced a network cooperation with suppliers of maintenance of their buildings. This has taken 

place after proper research and development efforts, and has at first led to signing of a large 

common contract with 8 private companies organised as 6 partners who together are responsi-

ble for 80% of all maintenance of Senate Property's buildings for a 4 year period. 

The second example is operational partnerships (section 5.6.1) which has been taken up by a 

series of communes after the Danish Trader and Building Administration (EBST) during some 

years has supported such cooperation, partly through various development initiatives, among 
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other things an electronic partnership guidance for companies and public authorities and eval-

uation tools, partly by direct economical assistance to co-finance some of the extra costs related 

to organising public private cooperation. 

The third example is NNS's (section 5.6.2) introduction of functioned based procurement in 

maintenance of a series of buildings. This was based on development work in The Danish Main-

tenance Association with NNS as participant and inspired by former work in Sweden, and this 

resulted in a Danish report in 2001 about function based agreements concerning maintenance. 

As the first company in Denmark, NNS has executed the idea, and they have achieved signifi-

cant cost savings.

It is characteristic that all 3 examples are related to building maintenance which after all is a 

field with a long professional tradition and with relation to physical services. In the more soft 

service like fields of FM innovations are probably less significant and more difficult to identify. 

Furthermore it is characteristic that the three examples are all initiated by large professional 

demanders, and have the aim to grant the suppliers more freedom to organise and optimise 

their services. Suppliers of total FM deliveries put much energy in finding synergy effects in the 

various service tasks. This all in all indicates, that the wide optimisation possibilities within 

FM primarily are related to organisation of the work whereas technical innovation is a less 

important factor. 

3.2.11 ProcEss Focus

Common for a series of cases is the process focus within FM in order to make the activities more 

efficient. This is in line with a general trend within modern management, where among other 

things the use of IT has caused radical changes of production processes in many companies. 

Management methods such as Business Process Reengineering (BPR) and Total Quality Manage-

ment (TQM) for instance are very much based on process analysis.

Nykredit (section 4.3.2) is a significant example of a company, which takes an analysis of proc-

esses as a basis to make in-house FM working procedures more efficient. This was especially 

used in connection with the canteen function in Nykredit, which has been changed into a mere 

process organisation.

To suppliers of total FM services process analysis is also an important tool to gain efficiency im-

provements, which can be done by creating synergies between various processes. It is common 

in connection with entering into new contracts, and introduction of new technology to make 

the processes more efficient may also be in question. It is seen from the case about ISS (section 

5.5.1) that the supplier within some contracts has agreed annually to present an optimising 

catalogue for the customer, and such a catalogue is typically composed by a contract review 

team visiting the company, who along with the contract manager examines the company and 

analyses the processes by means of BPR tools.

3.2.12 Focus on thE staFF

Another common feature in a series of cases is that there is focus on the staff of the company, 

and that FM must contribute to grant better working conditions for the staff. It is in Coloplast 

(section 4.2.2) emphasized as a part of company culture that they think it will affect the qual-

ity of the company services, that the staff will meet quality, from they enter the door of their 

workplace until closing-time. This approach is among other things expressed in the fact that 
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they have emphasised in developing the supplies of the canteen by working out a food policy 

and a project about healthy food in the workplace.

Accordingly Nykredit (section 4.2.3) has emphasised to develop the canteen supplies, for in-

stance to change into just using organic ingredients. It is to Nykredit also part of a general 

policy and strategy in which they aim a developing FM into People Support.

Through workplace design and introduction of new ways of working focus on the staff is an 

unavoidable and essential part of the effort, which among other things can be seen from the 

cases about Senate Property (section 4.3.2), Palaces and Property Agency (section 6.3.1), DR Byen 

(section 6.3.2), and SKAT (section 7.2.2).

The above examples are all related to the staff in general, but in situations with outsourcing, 

where the management of the FM staff transfer employees from one company to another, is one 

of the essential challenges. In the case about Coor Service Management and L.M. Ericsson (sec-

tion 5.2.1) it is stated that the stage of integrating among other things employees is the most 

critical. From the case about NSB (section 5.4.1) it appears that clarification of the staff pension 

arrangement and implementation of fringe benefits may be crucial to a successful outsourcing 

process. In the case about ISS and Sonofon (section 5.4.2) a follow up upon personal plans is 

emphasised, and that problems such as bad relations and expectations among staff are handled 

with immediately. Communication and information are essential and likewise is a well-run and 

active HR department in the supplier company..

3.2.13 aDDED valuE

Creation of value or surplus value is also appearing repeatedly as a crucial objective in a series 

of cases. This is especially marked in Nykredit (section 4.2.3) who as mentioned in section 3.1.1 

has set up user value fraction as a tool for being able to measure and maximise the user value 

in all areas. The object of the FM organisation in Nykredit is to create added value both to the 

company and to each employee.

ISS (section 4.5.1) as well emphasises to create value for its customers, and this is takes place 

in different ways. Great transparency by use of SLA's and KPI's for measuring results is in itself 

an added value, and accordingly it creates great added value that you due to the transparency 

are able to scale the services up and down as needed. Preparation of optimising catalogue and 

agreements on “gain-sharing” are also elements which create added value to the customer.

Both Copenhagen Property (section 4.4.1) and the Service Administration in Malmø Municipal-

ity (section 4.4.2) have as their objective to create added value to the customers who are the 

citizens of the commune – direct or indirect consisting of employees in the administrations of 

the commune. It is emphasised in the Service Administration that if the customer shall be able 

to see an added value he must have a little extra besides having his demands and expectations 

fulfilled. It does not need to be anything expensive. It is more the fact that the person, who 

delivers the service shows consideration and plain humanity. It must be spontaneous and not 

based on instructions.

In CPH (section 4.2.1) they highly focus on the customers´ customers in the shape of the airline 

company's passengers and the customers in the airport shops. In granting these groups a good 

experience and time to shop CPH contribute to the value creation within the airline companies 

and the shops, hence CPH is an attractive partner.
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3.3 the value creation in fm

Based on the cases a special analysis has been made of how FM may create value. This has been 

done by examining the cases and extract de various elements or fields in which FM may be 

considered to create value. This resulted in a long list, which was divided into the following 11 

subjects (alphabetically): Effectiveness and productivity, facilities and workplaces, customers 

and end-users, management in general, local area and region, staff, environment and sustain-

ability, risks and continuity, cooperation among companies, services, and economy and costs.

It appeared that some of the subjects more consisted of causes, whereas others to a larger de-

gree were effects. Inspired by “Strategy Mapping” from the Balanced Score Card methodology 

(Kaplan & Norton, 2000) a classification was made into the following categories with the indi-

cated interrelations: Resources lead to results of FM, which causes effects which are in favour of 

various partners. In a further analysis processes in FM was introduced with resources as input 

and results as output, and the effects were divided as to core activity and surroundings.

On basis of this a value map for FM was set up, which is shown generically on the following 

page. In the value map the categories and interrelations mentioned above make the top level of 

a hierarchical structure.

The next levels are also shown in the value map on the following page. FM resources are divid-

ed into facilities, technology, manpower and management, whereas processes are divided into 

activities, innovation, communication and coordination, and results are divided into spaces, 

services, know-how and relations. As to surroundings, effects are divided into economical, so-

cial, spatial and environmental, and as to core activities, into satisfaction, costs, productivity, 

reliability, adaption and culture. Finally partners are divided into society, customers, staff and 

owners.

A third level is shown in appendix covering the total FM Value Map.

The FM Value Map is a conceptual frame which may contribute to illustrate and understand the 

various methods in which FM can create value to core activities and society. Furthermore the 

value map may be used to point out the elements which in specific cases have a special impor-

tance for the value creation from FM. An example of this is shown on page 43 based on the case 

about the Service Administration in Malmø Municipality (section 4.4.2). 

The FM Value Map is used in this way in a workgroup within NordicFM network with the topic 

“Highlight the added values for at core business provided by Facilities Management”. The FM 

Value Map has also been proposed as a common framework in the on-going work on European 

FM standardisation in CEN/TC348.

rEFErEncE:

Kaplan, Robert S. & Norton, David P.: Having Trouble with Your Strategy? Then Map It, Harvard 

Business Review, September-October, 2000.
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ChArACteristiCs

the teachers and the management of the schools in Malmö had for many years been more and more 

stressed by new demands and the management had turned into jacks of all trades who should handle all 

tasks in and around the schools. this lead to a project testing the effect of separation the activities into 

the core business of teaching and maturing the children and the activities focused on creating the best 

possible frames for this business – facilities Management. the service administration of Malmö cre-

ated a professional service organisation which – based on a detailed knowledge about the needs of the 

schools – provides all services in the schools except for the teaching. A service reception is the centre of 

the contact between the school and the service organisation. 

Benefits

By this division of the tasks the teachers got more time to prepare, teach and “lead the pedagogic effort 

towards developing the children into confident and stable individuals”. this among other things was 

hoped to lift the status of the teachers and thereby facilitate recruiting new teachers to the schools in 

Malmö. furthermore, the fM staff entered a professional service organisation resulting in an improved 

management of the efforts and better results due to the care taking of a well motivated and a well edu-

cated staff. Based upon the experiences of a pilot project the system was implemented in all schools in 

Malmö and the results have been convincing. 

ConseQuenCes

A profound relief of the employees in the schools, better physical environments, fewer days lost through 

sickness, better service for the same money and an improved maintenance of the buildings. one of the 

added values have been measured: the head master of the school have changed the division of the time 

used on pedagogic and fM tasks from a 60% / 40% to a 85% / 15% division.
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4.1 introDuction

This chapter about FM concepts includes a series of examples of how various companies work 

with FM and how this is depending on the type of organisation in question.

The first concept consists of in-house development of FM. The examples are 3 major private cor-

porations in Denmark – CPH, Coloplast and Nykredit, who all have in common that they work 

deliberately in developing their FM functions. They have done this in various degrees, but they 

all manage internal FM functions. This does not mean that they have not outsourced part of 

their FM, but in common they all to a large extent have FM functions in-house, and have been 

able to create significant results.

The next concepts consist of public organisations, in the state and municipal fields, respec-

tively. The state organisations include the Palace and Property Agency (PPA) in Denmark and 

Senate Property in Finland. Both organisations have throughout the last 10 years experienced 

a radical change from a traditional public administration into dynamic property administra-

tion with ownership of comprehensive property portfolios which they rent out to other state 

organisations, and the have at the same time completed large scale outsourcing of services. 

They also both emphasise to act as advisors to their customers as to improve the utilisation of 

the buildings through introduction of new office layouts and new ways of working. The munici-

pal organisations include the Service Administration in Malmø and Copenhagen Property. The 

Service Administration in Malmø has since the middle of the 1990´ies worked deliberately in 

developing a service organisation with a large customer focus, whereas Copenhagen Property 

was not established until early 2006, but they have similar ambitions to develop the organisa-

tion.

The above mentioned concepts are related to organisations on the demand side within FM, 

whereas the remaining concepts are related to the supply side. Firstly it is about internationally 

leading FM suppliers shown by a case about ISS with headquarters in Denmark supplemented 

with a section which more generally consider the largest international FM suppliers. Secondly 

it is about company hotels shown by Scion-DTU's entrepreneur incubator and Regus´ office 

hotels which are spread all over the world.

Thus, this chapter treats the following five concepts or themes:

In-house development of FM using CHP, Coloplast and Nykredit as examples• 

State property administrations with PPA and Senate Property as examples• 

fM ConCePts4
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Municipal FM organisations with Copenhagen Property and the Service Administration in • 

Malmø as examples

International leading FM suppliers with ISS as the primary example, but a range of other • 

major supplier companies are also mentioned

Company hotels with Scion-DTU and Regus as examples• 

4.2 in-houSe Development of fm

This theme includes cases on,

CPH (Copenhagen Airports), which on the basis of an FM strategy has created an airport, • 

which several times has been nominated as the most efficient in Europe

Coloplast, which on the basis of the company culture and core values has chosen to handle • 

all FM tasks internally

Nykredit, which has completed a radical development with focus on optimising the inter-• 

nal processes of the real estate function

4.2.1 cPh crEatEs thE BEst airPort in EuroPE using FM stratEgy

CAse oBJeCt

Company: Copenhagen Airports A/s (CPh)

Country: denmark

Core activities: Air traffic / Airport operation

theme: fM concepts

subject: in-house development of fM

Best Practice aspect: the most efficient airport in europe

search words: real estate strategy, operational strategy, multi-skilling, slA, kPi

Background

Previously CPH was a state company which today has been privatised and organised as a listed 

public limited company. In the 1990´ies CPH recorded a heavy expansion due to the strong 

development of the air traffic. Therefore CPH had great focus on expansion of the airport to 

increase the passenger capacity. Since the terror attack against World Trade Centre in New 

York, September 11th 2001 the situation changed radically, as the almost constant growth of air 

traffic suddenly stopped. After 3 years of stagnation the air traffic is since 2004 again increasing 

with a growth of approx 5% in 2005.

lessons leArnt: CPh

As an fM company and owner of facilities it is important to have the end-users´ needs and experi-•	

ences in view – although they are the customers´ customers

A high quality of buildings does not in the long run need to be more expensive if it is done in the •	

right way

flexibility does not obstruct operational efficiency, but require development of competences and •	

willingness to adapt among the staff

development of staff qualifications in being able to handle various functions is an advantage both •	

to the staff and the company

Measurement of customer satisfaction and other effect measurements and benchmarking with •	

other companies are important tools to obtain an excellent achievement
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fACts ABout CoPenhAgen AirPorts (2005)

turnover: 2.7 billion dkk

number of passengers: 20 million per year

destinations: 132

total workplaces: 20.000 have their daily work in the airport

employees in CPh: 1.700

ground area: 11.8 km2

Building area: 400.000 m2

homepage: www.cph.dk 

Due to these changed circumstances CPH has modified its strategy and organisation, and today 

the company base it’s development on Facilities Management as management and strategy tool. 

It is shown in this case what this means to the company, and how it led to the appreciation as 

the most efficient airport in Europe during each 5 years from 2002 to 2006.

Core and Support Company

CPH is characterised as being the owner of facilities, which against payment are put at the dis-

posal for a series of various airline companies. Furthermore CPH handle a series of operational 

and service functions, which support the air traffic. Many other service companies operate in 

the airport, in supporting the air traffic with for instance luggage handling, catering and secu-

rity, and authorities such as police and customs authorities are included as an active part of the 

activities in connection to air traffic.

An airport is a typical example of a company, which is mainly about Facilities Management. 

Hence you may state, that CPH is a company, which has FM as core activity as it is facility owner, 

facilities manager as well as service supplier in relation to other companies, which have air 

traffic as their core activity. Furthermore CPH is the landlord of shops and restaurants in the 

airport. 

CPH has the vision to be the largest in Scandinavia, the best in the world, and the cheapest in 

Europe. The size is measured by number of passengers, and since 2002 CPH has been the largest 

in Scandinavia. The price factor is measured on the size of the traffic duties, and in this area 

CPH ranged as the 9th cheapest in 2004, so it takes a little time before the vision is fulfilled. The 

qualitative factor in being the best is measured in the form of customer and end-user satisfac-

tion.

The end-users of all activities in the airport and the air traffic are the passengers, hence CPH 

has defined its role as the passengers´ “shop steward”. CPH would like to take care of the pas-

sengers´ experience. This goes from arrival at the airport, to check-in, through transit area, 

until boarding. And it goes for whichever, whatever and however, because it is the passengers´ 

total experience, which counts.

Before a plane takes off the passenger has been in touch with a number of different companies. 

Hence there is a rather sequential organised service on your way through the airport. Further-

more each service is managed by different parties. CPH would like to be the link. Therefore CPH 

collaborate with all parties to ensure the passengers the best possible experience through the 

airport.

Besides the considerations to the passengers´ experience it is also essential to ensure a passen-

ger flow as fast as possible through check-in and related security, so the passengers have the 

most of their time to shop in the airport shops and in the restaurants. Through this the tenants 
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in the airport will gain a higher trading activity, and CPH's rental income will in the long term 

increase. 

Behind the immediate passenger service the airport runs a comprehensive traffic and logistic 

activity round-the-clock with focus on efficiency and reliability in service. It is most important 

not to loose time, because the airlines earn their money in the air.

You may say that CPH creates value to the airlines in contributing to the value creation through 

passenger experiences, efficiency and reliability in service. Correspondingly CPH creates value 

for the tenants of shops etc. and contribute to their trading activities through increased time 

for the passengers to shop. Additionally the airport is of great value to the entire Øresund re-

gion.

CPH's strategic situation can be illustrated as shown in the table below.

New Operational Strategy

The strong competition has lead to an increased focus on cost efficiency. Operational key factors 

are the same time to obtain flexibility and efficiency. A remedy for this is continuing evalua-

tions of which services are best executed internally and externally, respectively. They do not 

have a strategy for increased outsourcing, but it is decided whether the tasks must be handled 

internal or external seen from the point of view whether they can be accomplished competitive 

internal or not. There are examples of both outsourcing and insourcing.

Strategic Situation forceS / potentialS weakneSSeS / threatS

internal  · facilities of a high quality · dependence from other parties

 · Multi-skilling · labour disputes may cause serious consequences

external · geographic monopoly · deregulation

 · scandinavia's largest region · international competition

 · economical growth · terror threat

intereSSenter

dealers

tenants

Contractors

Consultants

Airlines

PassengersCPh

security

Commercial

Passenger service

it services 

fm

traffic execution 

Projects

real estate

Authorities

SWOT analysis
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Another measure is development of the staff in having broader qualifications – multi-skilling. 

In this connection there is focus on limiting the division between specialist functions and make 

the employees more competitive. The employees must be willing to change, and the work proc-

esses must be developed according to the motto: Don't work harder – work smarter!

As an example of multi-skilling the support staff takes care of functions such as driving, lug-

gage handling, gardening work, garbage handling and snow clearing. Especially the last men-

tioned function is important to combine with other functions as it is only a few times a year 

that the need occur, but when it does occur many employees must be able to assist without 

notice. The staff must be educated to handle various functions, and they must be prepared to 

switch functions dependent on current needs.

To the staff multi-skilling has a series of advantages. They have new challenges and upgraded 

qualifications. For most staff it results in improved work content, and to those who have the 

will and the energy, it results in a higher degree of employment security, and at the same time 

their value in labour market is increased. To the company it involves larger synergistic effect, 

more motivated staff, less sick absence, more employed persons, and better possibilities to re-

tain jobs.

New Development Strategy

Earlier CPH concentrated on creating the necessary capacity development, but today CPH has 

changed into a more requirement adapted expansion strategy. Before they had a separate depart-

ment for new building projects, but now the capacity development is part of the Facilities Man-

agement department's tasks. The investment budget amount approx Eur 93 million in 2006.

As a transport hub Copenhagen airport has great variances in the load, but it is not viable to 

design the airport from the maximum load. That would correspond to build churches match-

ing the visit on Christmas evening. In stead they expand little by little to minimise the risk of 

wasteful investment.

Furthermore there is much focus on a correlation between new building, operation and main-

tenance. This is among other things seen in the choice of building materials, where they for 

instance have good experience as to wooden floors. In an airport it is important to have a floor 

of high quality, and in the long run it will pay to focus on high quality.

Development is a mixture of optimising economy and the customer's experience, respectively. 

Yet not all decisions are based on economical considerations. CPH works from the philosophy: 

What is worth doing, is worth to do well. It is not more expensive to build an airport which in 

itself is a good experience. Flexibility does not prevent operational efficiency. The passengers 

are not dependent on CPH, but CPH is dependent on the passengers.

Effect Measurement

To be able to document the effects of their efforts, CPH uses a series of various methods, among 

which the most important are benchmarking and use of SLA and KPI. CPH is a member of the 

Danish FM benchmarking association (DFM-nøgletal) and do benchmarking with key figures 

with other Danish companies. CPK also carry out international benchmarking with other air-

ports. They find it important to evaluate the key figures in relation to the various service ele-

ments and the end-user's needs. For internal provisions service levels are agreed between client 

and provider, and for external provisions formal SLA's are included in the contracts. 

An example of quality measurement is from cleaning, where the managers of CPH's terminal 

service each month make a quality check of 10 selected places on the basis of a scale from A 
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to C, with stage A, A-, B, B- and C. These evaluations are partly subjective, but they try to make 

them more objective in the way that the managers accompany each other to their respective 

areas and evaluate together. The head of section also takes part in the evaluations, and by mak-

ing some of the evaluations together it is ensured, that the evaluations are reasonably identi-

cal. Quality levels varies among other things depending on whether it is about customer areas 

(on-stage), which are named primary areas, and internal areas (back-stage), which are named 

secondary areas. 

An example of using KPI is measuring the uptime airplane bridges, i.e. mobile walk tunnels for 

the passengers´ access from airplane to terminal and vice versa. CPH's responsibility is to pro-

vide the facilities, and to the airplane bridges this demands effectively planned maintenance 

in order to prevent defects. The operation itself of the airplane bridges is the responsibility of 

handling companies who work for the airlines. 

Customer satisfaction surveys are also an important measurement method, and CPH executes 

recurring satisfaction surveys among the passengers.

In excess of CPH's own activities with effect measurements a series of measurements, evalua-

tions and comparisons between the airports is made internationally During the last years CPH 

has achieved rather significant results:

In 2000 and 2002 CPH was nominated as the world's best airport within its category by the • 

international aviation organisation I.A.T.A. 

In 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006 CPH was nominated as Europe's most efficient airport by the • 

international aviation organisation AETRA & Global Airport Monitor (former I.A.T.A.)

In 2003, 2004 and 2005 CPH was nominated as Europe's best airport by Business Traveller • 

Magazine

Sources and references

The case is based on information from head of CPH’s FM-department Leif Kjær at a meeting June 

28th, 2006, subsequent correspondence and the references mentioned below.

Boserup, Niels (2005): Foredrag på DFM's conference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28. januar 2005. Niels 

Boserup er administrerende direktør i CPH. ((a lecture at DFM's conference, Nyborg Strand, January 

27.-28., 2005. Niels Boserup is chief executive officer with CPH).

Kornbo, Mogens (2005): Foredrag på NordicFM- EuroFM's konference i Stockholm den 9. september 2005. 

Mogens Kornbo er tidligere vicedirektør i CPH. (a lecture at NordicFM-EuroFM's conference in Stock-

holm, September 9th, 2005. Mogens Kornbo is former assistant general manager with CPH).

Kragelund, Poul (2005): Referat af DFM's conference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28. september 2005. www.

dfm-net.dk. (abstract of DFM's conference, Nyborg Strand, September 27.-28., 2005. www.dfm-net.dk). 

Københavns Lufthavne A/S (2006): Koncernårsrapport 2005. www.cph.dk. (Copenhagen Airports A/S 

(2006): Consolidated annual report, 2005. www.cph.dk). 
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4.2.2 coloPlast chosE to ManagE its FM tasks in-housE

Background

Coloplast is a corporation with approx. 6.000 employees spread all over the world, with origin 

in Denmark. In Denmark approx 2.200 employees are working, and currently the turnover is 

approx Eur 856 million, and the company still produces most of the group's total sales value 

in Denmark.

Many companies today choose to outsource the FM task to external partners, and this has also 

been considered and examined in Coloplast. To many companies this is a reasonable and ad-

equate solution, but Coloplast runs the company from long-term results, and they believe that 

their customers should have the major part of the value creation. The customers will only have 

a satisfactory service and the correct products if Coloplast has a top motivated staff. Conse-

quently they highly emphasize the physical surroundings and the service and the offers their 

staff are given in everyday life. This has contributed to the intentional choice of managing its 

own FM organisation. 

lessons leArnt: ColoPlAst

in controlling the necessary competence you may be fully competitive and at the same time have •	

the best possible understanding of the staff's activities and welfare in their workplace

this demands that there is managerial and business-related focus on the area so service and cost •	

level is continuously adapted and matched to the management's wishes about what must be of-

fered to the staff.

it is important that there is direct reference from the fM department to the board of directors•	

The core activities

There is a targeted and methodical effort behind the results in Coloplast. It is the impression 

that Coloplast is saturated by a corporate culture and values which are based on the fact that 

the customers are dependent of having products of a high standard delivered. Coloplast believe 

that this affect the quality, that the staff are met with quality, from they are entering the door 

to their workplace until they leave for home.

Within the business area they want to be the globally preferred supplier of medical equipment 

and service, which improve the users' quality of life. Coloplast develops innovative solutions of 

high standard, which fulfil the customers´ needs. They attempt to gain the customers' loyalty by 

listening to and understanding their situation, and by being a trustworthy cooperation partner.

Their company culture attracts and develops people thriving in active environments, where 

personal dedication is crucial. They respect diversity and act responsible to society and environ-

CAse-oBJekt 

Company: Coloplast

Country: denmark

Core activities: Medical equipment and service, which improve the user's quality of life

theme: fM concepts

subject: in-house development of fM

Best Practice aspect: fM as an integrated part of the company culture and core values

search words:  in-house, employee satisfaction, benchmarking, multi-skilling, synergy, 

lean, slA
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ment, and in business relationships as well. They want to be the best within their field to be 

able to create growth and larger value to customers, staff and shareholders. In the company's 

cultural offers are included fitness, sport, etc. 

fACts ABout ColoPlAst

ownership: 

location: 

 

Products: 

 

turnover: 

staff: 

 

real estates: 

 

Area growth: 

 

homepage:

danish owned group with the mother company Coloplast A/s 

headquarters in humlebæk with subsidiary companies and agencies  

spread all over the world 

Medical articles within the areas ostomy, continens, wound treatment,  

and skin care all over the world 

Approx eur 856 million  

6.000 employees worldwide, hereof approx 2.200 employees in denmark 

140.500 m2 in denmark per June 2005, hereof 16.700 m2 tenancy 

there is on the present real estates possibility of building additional  

50.000m2 

expansion of average 9.000 m2 annual during the last ten years  

(new building, acquisition and tenancy) 

www.coloplast.com

The support activities

The in-house solution was chosen as a result of a total evaluation and implementation of a 

strategy plan for Coloplast in 2003 with Boston Consultants as advisers. This did not include the 

internally adjusted administrative part where an internal project named OptimA was started 

in stead. The persons in charge of each department were responsible as to the development, in 

which there were two challenges:

What shall be accomplished if only 75% of the present is available• 

Settlement is done in relation to the internal customers (consumption, distribution ratio, • 

etc.) How much is each activity? In connection to this a challenger group was established in-

volving the customers, which among other things participated in describing the demand. 

Outsourcing was after an analysis evaluated to be less flexible, and benchmarking on chosen ar-

eas showed that Coloplast's costs could compete with other comparable companies. There were 

a total of 13 areas, and the results were to be presented to the board of directors for decision. 

The outcome was establishment of a FM unit starting on February 1st, 2004. 

This resulted in some consequences for the number of staff, as it was a somewhat slim organisa-

tion than before.

Previously annual business plans were made, but this was changed into three-year strategy 

plans, which are prepared according to the instructions below:

You speak to the internal customers about their future needs before the plan is prepared• 

Adjustment is made to the corporate policy and the company goals• 

There must be a falling economical tendency to FM without changes of the employee sat-• 

isfaction – more for the money’s worth. This is measured every second year and consist of 

50-60 statements with relevance and agreement as parameters

The costs are paid by each customer• 

Furthermore the changed strategy resulted in establishment of one legal company for all prop-

erty, whereas each real estate earlier was placed in a separate independent company. In this way 
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a foundation was made to ensure an even settlement policy in the rental field, specified in a 

square metre price to administration, production /storage and clean rooms.

The strategic situation og the FM unit can be illustrated as shown in the table below.

 

Prepare

As a start of the change process the project named OptimA concerning optimization of admin-

istrative functions was initiated in September 2003. Beforehand Coloplast had benchmarked 

their administration cost with comparable companies, and this showed that Coloplast was 

among the companies where administration had the highest share of the turnover (14%). 

Furthermore analyses showed that the group staff organisation constituted a major part of 

these costs, and that the number of employees in the staffs had increased with 18% annual 

the last five years. This was faster than the turnover, and thus became the basis for the future 

philosophy as described below.

The first challenge was that the staffs were to create the surroundings and “sell” their products 

/ services. The organisation was carried out after the following criteria:

Activities which were “normative” or needed for the company's overall “governance” to be • 

placed as group staff

To activities which were able to use advantages of scale and / or energies there were the • 

three following sub criteria:

 ° Activities with Group Management as leading customer was placed as group staff

 °  Activities with the core business as leading customer – with limited options – was 

placed as group staff with customer / provider relations, and SLA's should be ar-

ranged with internal customers, and there should be a strengthened cost focus

 °  Activities with the core business as leading customer – with options – were either 

placed as group staff or in a service company, in which the service was to be agreed 

on the basis of “market terms”, and would in principle compete with external pro-

viders.

To activities focused on a customer decentralisation should take place and / or a reduction, • 

because the owner had to be identified, and if the result was a central service, a SLA should 

to be prepared

Strategic Situation forceS / potentialS

internal  ·  thorough knowledge of the customer

 ·  Adaptable organisation and manage-

ment

 ·  high employee satisfaction

 ·  knowledge of costs – key figures

 ·  is able to modify costs compared to 

number of employees at the customer 

and number of square metres

external ·  know-how in denmark for  

international tasks

 ·  “grey zone” services such as validation 

and risk management are delivered as 

products from fM operation

weakneSSeS / threatS

·  Minimum focus on fM from the board of 

management

·  Minimum information from the board of 

management about strategy for denmark 

makes it difficult to made long-term opti-

mization of services and organisation

·  the decentralised organisation is difficult to 

optimize and to obtain synergies in the line

·  reductions and modifications at the 

customer – less employees, less square 

metres

·  outsourcing of fM

SWOT-analyssis
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The second challenge was that the costs should be reduced. This included clarification of:

What can be done differently?• 

What can be cut away?• 

What are the consequences• 

 ° Activities

 ° Costs 

 ° Quality

The process was carried out with the following phases:

Preparation1. 

Activity analysis2. 

Idea development3. 

Presentation and discussion4. 

Evaluation and decision5. 

Implementation plans6. 

In phase 1 the work was managed by the responsible unit and involving project groups, “chal-

lenger” groups plus a central project team. 

Phase 2 with the activity analysis linked activities with time and cost expenditures, and the 

following questions had to be answered:

What is the purpose of the unit?• 

Which processes / outputs support the aim?• 

Which activities are made “daily” to complete the processes / deliver outputs?• 

What are the resources used for the purpose?• 

In phase 3 customer analyses were completed (internal customers: divisions, subsidiary compa-

nies, etc.), and the following was settled:

Internal customers´ use of activities and costs in the staffs is estimated• 

Significant customer relationships are estimated, for instance,• 

 ° Activities Who are they?

 ° Activities How is the collaboration , how is the customer / provider relationship?

 ° Activities Meetings

 ° Activities Workshops / group work

 ° Activities Placement of orders

 ° Activities How is the activity level decided?

 ° Activities Who pays?

On the basis of this and the company's core values the idea development was executed with the 

goal to show how to reduce the costs permanently. This included clarification of the following 

questions:

What can be decentralized?• 

What ought to be kept central, and of this what should be on service contracts?• 

What can be reduced and how?• 

The customer analyses: Which customers draw on which resources?• 
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In phase 4 the ideas were discussed with the “challenger” groups and after that a draft / cata-

logue was presented to Group Management. On this basis phase 5 with evaluation and deci-

sions were completed, and phase 6 with implementation was initiated.

As an example from Coloplast's toolbox from the process, the following guidelines to use SLA's 

were established as rules of thumb:

A SLA must preferably include at least 8 to 10 FTE's (Full Time Equivalent – full-time jobs) so • 

that “benefits” are higher than “costs”

Annual meetings are held with a view to update the SLA• 

Half-yearly meetings are held with a view to follow up on performance – quantitative and • 

qualitative (for instance customer satisfaction)

Costs are allocated to customers• 

 ° Based on actual consumption

 °  Alternatively based on distribution key, for instance number of employees who are 

serviced

The FM unit

The FM unit was established as an administrative unit April 1st 2004, as the real estate admin-

istration, the management unit, canteens, receptions, and the travel office was merged with 

direct reference to the board of directors in Coloplast. The organisation was built up as shown 

in the chart below:

reAl estAte MAnAger

Buying and selling
new building and re-building
refurbinshment
space management

oPerAtion MAnAger

real estate management
supply
documentation
security / guarding
relocations
events

fM MAnAger

Controller
environment and security
Administration and finance

serviCe MAnAger

receptions
Canteens
telephone exchange
internal transport

Common to these functions is that the major part of the services are delivered to company 

units and the cost can be allocated to the “customers” from the spending, direct or indirect. It 

has been found natural to gather these services under a managerial unit to obtain synergies in 

relation to competences and cost.

The main task to the FM unit is to decide the service levels as to the respective services accord-

ing to the company's wishes and demands, and continuing ensure adjustment and compliance 

with these service levels. The competence is rooted centrally in the FM unit who by use of econo-

mies of scale ensure most “value for money” regarding the services to the customers. 

The challenge is at the same time to be cost conscious and competitive in relation to external 

suppliers and to ensure a constant development creating added value within the respective 

fields of FM through continuous focus on levels of quality, cost and service.
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Characterizing to the staff in the FM unit is that they are all service-minded, autonomous and 

possess abilities of swift readjustment. Everybody knows the main task – to serve the business 

units, and to avoid bureaucracy and selfishness.

Environment and security is a staff function in the FM unit, and the purpose of the function is 

to ensure that environment, working conditions and security is integrated even more in every-

day life in the unit. Through focus, coaching and education they will create awareness of envi-

ronment and working conditions, which makes visible and is on the front edge of Coloplast's 

policy on environment and working conditions.

The real estate field is organised into an advisory function and an operational function which 

has the overall purpose to ensure and maintain the value of the capital assets which are repre-

sented by buildings and facilities.

The tasks in the advisory function relate to:

Planning and managing of new building, extension and rebuilding• 

Space allocation.• 

Internal Lease contracts• 

The operational function is primarily organised in the real estate offices, which take care of con-

tinuous operation and maintenance of the Danish properties. Furthermore the arrangement 

unit is included. This unit manage and support lecture room and multi hall in Humlebæk.

The service field includes four units which handle various tasks, but all with one common de-

nominator – service. The four units include:

Canteens• 

Receptions• 

Telephone exchange• 

Mail services• 

Common to the units is that they all have outgoing work tasks and a large range of contacts. It 

is required, that everybody performs a high service and in the best and most professional way 

represents the unit against both internal and external interests. 

The canteens in Northern Zealand include 7 independent units which all are mainly staffed 

with educated personnel, who with great enthusiasm deliver service to approx. 2.000 dining 

guests per day. The canteens in Humlebæk, Kokkedal, Espergærde and Mørdrup have open 

night and day to service day, evening and night shift. The range of food during the “odd” work-

ing hours is aimed at being of the same standard as on the day shift.

Approx. 50 employees are engaged on the canteen field, and their main task is that the daily 

break in the canteen must be a positive experience, and which is looked forward to no matter 

which time of the day they work. In excess of the daily feeding of the staff the canteen also 

provide guest lunches and meeting services, and for evening events from 10 to 200 persons, and 

for various events. 

Development of the FM unit

Within the areas of operation and service there have been changes during the last years which 

significantly has improved the service and increased the productivity. Within the operational 

field all real estate offices has work with competences, services and not least Lean Production, 

in Coloplast named abc (a better company). Lean Production is based on optimisation meth-
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ods and continuous improvements developed by Toyota. abc has implied that all maintenance 

routines have been 100% organised on the basis on detailed analysis and decision of the level 

for the maintenance. Furthermore all maintenance is documented in an electronic operation 

and maintenance system, just as there are operational drawings of all buildings and most of 

the plants. The recent phase has just been completed, in which the resource operating system 

attached to the FM programme has been used with a view to optimal management of tasks and 

resources. The resource operating system is also quite essential in fulfilment of the divisional 

SLA's.

In the canteens a series of initiatives concerning healthy food has been made. This has involved 

outside parties, for instance through cooperation with Suhr’s college of education. The project 

“healthy food in the workplace”, which was supported by The National Agency of Food, The 

Danish Food Research and the trade union 3F, has resulted in preparation of a food policy, “core 

values” and other activities which successfully has been implemented in the canteen in Humle-

bæk. Major parts of the project have also been implemented into the remaining canteens to the 

benefit of all the employees in Coloplast. 

The total FM field will increasingly, and especially within operation and service, advance the 

obvious synergies that are the result of having established the FM umbrella. Coloplast works 

actively with creating synergy and overlapping in a number of working areas, for instance will 

the head of the canteen or the real estate manager periodically be situated in one destination, 

and later move to another. This is possible due to the geographical proximity between the domi-

ciles. This is contributing to maintain a consistent level of quality and to give variation in the 

services. They also work with multi-skilling, so that the service staff is able to execute various 

tasks, hence contributing to major flexibility, and it will give each employee variation in work.

 

The goal is that Coloplast at any time will be able to deliver the quality product which the 

customers request – better and cheaper “in house” than external suppliers of FM products. 

Key figures and statistics of the completed activities are gathered continuously for the use of 

all parties. Outsourcing was evaluated by an external consultant, who concluded that this was 

not economical attractive to Coloplast. So far the “in-house” solution has been possible, docu-

mented through analyses and successive benchmarking with matching companies.

In December 2005 Coloplast was awarded the Danish Facilities Management Prize, which is 

awarded annually by the private foundation BoligfondenKuben in cooperation with the Danish 

Facilities Management Association. 

Sources

The above case is based on information from interviews made on December 19th, 2005, with ad-

ministrative manager Evald Gunnarsen, production manager Søren Wolsing, and service man-

ager Hans Henrik Nielsson. Furthermore, the case is based on material from the award of the 

Danish Facilities Management Prize, and various materials from Coloplast.
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4.2.3 nykrEDit – FroM FM to PEoPlE suPPort

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support activities: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

nykredit 

denmark 

Mortgage credit – Banking – Assurance – Pension 

internal property function 

fM concepts 

in-house development of fM 

focus on employees and processes 

People support, Process development, Added value, Competences, 

Well-being

Background

Nykredit is one of the leading Danish finance groups with activities within mortgage credit, 

banking, assurance, pension and real estate agency. The finance group is the second largest 

lender in Denmark, the largest mortgage credit company, and also one of the largest private 

bond issuer in Europe. FM is organised as the staff function Nykredit Ejendomme, and during 

the recent years this function has been through a radical development with focus on optimiza-

tion of internal processes to support the staff in Nykredit and create added value for the com-

pany. They talk about making a change in paradigm moving from FM towards People Support. 

The case discusses this development within Nykredit Ejendomme, and looks at how the change 

processes have been carried out and have influenced the internal organisation.

lessons leArnt: nykredit

focus on People support is considered as a paradigm change in relation to fM•	

in focus on processes and competences added value can be created, both to the company and •	

to the employees

the change process involves an intense work with culture management, and the employees are •	

trained in cooperation, empathy and communication abilities, so they will be better to under-

stand the users and to communicate the various needs that occur and are realized

A user value fraction is established as a tool to be able to measure and maximize the user value•	

employees who thrive provide better work, and this implies the employees´ involvement and •	

sense of responsibility 

fACts ABout nykredit

established: 

Main activities: 

 

Market share: 

headquarters: 

staff:

1851 – with the name nykredit since 1985 

Banking, mortgage credit, assurance, pension and real estate agent 

activities 

40.4% of the total mortgage credit loan (2006) 

kalvebod Brygge in Copenhagen with 4 properties of in total ap-

prox. 45.000 m2 

3.500 employees

The core activity

Nykredit's philosophy is based on financing real property and being a major player as to hedg-

ing and enhancement of an orderly capital market to the benefit of the individual and the 

society.
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The Nykredit group is organised around four business areas: Private, Partners, Business and 

Markets & Asset Management. The activities of the business areas are across the group compa-

nies. 

The business area Private includes business with private customers, including part-time farm-

ing. The products are distributed through 50 private centres. The business area Partners pri-

marily includes partner sales of mortgage loans with the subsidiary Totalkredit – effected by 

local and regional banking institutions and by other partnerships. The products are distributed 

through more than 1.100 branches. The business area Business includes commercial enterpris-

es, special and production farming and rental, especially cooperative housing and common 

building. The products are distributed through 26 business centres. The business area Mar-

kets & Asset Management handles the Nykredit Realkredit group's businesses within dealing 

in stocks and financial instruments, provision of finance and asset management plus pension 

savings.

Furthermore Nykredit has two estate agent chains attached with franchising agreement, Nybo-

lig and Estate, which in total have 336 stores at their disposal. 

Nykredit Property

Nykredit Property is situated as a strategic staff function with direct reference to the group 

management, by which the top management's involvement and endorsement and cooperation 

in the highest strategic level is ensured. March 2005 Preben Gramstrup joined as chief execu-

tive and took over a well-run organisation on the basis of the current grounds and in total ap-

prox 85 employees. During the preceding years a series of organizational changes had been 

performed so that 7 regions with their own FM functions were combined. The FM functions 

originally operated after each location, for which reason there were troubles in sub optimizing 

and knowledge sharing crosswise. 

The goal for the FM organisation is to create added value both to the company and each em-

ployee. Furthermore, the starting point is that Nykredit will be the preferred workplace for 

financial employees, and therefore FM has great strategic importance. Nykredit Property are in 

the middle of a large change process towards an organisation which focuses on value creation 

without jeopardising efficiency.

nykredit ProPerty

Portfolio: 

locations: 

Annual budget: 

staff: 

outsourcing: 

110.000 m2, of which approx 40.000 m2 rented area 

More than 50 in denmark 

eur 46 million (2006) 

115 employees 

60-70%, for instance engineering, architect, cleaning, building 

maintenance

Nykredit Property works with a recorded strategy which is continuing followed up by compli-

ance, evaluation and updating. Furthermore they work with outlined processes which ensure 

that the organisation will be able to document a high and even quality. To satisfy the needs of 

the core fields measurable SLA's (Service Level Agreements) are specified , and they are followed 

up with correspondingly achieved KPI's (Key Performance Indicators).

It is the impression that FM alone does not create results for the company through effficiency, 

but also in servicing the staff. Hence value is created both to the staff and the company, because 

the staff is the company.

People Support
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Thus the next developmental stage of FM within the company is support and service of the staff 

/ the users, named “People Support”. It is assumed to be a sign of a change of paradigm, and it 

is illustrated as below:

deCentrAl

unstructured
uncoordinated
inefficient

fACilities  
MAnAgeMent

structure
Coordination
efficiency

PeoPle suPPort

time
Well-being
value creation

Besides the work with creating efficient procedures they have during the recent 2-3 years also 

worked with value creation with focus on time & well-being. “Time”, because it is a scant re-

source, and the more time Nykredit Property may yield to the rest of the organisation, the more 

time there will be for other value creating activities. “Well-being”, because it motivates and 

acknowledges the users / the staff. 

PhAse 1:

·  Background and strate-
gic purpose

· hyper important goals 
· value creation 
· Criteria for success 
· Project management 
· stakeholders analysis 
· Potential budget

PhAse 1

idea and  
description

PhAse 2:

· organising 
·  time plan and policy 

plan
· Communication plan 
· risk analysis 
· Quality assurance plan 
·  All items from phase 1 

are updated

PhAse 3:

·  follow up 
- stakeholders 
- Communication 
- time schedule 
- Criteria for success

·  Possible follow up 
- Budget 
- risk analysis 
- Communication plan 
- Quality assurance plan

·  Project status / land-
marks

PhAse 4:

·  evaluation 
- results and value 
- Process 
- Project model

·  knowledge sharing / 
knowledge cumulation

PhAse 2

Analysis and 
planning

PhAse 3

implementation

PhAse 4

Completion and 
evaluation

CoMMuniCAtion

This change of paradigm has caused a series of adjustments. They have changed from a hierarchical 

organisation to a matrix structure using a 4-phase generic project model, which is shown above. 

Everybody is now working as project managers or members of the team to execute value creating 

activities and projects. The project model is undergoing constant development and refining. 

Intense work has been completed as to culture management, and the staff in Nykredit Property 

are educated and trained in cooperation, empathy and skills of communication, so that they 

better understand the users and are able to communicate the various needs which occur and 

are realized.

With its approx. 40 employees the canteen is now a mere process organisation med focus on the 

total procedure. The tasks include both staff feeding and guest arrangements.

Autonomous and self-learning teams are introduced in the headquarters of Internal Service, in 

which approx. 35 employees have focus on direct service for the staff of headquarter consisting 

of delivery of mail, reception, daily running, printing tasks, traffic, etc.
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Technology is used folowing the “open source” principle so that all facilities are registered in 

the relevant levels, available to all relevant parties, external cooperation partners included. 

Thus decisions can be made based on current updated data.

Nykredit Property's central base on the second floor of the headquarters has 5 fields: Buying, 

Operation, Building, CentreService (FM in all local centres outside headquarters) and Secretari-

at (economy, information and HR) with a high extent of autonomous project management and 

administration on the basis of the goals and frames laid out by the management. The organisa-

tion chart as to Nykredit Ejendomme is shown below.

Buying

Webshop and 
purchase support

regions And Centres

heAdQuArters

Centre serviCe
service for centre 
and region offices

Buildings
envelope 
structures 
ground 
Maintenance 
rebuilding 
new building

oPerAtion
installations 
supply 
guard 
Building operation 
space administra-
tion

internAl  
serviCe (ish)
- the glass cube 
- Ahg 
- kB20 
- oMP11

the CAnteen
- the glass cube 
- Ahg 
- kB20

 

seCretAriAt 

intranet / Web 
economy, hr 
events

Chief eXeCutive

To execute changes and have them anchoraged in the organisation “Top-5 projects” is com-

pleted each year. Each unit choose 5 projects which must be completed to support the strategy. 

There is one in common to all of Nykredit Property. Of the remaining at least one must be com-

pleted in close cooperation to another unit. The position of the Top-5 projects in the managing 

hierarchy is shown in the figure below.

ConCePt5-10 yeArs

’lifetiMe’

vision3-5 yeArs

strAtegistrAtegy

toP-5 goAls1 yeAr

ProCess And ProJeCts PlAns

BrAnCh MeetingdAily ACtivities

foCus light

½-1 yeAr

”Top-5 projekter”
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The Top-5 projects, which are based on the project model, create value to the entire group and 

strengthen cooperation, knowledge sharing and knowledge accumulation across the units. Ex-

amples of Top-5 projects is SLA version 2, shared reception function, optimisation of adminis-

trative processes, value model, flow-optimisation, building inspection, image handling, follow 

up tools for project model, technical infrastructure, and so on. Examples of Top-5 projects are 

shown below, placed in the development from De-central through FM to People Support.

deCentrAlt fACilities MAnAgeMent PeoPle suPPort

–––––––– slA v. 2––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––– network: Canteen managers and strategic 
–––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––– shared reception function ––––––––

–––––––––optimisation of administrative processes ––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––flow-optimisation ––––––––––––

–––––––––––––––– Building inspection ––––––––––––––

–––––––––––––––––––––– image handling –––––––––––––––––

––– follow up tools for project model –––––––––

––––– Process and value optimisation ––––––––––––––

–––––––––––––– technical infrastructure –––––––––––

–––––––– shared mail function ––––––––––––––––––––––

––––––––––––––––––– Project work-flow –––––––––––––––

––––––––––– value account –––––––––––––––

––––––––––– the canteen process organising –––––––––––

––––––––––––from the first seed to the last bite––––––––

––––––– staff Web-shop–––––––––––––

––––––––––––– value model–––––––

The user value fraction is established as a tool to be able to measure and maximise the user 

value in all levels of Nykredit. This take place through a holistic oriented optimisation of each 

element of the value fraction:

User value = Quality & Process / Price & Difficulties

Among other things this fraction is used for evaluations for instance in connection to fixtures 

and fittings supplies, which are mentioned later on. 

Focus areas

Below is mentioned some of the focus areas in Nykredit Ejendomme.

Development of the working environment and the satisfaction in the daily work among the 

staff was one of the first main tasks with the headline “The attractive workplace”, which cover 

a range of initiatives. The starting point is that the management believes, that employees who 

thrive, perform a better work. The focus was moved from concepts and products to involvement 

and making the staff responsible. In connection to this a co-operation was established to the 

The user value fraction

Development of the 

working environment 

and the work satisfac-

tion
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The Danish Institute for Work Environmentt with the purpose to map the employees´ opinion 

of a series of factors, as for instance meaningful work, social benefits and every day satisfaction. 

The employee contentment was later on assessed, and the result among other things was that 

the top scorers were “satisfaction with work involvement” and “management quality”, whereas 

factors such as “stress” and “demands on hiding feelings” were in the lower end. On the basis of 

this investigation the need to locate factors which create an attractive workplace and a develop-

ing work, and lower stress and demands for handling emotional situations among the staff. 

Keywords in this process were coherency and meaningful work. The realisation resulted in a 

settlement with the former job-sharing, separated units, classification by function, the use of 

order forms and other tools from the industrial society. They took the starting point to be a part 

of the service society, hence there must be focus on the staff and the process. Therefore they 

switched to look at processes in stead of groups of employees and their functional tasks. The 

first task was to consider the canteen – from planning and reservation through receipt of goods 

and production to service and clearing.

The staff members are involved in development, and their competences are kept on a high 

technical level. This is part of the background for the motivation which forms the basis of the 

service to the core activities in the company, and also in value evaluation and optimisation. 

The staff works in teams, so they in addition to their own well-defined field of work also know 

their interfaces to other, by which they can cooperate more optimal, minimise the resource 

consumption and also replace each other.

Belbin personality tests are used, in which the staff knows the result of their own and the oth-

ers profile. Project plans are used as tool, and are on the intranet as paradigm and within the 

current projects. Each employee is part of the process, and they perform “Learning by doing” 

and also project responsibility in stead of employee responsibility. A great number of revisions 

are made so that the project plans successively are enhanced, as there is a “demand” in be-

coming cleverer. Workshops are used to a wide extent. All of this is supplemented by “Friday 

morning meetings” with informal information of all work, and a “speakers’ corner”, which has 

speared to be stimulating and has created visibility.

The figure below shows the correlations which Nykredit Property experience among factors 

connected to a developing work. 

influenCe

PurPose in Work

develoPMent oPPortunities involveMent into the WorkPlACe

reWArd

the project teams´ own 
suggested solutions

Communication
social community

Credit in every day
Celebrate successes
Bonus

only value-adding work
settlement of who is doing what

introduce new ideas
Common projects
More competences

The staff members
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sPeCifiC  
ProfessionAl

CoMMon  
ProfessionAl

PersonAl

PlAnning

CoMMuniCA-
tion

Will for  
viCtory

serviCe

ProJeCts

resPonsiBility

CooPerAtion

resPonsiBility

diAlogue vAlues

A lA CArtesPACe  
MAnAgeMent

Nykredit property highly emphasise education and increase of competences, both the personal 

as the professional. They speak of a “competence house” to each employee group, in which the 

“house” is built up by a specific professional part, a shared professional part, and a personal 

part. The bottom layers are a series of personal competences you must possess, no matter your 

job. The middle layers are the shared professional part, which are common for all Nykredit 

Property. The upper layers are dependent of the job function. An example of a competence 

house is shown above.

This large area in the headquarters has been changed to a “Lounge” area, where people meet in-

formal, you may dine, there is an intranet and “touch down” workplaces, etc. All activities and 

conditions contribute to a better utilisation of the spaces and also contribute to create value 

and well-being. At the same time they have abandoned the canteen concept and have created 

various possibilities to the staff, i.e. more user value and hence People Support.

This project called “Space & Behaviour” has shown that certain spaces can affect behaviour, 

for instance consideration, self motivation, self handling, and work is an activity – not a space. 

“Space & Behaviour” version 2 is continued, and through close cooperation with the HR func-

tion they work with utilisation, separation and furnishing the facilities (both space offices and 

meeting facilities) in different zones for meetings, concentration, team spaces and so on.

Creation of added value

Below is shown examples of creation of added value to the company and the staff.

The former functional divided canteen structure is replaced by continuous processes, aiming at 

increased employee satisfaction and increased value to the users of the canteen function. The 

four canteen units were united in one where all employees in principle attend in all functions. 

Furthermore a series of support functions are attached to the process, for instance process 

owners, a professional coach, and a personal coach. The purpose is that the staff gets inspira-

tion and sparring from the colleagues and the managers, and that they attend to the whole 

process. 

The visible results of these changes are an increase in services for the staff in the headquarters 

of approx 10% – from 1.600 to 1.750, and as to guest service an increase of 45%. The extent of 

ecological food products used has increased from 10 to 98%. It has all indicated a price increase 

of just 6%. 

The performance specification to this has been done starting from strategy and user value, 

and among the general demands can be mentioned, that layout and furnishing of the centres 

must,

Competence houses

Atriet

The Canteen

Furniture procurement 
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support Nykredit's image through a (Danish) light and bright design• 

comply with expectancy to a company like Nykredit• 

create well-being to the staff• 

ensure options and mobility• 

ensure customer dialogue• 

ensure knowledge sharing• 

think maximum flexibility into all facilities• 

use the spatial frames efficiently• 

Experiences indicate that the lifetime of the centre furniture is 8 to 10 years.

Examples of demands to the workplace are:

Flexibility in layout• 

Neutral orientation• 

Support teamwork, knowledge sharing and dialogue• 

Size adapted to electronic document handling• 

Must be able to contain the necessary technical installation • 

Cleaning friendly• 

Environmentally friendly – both materials and disposal• 

Light wood species• 

The office area on second floor is furnished with a mix of individual workplaces, touch-down 

workplaces, and team workplaces, in which 3 or 4 work stations are situated in a circle. Further-

more there are meeting facilities as for instance meeting tables for standing meetings, shielded 

areas with chairs for smaller meetings and reading, conference room with transparent walls 

against the office area. Furthermore is a notice board with organisational goal situated in the 

middle of the office area showing how far each project is from reaching it’s goal, and also plates 

containing unit values, etc., situated around the office area and in the meeting facilities. 

Nykredit has established a webshop for the 3-400 employees responsible for purchasing and 

have by means of this achieved a simplified and improved tool. Furthermore it can be used by 

all employees for staff purchasing, there is for instance major discounts on shirts, which you 

buy through the webshop, pay for with your own credit card, and the goods is delivered at your 

workplace 2-3 days later. You can watch the goods on the net, which serve as a catalogue. This 

is a great success and very popular. The concept has been sold for instance to another Danish 

Bank, who pay for the service, and who contribute to create better agreements at larger volume. 

The agreements are handled by Nykredit.

A large collection of work of arts which are part of the headquarters is also part of the pursued 

environment and well-being, and it shows an organisation who signal good taste, solidity and 

care for the staff and the guests.

Sources

Material received from Preben Gramstrup May 23rd, 2007

Interview with estate chief executive Preben Gramstrup and general facility manager Hans Jørn 

Kristiansen, June 14th, 2007 and August 1st, 2007

www.nykredit.dk

Additional material received from Hans Jørn Kristiansen June 29th, 2007

Article in FMnyt, February 2007, DFM-network

Webshop

Art
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4.3 State property aDminiStrationS

This theme shows cases on

PPA (Palaces and Property Agency), who in continuation of the reform of the State Property • 

and Building Administration has been through a fast development as the Facilities Man-

ager in Denmark. 

Senate Property in Finland, who is undergoing a transformation from being a state prop-• 

erty administration to a service organisation.

4.3.1 PalacEs anD ProPErty aDMinistration as thE statE Facility ManagEr

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Palaces and Property Agency (PPA) 

denmark 

the danish state administration 

state property owner 

fM concepts 

state property administrations 

offensive public development process 

real estate strategy, outsourcing, client/provider, shared goals, pro-

curement policy

Background

The Palaces and Property Agency (PPA) is an agency under the Danish Ministry of Finance and 

act as a state property company. The main tasks of the agency is to provide the state with office 

workplaces adapted for future requirements, and also to maintain and exploit cultural histori-

cal palaces and parks today and in future.

leArning Points: 

the incentives of the seA-reform with rental payment and specification of tenant roles and •	

owner roles is functioning: the tenants focus on space allocation and owners to streamline the 

operation

the needs for office facilities change with greater speed due to frequent organisational changes •	

and an increased need for transverse cooperation and more projects, which demand great flex-

ibility of the office layout

Cooperation between buyers and suppliers must be based on a lucid contract and shared goals, •	

obvious success criteria and mutual trust

the key to a successful outsourcing is found in a continued development process in which the •	

organisation is changed concurrently with increasing outsourcing

in relation to the producing activities the development make continuing demands of new func-•	

tions and competences in the organisation like customer coordinators and broadly qualified 

facility Managers and buyers.
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fACts ABout the PAlACes And ProPerty AgenCy

reference: 

office buildings: 

office leases: 

Palaces: 

Parks and gardens: 

homepage:

Agency under the danish Ministry of finance 

700.000 m2 worth eur45 billion 

480.000 m2 

300.000 m2 

500 hectare 

www.ses.dk

The agency's main tasks are basically the same, but the agency's terms and way of handling 

the tasks changed essentially with the reform of State Property and Building Administration, 

which became effective January 1st, 2001 – the so-called SEA-reform, which is mentioned more 

closely below

This case deals with the general strategies and methods which PPA has used since the SEA-

reform, and the course of development. The case primarily deals with office building activities, 

and not with the cultural historical aspect of the agency's activities. However, the outsourcing 

of the cultural historical gardening is mentioned.

Core and Support Company

As property and FM-company PPA is a support company, which function as owner and provide 

office facilities to the tenants, who include state departments and agencies et cetera. Earlier the 

main emphasis was on the central state administration, but activities in the regions has got a 

much greater extent in connection to the repossession of all of the court of law agency's proper-

ties January 1st, 2005, and also police property January 1st, 2007.

PPA thinks of itself as on of the Facilities Managers for the Danish state. This role was defined at 

the SEA-reform, which included the following main principles:

State premises policy is opened up to a higher degree of market-orientation• 

Rental payment and free choice of supplier of premises for state use is introduced as a main • 

principle

Handling of the owner role of state property and the role a client for new buildings for hir-• 

ing out is organised separately

The political management of state property and building administration is maintained • 

through performance contracts and presentation of larger investment decisions

The essential within the reform was introduction of rentals which fully depict the costs for the 

state in providing premises to the organisations that carry out the state tasks, and which con-

tribute to improve the political basis for decision and lower the risk of exceeding in time and 

money to state building projects. 

The SEA-reform included that PPA and a similar agency under the Ministry of the Science Min-

istry obtained status as owner companies. In continuation of the reform PPA has acquired a 

number of properties, which are used by various state departments and agencies, who subse-

quently rent the properties. After the acquisition PPA had possibilities to mortgage the proper-

ties, including take out loans to modernize the properties and the interest is financed via the 

rent. This is done by taking out loan in the National Bank.

PPA is committed to refurbish buildings with a maintenance lag within 4 years from acquisi-

tion, and furthermore continuously complete planned external maintenance due to a rolling 
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ten year budget. In the rent are included reserves for replacement of building installations ac-

cording to an ordinary market model. 

Portfolio Strategy

PPA´ strategy for developing the property portfolio is based on general state considerations, 

expectations to the users´ needs, and fulfilling of economical goals. On the basis on an analysis 

of the development of state administration PPA identified the following major tendencies as to 

the need of premises:

More frequent and fast organisational changes• 

Fewer but larger units• 

More transverse activities• 

Centralised and project oriented work methods• 

On this basis PPA estimate that the strategic solution will be to establish flexible premises in 

hubs consisting of well situated properties containing large flexible office spaces, in which sev-

eral administrative units can unify and use the shared facilities and buffer zones.

This is expected to be an important solution in connection with a recent structural reform of 

the local and regional public administrations in Denmark. The former county halls could be 

adapted to serve as such hubs. PPA is in charge of coordination of the numerous re-location of 

state organisations and changes in due to the reform around the country. The goal is to avoid 

unnecessary additional expenses to increased use of space, and to avoid the need for larger new 

building projects and unintentional increase of the quality standard.

To get an overview of the property situation PPA has established “The State Property Exchange” 

on the internet. The state institutions must inform of the changes in their needs of space to this 

property exchange, and they will also know, if there are vacant state properties in the region to 

which they move. The precise dispositions are made in association with the state institutions 

and PPA.

From producing to buying organisation

Concurrent with the implementation of the SEA-reform PPA specified goals for outsourcing of 

internal operational functions. At first units for guard, cleaning, technique and security were 

sold to private providers, as these units not only were internal providers but also provided for 

a series of other institutions. Subsequently followed outsourcing of the running of parks and 

gardens, and also of various other services. 

PPA's experiences from outsourcing and use of external suppliers are that it is important to 

have an clarified contractual basis and to develop common goals and clear success criteria for 

the suppliers. This is among other thing done by formulating SLA's and KPI's for each service. 

Furthermore PPA emphasises to formulate common requirements to the development of the 

delivered services. Social clauses and rules which ensure job security for employees transferred 

from PPA are part of the deals with the suppliers. Quality control is mostly done digitally, and 

customer satisfaction is very much in focus. 

As an example of specification of demands as to the services is below shown a description of 

requirements for a lawn (usable lawn), a specification of the requirements divided in relation 

to conditions and activities, and also a control form, which specifies control period, quality 

requirements, measuring method, condition or activity (C/A), control frequency, number of 

measurements, and acceptance criteria.
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usABle lAWn

A usable lawn has a great use value, but the lawn is also a decorative element as large green planes. 

Around groups of tress the grass may be higher than on the lawn itself (“grass islands”). edges are 

more or less straight and precise. Bare patches from attrition, weed and scattered leafage appear in 

lesser extent. dead trims and leaves appear in lesser extent, but must not damage the lawn. Cultiva-

tion aims at achieving a cohesive grass surface.

stAndArd CultivAtion, Condition reQuireMents (C):

the grass must not be more than 8 cm, however 10 cm around tress and equipment- 

Cutting height 4 cm, including after cutting. 

trim must not be left in wads. A maximum of 10% field realm. 

fallen branches of more than 2 cm in diameter must not be left during the season of growth. After 

the season of growth branches of more than 5 cm in diameter must not be left. 

Molehills must be left for a maximum of 2 weeks. 

newly cut edges must not be run down. 

tracks must not be found.

stAndArd CultivAtion, ACtivity reQuireMents (A):

edge cutting once in second quarter. A maximum of 3 cm deviation on 3 metres. 

fight against moles. 

Collection of all leafage twice in 4th and 1st quarter. larger gatherings which harm the grass must be 

collected continuing. 

restoration from attrition damages and damages caused by dogs and moles are made with mould 

and grass seed.

The size of provider's control and the supplier's self-regulation varies with the experience from 

the cooperation and the mutual trust. The goal is that most of the control is completed as self-

regulation.

It is important to build up mutual trust between provider and supplier. In connection to the 

signing of the contract there is prepared a common statement of open dialogue, and if possible 

a common will to establish good cooperation. Periodic meetings are arranged with each sup-

plier for the purpose of continuing follow-up and annual meetings for general follow-up and 

audit. Furthermore is to each supplier prepared common education plans. In the contracts 

with the suppliers a penalty system is included, which will be used if the supplier does not 

fulfil the contract, and PPA work with drawing up of a bonus system.

SES has also achieved rather high savings in outsourcing. For instance the budget as to garden-

ing was reduced from Eur4 million in 1999 to Eur3 in 2004. This is in 1999 prices equal to a 

reduction of 25%. However, it is uncertain whether these high savings can be maintained. Ex-

periences from Great Britain indicate that the competition over time will be reduced as smaller 

control per conStituent part in the perioD april 1St to December 31St 

Quality demands measurement method c/a control number of acceptance

   frequence measurements criteria

grass hight, trim folding ruler, field realm C 6 10 2/10

leafage, fruit, stone, 

branches visual C 6 2 0/2

Moles visual A Control / self-regulation

restoration visual / folding ruler A Control / self-regulation
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companies are acquired by larger companies. Examples of the degree of outsourcing degree for 

PPA in 2004 are shown in the scheme below.

Service outSourcing 

Degree

turnover

guard, security and museum control 33% eur 2.6 million

Cleaning 50% eur 530 thousand

technical operation and security 98% eur 4.6 million

gardening 80% eur 3.9 million

Building and construction tasks 100% eur 32.9 million

Consulting 100% eur 3.2 million

telephony 98% eur 3.9 million

rental 100% eur 52.7 million

The suppliers´ organisation must be developed concurrently with increasing outsourcing. PPA 

has described this correlation as shown in the scheme below.

outSourcing Degree no outSourcing approx 60% outSourcing >60% outSourcing

Working method ordinary operation  

(internal production)

reference operation

(internal control bids)

Competence operation 

(no control bids)

financial control Allowance control internal markets Allowance control

organising Control and operation 

in the same unit

Control and operation  

separated (CPr-model)

new organisation with 

control and operation 

integrated

Purpose ensure continuity  

and professional  

competence

ensure transparency and  

equality af internal and  

external operation

ensure procurement 

expertise and irreplaceable, 

competences

As PPA started outsourcing to a greater extent they introduced a so-called CPR-model (a model 

with an internal Client function, who enters into agreements with a Recipient, who need the 

supply, and with an internal Provider function, who must deliver to the Recipient). The goal was 

to manage internal and external operations using the same transparent principles. The model 

was by many employees considered rather bureaucratic and inefficient. In the CPR-model the in-

ternal follow-up is resource demanding, and this is a bad signal to the staff, because they experi-

ence, that rationalisations of their own field of work involves an inappropriate use of resources. 

On basis of this, PPA at the end of 2002 initiated a review of the CPR-model, and as part of this 

the internal revision from the Danish National Agency of Finance completed a total analysis. 

This analysis pointed at two models for the internal operation: Either to maintain the CPR-

model and strengthen it by use of key figures and a central procurement function, nor give 

up the CPR-model and increase the degree of outsourcing considerably. At the same time the 

Danish Research Centre for Forest and Landscape carried out a survey among the staff, which 

indicated that the CPR-model in the used form as well as the penalty system were unfit to man-

age the in-house production. 

PPA concluded that the CPR-model, which had been essential to the introduction of outsourc-

ing, had outlived itself. They decided to initiate a higher degree of outsourcing of the operation, 

to de-bureaucraticise the internal working procedures with less hierarchy and increased co-de-

termination, and to strengthen the procurement function, among other things by formulating 

a total procurement policy, which is mentioned below. 
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As substitution to the former internal reference operation, which in the beginning of the outsourc-

ing process had involved internal control bids, the principle of competence operation was intro-

duced. This meant an internal operation, which is “cut to the bone” and solely maintain the most 

advanced and professionally demanding tasks, while all “down-to-earth” tasks are outsourced. Thus 

it is ensured that the competences which are not immediately available in the external marked, 

are maintained, and that you at the same time keep a necessary minimum of professionally high 

qualified employees to ensure continuity, and to follow.-up on the external suppliers´ provisions. 

PPA has drawn up the triangle model which is shown below in order to illustrate their compe-

tences and the relations between PPA and customers / users and providers respectively. Hence 

the core competences for PPA are within economy, law and a series of specific professional com-

petences, and the relations are characterised by the fact that PPA has contact, both to customers 

/ users and to providers, while the supplies from the providers are made direct to customers / 

users under PPA's responsibility.

CustoMer / user

Providers

overall supply  
responsibility

Contract

Customer / 
user needs

Payment

Contract

Payment

feedback

deliveryfeedback

law

Profession competence economy

PPA

PPA

Procurement Policy

During the development of PPAfrom a producing to a buying organisation they have focused on 

developing a common procurement policy which applies to all procurement in PPA. Part of this 

has been preparation of procurement strategies as to the following main areas:

Buying and tenancy of property• 

Buying of building and construction work and building operation tasks• 

Buying af goods and services for PPA internal• 

Buying of consultancy services• 

Buying of services (for instance energy supply and state telephony)• 

Basic goals of the procurement and supplier policy are that the way of procurement and coop-

eration with the provider should be chosen intentionally, critically and adapted to the actual 

situation based on standardised, tested models. The starting point must be the customers´/ us-

ers´ needs, and agreements must be economically beneficial within a total economic and holis-

tic perspective. An obvious, unambiguous, specified and thoroughly prepared agreement basis 

must be available as well as a cooperation agreement based on mutual trust and transparency 

with continuous communication and dialogue on the basis on mutual respect of each others’ 

success criteria and with common goals and values within an efficient cooperation.

Furthermore PPA emphasises to develop and test new procurement and cooperation models 

with focus on bundled procurement in time and across property and profession, and incentive 

structures and public-private cooperation, including PPP.
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Experiences and challenges

PPA's experiences are that the intentions of the incentive structure in the SEA-reform's are 

effective as the tenants hs focus on their use of space, while the owner has focus on efficient 

building operation. PPA has achieved a high and increasing level of customer satisfaction, and 

they have obtained key figures for the real estate management, which can be compared with 

relevant benchmarks. The standard of the maintenance of the buildings has been increased, 

and a better space utilisation has been achieved. In total a more professional and better adapted 

operating organisation has been established. 

Furthermore the development has implied that a need for new functions and competences has 

evolved like customer coordinators, broadly qualifies Facility Managers and procurers. However a 

series of challenges are left, which PPA must work further with through the years to come. At first 

it involves to handle the growth in property from among others the police with a larger portfolio 

than earlier located outside the areas of Copenhagen. There will be a continuous need of cost re-

ductions and adaption of the product mix. Amongst the areas of development will be new procure-

ment and cooperation models, increased digitalisation of the processes, reduction of the manage-

ment costs related to outsourced tasks and education of broadly qualified Facility Managers. 

Sources and references

The case is based on information from production manager Erik Als and customer and rental 

manager Gyrithe Saltorp, PPA, at a meeting January 19th, 2006 and subsequent correspondence, 

and also the references below.

Als, Erik (2004): Leverandørstyring af facilities services. Indlæg på Euroforums conference på Mar-

riott Hotel den 2. december 2004. (Provider Management of Facility Services. Contribution on 

Euroforum's conference, Marriott Hotel, December 2nd, 2004).

Als, Erik (2005): Erfaringer med frasalget af SES´ Driftsafdelinger. Indlæg på DFM's konference 

på Nyborg Strand. den 28. januar 2005 – findes på www.dfm-net.dk. (Experiences in the sell-off 

of PPA's Operational Units. Contribution on DFM's conference on Nyborg Strand, January 28th, 

2005 – can be seen on www.dfm-net.dk) 

Als, Erik (2005): Slots- og Ejendomsstyrelsens erfaringer med Facilities Management. Indlæg på seminar 

hos Dansk Standard den 12. oktober 2005. (The Palaces and Property Agency's experiences in Facility 

Management. Contribution on a seminar with Danish Standard, October 12th, 2005). 

Finansministeriet (1999): Statens ejendoms- og byggeadminstration. Oplæg til SEA-reformen udgivet 

af Finansministeriet, 16. august 1999 – findes på www.ses.dk. (The State property and building ad-

ministration. Proposal to the SEA-reform published by The Ministry of Finance, August 16th, 1999 

– can be seen on www.ses.dk).

Jarlov, Carsten (2002): Porteføljestrategi i SES. Indlæg på DFM's konference på Kolding Fjord, janu-

ar 2002 – findes på www.dfm-net.dk. (Portfolio Strategy in PPA. Contribution on DFM's conference 

at Kolding Fjord, January, 2002 – can be seen on www.dfm-net.dk).

Jarlov, Carsten (2005: FM i staten og Slots- og Ejendomsstyrelsen. Indlæg på DFM`s konference på Ny-

borg Strand den 28. januar 2005 – findes på www.dfm-net.dk. (FM in the state and the Palaces and 

Property Agency. Contribution on DFM's conference at Nyborg Strand, January 28th, 2005 – can be 

seen on www.dfm-net.dk). 

Jarlov, Carsten og Henriksen, Pernille Bastrup (2004): Organisation og udlicitering – en beretning om 

udliciteringsprocessernes egendynamik. Artikel – findes på www.ses.dk. (Organisation and outsourcing – 

a report of the own dynamics of the outsourcing processes. Article – can be seen on www.ses.dk). 

Kragelund, Poul (2005): Referat af DFM's konference på Hindsgavl. Januar 2001. www.dfm-net.dk. 

(Summary of DFM´m s conference at Hindsgavl. January 2001. www.dfm-net.dk). 

Slots- og Ejendomsstyrelsen (2005): Ejendomsadministration indenfor fødevareområdet I Familie- og 

Forbrugerministeriets regi. Notat af 20.04.2005 modtaget fra SES. (Property Administration within the 

provisions field in the Ministry of Family and Food. Note from 20.04.2005 received from PPA).

Slots- og Ejendomsstyrelsen: Diverse information på www.ses.dk. (The Palaces and Property Ad-

ministration: Various information on www.ses.dk).
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4.3.2 transForMation oF sEnatE ProPErtiEs into a sErvicE organisation

Background

The main change in recent time in the management of Finnish state owned property took 

place in 1995, when most of the property was placed under a new State Real Property Agency 

established as a semi-private enterprise. Earlier the ownership had been divided under various 

ministries or state institutions using the buildings. The agency was changed to a government 

owned enterprise in 1999, and in 2001 it became Senate Property (SP) – a semi-private property 

enterprise under the Finnish Ministry of Finance.

During this period the management of the Finnish state property portfolio has changed to 

become part of a professionally managed organisation with clearly defined mission, vision and 

values as well as an over all strategy to transform the enterprise into a service organisation. This 

case will describe the present situation for Finnish state property and the strategies developed 

to cope with the challenges to support state organisations and achieve the defined goals. The 

case will also describe how SP has developed network structures together with service provid-

ers, and how SP works with developing workplace strategies and solutions for their users in 

state organisations. 

CAse oBJeCt

Company: senate Properties (senaatti kiinteistöt)

Country: finland

Core business:  state administration 

support business  state property management

theme: strategic concepts

topic: real estate strategies for state institutions

Best Practice aspect: transformation into a service organisation

danish keywords: ejendomsstrategi, outsourcing, netværk, arbejdspladsindretning

lessons leArnt: senAte

transformation of a state agency to become a service organization requires a strong strategic •	

focus and major changes in the organisation.

the service provision tends to go towards fewer contracts with bundled services and establishing •	

of network structures involving customers, buyer and service providers with the buyer and build-

ing owner acting as the focal firm

the workplace in state administrations needs to be modernized and it is important to take a •	

strategic approach in relation to the user organisation’s goals, business processes and facilities to 

create new workplace layouts. 

fACts ABout senAte ProPerties (sP)

owner: the finnish state

reference: the finnish Ministry of finance

Buildings: 11.300 building

spaces: 8,1 million m2 rentable floor area

Property value: eur 5,5 billion

rental revenue: eur 552 million annually

investments: eur 355 million annually

Personnel: 271

home page: www.senaatti.fi
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common definition
ligislation

PArliAMent of finlAnd

the governMent

Ministry of finAnCe

owner

senAte ProPerties

state property assets

suppy of premises

Ministries > offiCes, institutions

Clients of senate Properties

Core and support business

The relations between SP, The Ministry of Finance and the different ministries and institutions 

are illustrated above. SP can be regarded as a support function supporting the state institutions 

by providing space etc. according to specific rent agreements. The Ministry of Finance can en-

force governmental policies on the state institutions by budget negotiations but also holds a 

direct management control on SP.

SP manage almost all state owned properties in Finland. One exception is the parliament build-

ing and the president’s residence, which are owned and managed by a special foundation. An-

other exception is, that the national museum agency owns and manages a number of museum 

buildings. 

SP is involved in a number of new building projects, including a new concert hall in Helsinki 

together with YLE (Finnish Broadcasting Corporation). However, SP has a strong focus on reno-

vating buildings in need of upgrading in stead of building new facilities, and in some cases SP 

has decided to tear down buildings in provincial areas with a lack of demand for space.

The organisation of Senate Properties

The mission of SP says: We are enablers – Based on the expectations and changing property needs of our 

government clients, we provide them with quality working environments, and their vision says: We keep 

our promises – Our advanced property and service solutions build trust and customer satisfaction. 

The values of the organisation are: As a member of staff at Senate Properties I am

Thrustworthy and responsible• 

Willing to serve• 

Innovative and strive for continous improvement•  

SP is managed by a managing director. The organisation is for most parts based on a matrix 

structure divided into 5 national divisions with different types of premises: University, Office, 

Special (cultural buildings, prisons, laboratories etc.), Defence and Development (lease and sale 

of vacated buildings); and 3 regional areas: South, Central and North and East Finland. This is 

illustrated in the following diagram.
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The overall strategy of transforming SP into a service organisation is in the period 2004-2007 

supplemented by the following strategies:

Controlled widening of service offering• 

Network-based business model• 

Fundamental transformation of skills and knowledge• 

Socially responsible business operation • 

Senate Properties service provisions

In relation to office space the customers has since 1995 been free to choose between SP’s offices 

and the private office market. SP experience a strong competition from private business parks 

in some areas. The rent of SP’s buildings is based on the market price for the general useable 

buildings, where a market price can be established. For more specialised buildings the rent is 

cost-based. The demand for yield is 6-8,5% of the book value of a building. 

SP rent out space and provide services similarly to private building owners. This means that SP 

is responsible for external maintenance, general building operation and cleaning outside and 

of shared space. The cost of these services is around Eur 25 million pr. year. The other services 

related to the rented spaces are in principle the responsibility of the tenants. However, SP offer 

to take care of all the services required by the tenants and there is a clear trend towards the 

customers asking for full serviced space provisions.

   

Since 1995 most of the service functions in SP have been outsourced to private suppliers. In 

2006 only 50 property managers placed around Finland were directly employed. The property 

managers are in charge of the day-to-day supervision of the buildings with contacts both to the 

customers and the external service providers engaged by SP. Maintenance is carried out based 

on condition reports and maintenance plans developed by private consultants together with 

SP’s property managers. The general contacts to the customers are placed with 25 key account 

managers in SP. Procurement of services is the responsibility of the regional offices. 

SP is involved in a number of research and development projects. Some of these have been 

undertaken in collaboration with university researchers and involved theoretical and empiri-
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cal studies of networks in service provision. One result is the development of a network model 

of the possible future interrelations between the customers (building users), the buying firm 

(the building owner) and a number of facility service providers as shown in the figure below. 

The buying firm acts in the network as a focal firm, and SP aims at becoming a focal firm in a 

number of networks.

As a start of developing such service networks SP has recently made a large contract with bun-

dled services involving a network with a group of private service providers. This has resulted in 

a joint contract with 8 private companies organised as 6 partners, who have a joint responsibil-

ity for 80% of all SP’s maintenance over a 4 year period. The aim is to reduce the transaction 

costs and improve the service provision. However, it a major experiment because the general 

experiences in SP are, that it can be very difficult to build on trust with service providers as the 

morale often is not very high. 

service 
provider A

service 
provider B

service 
provider C

foCAl firM

service 
provider d

CustoMer  
(Building user)

WorkPlACe  
serviCe netWork

Buying firM  
(Building oWner)

fACilities serviCe 
Providers

user interest – soft fM oWner interest – hArd fM

At the moment SP undertakes some development projects aiming at improving and support-

ing network collaboration, for instance projects on network management and ICT-support of 

networks.

Workplace development

One of the areas where SP has built a strong expertise and experience is workplace develop-

ment in state administrations. The internal expertise is limited in number to only 2 specialists, 

but SP work together with private architects as workplace consultants in the specific projects of 

which around 15 has been carried out from 2003 until summer 2006 and 10 projects are ongo-

ing. Most projects have grouped office premises, but the number of projects in the university 

sector is increasing fast.

The background for this development is an increasing pressure on state administrations to 

modernise their office space to increase utilization of space and make the workplaces more 

supportive to the needs of the organisations. The Ministry of Finance has launched a productiv-

ity programme with a goal of 25% savings on purchases in all administrative branches of the 

government. At the same time approx 35.000 civil servants are expected to retire during the 
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period from 2006 to 2010. Due to productivity increases only some of the staff retiring will be 

replaced – an estimation of 26.000 replacements has been made, but the number depends on 

the political development and the state organisations’ capability to attract new staff from the 

“spoiled generation” in sufficient numbers.

Therefore, one of the demands for the workplace development is to make the office environ-

ments attractive for new staff to become employed and retained. Another demand is to accom-

modate to the changes in technology and work processes. Government agencies are in this 

respect similar to banks and insurance companies with trends towards help-desks, centralisa-

tion and web-based services. Also mobile and distributed working can be relevant to some types 

of jobs in state organisations. As part of the modernisation many state organisations become 

increasingly aware of their need of an improved image among the general public, and some 

organisations use projects with relocation and workplace development in building up a kind 

of corporate brand.

The traditional approach to workplace planning is a briefing process with a needs analysis 

based on present activities and facilities, and the outcome is a room programme, quality speci-

fications and estimated costs. This basically serves the planning and building project. In the 

strategic workplace approach the client’s operations and facilities are re-evaluated in an aim 

to support the client’s strategy including organisational development, new technology and 

change management. The outcome is a learning process for the whole organisation with the 

introduction of new ways of working as well as sustainable solutions and facilities for both cli-

ent and property owner.

The workplace process usually starts with interviews with the top management about the strat-

egy, vision and values of the organisation as well as future challenges and objectives. After these 

interviews follows an analysis of current state of affairs in the organisation by various methods 

like surveys, interviews and observations. Then follows a number of workshops with end users 

where the future work processes are discussed, and new models for layout of workplaces to ac-

commodate the changing requirements are developed in a group based process.

The Tax Office in Lappeenranta

A recent example of SP’s projects on workplace development is the tax office in Lappeenranta, 

which is placed in the central region close to the Russian border. The starting point was a 

dis-satisfied customer wanting to leave their rented office – a typical office building from the 

1970’s – owned by SP, because of old-fashioned facilities and suspected problems with the in-

door climate. SP managed to convince the tax office in stead to take part in a major project in-

cluding renovating the building and a process of workplace development. The goal was defined 

very ambitious as “The best tax office in Finland”. The challenges for the tax office were defined 

as a need for major organisational change, changing in the workforce, changes in customer 

service model and changing work with introduction of electronic data management. 

The project grouped 70 members of staff in the tax office, and the planning process took 6 

months including the following elements and tools:

Top management interviews and meetings• 

Internet survey• 

Staff meetings• 

Workshops• 

Project web sites• 

3D-model to simulate new ways of working• 
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The following phases with interior design and implementing new ways of working took 1½ 

years altogether.

BAgkontor

MøderuM

forkontor

The result of the workplace development was a new office design with a variation of workplace 

environments as shown above. The overall layout implied a devision between front office and 

and back office for safety reasons. The front office consists of an open environment, where the 

citizens arrive and intitally talt with a receptionist about their needs. There is a waiting area for 

the citizens with possibilities to access the internet by PC's and between the front office and the 

back office there is a number of small meeting rooms. Here the citizens with need of personal 

consultation with a tex advisor can be invited in for a meeting. The back office is for staff only. 

It is an open and flexible work environment, which allow for cooperation, knowledge sharing 

and mentoring.

The project has proven to be very successful with an enthusiastic personnel and management. 

This is documented by a post occupancy evaluation (POE) comparing the staff satisfaction with 

the new and the old workplace environment. The main results are shown in the diagram below. 

The space utilization has been reduced from 27 to 21 m2 pr. person, and the total need for space 

has gone down from 1.900 to 1.500 m2 equivalent to 20% leading to an annual saving of Eur 

60.000. The productivity has increased due to improved location of functions according to col-

laboration needs, and the new back office environment has a number of multipurpose spaces 

and a break-out area called “oasis” that support informal interaction. And most important of 

all, the changes have improved the quality of customer service. 
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eXPerienCe Before Move vs. eXPerienCe After Move

The project in Lappeenranta is regarded as a pilot project, and based on these experiences the 

National Board of Taxes and Senate Properties have made a partnership agreement in 2006 

with the objective to create a workplace strategy and concept during 2007.

Sources and references

The case is based on information received at a meeting on 4. April 2006 with Chief Adviser Antti 

Toumela, Senate Property and later correspondence with him and Päivi Hietanen as well as the 

references below: 

Hietanen, Päivi (2006): Senate Properties – Strategic Workplace Development – Case Tax Administration. 

PowerPoint-presentation. TWN Helsinki, 22. May 2006.

Miettinen, Ilkka & Tuomela, Antti (2005): Changing workplace service requirements of end-user or-

ganizations – Case study at Finnish Government Agency. Proceedings from EFMC 2006 Conference in 

Frankfurt 7.-9. March 2006. 

Senate Properties (2006): Senate Properties – a dependable partner, an innovative forerunner. Power-

Point-presentation. 

Senate Properties: www.senaatti.fi

Tuomela, Antti (2005): Senate Properties. PowerPoint-presentation at Nordic FM Conference in 

Stockholm. 9. September 2005. 
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4.4 municipal fm organiSationS

This theme includes cases about:

Copenhagen Property which was established as a municipal real estate unit January 1st, 2006, 

and which work with ambitious plans of the organisation's development.

The Service Administration in Malmø Municipality, which was established in 1996, and has 

completed an impressive development of service culture and a holistic focus on customers.

4.4.1. coPEnhagEn ProPErty – FroM carEtakEr to innovator

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support function: 

 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Copenhagen Property under Copenhagen Municipal 

denmark 

Public municipal activities 

Common property unit under the Culture and leisure Administration 

fM concepts 

Municipal fM organisations 

strategic development of a public fM function 

strategic development, development ladder, innovation, mainte-

nance, municipality

Background

Until the end of 2005 there were 7 administrations in Copenhagen Municipal – and 7 property 

units as well. They all had different goals and strategies, different priorities and focus areas, 

and also different planning methods and terms. Besides that, they had different organisation of 

maintenance, and different concepts and terminology. Each property unit thought they did the 

right thing in the right way, thus there was an insufficient overview of the property portfolio's 

maintenance conditions and poor possibilities to make an overall priority and appointment of 

focus areas.

lessons leArnt

it is important to move focus from buildings to people•	

Customer orientation is necessary, but at the same time you must avoid the “expectation trap” •	

of building up unrealistic expectations with the customers

digitalising on a broad sense is a requirement to create a overview•	

Building inspection is a requirement to create a view of the property portfolio's condition and a •	

basis for priority

Considerable advantages may be achieved in preparing procurement and cooperation so that •	

the suppliers will be able to make fully use of their production facilities

the surroundings influence on our mood – our mood influence our results•	
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fACts ABout CoPenhAgen ProPerty

reference: 

number of inhabitants: 

staff: 

Properties: 

tenancies: 

independent institutions: 

sports facilities: 

official valuation: 

Market value valuation:

the mayor for Culture and leisure Administration 

500.000 

550 

790 

700 

480 

52 

eur 1.8 billion 

eur 3.7 billion

This is the basis of the establishment of Copenhagen Property, who was established January 1st, 

2006. In the autumn 2004 architect Karen Mosbech was appointed chief executive, and from 

the beginning there were brought in staff from the former administrations. Therefore, in addi-

tion to the professional challenge of a new organisation, an important work lie ahead in getting 

employees with different cultures and approaches to cooperate.

Mission, vision and goals

In connection to the establishment of Copenhagen Property a mission, vision and goals for the 

new property unit were determined.. The mission is to create good physical surroundings to all 

the municipal's activities on business like terms. The vision describes the intent to be an active 

and professional sparring partner within the property field in Copenhagen Municipal. 

The purpose of the property unit is to professionalise the property field and to serve the custom-

ers better (cheaper), and also to exploit the economies of scale, to create more maintenance for 

the money in exploiting the possibilities of transverse procurement, development of an even 

administration, and a better use of the professional expertise. Besides the building and construc-

tion tasks should become more efficient by establishing a client / provider model. Furthermore, 

the unit should create an overview of the municipal's property portfolio, achieve higher cost 

awareness by establishing a new rental model, intensify the development of IT including an even 

use of it, and at last to establish and maintain an over view of the assets in the municipal.

They want new ways of thinking, and the municipal's buildings must be maintained and de-

veloped into a modern standard, both as workplaces and as good places to visit for the Co-

penhagen citizens. The goal is to create innovative physical surroundings in designing and 

implementing solutions suitable to people's needs, and they will solve the tasks with focus on 

costs in order to give the customers the most for their money. Hence they will attribute to move 

focus from buildings to people, and to be a driver in the development of new workplaces and 

work environments which will give the employees modern and up-to-date surroundings as to 

their daily assignments. The building activities (operation, maintenance, refurbishment) must 

be designed so they support the use of the building, and hence the citizens and employees, who 

are using the building. 

The client base is broad. The diversity covers kindergartens, schools, rest homes, libraries, ad-

ministration buildings, youth clubs, museums, sports facilities, and fire stations. This diversity 

is found unique and implies that you must be aware of whether the solution you offer is tar-

geted to the needs of each customer.

Tasks

Copenhagen Property is responsible for all kinds of tasks related to building operation and 

property administration, from package solutions to the whole municipality to single tasks. 
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They offer to their customers, specialists and professionals with competences which ensure a 

professional handling within building, maintenance, operation, service, law, and creative and 

practical office solutions.

Copenhagen Property offers the following services:

Development and innovation: Development of new ways of procurement and new ways of • 

utilisation of buildings. Furthermore development of news ways of cooperation and contri-

bution to research and education

Building and maintenance: Cooperation with the municipality's administrations in rela-• 

tion to need for physical surroundings, arranging architect competitions, preparation of 

procurement materials, and accomplishment of procurement and public tender. Further-

more applications for building permissions and other authorisations from the authorities, 

planning and management of building projects, and finally handover of the building to 

the customer

Property administration and operation: Hiring out and administration of the properties of • 

the municipality, and administration of private tenancies. Furthermore proposals of solv-

ing operation tasks such as building service, caretaking, cleaning, mail service, messenger 

service, guard and security, canteen operation, central switchboard, etc. Some of these serv-

ices the customers may choose to order from external providers.

A major part of the properties which are managed by Copenhagen Property is worn-down. The 

need was in 2006 calculated to amount to approx. Eur 160.000. Hence it is a special challenge to 

renovate the buildings. At first the task demands a total overview of all maintenance tasks and 

a priority of the activities. A further challenge is that Copenhagen Property is situated under a 

political management which is in opposition to the majority of the City Council.

At the beginning it is a great challenge to remove authority to dispose of economies from each 

administration, and to service administrations and persons, who themselves earlier performed 

the work.

Among the present challenges is also to create balance between professional competence and 

politics, as to customer coordination to avoid the “expectation trap” by building up unrealistic 

expectations, to build up professional competences i.e. professionalisation, to handle a heated 

up market, and a lack of manpower. 

Performance contract

The performance contract, which is entered with the political system, is currently consisting of 

the following measurement criteria:

Standard leasing contracts on all properties• 

Property management system is implemented• 

Idle capacity cost maximum 5%• 

Customer satisfaction• 

Documented efficienty for maintenance• 

30% of the portfolio has a plan for the developmening of buildings• 

Service agreements in the operational field• 

PPP analysis of 5 projects• 

Manual as to construction projects• 

The portfolio strategy take the starting point that all buildings have to be registered in an IT 

system (Caretaker), after which a master plan is prepared as to the central units, the local cen-

Challenges

Portfolio
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tres and citizen access, a sequence plan as to sports facilities, and also an investment plan as to 

schools.

Copenhagen Property sees itself as a unit who must ensure a holistic view as to the relation 

between economy and customers, which is shown in the figure below.

Portfolio

economy Customers

Copenhagen Property

Copenhagen Property's overall economy is divided so that Law and Hiring out have rental in-

comes of approx Eur 132 million per year (gross). Building and construction projects represent 

approx. Eur 65 million per year (2007), and furthermore sports facilities at approx. Eur 33 mil-

lion. Refurbishment and maintenance has a budget frame as to the period 2007-2009 of approx. 

Eur 171 million. Cleaning has a turnover of approx. Eur 6.5 million, operation represents about 

Eur 12 million and the administration budget is approx Eur 9.2 million annually.

Copenhagen Property wants to move focus from buildings to the customers. A customer portal 

on the municipal intranet was implemented in the middle of 2007. They work with “the cus-

tomer's customer”, and the client should be visited. As to the coordination of the services there 

will be established a single entrance. The rental model stipulated is expected to be accepted on 

as well the short term as the long term. It is a challenge that the customers themselves earlier 

had been responsible for the tasks, which Copenhagen Property now has taken over. It is all 

the time important to remember that the owner is the political system, and that the economy 

administration has a decisive role in the cooperation. To build up Copenhagen Property as a 

brand, is a task, which start from inside.

The development of ways of procurement and cooperation is a continuous process in which 

new ways of procurement adapted to each situation is developed, for instance single projects, 

lump procurements, service and operational partnerships, and also partnering in building and 

refurbishing projects. Furthermore there are frame agreements, PPP projects are considered, 

and finally function based procurements are carried out, and on a longer term procurement by 

options, in which the providers have opportunity of extension of contract periods or further 

construction tasks. Considerable economy and quality advantages may be achieved in arrang-

ing procurement and cooperation in such a way that the providers will be able to use their 

production facilities optimal. 

The Organisation

From the beginning of 2006 the below organisation was established. Yet it is under continuous 

processing, and in spring 2007 an administrative survey was carried out, and it has led to a new 

and different organisational structure based on a high degree of specialising and cooperation.

Economy

Customers

Procurement strategy
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The organisation after the beginning of 2006:
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The organisation spring 2007:

oPerAtion

MAintenAnCe

Building

conSultantS

Building ContrACtor 

oPerAtionAl Providers

orgAnisAtion

CustoMer 

Client 

users

In conjunction with the organisation model a management model is stipulated as shown in 

the figure below.

oPerAtion

MAintenAnCe

Building

Budget
resultsresults

MAnAgeMent Model

The principle of the management model is that the unit “Maintenance” must arrange all opera-

tion and maintenance activities, and is in charge of the budget (internal client) as to the total 

maintenance budget. This must ensure a total overview and acts as a shared management tool.

The unit “Building” (today described as “Project”) executes projects and is in charge of the budg-

et as to them. This must ensure that the focus is on solving the problems efficiently, and that 

the project management tool is developed. 

The unit “Operation” will perform daily operation and urgent tasks, and is in charge of the 

budget as to them, and is concurrently the users´ interface in relation to daily tasks. This will 

ensure a fast user service and give “Maintenance” “peace to work”.

Management model
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The units “Operation” and “Project” will convey knowledge of the state of the buildings, utilisa-

tion and design for “Maintenance”. This will ensure that experiences are exploited and updat-

ing with current data.

Copenhagen Property sees digitisation as a requirement to achieve a total overview of the con-

ditions of the portfolio. Among the elements of digitisation are establishment of a property 

portal on the intranet, registration of all buildings in a shared maintenance system, digital 

drawings of properties, roll-out of e-doc (electronic document handling), and a shared property 

management system. 

Building inspection is correspondingly a requirement to get an overview of the conditions of 

the property. The purpose is to identify the need for maintenance, to prioritise the activities, 

and to create the basis of procurement. Copenhagen Property has specified the following goals 

as to size of building inspections during the first 3 years:

180 buildings inspected in 2006• 

400 buildings inspected in 2007• 

400 buildings inspected in 2008• 

As shown in the figure below, qualitative considerations must be taken as to the priority of the 

needs for maintenance:

use AesthetiC funCtion reQuireMents

the surroundings as to the citizen's home 

(old people’s home, handicap housing)

only a few sign of wear is accepted. 

defects are accepted for shorter periods.

only a few sign of wear is accepted. 

defects are not accepted.

sign of wear is accepted. 

defects are accepted for shorter periods.

sign of wear is accepted. 

defects are accepted for shorter periods.

Many signs of wear are accepted. 

defects are accepted for longer periods. 

Must appear orderly.

the citizen's contact with the municipality 

(public areas)

the surroundings as to municipal activities 

(schools, sports, institutions)

Municipal workplaces 

(office buildings)

subsidiary rooms 

(archives, store, empty buildings)

Strategic development

In connection to the planning of the development the below shown development ladder has 

been specified to make visible the expected development of the organisation, in which the goal 

is constantly to create added value to the customer. 

Caretaker

Building 

owner

Active build-

ing owner
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focus on
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the building
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education and 
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Added vAlue to the CustoMer

Digitisation

Building inspection
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Copenhagen Property works with shared values as the most important management tool. It 

includes transparency, respect and engagement, and are based on creating a working climate, 

in which the pleasure of success is bigger than the fear of failure. They have the anbition that 

“we want to create the most advanced workplace in the world”. The most important keywords 

are creativity and inventiveness – creativity in a broader meaning – and added value to the 

citizens.

The strategic aiming points to the organisation are shown below:

lArger

focus on building

Procurement ad hoc

in-house production

various clients

Cooperation with

the administrations individually

vague roles

sMAller

focus on the customer

Procurement strategy

outsourcing

regular clients

support cooperation crosswise

Client/Provider model

strAtegisk sigtelinJe

Balanced Scorecard is used as a tool to follow-up on the strategic perspectives, and the plans for 

2006 are shown in the diagram below. The focus areas are shown in the right column: Owner, 

customers, internal work processes, and learning and growth.

Strategic themeS:

to optimise the maintenance efforts                      customer orientation

overview of the 

property portfolio

operation without 

defects 

Professionalise 

maintenance of 

the owned prop-

erty portfolio

Professional and 

customer-oriented 

work procedures

satisfying  

economic result

Make results 

visible

keep deadlines 

and budget of 
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and also to have 

satisfied customers

Competent  
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Breaking the 
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administration

Attractive work-

place

Professional  
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sincerety and 

transparency  
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external in a digital 

administration

Availability of  

relevant  

knowledge

Professional solu-

tions of adminis-

tration tasks

owner

customers

internal 

work  

processes

learning 

and growth
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The work laboratory

In the beginning of 2006 a work laboratory was established consisting of an open office setting, 

in which the management is situated with the staff in the open setting, and new ways of coop-

eration are tested. All the customers are welcome to pay a visit to be inspired.

As chief executive Karen Mosbech says: “The surroundings influence our moods – our moods influence 

our results”.

funCtion diAgrAM CoPenhAgen MuniCiPAl deCeMBer 14th 2005

Sources and references

The above case is based on a meeting with head of maintenance Flemming Wulff Hansen and 

district manager Jørgen Stokbro on April 26th 2007, and also the following references:

Copenhagen Property: Presentation about organisational inspection. April 2007.

Culture and Leisure Administration: Copenhagen Properties – from caretaker to innovator. 

Booklet, 2006.

Mosbech, Karen: Paper in The Builder Association January 24th 2006, and also DFM conferences 

in 2006 and 2007. Furthermore slide show of presentation in KFU March 22nd 2007. 
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Background

Malmø Municipality has during the last 20 years gone through a comprehensive internal de-

velopment process. It began in the 1980´ies with separation of the organisation into client pro-

vider units. In 1996 the Service Administration (SA) was established and a provider organisation 

with responsibility to buildings, roads, parks, supply facilities, vehicles, IT, school canteens, 

and a long series of service tasks. 

SA has completed an impressive development towards being a more and more professional and 

customer orientated service organisation to the municipality and its citizens. In this case es-

sential steps of this development within SA are shown with examples of significant initiatives, 

including the current organisational change which implies a decidedly customer orientation 

by the administration.

 

lessons leArnt

establishment of a service culture is a long process which demands leadership with energy, en-•	

gagement and endurance

it is important to view the customer's needs as a whole•	

it is optimal that the service organisation coordinate to its customers rather than the customers •	

must coordinate to the service organisation

An organisation under constant development is moving upstairs – an organisation which do not •	

develop is moving downstairs

An organisation must clearly show in which direction it should be developed – otherwise each •	

employee show a tendency towards establishing a target for himself which do not enter the 

same direction, and which is not always useful to the customer

fACts ABout MAlMø MuniCiPAlity

inhabitants: 

staff: 

Buildings: 

homepage:

276.000 

20.000 

1.5 million m2, of which schools are 0.6 million m2 

www.malmo.se
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fACts ABout the serviCe AdMinistrAtion (sA)

staff: 

turnover: 

investments: 

homepage:

1.200 

eur 169 million per year 

eur 52.9 million per year 

www.malmo.se/servicemeny/forvaltningarbolag/serviceforvaltningen

Core and support function

SA is a provider organisation in the technical and servicing field, and is not involved in the mu-

nicipality's authority tasks. The tasks of SA include services aimed at the municipality's citizens 

as well as construction, maintenance and cleaning of roads, parks and supply facilities aimed 

at the other administrations of the municipality.

The vision to SA is: “We must actively contribute to the best development for our customers”.

This vision implies that SA not only must deliver what the customer demand. SA must also 

engage itself into how the customers experience their current situation, and look into there 

future to be able to suggest solutions to the customer's problems, and to improve and develop 

the customer's activities.

The mission or the assignment to SA is aimed at:

The customer• 

The staff• 

The owner• 

A sustainable society• 

The customer is by SA defined as the Malmø residents – direct or indirect in the shape of em-

ployees in the municipality's administrations. In some cases there are different customers to 

the same services. The staff consists of the employees in SA, while the owner is Malmø city. A 

sustainable society consists of environmental considerations as well as social and economical 

aspects.

As an example that the customer is considered broadly, can be mentioned that SA due to an 

increasing problem of homeless in the municipality proposed and had finished some vacant 

pavilions furnished as housing for the homeless.

SA has to a minor degree attended tasks for other municipalities and for private companies.

SA's main tasks

SA's organisation includes 6 fields of activities: City property, municipal technique, school can-

teens, municipal services, IT-service and work centre.

The city properties is an administrative unit which is charged with managing the property of 

the municipality, among other things within schools, children and elderly care, and culture 

and administration. SA acts as the owner, the building client and the lessor. All buildings are 

rented to the administrations and institutions which use them. It is each institution, for in-

stance a school who is the customer. Formal lease agreements as in the private market are used. 

The customers pay for all services, and have free choice of providers. 

SA has a required rate of return of Eur 1.2 million per year, which is lower than private com-

panies. In return they are obligated to work on a long-term basis. They have the possibility of 

mortgage the properties. SA itself may invest op to Eur 1 million per object without political 
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involvement. Usually the politicians do not interfere much because they must not grant any 

money. Yet, since 1992 there has been given extraordinary grants of Eur 317 million through a 

period of years to reduce a maintenance back-log. 

Municipal technique is a technical service unit which is separated in the units care and service. 

Care handles operation and maintenance of municipal buildings and cleaning of roads and 

parks. Service includes among other things a transport centre with 20 lorries and a blacksmith 

workshop, and the unit performs various traffic arrangements on streets and cycle tracks. Mu-

nicipal technique is environmentally certified under ISO 14001.

School canteens run cooking and serving food on 80 schools, both primary school and colleges, 

and the 360 employees serve approx. 35.000 school lunches with hot food, 1.000 breakfasts, and 

6.000 snacks each day. All tasks are handled internal.

Municipal services include a unit for Facility Management (FM) and various administrative 

units, among other things a wage unit responsible to all wage payments in the municipality. 

The FM unit handles various services in the schools of the municipality and also in the City 

house, City library and the City hall. FM in the field of schools is mentioned further below.

IT service run the establishment and operation of IT and telecommunication in the municipal-

ity. This includes telephone exchange, IT operation and IT support with a helpdesk and IT facili-

ties in the workplaces. Furthermore IT service is responsible to the broadband network.

Work centre is part of the municipality's labour efforts to persons who of some reason has dif-

ficulties to adapt the free labour market. Approx 170 persons are employed within a series of 

fields. 

In the early 1990´ies Malmø Municipality established a series of companies, consisting of com-

mon operating companies with private industry. Around 2000 most of these companies were 

shut down, either through privatization by disposal to private industries, or through shutting 

down and withdrawal of the tasks to the administration of the municipality itself. There are 

continuous changes of the tasks which SA is responsible for. For instance, in the near future SA 

will take over the responsibility to the sport facilities of the municipality.

How to create a service culture

Ingmar Simonson (IS) was from the very beginning head of SA. He is educated mechanical engi-

neer, and until the establishment of SA he worked in municipal technique. IS has always been 

working with management, and he mainly consider himself as a leader.

If you want to change the culture within an organisation you must take drastic action. IS says 

that you must drop a bomb into the organisation. At the same time it is necessary that the man-

agement lead the way. Leadership must be performed, and this involves that you must com-

municate, market, influence, be a model, show examples, and reward the employees. A sense of 

humour and a positive working climate are required to be able to create a service culture. It is 

also a long process which demands much energy and endurance.

A service culture implies that you must act in a new way. You must be reliable, and you must 

be willing to enounce your own convenience. To many people it involves that you must change 

attitudes and opinions. Managers must be ready to change, and it may be necessary to replace 

a few managers. A true engagement is required, as service is established through the meeting 

with the customer. 
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It is crucial to have the customer in the centre. Unlike formerly the customer has today far 

more power. To use the term “customer” obligates. No customers are impressed when a provider 

knows his work. If the customer is goindg to experience added value, the customer must have 

his demands and expectations satisfies, plus some extras. It need not to be something expen-

sive, it is more the fact that the person who supply the service show consideration and common 

compassion. It must be spontaneously and not based on instructions. 

IS has mentioned the following example of such an added value. On a hot summer day one of 

the municipality's managers had to pick up a new business car. The car had no air-condition, so 

the SA employed ensured that the car was parked in the shadow and that is was ventilated. He 

also placed a cold Coca-Cola and a congratulation card at the driver's seat, thus it was an even 

more positive experience to the manager to pick up his new car. The extra charges to SA were 

imperceptible low in relation to the good-will such a consideration may give. 

A service organisation is known through short decision-taking, trust and delegation to the 

staff, and through an un-bureaucratic administration. It is important continuing to develop 

the competences with each employee and the organisation as a whole. 

As to staff development it is important to be beyond the point of reacting with basic instincts. 

Human beings have, just like reptiles, 4 basic instincts: Defence, Escape, Food, and Reproduc-

tion. It is instead important, that the employees in their work and their meeting with the cus-

tomers will and dare to use their logic sense as well as their feelings. 

Furthermore it is important to develop an organisation step by step. Organisations do develop 

according to Maslow's pyramid of needs, and you must take one step at the time on the develop-

ment ladder. An organisation under continuous development is moving upstairs – an organisa-

tion, which is not developing, is moving downstairs. At the same time an organisation must 

emphasize in which direction it should be developed, or else each employee tend to set up his 

own goals which are not aimed in the same direction, and which are not always useful to the 

customer. 

Establishment of the FM unit

The special FM unit under municipal services emerged in continuation of some projects which 

were implemented in 2000 in connection with the fact that the municipality introduced the 

development programme “Engagement to Malmø”, which implied that all administrations in 

the municipality were to focus on the important questions of development. The FM projects 

primarily included schools and the City house. 

In the school field a pilot project was executed in one school. The intention was to give op-

portunity to the teachers and the leaders to improve their work situation in releasing them 

from spending time on secondary tasks. They were instead to concentrate on the pedagogical 

work, to which they were educated, and hence improve the quality of the education, and give 

the teachers a higher status. And the secondary tasks would be handled by the FM unit, which 

through a total professional handling of the support functions would ensure a better service at 

the same expenses. 

A central part of the improved service was establishment of a reception / service point, where 

the leaders, the teachers, the students, and all who are in the school may receive the help and 

service which they demand. The tasks which the FM unit took over among other things in-

cluded guard, building maintenance, cleaning, attending external and internal environment, 

administration, procurement, copying, messenger services, etc.
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In connection to the implementation of FM the former service staff who worked in the schools 

was transferred to SA. These employees were formerly a group with low priority in the schools, 

and by transfer to SA they were offered retraining and more varied tasks.

In continuation of the pilot project the head of the school estimated that the introduction of 

FM had led to an obvious and evident work-related relief in many fields. A clear improvement 

of the physical environment of the school has taken place, which among other things had led 

to fewer complaints about environment and cleaning. The head of the school estimated that 

his own division in time as to pedagogical leadership and FM related tasks had changed from 

60-40% to 85-15%. At the same time introduction of FM had given the school more positive pub-

licity in stead of negative publicity in the press and the outside world.

After the pilot project it was decided to introduce FM in all schools in that urban district. Agree-

ments has been made with each school, in which responsibility and quality and amount of 

deliveries to the school in question is specified, and also the development goals. 

Development initiatives

In continuation of a new development plan to Malmø Municipality in 2004 named “Welfare to 

everybody” SA formulated the previously mentioned vision. Concurrently SA established the 

following new development initiatives:

The service academy• 

The customer centre• 

The investment council• 

The learning forum• 

A creative innovation centre• 

The service academy was established to support the work in implementing the vision and the 

academy arrange various activities to practise how to think. Among other thing this includes 

pro active further training during which they for instance work a lot with role playing. As to 

the further training they for several years had cooperation with the university in Lund, which 

accomplishes further training in Service Management. SA had also since the very start accom-

plished management training based on the American author Will Schutz´ theory “The Human 

Element”. Among other inspirational sources can be mentioned de Bono's theory of creativity, 

and Polyani's theory of Tacit Knowledge. 

The customer centre was established to improve the customer service and internal learning in 

SA's own organisation. The customer centre receive error messages, differ reports, inquiries and 

complaints from the customers, and along with the service academy and the creative develop-

ment centre it must back the administration with organised information.

The investment council was established to improve and handle suggestions for innovation 

projects and investments on an early stage.

The learning forum is a model for dialogue and learning, in which SA in cooperation with cus-

tomers create knowledge of how to improve your working methods. This takes place through 

meetings with special rules where the customer and a provider from SA meet with a manage-

ment representative from SA and a professional secretary from the service academy. During the 

meeting the customer at first calmly reports of his experience with the service supply in ques-

tion. The provider must listen without defending himself. After that the customer describes his 

wish situation, and they conclude jointly in formulating a plan of action to improve the service 

supply.
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The creative innovation centre was established in a former manor house. As an example of in-

novation projects can be mentioned a one-button operated telephone for elderly people, who by 

pressing the button can contact the customer centre, where the staff can see who is calling, and 

where they have information so they can put the elederly person through to for instance rela-

tives. Furthermore they have created a roof terrace upon a new four storey building for elderly 

people. They have also completed a project on the use of GPS in the cars of the municipality. 

One of the focus areas of SA is environment and energy, and they have established solar cells 

and solar panels on a number of the municipal buildings. Hence Malmø is the municipality in 

Sweden which has most square metres of solar cells. The municipal urban development project 

Ekostaden Augustenborg has more international hits in the internet than the spectacular high-

rise building Turning Torso.

Holistic customer focus

The background for the change of organisation in the beginning of 2007 is that SA has achieved 

to be a competent service provider of partial solutions. They have focused on developing each 

part of the organisation. Now there is a demand of thinking more holistic in relation to the 

customer. The various parts of the organisation have many interfaces to the same customers. In 

stead of the fact that the customers must coordinate SA's services, SA must coordinate its serv-

ices in relation to the customers. Hence it is the customer's needs within a holistic perspective 

that must lead the development of SA's organisation. 

The crucial news within the changed organisation is establishment of a strategic management 

level which supplements the operational management level, see diagram on the next page. In 

the strategic level a manager with responsibility of each of the 4 target groups in SA's task has 

been appointed. In relation to the customers a customer coordinator has been appointed. Staff 

and owners are managed by the personnel manager and the corporate finance officer. Long-

lasting cooperation is managed by a development strategist. 

As link between the customer coordinator and the operative units a customer responsible em-

ployee is appointed, who is centrally engaged but who participates in the management group 

of the unit with a special responsibility to ensure that the customer's overall needs in all activi-

ties within the unit is on top of the agenda. The customer responsible employees are chosen or 

recruited by the customer coordinator in consultation with the manager of the operative unit 

in question. The service academy, the customer centre, the learning forum, and the develop-

ment and investment council are placed under the customer coordinator. Under the devel-

opment strategist are placed a development coach and a innovation group. The development 

coach has the right to contact each employee all over the organisation of SA to gather ideas for 

innovation projects. When a project has been defined it is discussed in the Development and 

Investment Council, and after approval the project is handled over to a project manager who 

has the responsibility to accomplish the project.

The implementation of the new organisation was started by an arrangement in the Hippo-

drome Theatre January 8th, 2007. The managers must make 2 workplace visits in other units 

during the first 3 months of 2007 in order to know the other units better. A two-year agreement 

with development goals is made between the chief executive and each manager. 

SA uses Balanced Scorecard to measure the fulfilment of the goals within 4 focus areas and also 

within other development goals, for instance energy savings. 
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Concluding remarks

IS reckon that SA is market leader in Sweden, and they have among other things been a model 

to development of a service administration in Lund Municipality in 2004. IS consider it to be im-

portant that you as a public service organisation are better than private companies, and he do 

not consider it difficult because you as colleagues have easier ways to contact the leading staff 

in the other administrations of the municipality to have a dialogue on equal terms. In many 

municipal organisations it is a problem that they lack self-esteem – not at least compared with 

many private companies – and it is crucial to raise the self-esteem of the municipal organisa-

tions. 

Sources and references

The case is based on information received from chief executive Ingmar Simonson, SA at a meet-

ing February 26th, 2007 and subsequent correspondence and also the following references.

Serviceförvaltningen: Facility Management i skolvärlden. (Service Administration::Facility Manage-

ment in the school world.) Report from 2004.

Serviceförvaltningen: Serviceförvaltningen 2005/2006. (Service Administration: The Service Adminis-

tration 2005/2005): Leaflet from 2005. 

Simonson, Ingmar: Välkommen til Serviceförvaltningen. (Welcome to the Service Administration.) Pres-

entation on a workshop on the municipal FM-organisation arranged by DFM in Odense, August 

31st, 2006.
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4.5 international leaDing fm proviDerS

This theme includes cases about:

ISS, which is an international leading Danish based service company, which since 2000 has • 

changed strategy from cleaning supply to Integrated Facility Services

The world's largest FM providers which all except from security companies have developed • 

from single services to be broad FM providers

4.5.1 iss – FroM clEaning to intEgratED Facility sErvicEs

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

iss 
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Provider of facility services 

service provision to customer companies 

fM concepts 

international leading fM providers 

integrated facility services 

strategic development, process development, synergy, economies of 

scale, added value

Background

ISS is one of the world's largest providers of Facility Services. The company has a long history in 

Denmark, cf. text box at the end of this section. In the name of Det Danske Rengøringsselskab 

(The Danish Cleaning Company) it started in the 1960´ies a strong internationalisation under 

the direction of chief executive and civil engineer Poul Andreasen. The internationalisation 

continued in the 1970´ies under the group name ISS (International Service System) and has 

continued since that – except for periods with consolidation. The growth mainly took place 

through buying up foreign cleaning companies, but also a diversification to other areas of busi-

ness took place, both within service, for instance laundry, guard/security, care (care homes and 

hospital operation), and commercial activities (sale of cleaning agents and machines, etc.)

 

lessons leArnt

direct customer contact is essential, and this contact is increased when a provider handle more •	

services under a common management

there are large potentials in process development in the shape of new technologies, organising •	

of creating synergies and utilisation of economies of scale

Providers may create added value to the customers in many ways, for instance economical •	

transparency, up and down sizing of services, optimisation, and gain-sharing

integrated service provisions make large demands to resources and competences – not at least •	

within the sales work and during the opening contract phase

the market possibilities within facility services are huge•	
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fACts ABout the iss grouP (iss A/s)
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Countries: 
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49 
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375.000 

www.issworld.com

fACts ABout iss fACility serviCes A/s (iss dAnMArk A/s)

turnover: 

Customers: 

staff: 

homepage:

Approx. eur 527 million (2005) 

11.000 

13.000 

www.iss.dk

In the beginning of 1990´ies the overall strategy was changed so that ISS like many other inter-

national groups during the same period focused on strengthening their core competences and 

to settle other areas of business. To ISS it included focus on cleaning and sell-off other activities 

for instance linen services in Sweden and Norway to Sophus Berendsen, and the security com-

pany Securitas to Falck. Yet the internationalisation strategy continued. ISS focused on entering 

the American market, but in the middle of the 1990´ies major troubles occurred within the 

ISS's American company and it was sold, which resulted in great loss. 

In connection to this Poul Andreasen resigned as group manager, and in 1995 he was succeeded 

by civil engineer Waldemar Schmidt. Under him the focus was continued on the cleaning com-

pany together with a start to develop and delivery multi service solutions and the internation-

alisation went on through buying up foreign companies among other things in Eastern Europe 

and Asia. In 1999 ISS also bought Europe's second large cleaning and special service provider 

Abilis. Eric Rylberg, who had a background within accounts took over as group chief executive 

in 2000, and he was in 2006 succeeded by civil engineer Jørgen Lindegaard. This case focuses on 

the strategic development within ISS since 2000. 

The strategy “create2005” from 2000

In 2000 ISS draw up a new strategy which was named “create2005”. The target was to develop 

ISS from primarily being a cleaning company to become provider of Integrated Facility Services 

(IFS) during the period until 2005. At the time cleaning amounted to 93% of the turnover. It was 

included in the strategy that ISS as far as possible would be provider of more services to each 

customer. 

ISS divides its services into four services: Cleaning, Office Support, Property Services, and Ca-

tering. IFS is about the fact, that ISS handle a total supply of at least 2 of these services with 

management as well. This is illustrated as a house in the figure below, in which management 

amount the “roof” above the 4 services. You may say that IFS is ISS's term as to a total FM provi-

sion. 

The background to this strategy was that ISS realized that there was huge market possibilities 

in expanding into IFS. More international players focused on FS/FM, and ISS risked to end up 

as “second tier” without direct contact to the customer. ISS wanted to enter the driver's seat as 

to customer contact. ISS also takes on mere management tasks. In 2005 ISS bought up Siemens 

Service Management in Denmark, which is a mere management company. Furthermore ISS 

constantly expand with new services – for instance they are taking over some customers´ inter-

nal guard functions. 
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In the private marked ISS had a break through with the new strategy in 2003 in Denmark 

where large contracts were made with Sonofon and CSC, and after that there has been more 

possibilities as to the total package in the private market. Within ICT and finance companies 

there has been major focus on defining core activities and outsourcing of support. This comes 

not the least to American owned companies, where the companies are measured on sales per 

employee (headcount).

In connection to integrated contracts the sales work have another nature in the shape of change 

management with a rather longer duration and also high start-up costs as to the contracts. In 

connection to Sonofon ISS had to deliver 20 employees for 3 weeks in connection with company 

transfer of 60 employees. At the same time a growing number of the staff in ISS has a higher 

education, for instance engineers and commercial educated.

CleAning offiCe
suPPort

ProPerty
serviCes

CAtering

MAnAgeMent

The strategy “Route101”

The strategy “create2005” was in 2005 replaced by the strategy named “Route101”. The new strat-

egy is a growth strategy aiming a reaching 101 billion DKK (approx. Eur 13.5 billion) as turnover. 

Route101 is in continuation of “create2005”, and the goal is still to develop ISS from cleaning 

into IFS/FM. The target is an annual growth for the group of 15%. As a rule of the thumb they 

operate with approx 10% growth through buying up and 5% through organic growth. 

“Route101” is the overall strategy to the entire company – a shared highway to all countries, 

and it has no time limits. To each country a yearly planning, which consist of a top-down and a 

bottom-up process, is completed, resulting in an update of an action manual with a three-year 

aim. 

Market development

Asia and South America have the largest growth rates, but it is primarily with cleaning, and we 

speak of less consolidated markets. Great Britain, France and the Nordic countries are on the 

forefront with “full house”, i.e. IFS including all 4 services. The service industry is in general 

more developed in the Nordic countries than in the remaining Europe. The wages are better in 

the Nordic countries, and service has achieved a better position, but the high wages at the same 

time demands optimisation of the services.

Internal in the Nordic countries there are no larger differences as to the markets in Norway, 

Sweden, Finland and Denmark. Even if the Swedish market is the largest, the largest contracts 

have been found in Norway and Denmark. The annual turnover of ISS is in Norway Eur 592 

million, in Sweden and Denmark Eur 527 million, in Finland Eur 395, and on Iceland Eur 13 

million.
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In Denmark ISS has during a period given the public market a low priority after getting their 

fingers burnt as a pioneer company in connection to outsourcing, but they has again started 

to focus on the public market. It is especially on the state sector that ISS expect to be able to 

achieve a raising market in the years to come within the public field. In Great Britain ISS has 

large PFI contracts among other things within the hospital sector, and PPP is a field in which 

ISS is interested. Overall ISS estimates, that the Danish market to FS is growing with 20-30% per 

year. 

For further information about the market, see next section.

Barriers as to outsourcing

An essential barrier as to outsourcing is the fact that it is often hard to estimate the internal 

expenses, and therefore clients compare apples to apples when they evaluate offers from pro-

viders. Staff transfer is always a sensitive matter, but customer companies have often larger 

difficulties in recruiting staff for support functions than ISS have. ISS has many years of experi-

ence in professional recruiting of service staff.

In private companies there are not often problems as to collective agreements, and job security 

is a crucial element. As to the public civil servants employments may challenge as to limited 

flexibility. Divisions between trades are a smaller problem than earlier expected. This is among 

other things caused by the fact that the unions have focus on avoiding one-sided repeated work, 

varied job content and also fulltime employment. A collective combination agreement has been 

entered, and no cases about divisions between trades have been raised. In general ISS do not try 

to change the divisions between trades for skilled workers, and usually unskilled has no objec-

tions as to take on other tasks than the usual ones part of the time.

There are larger challenges as to divisions between trades in the countries south of Denmark, 

for instance Germany and The Netherlands.

Process Development

There is an ongoing development, for instance as to introduction of new technology. ISS is for 

instance involved in experiments in using robots for sterile cleaning of operation theatres in 

hospitals. There are many possibilities as to process development within office support. 

ISS works with introducing PDA's for moving staff and also logistic optimisation with GPS. In 

connection with recovery service they have furthermore analysed the value chain and have 

introduced that the ISS staff send electronic photos to the appraisers, who on this basis at once 

assess the damages, and ISS will be able to start up recovery in short time without the apprais-

ers visiting the scene. ISS offer FS software with helpdesk to a number of customers.

ISS has continuous cooperation with PhD students and other students who work with projects 

related to the company.

In connection with larger contracts technology investments are often made. Among other 

things this was the case as to the Sonofon contract. The duration of the contract has a great 

importance to the size of technology investments, because investments must earn themselves 

during the duration of the contract. The typical duration is 4 years with the possibility of 2 

years prolongation. The largest duration of a contract in ISS is 12 years in Denmark. 

Economies of scale have a great importance among other things in relation to buying for cater-

ing, and buying of office supplies and consumer goods. The more technical the services become, 

the better the possibilities are of exploiting the buying from subcontractors across contracts.
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Synergies have a corresponding importance as to the fact, that the entire contract is handled 

by a total team, and in breaking down limits between each service. The largest synergies are in 

the operational and managerial level.

ISS creates added value to the customers in different ways. A high transparency with SLA's and 

KPI's for performance measurements are in itself an added value. Furthermore it creates high 

added value that they due to the transparency are able to scale the services up and down as 

needed.

In a number of contracts is included that ISS once a year present an optimising catalogue to 

the customer. It is typically made through a visit at the company by a contract review team 

who along with the contract manager will examine the company and analyse processes using 

Business Process Reengineering tools. One of the methods is to apply solutions which earlier 

had been used successfully in other companies. Gain-sharing, i.e. sharing of cost savings is also 

included in a number of ISS's contracts.

Competence development

ISS University has re-emerged some years ago and is lead by ISS Global with focus on further 

training on the strategic level, whereas ISS Academy in Denmark focuses on the tactic level. 

ISS lack qualified leaders as contract managers, and they has developed a structured internal 

course of further training organised as 5 modules of 3 days. In the operational level they use 

AMU, but they need some offers in relation to teams and multi skilling. 

ISS has correspondingly transverse competence centres in ISS Global and in the international 

level separated into de various services and to integrated contracts (IFS).

The latest development within ISS's management and strategy

In 2005 ISS was acquired by the capital funds EQT and Goldman Sachs at the amount of approx 

Eur 4 billion. Until then ISS was owned by a broad circle of shareholders. The capital funds has 

made a heavy mortgaging of ISS, and it is expected that the funds, after developing the com-

pany will resell ISS in approx 5-7 years, which is their usual procedure.

Less than a year after the acquisition ISS's new owners and group chief executive Eric Rylberg 

chose to suspend the cooperation. About September 1st, 2006 Eric Rylberg was substituted by 

the former chief executive to SAS, civil engineer Jørgen Lindegaard as group chief executive. 

The new owners of ISS had beforehand involved Jørgen Lindegaard into ISS's top management 

as a board member. Delegation and development of new talents would be some of Jørgen Linde-

gaard's strengths, and one of his major challenges is to strengthen and rejuvenate the manage-

ment of ISS.

The overall superior growth strategy “Route101” must still be succeeded by the new manage-

ment, but a number of modifications of the strategy have been made. Hence Jørgen Lindegaard 

prepares a stronger differentiation of the strategy in relation to each country, which implies 

that the focus on selling IFS in relation to each service is not the same in all countries.

In relation to buying up ISS, under Eric Rylberg's management, operated with a so-called bolt-

on strategy, which focused on buying up many small and medium companies, hence buying up 

amounted approx 10% of ISS's turnover. Jørgen Lindegaard prepare that ISS in stead of buying 

bulk, from now on to prioritise more strongly as to buying up larger companies. 
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Jørgen lindegAArd (sourCe: Politiken, 2006)

Born october 7th, 1948 in haslev•	

graduate 1968•	

1975: graduated as M.sc in engineering specialised in telephony•	

1975-1977: Philips telecommunication•	

1977-1991: fyns telefon (funen telephone Company), managing director 1990-2001•	

1991-1996: Managing director of ktAs (Copenhagen telephone Company•	

1996-2001: gn store nord, manager, and managing director 1997-2001•	

2001-2006: group manager of sAs•	

2006: group manager of iss•	

Furthermore ISS will have a comeback in the American market in 2007. Jørgen Lindegaard has 

expressed that it is not realistic to double the turnover without entering the American market. 

Shortly after his accession he established a team to prepare this venture, and among other 

things by appointing potential companies in USA, which ISS profitably will be able to buy up.

The strategy has been changed in relation to the customers, and ISS is aiming at climbing up 

the value chain with its services and to expand the service concept. An example of this is two 

acquisitions in Taiwan where ISS is now handling all services and property management con-

nected to a series of luxury tower buildings, including the leading department stores of the 

city, the absolutely leading office complex with a number of banks and stockbrokers, a hotel 

and dwellings.

Hence they aim at entering from the very top of the customer segment in the most expensive 

buildings. ISS will lead all services – just like all computers use Microsoft, all shopping malls 

and buildings and factories may use ISS for all services. 

ISS is already present in 49 countries, and the future concentrates on conquering each building 

and not each country. 80% of ISS's customers still only buy single services, and with 100.000 

company customers throughout the world ISS will be able to grow just by selling more services 

to these customers. The two acquired companies just have 2% of the market for FS in Taiwan. 

The market potential throughout the world is gigantic. 

Sources and references

This case is based on a meeting with chief executive Jesper Busk, ISS, October 2nd, 2006 and the 

following references.

Busk, Jesper (2006): ISS Facility Services A/S. PowerPoint presentation from October 2nd, 2006.

Børsen (2006a): Ny topchef skal gore ISS børsklar. (New top executive will prepare ISS for the stock ex-

change.) Article, September 1st, 2006.

Børsen (2006b): Et spørgsmål om stil. (A matter of style.) Article, September 1st, 2006.

Børsen (2006c): ISS-chef satser på USA og ny strategi. (ISS manager focus on USA and new strategy.) Arti-

cle, October 30th, 2006.

Børsen (2007): ISS vil yde service fra toppen. (ISS will perform service from the top.) Article, January 26th, 

2007.

ISS (2006): Historien om ISS, Sammenfatning. (The story of ISS, summary.) Extract from a book pub-

lished by ISS.

Morgenavisen Jyllands-Posten (2006): En god forretning. (A good business.) Interview with Jesper 

Busk, September 5th, 2006.

Politiken (2006): “Vi har de penge , der skal til”. (We have the money that is needed”.) Interview with 

Jørgen Lindegaard, September 3rd, 2006.

www.iss.dk

www.issworld.com
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the story of iss (sourCe: WWW.iss.dk And WWW.g4s.dk)

the beginning was in 1901 when manufacture wholesale dealer Marius hogrefe established the 

security firm kjøbenhavn-frederiksberg nattevagt. After a few years the lawyer C. l. david bought 

himself into the firm, and he had a major influence of the early development of the company. fur-

thermore C. l. david made his own art collection – known as david's collection – just as he donated 

his summer residence Marienborg as prime minister residence.

the security firm had a steady growth, and it was in 1908 acquired by danske nattevagt A/s, in which 

erik Philip-sørensen in 1915 was chief executive. After a merger in 1918 the company's name was 

changed into de forenede vagtselskaber (dfvs). After further heavy growth dfvs became national 

in 1934, and the same year erik Philip-sørensen established the subsidiary company det danske 

rengøringsselskab in denmark, and the subsidiary company hälsingborgs nattevakt in sweden – the 

last-mentioned developed into the later on independent company securitas owned by the Philip-

sørensen family, and later on into the present securitas group. in 1938 the dfvs group established 

the subsidiary company danske securitas, which developed and installed burglar alarms.

in 1973 the dfvs group had established more than 30 companies in 11 countries, primarily as a re-

sult of heavy expansion of det danske rengøringsselskab managed by Poul Andreasen, and in 1973 

the group name was changed into iss. dfvs became a subsidiary company just like other companies 

within the group, and in 1978 dfvs and danske securitas were consolidated under the name iss se-

curitas. in 1993 iss securitas was sold and merged with falck under the name falck securitas, which 

later on became part of group 4 securicor, cf. the next section. 

 

4.5.2 thE largEst FM ProviDErs intErnationally

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

fM providers 

international 

Provider of fM services 

service provision to customer companies  

fM concepts 

international leading fM providers 

international leading providers 

Provider

Background

In Denmark ISS is the far dominating provider within the FM field, and ISS is also among the 

leading FM providers internationally. This case includes a series of other internationally lead-

ing FM providers as to their development history, concept, size and international presence. The 

aim is to present an overview of the dominating players within the most important markets, 

and which parallels there are between the various operators.

Below is at first mentioned the FM providers who are internationally largest compared to turno-

ver, staff and in relation to the number of countries in which they are present. Next is men-

tioned the companies which are the largest within the Nordic market. The case is completed 

with short profile of the provider companies Compass Group, Sodexho, Aramark, Securitas, 

Group 4 Securicor and Johnson Controls. ISS Group and Coor Service Management we refer to 

further mention in chapter 4.5.1 and 5.2.1. It is emphasised that Johnson Controls and Coor 

Service Management are included in the comparisons due to their importance within the Nor-

dic market, and not due to their international size.
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lessons leArnt

Most large fM providers has a very long history within service•	

All of the largest providers are from europe or usA•	

denmark and sweden are strongly represented among the largest providers•	

the 3 largest fM providers in the world measured from turnover – Compass group, sodexho and •	

Aramark – all began with food service

iss is the only on of the largest providers, which is based on cleaning•	

iss is the largest in the nordic countries and evident market leader in denmark, whereas Coor •	

service Management is the market leader in sweden

Apart from the security companies – securitas and group 4 securicor – all of the largest have •	

developed into being providers of broad scope of fM services

sodexho stands out in deliberate focus on organic growth created in focus on business with low •	

capital intensity and high cash-flow

Johnson Controls stands out in being a group with production activities, and strong within the •	

fM field with focus on i-fM and management consultancy.

The 8 largest service companies of the world measured from turnover in 2005 are shown in the 

figure below.

Compass

sodexho

Aramark

securitas

iss

group 4 securicor

rentokil

serco

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

turnover in 2005, turnover in eur billion

137,6

86,9

64,3

53

46,4

45

25,1

24,7

the 8 lArgest serviCe CoMPAnies of the World MeAsured froM turnover  

(sourCe: Børsen, 30.10.2006)

Hence the largest service company is Compass Group with a turnover of approx Eur 18 billion. 

Compass has its headquarters in Great Britain where the company was established in 1941. In 

Denmark the group is known from its catering company Eurest. In 1993 Compass acquired the 

then SAS Service Partner, and in 1995 it became part of Eurest.

The second largest is Sodexho with a turnover of approx Eur 11 billion. The company was estab-

lished in 1966 in France with catering, and in the Nordic countries Sodexho is still best known 

for catering.

The American Aramark is the third largest with a turnover of approx Eur 8 billion. Also this 

company began with food service, but connected to production, installation and service as to 

food machines in factories etc. in 1936. Aramark is not represented in the Nordic countries.

 

The 3 following companies – Securitas, ISS and Group 4 Securicor /G4S) – partly springs from 

Denmark. Securitas was established in 1934 as a Swedish subsidiary company to a Danish secu-

rity firm (today a part of ISS), but in 1938 it was acquired by the Danish family Philip-Sørensen 

and carried on as an independent company. Securitas was separated in 1981, and a part of it was 

later to be G4S along with the Danish ambulance service Falck from 1906 and a British security 
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firm from 1935. Both Securitas and G4S are specialised within security, whereas ISS primarily 

based on cleaning since 2000 to a great extent has developed into an all-round FM provider.

Rentokil is specialised within pest control, whereas Serco is an all-round FM provider with back-

ground in Great Britain. These two companies will not be further mentioned.

In the figures below the 6 largest companies are shown, partly related to the number of em-

ployees, and partly related to the number of countries in which they are represented. As it ap-

pears G4S is the largest both as to the number of employees, in total 480.000, and the number 

of countries, in total 100, whereas Compass is the second largest both as to the number of 

employees and the number of countries. ISS is the third largest as to the number of employee, 

in total 375.000, and fourth largest as to countries, in total 49, whereas Sodexho the other way 

around is the third largest as to the number of countries and the fourth largest as to number of 

employee. Correspondingly Aramark and Securitas share the last two ranks.

group 4 securicor

Compass

iss 

sodexho

Aramark

securitas

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

1.000 emplyees

the World lArgest serviCe Providers MeAsured froM nuMBer of eMPloyees

(sourCe: the CoMPAnies´ hoMePAges And Børsen, 30.10.2006)

group 4 securicor

Compass

iss 

sodexho

securitas

Aramark

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

number of countries

the World lArgest serviCe Providers MeAsured froM nuMBer of Countries

(sourCe: the CoMPAnies´ hoMePAges)

In the table below you will find overall data of the 6 largest providers mentioned above, shown 

along with similar information as to Johnson Controls and Coor Service Management (Coor). 

The information as to Johnson Controls is related to the entire group, and FM only represents a 

minor part. It appears that Coor has a rather modest size compared to the other companies. 
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Both Compass and Sodexho claim on their homepage to be the world leading Food Service pro-

vider. Sodexho states that this does not involve commercial restaurants.

Accordingly Securitas and G4S on their homepages claim that they are both world leading 

within Security. Securitas announce that 75% of the world market is in USA and Europe with 

an estimated value of Eur 90.5 billion and an annual growth of 8%, whereas the market growth 

rate in the rest of the world is almost the double. Within Security guard represents the largest 

part of the market with approx. 44%, whereas alarms represent approx. 30% and money trans-

portation approx. 9%.

Who is the largest in the Nordic countries?

ISS is the largest FM provider in the Nordic countries, and is especially dominating within 

cleaning. According to chief executive Jesper Busk, ISS, Johnson Controls is the largest competi-

tor to ISS worldwide, but in Europe Compass Group and Sodexho are also large competitors. In 

the Nordic countries this is primarily within catering (as mentioned above Sodexho claims to 

be number one within Food Service in the Nordic countries), whereas Coor all in all is the larg-

est competitor to ISS in the Nordic countries. 

The working area as to Johnson Controls and ISS has according to Jesper Busk developed al-

most diametrically opposite each other, but paradoxically resulting in the fact that the working 

areas of the companies have approached each other. Johnson Controls has developed from a 

mere management consultancy increasingly to perform services itself, whereas ISS from being 

a mere service provider increasingly handle management tasks. 

As reported in chapter 2.3 from Capgeminis´ investigation, the market as to I-FM is strongly 

consolidated to a few companies in the Nordic countries, and according to the examination 

ISS is the largest with 44%, whereas Coor Service Management represents 28% and Johnson 

Controls 10%.

company 

compass

Sodexho

aramark

Securitas

iSS

group 4 Securicor

Johnson controls

coor Service  

management

year of 

establish-

ment

1941

1966

1936

1934

1901

1901

1885

1998

country at 

establishment

great Britain

france

usA

denmark/- 

sweden

denmark

denmark/- 

great Britain

usA

sweden

turnover 

2005-06 

in billion Eur

18

11

8

7

6

5.9

23.4 (group)

0.5

Service at  

establishment

Catering

Catering

food machines

guard

Cleaning

rescue and 

guard

Building auto-

matics

Contractor

employees

400.000

324.000

240.000

215.000

375.000

480.000

136.000

(group)

3.300

presence in  

number of  

countries

90

76

18

30

49

100

125

(group)

5
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According to chief executive Jørgen Utzon, Coor, ISS is the obvious market leading company in 

Denmark (ISS's bastion), whereas Coor is the market leading company in Sweden (Coor's bas-

tion). The Norwegian periodical FDV mention ISS as Norway's largest service company. Jørgen 

Utzon characterises the Norwegian market as “Emerging”, and with a general mistrust against 

outsourcing, whereas the Finnish market is characterised as dominated by focus on “Single 

Service”.

Compass Group

Compass Group is the mother company of a British group which is quoted on the stock ex-

change in London. The group employs more than 400.000 people in more than 90 countries. 

In 2005 the turnover amounted Eur 18 billion. Compass was established in 1941 during the 2nd 

World War in Great Britain under the name Factory Canteens Limited in preparation for offer-

ing food to ammunition factories, as the workers had a legal right to a hot meal each day. Since 

then the company has grown, both organic and through acquisitions.

Compass Group considers itself as worldwide market leader within Food Service, and it oper-

ates with own Food Service companies within the sectors:

Business & industry (Eurest)• 

Fine dining (Restaurant Associates)• 

Defence, offshore & remote site (ESS)• 

Education (Scolarest)• 

Healthcare (Medirest)• 

Vending (Selecta)• 

Besides Food Service, Compass Group offer a series of other Facility Management services. On 

the world map below Compass Group's markets is shown.

In Denmark Compass Group is known under the name Eurest, which among others include the 

former SAS Catering, cf. the text box below, but the group is also represented through the com-

panies Medirest, Selecta and ESS. Eurest A/S is with its 1200 employees on of the largest players 

in the Danish catering market. Eurest manage more than 200 staff restaurants and canteens in 

the Danish companies, in which they each day serve lunch to more than 70.000 people. Their 

customers are primarily companies with more than 100 employees, and the food preparation 

mostly takes place with the customers.

Core Markets developing Markets
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froM sAs CAtering into eurest (sourCe: WWW.eurest.dk And 

WWW.CoMPAss-grouP.CoM)

After expansion of the commercial air traffic, and the airplanes during the 1920´ies had got a suitable 

size, the airlines began to engage stewards to serve food to passengers on board. in the beginning of 

the history of airplane catering the freshly baked rolls and the open sandwiches from hammer's res-

taurant was delivered to the hungry passengers by messengers. sAs soon realised the idea of combin-

ing airplanes and food, and when the new large dC6 “Cloudmaster” in 1948 was introduced on long 

distances, sAs introduced the kitchen handbook. Purser, steward and stewardess were engaged, and 

a brand new airplane kitchen was built in kastrup Airport.

even then quality was in focus. the high coated open sandwiches were popular, and the flat American 

sandwiches could not compete. it was especially a thorn in the side of the American airlines that they 

in scandinavia served such delicious courses in the tourist class. this resulted in the so-called open 

sandwich war, which denmark won. sAs was still able to serve open sandwiches.

sAs Catering was established in 1961, and the activities spread to airport restaurants, catering on a 

broad scale, and worldwide hotel service. the company was in 1983 separated into two independent 

areas of business: sAs hotels and sAs service Partner. At that time sAs service Partner, which started 

modestly with 400 employees, had grown into a huge business with thousands of employees. the 

catering activities included – besides Airline Catering – hospital Catering, off shore & industrial Cater-

ing, and furthermore the restaurant field, for instance the staff restaurants.

in 1993 the catering section of sAs service Partner was sold to Compass group, and in 1995 Compass 

group acquired the french owned eurest international, from which the present name eurest A/s de-

rives. eurest was originally established in 1970 by nestlé and Wagon lits.

Sodexho

Sodexho was established by the Frenchman Pierre Bellon in Marseille in 1966 with a single 

company restaurant. Today Sodexho employs 325.000 people in 76 countries with 26.700 sites 

and a turnover in 2005 amounting Eur 11.4 billion. 

At an early stage Pierre Bellon expressed the following philosophy to the company: “A company 

is a society consisting of customers, employees and owners. The goal to my company will be 

to satisfy all three parties”. Yet he soon realised that these parties had conflicting needs, and 

he discovered that the way to meet the three parties was organic growth. First of all, organic 

growth shows that the existing customers are willing to stay. Furthermore it gives the employ-

ees job security and advancement possibilities. And finally, investors prefer to invest in a com-

pany that grows and gives a higher return on their investments.

To obtain a high organic growth and to maintain the company's independence Pierre Bellon 

discovered that he first of all had to focus on businesses, which are not capital intensive, and 

Sodexho do have investments of less than 2% of the turnover. Secondly he had to develop busi-

nesses with fields which generate negative floating capital, so that a high cash-flow is created.

Afterwards Sodexho has grown rapidly, to a great extent through organic growth. During the 

1970´ies Sodexho expanded among other things into Belgium, Italy, the Middle East, Africa 

and Brazil. The growth continued during the 1990´ies through a number of acquisitions, pri-

marily through acquisitions of hotel groups´ former catering companies in USA, Great Britain 

and Scandinavia. For instance, in 1995 Sodexho acquired the company Partena, which operated 

in Sweden, Denmark and Norway, and which formerly was owned by a Swedish hotel chain.

On their homepage Sodexho claims to be the world leading Food Service provider, if you ignore 

commercial restaurants. Furthermore Sodexho claims to be number 1 in USA, number 2 in 

Great Britain, and number 1 in Scandinavia within Food Service, that they are number 1 in 

the world within Food Service in the segments Healthcare and Education, and number 2 in the 
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segment Business & Industry, and that they are number 1 within Remote Site Management and 

number 2 within Service Vouchers and Cards.

Aramark

The origin to Aramark was in USA in 1936 as Davre Davidson had the idea to install coin ma-

chines with peanuts in factories and offices, and not least to service the coin machines, so they 

were regularly filled up. William Fishmann, who managed Automatic Merchandising Compa-

ny, had the same idea. During World War 2 Davidson was the head of servicing coin machines 

in Douglas Aircraft's plant in California, whereas Fishmann was the head of servicing coin 

machines in Douglas Aircraft's plant in Chicago, and the common customer brought the two 

men together. 

In 1959 Davidson's and Fishman's companies were combined under the name Automatic Retail-

ers of America – ARA. To be able to cover all of USA they in 1961 acquired a company on the 

east coast with head quarters in Philadelphia, and today Aramark has its head quarters there. 

From the starting point with coin machines the company continued its development and also 

to manage “manual” Food Service, and continued expansion and branching out into new fields 

of service, primarily through acquisition.

Today Aramark manage a broad range of FM services and has 240.000 employees spread on 18 

countries. In Europe Aramark is represented in Great Britain, Germany, Spain, The Nether-

lands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Ireland and the Czech Republic. Hence Aramark does not operate 

in the Nordic countries. In 2005 Aramark's turnover amounted Eur 8.4 billion.

Securitas

Securitas was founded in 1934 under the name Hälsingborg Nattevakt by Erik Philip-Sørensen 

as a subsidiary company under De Forenede Vagtselskaber in Denmark, which today is part of 

ISS. Erik Philip-Sørensen was the technical director of De Forenede Vagtselskaber, but in 1938 

the Swedish subsidiary company was bought by the Philip-Sørensen family and carried on as an 

independent company. The following year this company expanded through acquisition of other 

security firms in southern Sweden. 

In 1949 the family founded the company Securitas Alarm, and in 1950 the family established a 

company in Great Britain. So, all the family companies were organised under the name Securi-

tas International. The activities in Great Britain were in 1968 organised under the name Group 

4 (Total Security) with Jørgen Philip-Sørensen as the managing director.

In 1981 the company was divided so that the activities in Sweden were carried on by Sven 

Philip-Sørensen under the name Securitas, whereas the international activities were carried on 

by Jørgen Philip-Sørensen, and later on they were included in G4S. Since then G4S has changed 

owners several times. Around 1990 Securitas began an international expansion through acqui-

sitions primarily in Europe, which began in Norway, Denmark and Portugal, and in 1999 they 

sat up in USA. 

Today Securitas activities in guarding split up into two geographic divisions – North America 

and Europe, and furthermore there is a division within money transportation with the name 

Loomis. The 215.000 employees in 2006 were divided with 195.000 in the guard divisions and 

20.000 in Loomis. The share of the market within the guarding is 12% as to the whole world 

with 16% in North America and 18% in Europe respectively. Within money transportation the 

share of the market is 19% both in USA and Europe. The turnover amounted in 2005 Eur 6.9 

billion, and Securitas operating in 30 countries. 
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Group 4 Securicor

G4S was established under its present name in 2005 by a merger of Group 4 Falck og Securicor. 

The mother company has its head quarters in England. G4S is with 480.000 employees the com-

pany with the most employees listed on the stock exchange in London. The company operates 

in more than 100 countries, and the turnover in 2005 amounted Eur 5.9 billion.

As mentioned above Group 4 originates from the Securitas group, whereas Falck originated 

from the Danish ambulance service, which was established by Sophus Falck in 1906. In 1993 

Falck had acquired ISS Securitas and hence became Falck Securitas, which in 2000 merged with 

Group 4 under the name Group 4 Falck. After the merger of Group 4 with Securicor Falck again 

became an independent ambulance service in Denmark. 

Securicor originated from a security firm, which was established in England in 1935 by the 

former minister Edward Shortt under the name Night Watch Service. The company was also 

named Security Corps, which lead to the name Securicor, and during the 1960´ies it spread all 

over Great Britain and expanded internationally in Africa, Malaysia and Hong Kong. 

In 1993 Securicor was responsible to the operation of the first prison in Great Britain under a 

PFI contract (Private Finance Initiative – equivalent to PPP, Public-Private Partnership). The com-

pany expanded further internationally, for instance in Germany and USA.

Like Securitas the main activities are divided into guard and money transportation, and from 

turnover these activities in G4S represent 80% and 20% respectively. The company's activities 

divide into 56% in Europe, 16% in North America and 16% in new markets. On their homepage 

G4S states that they are the market leader in Great Britain, the Nordic countries, Canada, the 

Netherlands, Germany, France and Belgium.

Johnson Controls

The background for Johnson Controls was the invention of the first electric room thermostat, 

which was patented in 1883 by the professor Warren S. Johnson at the State Normal School in 

Whitewater, Wisconsin. This was the background to establishment of the company Johnson 

Electric Service Company in 1885 with production, installation and servicing automatic tem-

perature regulation, as well as the development of a new industry within building automatics. 

After entering a number of other fields the company management at Warren S. Johnson's death 

in 1999 decided to focus on temperature control in buildings – dwellings excluded.

During the 1950´ies the company developed the first surveillance central designated Pneu-

matic Control Center, where the most important temperatures could be overseen, controlled, 

registered and managed by an operator from a central position. In 1972 the company developed 

the first industrial mini computer for building control, designated JC80. In 1974 the company 

changed its name to Johnson Controls. During the 1980´ies the company refined digital control 

technology in the form of JC85, and in the 1990´ies the company as the first ever introduced 

open protocols which permit a direct connection of control units from various manufacturers. 

Today the company markets the company Metasys® Facilities Management System for energy 

control and control of indoor climate in buildings.

FM has over a long period been part of the company's services. In the 1980´ies they spread 

the activities into mechanic and electric equipment to assist the customers in reducing the 

number of service providers. This lead to the development of Integrated Facilities Management 

(I-FM), due to which the customer just need one entrance to operation and maintenance of all 

his buildings and functions, and to ensure optimal building efficiency and reliability. Today 

Johnson Controls has the responsibility of 600 million square metres all around the world, 

including IBM's facilities in 20 countries. 
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In 1978 Johnson Controls acquired a company which produces car batteries, and in 1985 they 

acquired another company, which produces seatings etc. for the car industry. Today Johnson 

Controls is the world largest manufacturer of interiors for cars.

Johnson Control has its head quarters in Milwaukee, USA, and the company's activities are 

divided into 3 main fields:

Automotive Experience (Interiors for cars)• 

Power Solutions (Car batteries etc.)• 

Building Efficiency• 

FM is included in Building Efficiency, which also includes building automatics and building 

installation components. From the group's total turnover in 2006 of Eur 23.4 billion Building 

Efficiency represented Eur 7.4 billion, whereas the number of employees was 54.000 from the 

total number of 136.000. As FM only represents a part of Building Efficiency it must be assumed 

that Johnson Controls within the FM field is smaller than the 6 largest, both as to turnover and 

number of employees. In return Johnson Controls is among the major ones globally seen, as 

Johnson Controls is able to offer cooperation with FM customers in 100 countries.

In connection to other FM providers Johnson Controls is characterised as acting like manage-

ment consultants who primarily undertake I-FM tasks. In the beginning of 2007 Johnson Con-

trols changed its strategy in relation to FM as they now focus on so-called Global Workplace 

Solutions. This is a result of the fact that several of the company's customers request contracts 

with the same provider across borders. 90% of their customers operate in more than one coun-

try, and one third operates in more than one global region – EMEA (Europe, Middle East and 

Africa), Americas (North, South and Middle America) and Asia. In connection to this Johnson 

Controls has changed its internal organisation from being country oriented into being more 

customer oriented across borders. The new strategy implies that strategic consulting concern-

ing buildings has a central position within Johnson Control's services.
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4.6 company hotelS

This theme includes cases about:

Scion-DTU who has established an entrepreneur incubator at DTU concerning high-tech-• 

nology companies in connection with the research environment of the university

Regus which is on of the first and largest operators of company hotels internationally.• 

4.6.1 Scion-Dtu'S entrepreneur incubator

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

scion-dtu 

denmark 

entrepreneur activities 

facility rental and tenant support 

fM concepts 

Company hotels  

entrepreneur incubator in university environment 

Company hotel, research park, entrepreneur incubator, network

Background

Scion-DTU is a subsidiary company 100% owner by Technical University of Denmark (DTU). 

Scion-DTU was established in 2004 through a fusion between the Research centre at Hørsholm 

and DTU. The Research Centre at Hørsholm was established as a research park in 1962 and is 

placed 10 km north of DTU campus in Lundtofte by Copenhagen. The cooperation between the 

Research Centre and DTU began in 1995 with establishment of the company incubator the In-

novation Centre in Hørsholm. Concurrent with the fusion a research park was started on DTU's 

campus in the shape of an entrepreneur incubator – also called a “greenhouse”. In 2005 Scion-

DTU established a conference and gym centre in Hørsholm named Søhuset.

lessons leArnt

A company hotel is a good solution to new companies. it make possibilities of concentrating on •	

you own development and to buy necessary services as needed

location of knowledge based entrepreneur companies gathered within an university environ-•	

ment gives good possibilities of crosswise cooperation, knowledge transfer and networking

the location of the university environment furthermore gives good possibilities to hand pick •	

newly qualified candidates and to hire students as needed

This case focuses on Scion-DTU's entrepreneur incubator in Lundtofte. The entrepreneur incuba-

tor is part of the Innovation Centre, which thus has facilities both in Hørsholm and Lundtofte 

under a common management. The difference is that the entrepreneur incubator is situated 

within a research based university environment with good possibilities as to cooperation with 

researchers and student at DTU in connection with project work. A lot of the tenants within the 

entrepreneur incubator at DTU are originated from research at the university. 

The model to the entrepreneur incubator is the famous international research parks around 

Stanford University, MIT and Cambridge. The object is to serve as a “nesting box” to small, “new-

born” businesses, which – perhaps – are growing larger.
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Core and support activities

Scion-DTU looks upon itself as provider of framework conditions to knowledge intense companies 

as they support the companies as to their “periphery tasks”. These tasks are not insignificant to 

the companies, but they do not relate to solving the tasks, which the companies provide to their 

customers. Hence the tenants of Scion-DTU may concentrate on their core activities whereas 

Scion-DTU as the hirer out and service provider handle the necessary support functions.

fACts ABout sCion-dtu A/s

ownership: 

sites: 

Area: 

tenants: 

homepage:

technical university of denmark (dtu) 

the research Park in hørsholm and part of dtu's campus in lundtofte 

160.000 m2 

155 companies and approx 3.000 persons 

www.sciondtu.dk

The settings to the entrepreneur incubator

The facilities at DTU are arranged in existing buildings, which former were used by the Engi-

neering Academy, but which were vacant at the merger by the Engineering Academy with the 

institutes at DTU. In 2006 the total space for the incubator was increased from 8-9.000 m2 build-

ing area to 16.000 m2, and in the long term a total of 22.000 m2 are planned.

Scion-DTU rent the buildings by DTU, and the buildings are renovated in connection to Scion-

DTU's takeover. They emphasise to create open and creative surroundings. This among other 

things takes place by removing corridor walls at small local kitchenettes, by establishing glass 

parts in some of the corridor walls at offices, by raising the lowered ceilings in areas closest to 

the facades, and also to establish new window openings in stair rooms at end walls. Further a 

few ellipse shaped conference rooms are established, and waving wooden separation between 

the dining areas of the canteen and the walking area adjacent.

The entrepreneur incubator was opened November 1st, 2004. There are possibilities to rent of-

fice facilities designed with open office environments or one-man offices, and also laboratorial 

rentals and workshops. Furthermore the companies are able to rent equipment and experi-

ment rooms at DTU. As to shared facilities the companies may among other thing use can-

teen, reception including guest receipt, shared kitchenettes and room for informal meetings. 

Furthermore it is possible, against payment, to use a number of services situated within the 

environment.

Scion-DTU emphasises that the entrepreneur incubator includes 3 different elements, which 

altogether makes it special in relation to the things others may offer. The first element is build-

ings, and the second element is various services. The third element is a networking, and this is 

characteristic to Scion-DTU. Below it is clarified how Scion-DTU support networking.

The tenants and the services

The typical tenants are small, innovative companies. Yet it is not necessarily entire companies 

which stay within the entrepreneur incubator – it may also be a research unit or a project from 

an established company.

As to line of business there is a great variety, among others biotechnology, medico technology, 

nanotechnology, pharmacology, environmental technology, and IT. Common to all tenants is 

that the main part of their activities must be research and development. The standard size is 

1-10 employees, the largest is 40 employees. Lease contracts with a duration of 3-5 years are 

made, and they prefer that the companies stay not longer than 5 years.
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The Innovation Centre consists of 155 companies as tenants, dispersed with 90 in the entrepre-

neur incubator at DTU and 65 in Hørsholm.

So far Scion-DTU has a queue of new tenants, so they have a low idling. Hence it has not been 

difficult to find new tenants. For marketing Scion-DTU advertises in Danish and foreign peri-

odicals, local and national medias, make arrangements (Knowledge Café, Good morning meet-

ings) and use homepage, newsletters, direct mailing campaigns, participation in fairs, social 

arrangements to the tenants (annual sporting party with more than 1000 attendees, networks 

for the companies´ managers, etc.), and also staffing of a marketing unit. 

The lease contracts consist of 2 parts – a lease contract as to area rental, and an agreement con-

cerning basic services, which are mandatory. The lease contract includes the same rules, which 

normally concern commercial rentals. It is stated in the introduction of the contract, that Sci-

on-DTU is established to create good surroundings and facilities to companies, which benefit by 

being situated close to the university. It is furthermore the intention to create networks across 

the companies through arrangements and attractive service offers.

It is specified in the contract that the rent is time limited to ensure, that the research park's 

combination of tenants is within the target of innovative knowledge based companies, which 

contribute to the knowledge environment of the research park. Furthermore, in connection 

with expansion of existing rentals or to obtain better utilisation of the building, the hirer out 

has a right to move the tenant to another tenancy of similar size and standard, against compen-

sation as to the tenant's moving costs.

The mandatory services hence include telephony, IT, conference room and mail, and the rent 

depends on the size of the company. The lease contract itself is covered by the rules of the trade 

rental act, but this does not involve the agreement as to basic services. As a supplement to the 

mandatory basic services Scion-DTU manages a service centre, in which the tenants, against 

payment, may use a number of shared business machines from spending. This involves copying 

machine, franking machine, telefax, colour printer, and lamination machine. Furthermore the 

tenants are offered a number of services against payment from a number of service companies, 

which rent in a special service street. At present these services includes IT, accountancy, audit-

ing, human resources, sales and marketing, business development and patenting. It is further-

more planned to offer legal and finance counselling.

A new offer is a gym, which is arranged in a basement room by initiative of the the members 

of staff at Scion-DTU.

It is a characteristic for Scion-DTU that they emphasise networking among the tenants them-

selves, and among the tenants and research environments at DTU. Besides the physical proxim-

ity, theme meetings are a major element to support networking. Hence they arrange a monthly 

knowledge café treating a special theme and with participation of specialists. The knowledge 

cafés are arranged by an independent consultant. Furthermore, Scion-DTU arranges a monthly 

breakfast meeting treating a special theme, for instance brain research and intelligence. Further-

more they arrange Friday afternoon arrangements with the headline “Intelligent alcohol”, where 

you may discuss current topics of common interest while enjoying a glass of bear or wine.

A tenant within the Entrepreneur Incubator

The company Kasmatic Innovation A/S has rented within the entrepreneur incubator at DTU 

since the opening November 1st, 2004. The company was established in 1997 by the electrical 

engineer Allan Berg, who at present manages the company in cooperation with a partner, who 

was educated engineer at DTU. From the beginning the main field of the company was devel-
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opment of turnkey electro mechanical products to other companies within all sorts of trades. 

Later on they began to sell rights for inventions as yet another main field. In general the com-

pany likes to be considered as a provider of technology. 

fACts ABout kAsMAtiC innovAtion A/s

established: 

Management: 

Branch: 

Market: 

staff: 

homepage:

1997 under the name kasmatic group Aps – change to the present in 2001 

Chief executive Allan Berg, who also is one of the two dominant shareholders 

technology management 

Primarily denmark 

10 permanently employed and 15-17 hourly paid – primarily students at dtu 

www.kasmatic.dk

In the beginning the company resided in Allan Berg's cellar, but the company moved in 1998 to 

rented rooms of 250 m2 in Avedøre. In 2001 they established a satellite office at DTU, but already 

the following year the entire company moved to DTU. At first the company resided in building 

451, and they have resided in various buildings until the moving in to the entrepreneur incuba-

tor. 

The background for the moving to DTU is that the company almost from the start had a close 

cooperation with institutes at DTU. It began in 1998 where they had cooperation with the 

former Engineering Academy. Later on the cooperation was expanded to a number of institutes, 

and the company has now a continuous cooperation with the DTU staff about access of knowl-

edge about new technology, and with students completing graduation projects. The majority 

of the permanently employees are hand picked newly qualified candidates from DTU, and the 

majority of the hourly paid are students at DTU. 

Furthermore the company has cooperated with other knowledge centres, but until now prima-

rily within special fields, for instance optics. However they focus on establishing a cooperation 

with other Danish universities and the company has recently established a satellite office with 

one employee at the University in Århus (the second largest city in Denmark placed on the east 

cost of Jutland).

An office hotel is interesting to a small company as Kasmatic, so they do not themselves have 

to establish the necessary infrastructure and services to make the company function. Within 

an office hotel the company can concentrate on its core tasks, and Kasmatic has outsourced all 

administrative functions such as accountancy and human resource, for instanceI to the service 

companies at Scion-DTU.

Kasmatic resides in the entrepreneur incubator together with a number of newly started com-

panies who has similar needs. They appreciate the shared network activities which Scion-DTU 

arranges in the shape of theme meetings etc. However, the attendance to these meetings is not 

immense, but within entrepreneur companies everybody are busy, hence it is hard to find time 

for network activities.

Kasmatic has only had a limited amount of proper project cooperation with other companies 

in the entrepreneur incubator, but this is considered being of secondary importance. It is the 

vicinity to the research environment at DTU which is the crucial element to the location of 

Kasmatic.

Allan Berg estimates that DTU is within a positive development by moving focus from the old 

university to open up towards the industry, although it is still slow.
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Kasmatic is satisfied with the flexibility which Scion-DTU shows. Hence the company's need of 

space and tenancy during the last 1½ years has been doubled (from approx 45 m2 to approx 100 

m2). But sometimes Scion-DTU has difficulties in following up, and Kasmatic has in the short 

run a wish to expand by further 50 m2. 

From the very start of the entrepreneur incubator it has grown more and more attractive to Kas-

matic to rent, and they are in general very satisfied with the services of Scion-DTU. Yet there are 

some areas, which might need a final adjustment. This apply to the telephony system in which 

there is a technology problem, and also the capacity in the canteen, which has appeared to be 

very popular, so it besides the staff of the entrepreneur incubator also attract a great number 

of students at DTU. Likewise the parking capacity is insufficient. 

Kasmatic has a lease contract of 5 years, but they expect it to be prolonged. Furthermore they 

hope to be able to start new companies within the entrepreneur incubator. If Kasmatic has to 

leave, they will focus on locating close to DTU in order to maintain the close contact to the staff 

and the students at DTU.

Organising and management of the entrepreneur incubator

The staff at Scion-DTU has a daily contact to the tenants. They send daily mails when post is 

ready for collection, and as to other practical messages. When new tenants move in Scion-DTU 

arrange a moving in meeting with the new staff. They also contact the tenants as to investiga-

tive service sales.

The Innovation Centre is managed by a centre manager, who refers to sales and marketing 

manager. They work on grouping the customers after need, and the idea is to organise services, 

conduct and offers from these needs.

Scion-DTU completes an annual customer satisfaction analysis among the tenants. The first 

analysis in which the entrepreneur incubator in Lyngby was included was accomplished in 

2005, In the analysis the tenants are asked to estimate on a number of conditions from their 

importance and the tenants´ contentment stated on a scale from 1 to 5. The tenants in Lyngby 

estimated the following 5 conditions as being the most important:

Optimal tenancy (design, size and function)1. 

The canteen arrangement (the food arrangement etc.)2. 

The conference room arrangement (booking of meetings etc.)3. 

The service concept as to the reception (receipt of guests, handling of mail, copying service, 4. 

etc.)

Satisfaction in general as to reside at Scion-DTU in Lyngby5. 

Concerning the last question about satisfaction in general the tenants´ expectations were ful-

filled, but within the remaining areas improvement might be needed. There was a modest 

satisfaction as to the size of cooperation with other companies at Scion-DTU, even if was esti-

mated of relatively importance. The analysis did not include questions about cooperation with 

research environments at DTU.

Furthermore Scion-DTU is part of an international benchmarking which is implemented with-

in the frames of International Association of Science Parks.

The development plans of Scion-DTU

Before the fusion the Research Centre in Hørsholm was an independent non-profit organisa-

tion. After establishment of Scion-DTU as a subsidiary company, DTU in principle demands an 
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economic profit. No public subsidies are provided for Scion-DTU, and in 2005 they came out 

with a nice surplus.

Scion-DTU is included in the consortium Corbis A/S, which in 2005 won the competition of 

establishing a new biotechnological research park for the University of Copenhagen in con-

nection with a BioCentre at the University Park. Scion-DTU will lead the construction which 

is completed in 2 stages of each 10.000 m2. The other consortium members are Symbion A/S, 

which manages research parks in Copenhagen and Århus.

Sources and references

The case is based on information given from the former technical manager Anders Frejberg 

and former head of unit Bjarne Rasmussen, Scion-DTU (they both changed jobs in 2006) at a 

meeting January 11th, 2006, from chief executive Allan Berg, Kasmatic Innovation A/S, who is a 

tenant within the entrepreneur incubator, at a meeting June 19th, 2006, comments from sales 

and marketing manager Michael Steen Amundsen, and the following references.

Lerborg, Leon & Pamsgaard, Preben (2005): Erhverv og Samfund – et modsætningsfyldt samspil – Case 

Scion-DTU (Trade and Society – a contrasting interaction – Case: Scion-DTU.) Article in Albertsen, Janne, 

Goldschmidt, Lars & Larsen Henrik Holt (editor) (2005): Hvor svært kan de være? . dilemmaer I vi-

denledelse. (How hard is it? – dilemmas within knowledge management.) News from the Social Scienc-

es.

Scion-DTU (2005): Scion-DTU kundetilfredshedsanalyse2005 – Lyngby virksomhederne. (Scion – DTU cus-

tomer satisfaction analysis 2005 – the Lyngby companies.)

Scion-DTU: Erhvervslejekontrakt. (Business lease contract) Paradigm.

www.sciondtu.dk

4.6.2 the reguS office hotelS

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

 

search words:

regus group, Belgium 

denmark 

support of companies in need of ad hoc office facilities 

fM concepts 

Company hotels  

Business concept with a world wide chain of office hotels with the pos-

sibility of virtual offices 

Company hotel, office hotel, business centre, virtual office, outsourcing

Background

The Regus Group was established in Brussels in Belgium in 1989 by Mark Dixon, who today 

is the managing director of the group. Mark Dixon discovered a business need, which was 

based on the fact that most companies at that time used hotel facilities when they had to carry 

through business outside their own office. To meet the demand Mark Dixon developed and 

realised the concept to offer workplaces when they are needed.

According to www.Regus.com flexibility is the key to understand the company:

“Regus can be summed up in the word “flexibility” – flexibility in services, flexibility in the length of the con-

tract, and flexibility in budgeting”.
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lessons leArnt

Companies may establish offices without investments in workplace design and without own support 

facilities

office hotels implies outsourcing of workplace facilities

office hotels grant the companies flexibility as to need of office workplaces and conference facilities

virtual offices grant possibility to local appearance without local staff

fACts ABout regus

the regus group services more than 100.000 customers a day all over the world and has more than 

2.000 employees.

the company network consists of 750 business centres situated in many of the most prestigious office 

buildings in 350 cities in 60 countries worldwide.

in the nordic countries regus is represented through the following domiciles:

denmark: Ballerup, hellerup, Copenhagen, and lyngby

sweden: gothenburg, stockholm, uppsala

norway: oslo

finland: espoo, helsinki

the regus group is the world largest independent provider of video conference facilities and is leading 

within conference facilities within professional office environments.

Outsourcing of workplaces

Regus offers companies a simple solution as to outsourcing of workplaces, which gives the 

companies possibilities to adapt the workplaces to their business needs. In stead of investing in 

bricks or to commit to long lasting rentals, the companies may use many of the various solu-

tions which Regus offers as to provide office facilities on flexible terms, which match the needs 

of workplaces to the needs of business. This approach enables the companies to stay active, will-

ing to adapt and ready for market expansions when the possibilities turn up. 

Furthermore the customers may use the entire Regus Group's programme of business services – 

including video conference, desktop publishing, administrative support, and food – where you 

pay on the basis of spending.

Regus’ business centres are situated strategic in capitals, prestigious business areas, and in new 

markets. Regus´ offers render companies of all sizes – from small companies in growth until 

companies on the Fortune list of the 500 largest companies in USA – possibilities to make busi-

ness when and where they may want it.

Concurrent to their global expansion Regus has chosen to make business in an environmen-

tally responsible way. They keep all local and international rules which apply to their buildings, 

providers and business partners.

Before the acquisition of a building, or before they examine a business partnership, they esti-

mate on the environmental influence of the project. Preservation of natural resources and a 

constant quest for ways to save energy are highly prioritised within the vision to their future 

activities. 

Business centre

Regus´ business centres are always situated close to larger traffic centres. You pay a monthly 

fee and acquire a full professional office environment. You also get professional receptionists, 

telephone and IT services, kitchen facilities, and internet cafés.
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As to traditional offices you have to spend time and money in establishing and decorating your 

workplace. Before you will be able to produce you must:

Pay for changing workplace• 

Sign a lease contract of a fixed duration• 

Find office furniture• 

Make contact to several service providers (telephone, internet, maintenance)• 

Hire administrative staff• 

Buy or rent office equipment• 

Build up or configure internet infrastructure• 

Spend time, resources, and money• 

With Regus´ business centre you are – according to Regus – just a phone call or a click with 

your mouse away from a workplace solution. You plug in your computer and start to work – and 

Regus takes care of the rest.

When you rent traditional office rentals you usually need a solicitor to negotiate a complicated 

contract before you will be able to rent or lease an office. It is simple to use a business centre 

for your office needs, especially if you compare it to the conditions to traditional office rent-

als. Regus´ lease contract fill one page in stead of 20. They give the tenant full control of the 

duration of the lease contract – from 3 months to 5 years – in this way you may grow as your 

business needs change. Through their administrative staff you have access to administrative 

support and office equipment when you need it without having to hire a permanent staff or 

make capital investments. 

Regus has business centres in 750 locations in 350 cities within 60 countries. With that much 

centres in the most important worldwide cities there are great chances to find a centre where 

a company want to make business. You do not need to search thoroughly to rent workplace 

matching your needs – you may only search Regus´ range and decide for at place. You may also 

rent a virtual office if you need more addresses worldwide, but you just need one single rental 

in one specific place.

As each business centre typically has between 100 and 400 work stations, they are able to meet 

the changing need of space from the companies. When you rent a traditional office you are 

fixed to a lease contract, but using a business centre you may expand or reduce the size of your 

workplace as needed. 

The customers have access to business centres worldwide. You receive first claim as to meeting 

facilities, video conference facilities, and internet café facilities from Regus. Their business cen-

tres are ready with qualified, multi-lingual staff, which will help as to copying and printing as 

well as reception services.

The offices may be rented with various interior, so they meet your specific needs. You will not 

have the high establishment costs which are normal in connection with rental of traditional 

offices. You may choose between one-man offices, large manager offices, team offices or open 

open-plan offices – all fully furnished and equipped. Advanced IT and telecom equipment may 

be fast installed in all the premises.

All business centres have all you need. There are up-to-date office furniture, backbones, ad-

vanced teleservice infrastructure, fully staffed reception areas, cybercafés, and kitchen facili-

ties. You may start working immediately.
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There is always staff at hand to manage your daily administrative doings or special projects as 

needed. Unlike traditional office rentals there is no need of hiring administrative staff from 

outside to your office. You will be able to sign the lease contract one day and start working the 

next day. 

If you wish a visible presence, it will be possible. Internal branding is offered within the busi-

ness centres, to show your company logo in connection with the office facilities. Fixed assem-

bled message signing on the walls and survey message signing in the reception are offered.

Regus has 3.700 conference rooms which are all situated in office buildings close to larger traf-

fic centres. There is a professional atmosphere to the meeting rooms, the boardrooms or the 

conference rooms. The staff will meet the companies´ needs of everything, from preparation 

of presentations to technical assistance, copying, laser printing in colours, telefax, and binding 

services is also available to the meeting room customers.

There are meeting facilities for various purposes, including seminar rooms, conference rooms, 

boardrooms, and rooms for interviewing. You may choose between a standard meeting room, 

seminar room, conference room or boardroom. Flip-charts and white boards are included, and 

backbone and expenses for telephone calls are included. Overhead projectors, slide projectors, 

monitors, and television/video may be used without charge. Meals are included in the standard 

package as to meeting rooms rented for an entire day, and meals are also possible as to half-day 

reservations.

Virtual offices

A virtual office has all the advantages as to a good location, without having to be there your 

self. Virtual offices give the companies an important business address in many of the world's 

best business areas from New York to Tokyo. A professional operator answers your virtual office 

phone in the name of your company. The virtual office number has call forwarding. Further-

more you have 24 hours remote access to the voicemail which is attached to the virtual office. 

Even if you expand or move you do not need to change your business address. If you expand into 

a new marked you may be sure to find a virtual office close by.

When you are on the move you have access to secretarial services, lounges and cyber cafés due 

to your virtual office membership. Mail, which is received on your virtual business address, can 

be forwarded anywhere in the world by post or telefax, or it can be saved to collection. Using a 

virtual office you may achieve instant presence anywhere against very little money. 

You may test new markets by use of a virtual office with having to make capital investment. 

Using a virtual office agreement you have first claim to meeting facilities from Regus, which 

match your needs as to meetings. When your company needs a physical office, you will be able 

to maintain your business address and telephone number from your virtual office and upgrade 

to a physical office in this business centre.

Visiting Regus Lyngby

As a potential customer you will be kindly received in the reception, and an employee is at once 

called for, who will show you the various facilities, and who will explain the possibilities to you. 

If you have a one-man business you may for instance rent a shared office in which other people 

from other companies work as well. Or you may for instance rent a cell office from approx Eur 

1800 monthly, or depending on period as agreed. At present meeting facilities amount hourly 

from approx Eur 11, and the package may be increased as needed into the whole day, including 

lunch, coffee etc.
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In Lyngby the entire ground floor is on the fourth year rented to the same customer (CNN and 

TNT). This proves that some companies chose this concept over time in stead of investing in 

time, staff and trouble.

All things considered the tour, explanation and hand over material gives you an impression of 

a professional organisation capable of handling your needs when and if they arise. When you 

have an immediate need, Regus draw up an offer which is adapted to your needs, time, sched-

ule, etc. 

Sources and references

www.regus.dk

www.regus.com

Information and leaflets received at a visit at Regus Lyngby in September 2006
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5

CollABorAtion BetWeen  
deMAnd And suPPly5
5.1 introDuction

As shown in chapter 2.3 the real market to FM is far smaller than the potential market. Capgemi-

ni estimates the real market just to amount to 25% of the total potential market within the 

Nordic countries. Thus, the major part of the FM services is still handled internal. Compared to 

ten years ago the market however has grown a lot, and Capgemini estimates that the market 

will continue to grow with approx 8% in the years to come. The percentage of the real market 

as to the potential market also indicates, that the possibilities of growth are large in many years 

ahead.

The reason to the growth of the market is the continuing outsourcing of FM services from pri-

vate companies and public institutions. The arguments to outsource FM services may be differ-

ent, but basically the motivation is primarily the fact that money can be saved. However, this is 

not always true, and it depends on how each company handles its FM tasks, but it also depends 

on how the market develops. As shown in chapter 2.3 there is a strong consolidation within the 

market to I-FM with only 3 dominating companies in the Nordic countries. Therefore you may 

fear that the competition in the future will be limited, especially in relation to large compre-

hensive contracts.

Perhaps this especially concerns the price competition, and to the professional development of 

FM it may be an advantage if the competition to a greater extent is based on more qualitative 

elements such as the best value in stead of the lowest price. However, this requires a high degree 

of trust between demanders and providers, and development of new ways of collaboration and 

better ways to describe and estimate the quality of the FM services are essential within such a 

development. 

In this chapter we will show a number of examples of collaboration between demanders and 

providers with a great variation in ways of procurement and cooperation.

The chapter is divided into the following themes:

Outsourcing with Coor Service Management / L.M. Ericsson and SAS as examples• 

PPP – Public-Private Partnerships with Nysir on Iceland, Trehøje Municipality and Gribskov • 

Municipality as examples

Transfer of employment and Due Diligence with NSB (Norwegian State Railways), Sonofon • 

/ ISS and COWI as examples

Segregation of FM activities with NNS (Novo Nordic Service Partner) and DynaMate as ex-• 

amples
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Operational partnerships and procurement methods with the partnership between Copen-• 

hagen Municipality and BMT-BYG A/S and function based contracts in NNS as examples

5.2 outSourcing

This theme includes cases about

The collaboration between Coor Service Management and L.M. Ericsson in relation to the • 

largest FM contract in the Nordic countries so far

SAS which after liberalisation of the air traffic has undergone a turbulent development • 

which both has led to sale-and-lease back of property and comprehensive outsourcing.

5.2.1.  thE collaBoration BEtwEEn coor sErvicE ManagEMEnt anD l.M. 
Ericsson

CAse oBJeCt

Companies: 

 

Country: 

Core activities: 

 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Coor service Management (Coor – former skanska fM) 

l.M. ericsson (lMe)  

sweden 

l.M. ericsson – telecommunication 

Coor service Management – fM provider 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

outsourcing 

the largest fM outsourcing in the nordic countries 

outsourcing, operational excellence, slA, kPi, benchmarking

Coor Service Management

Coor Service Management (Coor) is the largest player in the Nordic countries within service 

management. The company is specialised in managing, developing and steamlining business 

supporting services in offices and production plants, and also within public activities. 

Formerly Coor was under the Skanska concern with the name of Skanska FM, but from 2005 it 

is an independent company owned by the international capital company 3i. Coor has approx. 

3.000 employees primarily in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. In 2006 the turnover was 

approx. Eur 420 million.

Coor is responsible for management and development of total FM contracts (Total FM or TFM). 

The main fields are management, coordination, monitoring, control and development within 

office service, production service, building service and strategic consulting. Coor delivers its 

services as a mixture of own staff and subcontractors depending on the customer´s demands, 

the strategic importance of each service to the customer, and also the importance of economies 

of scale and competitive price.

lessons leArnt

outsourcing demands a common will to make the collaboration succeed – and that it becomes a •	

success

Premises and conditions are constantly changing, this require will and ability to adapt, and also •	

successive improvements and professionalisation – adjustment of competences
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Jørgen Utzon, the chief executive of Coor in Denmark, recommend 6 steps to obtain a successful 

outsourcing:

Get a clear picture of the present situation, for instance which support functions are used 1. 

by the organisation? Which organisation provides these services? At which price? Which 

services are crucial to the core activity? What can provide the answer to whether and what 

may be outsourced?

Define the goal to the outsourcing, for instance what does not work in the present situa-2. 

tion? Are we doing this to save money – and how much? To release resources to our core 

activity? To have flexibility? To have a better overview? To have improved service? Often 

costs, flexibility and service improvements are the most important factors.

Choose your outsourcing strategy.3. 

In spite of internal streamlinings and reductions, several internal service organisation ex-

periences a series of challenges:

How do you ensure the technical competence within more and more specialised serv-• 

ice fields?

How do you ensure coordination among more and more subcontractors?• 

How can you reduce your costs even more?• 

How do you fulfil increasing requirements to the service from the end users?• 

Several strategies can be made to respond to the challenges mentioned, and the choice of 

strategy depends on the situation of the organisation in question; needs / goals, size, matu-

rity, etc. – cf. the table below.

Many corporations have already reduced all they can through single service and hence ap-

proach Total FM.

If an organisation demands comprehensive changes there are at least 3 ways in doing this, 

cf. the figure below. Choice of method depends on goal, resources and competences.

Operational partnerships and procurement methods with the partnership between Copen-• 

hagen Municipality and BMT-BYG A/S and function based contracts in NNS as examples

5.2 outSourcing

This theme includes cases about

The collaboration between Coor Service Management and L.M. Ericsson in relation to the • 

largest FM contract in the Nordic countries so far

SAS which after liberalisation of the air traffic has undergone a turbulent development • 

which both has led to sale-and-lease back of property and comprehensive outsourcing.

5.2.1.  thE collaBoration BEtwEEn coor sErvicE ManagEMEnt anD l.M. 
Ericsson

CAse oBJeCt

Companies: 

 

Country: 

Core activities: 

 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Coor service Management (Coor – former skanska fM) 

l.M. ericsson (lMe)  

sweden 

l.M. ericsson – telecommunication 

Coor service Management – fM provider 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

outsourcing 

the largest fM outsourcing in the nordic countries 

outsourcing, operational excellence, slA, kPi, benchmarking

Coor Service Management

Coor Service Management (Coor) is the largest player in the Nordic countries within service 

management. The company is specialised in managing, developing and steamlining business 

supporting services in offices and production plants, and also within public activities. 

Formerly Coor was under the Skanska concern with the name of Skanska FM, but from 2005 it 

is an independent company owned by the international capital company 3i. Coor has approx. 

3.000 employees primarily in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. In 2006 the turnover was 

approx. Eur 420 million.

Coor is responsible for management and development of total FM contracts (Total FM or TFM). 

The main fields are management, coordination, monitoring, control and development within 

office service, production service, building service and strategic consulting. Coor delivers its 

services as a mixture of own staff and subcontractors depending on the customer´s demands, 

the strategic importance of each service to the customer, and also the importance of economies 

of scale and competitive price.

lessons leArnt

outsourcing demands a common will to make the collaboration succeed – and that it becomes a •	

success

Premises and conditions are constantly changing, this require will and ability to adapt, and also •	

successive improvements and professionalisation – adjustment of competences

 aDvantageS DiSaDvantageS

improving the internal service 

organisation

single service outsourcing led  

by the purchasing department

total fM outsourcing as a  

strategic rooted process

•	Maintain	full	control

•	No	“noise”	/	readjustment	to	the	staff

•		A	certain	cost	reduction	and	service	

improvement

•	Maintain	some	control

•	High	and	fast	cost	deduction

•		Total	flexibility	and	service	improve-

ment

•		Divided	service	organisation	 

– “silo” thinking

•		Lack	of	crosswise	initiatives	lead	to	

sub optimising

•		Split	service	delivery	lead	things	to	be	

caught between two stools

•		Providers	take	good	money	to	cover	

the extra tasks

•	Hand	over	the	control

•		Largest	readjustment	to	the	 

organisation
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internally driven

CriteriA:

Capital / needs of investment 
Cost savings 
transformation of fixed costs into var. costs 
increased quality as to the service supply 
same approach 
fM adapted systems (it and development) 
staff development 
focus on the core activity 
operational control 
simple change of the fM organisation
demand to fast changes

operational control is 
maintained

 
- but with limited results

Cost savings and hando-
ver of competences, 
while maintaining opera-
tional control 
- but still difficult to 
create overview of the 
customer relations

the fastest and most 
comprehensive improve-
ment
 
- but a radical change to 
the fM organisation

-
+
-
+
+
-
-
-

+++
+++

-

++
++
+

++
-
-
+

++
+
-
-

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

-
-

+++

krAv til oMfAttende forAndringer kAn efterkoMMes På Mindst  

3 forskellige Måder...

Completed with 
assistance from an 
external consultant  
resulting in outsourc-
ing to various service 
providers

Completed through 
outsourcing to total 
fM partner

4.  Choose your provider. Selection of provider takes place in 5 phases, and as a customer you 

should require competitiveness within all phases. The provider has to be able to fulfil de-

mands within all phases to catch up, and the customer reduces the number of potential 

providers within each phase (the “funnel” method).

Credibility and track record• 

 °      Reliable references which prove the abilities for FM outsourcing

 °      Financial strength and possibility of survival in the long run

Economy (price / cost)• 

 °      The financial terms must match the customer´s goal

Attitude to service• 

 °       The provider´s attitude as to the way in which the services must be delivered 

should match the customer´s need

Safe and “noiseless” delivery• 

 °       The provider must create safety so that the delivery itself proceed without compli-

cations, including handling of employees

Detailed contract negotiations• 

 °      When everything else is settled, the details must be negotiated

5.  Integrate. This is the most critical phase, hence it is important that the provider has experi-

ence, resources and the right attitude. The main elements in ensuring a smooth change 

(standard model)

Staff• 

Information and communication• 

Economy and reporting• 

IT• 

Service / subcontractors• 
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6. Operation and current improvements

Ability to fulfil the promised improvements through change projects, for instance,• 

  °      in continuously to reduce the costs

  °      increase of technical expertise

         1. Obtain overview and lower the costs as to subcontractors

         2. Development of the supply and introduction of management reporting

         3. Make improvements as to customer contact and alternatives

Continuous information through output specified SLA´s (Service Level Agreements)• 

KPI´s which point out the customer´s criteria for success, for instance,• 

  °      Economy

  °      Quality

  °      User satisfaction

  °      Environment 

  °      Development

Outsourcing from L.M. Ericsson to Coor Service Management

L.M. Ericsson (LME) is the market leader within telecommunication, which is a fast developing 

and changing area of business. LME is represented in 140 countries, and has gone from 107.000 

employees to 47.000 employees. The turnover in 2003 amounted to Eur 13 billion. Of this the 

workplace costs (Real Estate and FM) amounted to Eur 650 million.

Within LME they have this viewpoint, that there among other things are the following changes 

in their market:

Change from fixed network to mobile network• 

Convergence between Tele and IT• 

Partnerships (customers, competitors, and providers)• 

From technology driven to focus on customer• 

From growth to return• 

To RE & FM this implies fast changes, demands for growing efficiency, and increased manage-

ment and control. They began a restructuring of Real Estate in 1999 – just prior to the start of 

the crisis within telecommunication. The overall strategy was that they should lease instead 

of own buildings, that a global model to workplaces should be introduced, both financially, 

operationally and as to design, and that outsourcing of non core activities, such as FM services, 

should be introduced.

The FM restructuring was carried out within 3 waves:

In 2000 they transferred Real Estate Management to Skanska FM (today Coor Service Man-• 

agement). It involved 600 employees and 30% of the total portfolio.

In 2001-2002 this included the rest of Sweden med 10 sites and 15% of the total portfolio.• 

In 2003-2004 they proceeded to Northern America and Western Europe, in total 19 coun-• 

tries, 37 sites and 35% of the total portfolio.

The FM concept defines outsourcing and repurchase of integrated FM services. It has been devel-

oped in cooperation with Capgemini and includes structured processes and defined roles and 

responsibilities. Furthermore establishment of a toolbox of templates and evaluation models, 

and development of a financial model – shared account centre and account structure, and a 

business case structure.

The starting point is sourcing of functions and not instructions. The integrated FM services are 

divided into 15 functions, as for instance cleaning and waste. The following general conditions 

to the service supplies are defined:
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Output based – “clean office”• 

Fixed unit prices per function variable between m• 2 and/or “headcount”

No guaranteed volume of the needs of LME• 

Makes it possible to LME to minimise the number of internal resources for source and • 

control

Exploit provider knowledge and best practice• 

Make benchmarking and global KPI´s possible• 

There is an integrated FM provider per site and to all functions.

The common experiences so far are listed in the table below together with an action plan.

Challenges and the road ahead

There is a need for common and efficient processes to manage and control a few integrated 

FM providers globally, and also IT systems to be able to reduce administration to a minimum. 

The fourth wave is to implement the FM concept into the rest of the world in using up-to-date 

“sourcing” methods, such as benchmarking, competitive tender and e-auction.

LME implements the method Operational Excellence within FM, and the advantages in this is 

among other things that you have reached an economical goal, that you control and follow up 

on costs, performance and providers on a global basis, that there is a better interaction among 

LME and providers, precise service descriptions / specifications, and harmonised service levels. 

Furthermore fewer and more professional providers, and fewer and more professional internal 

FM employees, and finally that you challenge local resistance. The average cost savings are ap-

prox 20%.

Experiences from the process as to Coor Service Management

It has been characteristic to the process that there was a common will and interest to success, 

and also that the customer became / was ready for the changes. It has thus been a learning 

process to both parties during which results had to be proved, and competences to be built up 

and developed.

They had to successively identify volume, roles etc., and the tendency was clearly that the 

customer´s representatives developed towards more general competences, and that the col-

laboration has approached a procurement perspective, which Coor do not see as the optimal 

relation for a collaboration.

experienceS action plan

no common standard as to acquisition 

and benchmarking of fM services

Most fM companies are not prepared to 

take full responsibility to a total function, 

which implies risk within the agreement

too many internal monitoring and con-

trol resources after outsourcing

local resistance

you must develop own standards and try to influence 

providers and existing standards

you ought to cooperative with professional integrated 

fM providers (at present they cooperate with Coor and 

Johnson Controls)

optimise the internal fM organisation

develop a structured concept, demonstrate a positive 

business case, competitive sourcing, local involvement in 

the project and education of local teams
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As there is a continuous competition on each site, it is important that the collaboration has a 

business like nature, and is not a kind of “marriage”. There must constantly be advantages to 

both parties, but they have learned a lot through this process, which has been used in further 

development within Coor, and also for standardising of levels on each site.

They have furthermore contributed to standardising within services – branch standards. 

Through this Coor has contributed to a general higher level within the profession.

Sources and references

Nyberg, Ulf, vice president of Ericsson Corporate Real Estate: Experience from the largest 

Scandinavian FM outsourcing deal to date. Contribution to EuroFM conference, Copenhagen, 

19-04-2004.

Utzon, Jørgen, adm. director, Coor Service Management, Danmark. Vejen til succesfuld out-

sourcing. (The road to successful outsourcing.) Contribution to the DFM conference, January, 

2005)

Conversations and correspondence with Klaus Rasmussen, Claus Frigård Christensen and Ulf 

Wretskog from Coor Service Management during spring 2006.

further develoPMent Within the Business AreAs of Coor in denMArk

serviCe Provisions to nokiA in denMArk

from January 1st, 2006 Coor has been responsible for a number of services to nokia denmark, which 

employs approx 1.500 employees in Copenhagen, who primarily work with development of mobile 

phones. Coor has the total responsibility to services such as cleaning, post handling and parcel han-

dling, handling of visas, etc. Coor delivers these services at a fixed price and take the responsibility 

(and the risk) to deliver the services agreed in due time and quality. the service provisions are defined 

in service descriptions to each service, in which size, quality and economy are closely described. in 

connection to the fixed supply Coor also carry out projects, if for instance nokia has a demand of 

larger moving projects which cannot be included in a continued service agreement. Coor also delivers 

a number of services for nokia in sweden.

neW ContrACts in denMArk

June 1st, 2006 Coor started the work with their first Prs (Production related services) contract in den-

mark. the contract is with hempel, with whom Coor during almost 7 years had the responsibility to 

office service and property service, and now they also have the responsibility to the factory which pro-

duces ship coating. they took over a service team of smiths, electricians and automatic technicians, in 

total 8 men, and management of subcontractors in connection to production and process related op-

eration and maintenance. furthermore they have the responsibility for the operation and maintenance 

of building technique. the most interesting part of this contract is the fact that they support and have 

the responsibility to the optimal function of the actual core business (the production machinery). 

Coor believe that this contract will clear the way for other contracts like this in the future.
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5.2.2 sas within turBulEnt conDitions

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

sAs  

denmark / scandinavia 

Air traffic 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

outsourcing 

Adaptation of fM under business “turn around” 

sale-and-lease back, benchmarking, in-house, outsourcing

Background

SAS AB is the mother organisation in the SAS concern. It is the largest listed air traffic and 

travel concern in the Nordic countries, which offer air transportation, airline related services 

and hotel activity. SAS is a member of the world largest global air line alliance “Star Alliance”. 

SAS has throughout the last years experienced heavy turbulence, which has resulted in compre-

hensive adaptations, by some seen as quite necessary to the survival as an airline company. 

lessons leArnt

exterior impacts affects the entire organisation and demand cohesion and the will to changes in •	

order to support the core services

Benchmarking against the best in class helps to keep focus on the most essential within the devel-•	

opment and the adaptation

the change processes must be adapted to the company´s total development and the change in •	

the market

the sale-and-lease back process brought larger flexibility, focus on costs, and adaptation of the •	

daily routines

Benchmarking meant defining and delimitation of the processes, and they identified differences •	

among the scandinavian countries, even though it is the same company

As a part of this “turn around” process the FM organisation is likewise adapted and updated to 

the changed conditions. This has been made as a process, which was started by involving the 

consultant company Capgemini. They made an analysis of the FM function, and afterwards 

adaptation of the organisation and costs and benchmarking activities were completed. The 

case shows selected elements of this process, and hence provides an example of adaptation to 

external and unexpected changes. 

Core and support business

The “turn around” process began in 2002 as a consequence of among other things the Septem-

ber 11th, 2001 catastrophe, and the following reduction in passengers, who wanted to travel, 

and furthermore, the heavily increasing fuel prices. Turn around 2005 had the purpose to cre-

ate a long term competitive concern with the main task to serve Europe as to air travels. The 

vision is to be the first natural choice. Furthermore they defined a number of goals, including 

profitability, customer orientation, a market position as one of the leading in Europe, financial 

stability and continuous improvement of the air security. The values include consideration, 

reliability, value creation and openness.

The goal to the turn around process was to lower the unit costs with 30% as to the airline com-

pany. SAS was formerly one of the airline companies with the highest unit costs. To obtain these 

results it has been necessary to carry out more than 1.300 activities, including changes within 
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administration, technical maintenance, flight activities etc. Increase in productivity has been a 

major part of the process, and regarding to pilots and cabin crew the productivity is increased 

with approx 20%, and they still work to increase. Furthermore there is a decrease in staff (FTE), 

which has led to a resignation of 5.500 employees throughout the period. The strategic change 

process of SAS is summarized in the table below.

SAS FM (SFM)

Before the change processes increased, SAS Building Service was part of Internal Service and 

organised as a support function attached to the core activities. The property administration 

was organised as a part of the entire organisation. SAS Building Service was divided into 3, with 

separate organisations in Norway, Sweden and Denmark.

In Denmark the Building Service was divided into the following units: A service centre with 

reception, telephone exchange, mail and a uniform centre. A building and property unit con-

sisting of a project team, a technical team and a building team. Furthermore was established 

operational centres / workshops with their own craftsmen, primarily electricians and carpen-

ters, who undertook operation and maintenance. Furthermore there were caretakers in each 

building complex, and each caretaker had the responsibility to 20-25.000 m2.

SAS FM wanted to consolidate these support functions in the same organisation in order to be 

able to offer a total concept to the remaining companies within SAS.

SAS FM had its own employees in the day-to-day operation. All additionally services were bought 

from external providers using frame agreements and service agreements,for instance in rela-

tion top lifts. Minor maintenance tasks were procured in competition and tenders were used for 

larger tasks. There was price competition on all service contracts. 

The goal to the property administration was to manage the portfolio so that property value was 

retained. SAS owned about half of the space which they used. The office areas were primarily 

cell offices with a relatively high churn rate. If there were vacant spaces the rent burdened the 

Building Service. 

SAS FM charged internal rent based on differentiated lease prices to each space category. The 

services were specified to the users who by this were able to identify the costs, which they could 

influence themselves.

the 2000 yearS 2005 the future

the highest costs in europe

the highest prices in europe

•	Many	ticket	rules

limited competition – duopol

limited result responsibilities

strong position in scandinavia

sixth largest airline company in  

europe

lower costs than the average in 

europe

Among the lowest prices in europe

•	One-way	prices	were	introduced

•	A	few	ticket	rules

too many establishments in the  

scandinavian market

•	Boom	in	discount	price	companies

delegated result responsibilities  

with a new concern structure and 

management control model

strong position in the entire Baltic 

region

fourth largest airline company in 

europe

Continue cost adaptations

demand managed pricing

value for money

•	Business

•	Transfer

•	Low	price

stabilisation of the flight market

Continued re-focusing of the  

company portfolio

significant and profitable airline  

company in europe
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The Building Service in the 3 Nordic countries were organised in different ways, why a common 

building policy was formulated, and this applied the entire SAS.

The first change processes were implemented from 2001, and they were based on among other 

things a sale-and-lease back process for selected buildings, and it included benchmarking with 

other companies etc.

fACts ABout sAs fM

key figures from 2003 (budget): 

turnover: 

space: 

number of administrated locations: 

number of employees (december 2003):

 

eur 144 billion 

689.000 m2 

270 

179

The considerations in the evaluation to start a sale-and-lease back process was a total balancing 

of strategies, flexibility, company structure and the need for capital release. The process was 

completed in three phases and the process was in all phases based on investors, so that SAS still 

had the owner´s obligations as to operation and maintenance.

Phase 1 was finished December 2001 and included 13 buildings in 5 Scandinavian airports. 

Phase 2 was finished October 2003 and included 5 buildings in Denmark.

Phase 3 was finished October-November 2003. It included the SAS Headquarters in Frösundavik, 

Stockholm and also the SAS Administration in Oslo. 

Phase 1 of the benchmarking process was based on the concern structure, SAS FM and market-

orientation, ant also SAS FM and other providers. The purpose was to obtain a basis for deci-

sions as to the further process, and the object was to realise the gap between SAS FM and other 

FM providers, and also to ensure FM services in competitive terms. 

The key figures to SAS´s buildings in Denmark, Norway and Sweden and the average as to all 

the 3 countries are shown in the table below.

The methodology of the project consisted of:

Identification and definition of processes1. 

Description of processes (quantities, FTE´s, etc.)2. 

Decision as to method3. 

Calculation of internal and external costs per process4. 

Anchoring af data5. 

Analysis of costs per process (internal and external)6. 

The sale-and-lease back 

process

The benchmarking 

process

Sek / m2 Denmark norway SweDen all

rent 871 1.183 648 842

energy (electricity & heating) 159 108 139 139

Cleaning 195 158 84 138

Maintenance 117 190 108 129

other external costs 163 72 104 117

total costs 2.081 2.174 1.371 1.789

    

staff costs in average 532 593 461 521

the figures are in sek
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Benchmarking with gap analysis7. 

Analysis of action alternatives8. 

Quantification (business case) of action alternatives9. 

Evaluation and recommendations10. 

In relation to cleaning the benchmarking showed the following results:

Premises cleaning is outsourced in all 3 countries• 

In Denmark there are in general higher cleaning costs due to a higher level of service • 

(cleaning 3 times a week against one time in Sweden and Norway)

The providers who delivers the service are often different between the countries• 

The cleaning costs vary, both between and within countries and types of buildings. Service • 

levels, building types and number of square metres drives the cleanings costs 

The result was a recommendation that SAS in all 3 countries had to make an agreement with 

an external provider on the basis on the idea of “clean office”, which implies:

that a thorough cleaning is executed once a week• 

that there at all times is a clean office, but that they could skip if the offices had been un-• 

used, if only it was clean

The following 3 strategies as to SAS FM were analysed and estimated:

Streamline the internal activities (separate company)1. 

Streamline the competitive internal parts of the company and outsource other activities2. 

Outsource the entire company3. 

The results of the evaluations are summed up in the figure below.

Alternative 1 would imply savings at implementation of best practice, and an enhanced pro-

curement organisation had to be established, and a reduction of staff and a centralised admin-

istration had to be implemented.

Alternative 2 would imply savings at outsourcing, and a minimised professional procurement 

organisation had to be established.

Alternative 3 would imply savings at implementation of best practice supplemented with ra-

tionalisation of all functions, coordination and centralising with reduction in staff.

Choice of strategy
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As the starting point to further changes within SAS FM, Capgemini and Ernst & Young made 

an analysis concerning potential outsourcing of FM in 2002-2003. The purpose was to prepare 

a basis which could be used to a decision about strategy to streamline SAS FM. The goal was 

to identify the gap among the company´s own costs and the potential of a company subject to 

a maximum of competition. The task included all services within FM in Norway, Sweden and 

Denmark, with focus on Stockholm, Oslo and Copenhagen. There were 250 sites in total.

The analysis was carried out in the following phases:

1.  Analysis of the potential from competition. Phase 1 consisted of 3 steps including the fol-

lowing elements:

 a.  Up-to-date analysis with workshop, definition of functional division and survey of criti-

cal fields of decision, collection of data, survey of SLA and delivered value, and struc-

turing and compilation of the gathered material 

 b.  Description of the provider market and its players, dialogue with companies who had 

outsourced or insourced, calibration of benchmarking data, compare to market prices 

at outsourcing, compare to benchmarks from companies who had not outsourced, or 

who had taken back the outsourced, compilation

 c.  Analyses of hypothesis for recommendations, workshop in which benchmarking and 

hypothesis was evaluated, preparation of business cases from the recommendations 

chosen, specification of what is easy and hard to implement respectively, define quick 

wins and make risk analysis, compilation, make quality assurance together with key 

persons and final presentation in workshop

optimise

Minimise

optimise

optimise

eliminate

optimise

optimise

Minimise

optimise

Maximise

Minimise

Minimise

1  steamlining the internal 
activities (in own company)

2   outsource the entire 
company

3   streamline the competitive 
internal parts of the com-
pany and outsource 
other activities

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

C

C

d

d

d

A   optimise the procument  organisation as to 
the size of the company

B   optimise internal providers to competition
C   optimise external providers within proc-

esses in which sAs providers are not 
competitive

d   Maximise volume (internal and external) to 
economies of scale

A   Minimise the procurement organisation to 
reduce overhead

B   eliminate internal providers
C   optimise external providers
d  Maximise volume to reduce total costs

A   optimise the procurement organisation as 
to the size of the company

B   optimise internal providers to competition
C   optimise external providers within proc-

esses in which sAs providers are not 
competitive

e   Maximise volume (internal and external) to 
economies of scale

A = Procurement organisation, B = internal providers, C = external providers, d = volume

suMMed uP desCriPtion of the AlternAtives

Analysis concerning 

outsourcing
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2. Detailing of alternative solutions succeeded by decision

 a.  Detail and work through the alternatives to solutions, anchoring the recommended 

solution

3. Implementing the chosen solution

The conclusion was, that the FM organisation was to continue, but they had to rationalise their 

business.

Procurement of operational tasks

The above mentioned pre-work among other things implied that SAS concurrently in 2002 

made a tender of operational tasks within the Danish FM organisation, where the procurement 

was named: “From managing through own production to managing by use of external Facility 

Manager”.

The project organisation for the procurement consisted of a managing group, a project man-

ager and a project group who all worked in cooperation. Furthermore they draw on specialist 

assistance as needed.

The objective of the concern management was the economic benefits were realized and the 

profitability was verified. The management of the FM organisation had the goal to fulfil the 

concern´s expectations in testing a concept concerning external management and execution 

of operational tasks within a limited field, so they only chose the headquarters by Copenhagen. 

This was done in order to discover advantages and disadvantages by external management of 

building operation and the cost of external management in relation to own management.

Among the staff there were the following views and questions: whether they did not accom-

plish their work satisfying, whether the management was unsatisfied with their efforts, wheth-

er their contracts were not good enough, whether they procured too expensively, were not 

economical aware and too expensive as to salaries. Their professional pried was challenged, and 

the uncertainty of possible dismissal, or whether the entire unit would be outsourced, was in 

question.

 It was important to the FM management that the procurement implied a relief to the organisa-

tion, including that the organisations’ own involvement in the operational tasks was reduced 

to a minimum, as the responsibility to execution of the tasks passed to the provider, and they 

themselves only had a guiding function.

With the change to an external facility manager it was expected that the cost controlcould be 

limited to a check of the providers’ statements based on a few bills, which would affect SAS´s 

accountancy administration, and that could reduce the staff with one person reduction when 

the operational management went to an external partner.

The procurement material was sent by CD-ROM to the 3 tenderers, who initially were chosen. 

The procurement was made in cooperation with SAS Purchasing who was responsible for the le-

gal aspects. The bids were divided in fixed and variable payments. Furthermore the conditions 

included possible products, which can be acquired by SAS in competition.

The evaluation of the bids included among other things a thorough analysis of the basic provi-

sions, and hourly rates as to additional provisions. NCC was chosen as provider. After that an 

organisational diagram was drawn up displaying the relations of collaboration, the users of the 

headquarters were informed, and procedures as to enquiries were established. Furthermore a 

workplace for the provider was established; instructions were made before the day of take over, 

and routines were examined.
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From January 1st, 2006 the task was returned to SAS FM, as the entrepreneur had closed down 

his FM activities and did not wish to continue. Hence an insourcing was implemented after 

analyses of practical conditions and economy.

SAS FM has through the process achieved that the organisation has been trimmed as to staff, 

and they have changed towards a procurement function. The administrative part has been 

strengthened, and the proximity to the customers has been improved through increased em-

powerment of the employees who are the closest to the customers. The staffing covers the mini-

mum needs, and targeted external expertise is acquired, but only if needed.

Sources and references

Conversations on March 30th 2006 and on May 19th 2006 with Ib Reinholdt Petersen and the 

following material:

OH series: Om Udbud af driftsopgaver – Fra styring via egenproduktion til styring ved anv-

endelse af ekstern facility manager (OH series “Concerning procurement of operation tasks 

– from operation through own production to operation through use of external facility man-

ager). 2002

OH series concerning Facilities Management made for SAS by Cap Gemini and Ernst & Young. 

2003.

OH series by Ingolf Ærbo Jørgensen, former administration director in SAS Facility Manage-

ment: Sale/Lease.Back og Benchmarking – To år i turbulens og store forandringer. Oplevelser 

og refleksioner. ( Sale/Lease.Back and Benchmarking – two years within turbulence and great 

changes. Experiences and reflections). EuroForum, 2003.

Welcome aboard. The annual report from the SAS concern. 2005.
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5.3 ppp – public-private partnerShip

Public-Private Partnership (PPP) is a method to manage public tasks which demand long-term 

investments. The idea is that design, financing, construction, operation, maintenance and serv-

ices for up to 35 years will be provided as one total task. The private and the public party share 

the risks in connection with the project, so that each risk is handled by the party which is able 

to do it in the best and cheapest way. PPP implies competition about the total economics during 

a period of years in stead of only about the construction economy. PPP also gives possibilities 

to outsource the attached service functions. Association of construction project and FM is ex-

pected to lead to more optimised construction solutions.

Advantages at PPP to the public party are safety and predictability in the project. Furthermore 

is achieved a larger transparency and a direct contact with the PPP company. To the financial 

party the advantage is primarily that there is a “fixed” agreement, and risks are priced from the 

very start. The contractor´s advantages are for instance the dialogue with owner and user, that 

the requirements from the owner and the users are clearly defined, and that they work with a 

whole life cost mentality. To FM the advantage is, that they work with long-term contracts with 

the possibility to optimal planning of the work, that the whole life cost is involved, and that they 

are active in the planning from the beginning of the project. A knowledge sharing is happening 

among the parties, and the operation can be easier optimised, economically and practically.

This theme contains cases about:

Nysir on Iceland, which is a leading company within handling of PPP projects and for in-• 

stance implement a project with a concert and conference centre in Reykjavik

Trehøje Municipality, which implemented the first real PPP project in Denmark in the • 

shape of school construction in Vildbjerg

Gribskov Municipality, which is among the first to implement a so-called PPP-light project – • 

also named a total procurement – in which financing of the construction is not included

5.3.1 PuBlic-PrivatE PartnErshiPs on icElanD – thE casE oF nýsir

Background

Iceland is the only Nordic country with comprehensive experience with Public-Private Partner-

ships (PPP). The first PPP-project was put out for tender in 1998, and the leading company in the 

winning consortium was Nýsir. Later on a number of other PPP-projects have been launched, 

and Nýsir has been leading the winning consortium in several of these, including the largest 

and recent PPP-project for a national Concert and Conference Centre in Reykjavík. Today Nýsir 

has specialized in OPP-projects, and the company is also active on the PPP-market in UK and 

Denmark. 

CAse oBJeCt

Company: nýsir group

Country: iceland

Core/support business:  ownership and operation of facilities in 

 Public-Private Partnerships 

theme: Collaboration between demand and supply

topic: PPP – Public-Private Partnerships

Best Practice aspect: leading nordic PPP-company

keywords: PPP, Partnership, Consortium, Concert and Conference Centre 
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This case focuses on Nýsir experiences with PPP-projects on Iceland in general, and the Concert 

and Conference Center project in particular. The differences between PPP on Iceland compared 

with the UK are also described.

The company

Nýsir was established by Sigfús Jónsson in 1991 as a management and business development 

consultant. Sigfús has a background as urban planner and had worked for public authorities. 

The main customers for the company were the public sector and the fishing industry. When the 

first PPP-project was announced on Iceland, Nýsir took the initiative to establish a consortium 

which participated in the tender competition and was lucky enough to win it. From then on 

Nýsir has developed to become specialized in PPP-projects.

The first PPP-project was an ordinary school, and later Nýsir has acquired further PPP-projects 

covering a technical school, 3 nursery schools/kindergartens and 3 sports halls as well as the 

recent Concert and Congress Centre. Nýsir is the largest PPP-company on Iceland, but 2 other 

companies are also active on the PPP-market on Iceland. One of these is a construction compa-

ny, and the other is a property investor – Landsafl. Regarding the Concert and Congress Centre, 

Nýsir and Landsafl have joint together in the winning consortium.

PPP-projects on Iceland are usually put out in a tender competition with 2-4 bidders follow-

ing a pre-qualification process. Nýsir is the initiator in creating a consortium, when a new 

PPP-project is announced, and Nýsir always acts as the owner of the buildings. Because of the 

partnership with the public, the requirements on equity are limited to 10%.  

The PPP-projects involves an integrated delivery of planning, design, financing and construc-

tion of the buildings as well as operation, maintenance and service provision during a contract 

period of 25-35 years. Nýsir is in charge of the overall management of the project, ownership 

of the buildings and operation, maintenance and service provision during the contract period. 

Besides Nýsir the consortium usually includes design companies, contractors and investors. In 

most cases Nýsir has collaborated with Ístak Ltd (an Icelandic subsidiary of the Danish contrac-

tor Pihl & Søn A/S) as contractor and Íslandsbanki as investor. A separate legal unit – a special 

purpose vehicle (SPV) – is set up for the consortium. 

Nýsir very much focus on involvement in the early stages of the projects, where they take the 

user viewpoint from a commercial perspective to ensure that the layout is functional, and that 

the possibilities for third party income are optimized. Third party income can for instance be 

related to a cafeteria in a sports hall, which the users of the sports hall can frequent, and which 

is operated on a commercial basis. In the Concert and Congress Centre this aspect is of particu-

lar importance. In relation to the more technical and operational considerations for FM during 

the building life cycle, Nýsir mostly rely on the expertise of the design team.

lessons leArnt:

in PPP projects it is important to separate the lease contract and the fM contract, so that the fM •	

contract can be changed without consequences for the lease contract

in the icelandic model of PPP the private partners keep the ownership to the buildings after the •	

contract period which gives stronger focus on alternative usage in the planning stage

When the PPP project includes possibilities for third party income, the PPP company will have a •	

strong strategic focus on optimizing these possibilities

the size and the complexity of the Concert and Conference Centre in reykjavik is a clear expres-•	

sion of the confidence that the icelandic public authorities has obtained in establishing long term 

partnerships with private companies. 
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The company organisation of Nýsir is shown in the diagram on the next page. The general man-

agement and administrative staff in the Nýsir group include 9 people. The other internal staff 

mainly includes operational staff for emergency maintenance, security, cleaning and waste. 

Specialized and planned maintenance is subcontracted. Nýsir has their own catering firm, but 

this is specialized in reception food and fine bakery. Ordinary catering is also subcontracted. 

nÝsir
ProPerties

Property  
Management  

life-Cyckl

facilities
Management

schools
health services

and Catering

new ventures,
Acqisitions

and Bids

international
Pfi/PPP Project

nÝsir
fM

nÝsir
oPerAtion

nÝsir grouP

nÝsir
Business

develoPMent

nÝsir
internAtionAl

Contract structures

On Iceland most PPP projects are of the type: Build, Own and Operate (BOO). This means that 

the buildings are not transferred to the public part by the end of the contract period, which 

is often the case in other countries. This means that the ownership stays with the private PPP 

company, and the building can be sold or rented out for another purpose when the contract 

with the public part is terminated.

According to Nýsir there are two typical contract structures:

In model 1 shown on the next page there is one contract with the public part and the consor-

tium (SPV). Internally in the consortium separate agreements are arranged for construction, 

loan and FM. This model is similar to so-called PFI (Private Finance Initiative) as it has been 

developed in the UK.

In model 2 the contract between the public part and the consortium includes a main contract 

as well as a lease contract and an operating (FM) contract. The SPV is mainly related to the 

ownership, and the loan agreement with an investor (a bank). This model is usually preferred 

by the investor, as it limits their involvement to be equivalent to ordinary mortgage arrange-

ments. This model has also the advantage for both the public part and the PPP company, that 

the FM contract can be changed relatively flexible without consequences for the lease contract. 

Therefore, model 2 is the preferred model on Iceland.

The Conference and Congress Centre

The largest and by far the most complex PPP-project, in which Nýsir is engaged, is the Icelandic 

National Concert and Conference Center under development in Reykjavik. The project was put 

out for tender in an international competition in 2005, and the Portus Group – owned 50% by 

Nýsir and 50% by Landsafl – was selected as preferred bidder in September 2005. The project 

agreement was signed in March 2006.
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The project is a combination of a PFI-project (model 1 above), and a subsidized concession. The 

project includes the following tasks: To design, build, own and operate the Concert and Con-

ference Centre, hotel and car park facilities. The subsidy only concerns the Concert Hall and 

amounts to Eur 8 million each year during the 35 years contract period. The Conference Centre 

will be operated on a purely commercial basis. The hotel will be the first 5 star hotel on Iceland. 

It will be called W-Hotel Reykjavik, operated by Starwood hotels, and it will have 400 rooms. The 

Model 1

Model 2

Authority

ContrACtor
(sPv)

Building 
ContrACtor

fM 
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building right of extra property development of 40.000 m2 is part of the benefits for the Portus 

Group. This development will be a mix of offices, retail and residential buildings.

The client is a special project company owned by the State of Iceland (54%) and the City of 

Reykjavik (46%). The Portus group has engaged a design team that includes the Danish archi-

tects Henning Larsen, the Danish consulting engineers Rambøll, and the artist Ólafur Elíasson. 

Construction will be carried out by the total contractor IAV during 2006-2009, and the bank 

Landsbanki, which own Landsafl, is in charge of financing the project with a total capital in-

vestment of Eur 400 million.

 

The project is a waterfront development placed by the east harbour in Reykjavik. This area was 

earlier a fishing harbour, which now has been moved to the west harbour. The development 

project also includes a new connection between the harbour and the city centre with a trans-

parent walkway providing daylight to the car park underneath during the daytime, and with 

electric light from the car park illuminating the walkway at night. The design of the facades on 

the Concert and Conference Centre are inspired by the crystalline forms and diverse colours of 

Icelandic landscapes.

The concert facilities will be the home of the Iceland Symphony Orchestra and has a concert 

hall for 1.800 guests and a rehearsal hall for 450 guests. The conference facilities are centred 

round a conference hall for 750 guests. In the design of the Concert and Conference centre 

there has been strong focus on creating halls with flexible functions, the possibilities to create 

synergies between different cultural activities and service provisions, and to provide a variety 

of cultural offerings for different target groups. The combination of cultural activities and com-

mercial opportunities has been carefully planned, for instance by including hospitality suites 

like at football stadiums. 

The Portus Group is divided into two subsidiaries – one that owns the Concert and Conference 

Centre, and one that operates the centre. The operation company rents the whole centre from 

the owner company and sub-rents facilities to other companies. The owner company has con-

tracts with Landsafl about property development execution, and the operation company has 

contracts with Nýsir about FM operation.

The operation company is organized with separate departments for concert operation and con-

ference operation. An Art Council is associated to the operation company with 2 members ap-

pointed by the Icelandic government, 3 members from Portus, and 4 appointed artist.

The size and the complexity of this PPP-project is a clear expression of the confidence that the 

Icelandic public authorities has obtained in establishing long term partnerships with private 

companies. 

ProJeCt size

Concert and  

Conference Center  30.000 m2 

hotel 30.000 m2

Property development 40.000 m2

other 10.000 m2 

underground car park 40.000 m2
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Difference between PPP on different markets

Nýsir has been involved in a few OPP-project competitions in Scotland and Denmark, but has 

not yet won any projects abroad. However, Nýsir has bought two PFI-projects in the UK. One is a 

school project in Scotland, and the other is a county hall office in Wales.

According to Nýsirs experience there is two main differences between PPP projects on Iceland 

compared with the UK. Firstly, the tender material for PPP projects in the UK is much more 

detailed and there is much more bureaucracy than on Iceland. Secondly, in UK the buildings 

are usually transferred from the PPP company to the public part while the PPP company on 

Iceland keep the ownership of the buildings after the end of the contract period. Both aspects 

make PPP projects on Iceland more attractive for the PPP company, but the Icelandic market is 

for obvious reasons quite limited.

Benefits and discussion

According to Nýsir the public has the following benefits by using PPP projects:

Risk transfer to the private partners• 

Combines construction and life cycle• 

Competition between bidders• 

Public sector benefits from private sector• 

The public organisation focuses on core activities• 

New thinking in total facilities management• 

Future users pay for future use – not current tax payers• 

Nýsir point out the following factors for a PPP company to be successful:

A strong team in the consortium• 

A comprehensive project management approach• 

Competitive financing• 

Good quality and highly functional buildings• 

Flexible solutions• 

Planned life cycle • 

As an argument against PPP one could claim that it is contradictory to establish such long term 

comprehensive contracts between partners in a time where dynamic change in organisations 

is the order of the day and the only thing certain about the future. Nýsir’s response to that is 

firstly, that the Icelandic model without transfer of the building to the public part gives the PPP 

company better possibilities to handle untimely termination of the contract, as the use after 

the end of the contract period already has been considered from the beginning. Secondly that 

it is important to separate the lease contract from the FM contract, so that the FM contract can 

be changed without consequences for the lease contract. 

Sources

The case is based on information received at a meeting on June 12th, 2006 with Managing Direc-

tor Sigfús Jónsson, Nýsir Group and the references below. 

References

Jónsson, Sigfús (2005): PPP/PFI Projects in Iceland. PowerPoint-presentation at Nordic FM Confer-

ence in Stockholm. September 9h, 2005. 

Jónsson, Sigfús (2006): The Icelandic National Concert and Congress Centre and Hotel. PowerPoint-pres-

entation at Trondheim International Symposium. June 12th, 2006. 

www.nysir.is
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5.3.2 DEnMark´s First PPP ProjEct in trEhøjE MuniciPality

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

 

Country: 

Core activity

support activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

PPP consortium consisting of Mthøjgaard A/s, dan-ejendomme as and 

BankdnBnor  

denmark 

teaching in a municipal school

Building and operation of a municipal school 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

PPP – Public-Private Partnership 

the planning process and the change to operation  

PPP, partnership, consortium, school building, life cycle cost,  

municipality

Vildbjerg school in Trehøje Municipality

fACts ABout the ProJeCt

Building costs: 

Annual rent: 

gross floor space: 

Capacity: 

Client: 

Consultants to the client:

Consultants to the PPP 

team: 

Architects: 

engineers:

eur 15.8 million 

eur 1.4 million 

11.600 m2 

600 pupils 

trehøje Municipality 

rambøll, kPMg, Bech Bruun

 

khr architects, Arkitec v/Aksel fyhn 

Midt-Consult

The PPP consortium which consists of MT Højgaard A/S, Dan-Ejendomme as and BankDnBNor 

(Team MTH) had the task assigned: “To build and operate Vildbjerg School during 30 years for 

Trehøje Municipality (from 2007, Herning Municipality). At the opening of the school Decem-

ber 15th, 2006 Trehøje Minicipality was awarded the Facilities Management Award 2006 by the 

private Danish foundation BoligfondenKuben and the Danish Facilities Management Associa-

tion as appreciation of the municipality´s efforts to realise the first PPP project in Denmark. 

lessons leArnt

it is in general a rather small project to such great efforts from many parties, so in the future PPP •	

tenders are expected in larger bundles, for instance 10 schools or the like.

PPP is seen as a possible solution among a variety of possible solutions, but it is close related to •	

what the client is willing to spend on maintenance.

PPP gives safety to the provider, but it also commits for many years•	

Maintenance of building is ensured, thus the values are ensured•	

PPP supports holistic thinking in which for the whole life costs are considered in the planning •	

phase leading to operational friendly solutions

The process

In 2004 it was decided that Vildbjerg School was to be accomplished as a PPP project with expect-

ed savings of approx 10%. After this the competition was carried out from December 2004 until 

August 2005 based on the so-called “Tender with competitive dialogue”. The preliminary meeting 
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was kept December 15th 2004 and the prequalification in January 2005. After that the first dia-

logue meeting was kept early March 2005, whereas the final procurement was in May 2005.

In the evaluation of each final offer the municipality used a value analyse model based on a di-

vision of one third price, one third architecture and solution, and one third operation. 3 offers 

were given, among which Team MTH was not the cheapest, still the spread was not significant. 

The fact that they seemed to be a coherent group through the whole process was regarded as 

a beneficial basis for the choice of the group and the cooperation with the municipality. The 

team took the job seriously, and there was mutual support. 

The winner of the procurement was appointed September 7th 2005, and in October 2005 the 

contract was signed. A FM technician from Dan-Ejendomme was involved in the building plan-

ning and participated in project meetings with the designers and liaison committee meetings, 

which consist of participants from the Team MTH and the municipality where building related 

aspects are solved / discussed, for instance colours, external spaces etc. There is furthermore 

established a steering committee with 2 representatives from the municipality and 2 from the 

Team MTH. Here the contractual matters such as economy and deadlines managed.

In November 2005 the construction work began, and the finished school was delivered on time 

December 15th 2006. In the 30 years period from the beginning of 2007 until 2036 the school 

will be operated by Team MTH including caretaker etc. When the building is in operation the 

cooperation is managed within the liaison committee among the municipality and the Team 

MTH and in the steering committee. From January 1st 2007 Trehøje Municipality became part 

of Herning Municipality. In 2036 the school will be handed over to Herning Municipality – in 

proper condition! 

Examples of topics clarified in the dialogue meetings and during the process

The entire process has taken place in a close collaboration – with openness and mutual re-

spect.

The PPP process has demanded mutual goodwill and trust, a positive attitude as it is a kind of 

“marriage”, which is binding for 30 years, unless the contractual obligation are not kept. In 

connection to the contract negotiations there have been some varying interpretations as to 

the legislation related to taxes and VAT. However this was solved by a political decision without 

changing the rules. The conclusion is that the company is VAT-registered.

It has been an interesting process to the participating parties based on “competitive dialogue”, 

where there at first was a common preparation for the first dialogue meeting including ques-

tions and answers. After that 2 tenderers were left out, and 3 remained. There were no demands 

of a fixed price, but a price limit was given. The remaining 3 bidders were given more detailed 

requirements, but besides that the circumstances were the same. All 3 bidders stated a price 

consisting of construction + financing + amortisation and annual operation etc. 

Danish Entreprise and Construction Authority has given a subsidy to the municipality as the 

tender process is rather time consuming and hence economically burdensome. The consulting 

engineers Rambøll has been consultant for the municipality as to handling of the PPP process. 

The use of competitive dialogue was very beneficial, but it appeared to Team MTH that the con-

sultant for the municipality sometimes found his classical role as building client consultant, 

which has arisen some discussions in the meetings.

In the design phase Team MTH had to think in long terms, i.e. they worked with the life cycle 

and building parts – consequently construction cost + maintenance + operation in a 30 years 

perspective. They chose solutions which during a period of 30 years were estimated to be the 

Operational friendli-

ness
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most optimal to the PPP company and the customer. Among other things this has meant that 

floorings and doors due to a heavy wear are chosen in a better quality than normally.

Among the consequences of the procedure has been that the future facilities manager had 

more influence of the planning than normal – hence more operational friendliness has been in 

focus, for instance in the shape of larger overhang, improved flooring, colours adapted to the 

operational situation, and more cleaning friendliness. This was not easy to accept to the design-

ers, who had not per tradition the same operational considerations within their thoughts. This 

has induced useful discussions during the planning with the designers.

In the budgets all building parts has been examined including maintenance intervals and ex-

pected life expectancies etc. For instance there are in the class rooms incorporated a one meter 

tall moulding on the walls over floor level with more shine, and hence easier to maintain, 

which has entailed a prioritised maintenance as to where the wear is the most. The operational 

system which is used is self-developed, based on the UNIK Property Management System which 

can be used in combination with the accounting system in Dan-Ejendomme.

The operation is included in the contract with approx. Eur 20 million which is divided equally 

throughout the 30 year operation period, and the municipality pays equally shares each year. 

This really means savings to FM during the first years. By the end of the 30 years the focal point 

to the delivery will by the completed maintenance plan, but based on the fact that it is a 30 

year old building.

The only task as to the municipality is to deliver teachers and pupils in an agreed number. 

School caretaker etc. is included in the PPP service.

It is emphasized within the PPP agreement that the owners of the PPP company – the contrac-

tor + the finance partner + the FM provider – take the risk of the project. The division of owners 

is in this case MTH 50%, Dank DnB Nord 25%, and Dan-Ejendomme 25%.

An important competitive parameter concerning the choice of partner was at which price the 

tenderer might obtain the money needed for the investment. There could not be given security 

in the building to the lender (the bank), and this limited the lenders. There is a possibility that 

each party might sell his shares after 5 years. The municipality has a right of appeal at chang-

ing of important parties in the daily operation. 

Design and construction are based on the common rules for Danish building projects with 5 

years of guarantee etc. Rules to handle disputes are stated in the contract. If the agreement is 

not kept, this will be managed in the steering committee before a possible escalation.

The building of the school is completed traditionally with bank financing. The new part is the 

handling of the operation – the FM part. It is common to work with 10 year rolling operational 

budgets which are updated each year. In this case Team MTH is committed for 30 years, and a 

total budget for the whole period has been completed, from which they successively measure 

the expenditures.

Distribution of respon-

sibilities

orgAnising of teAM Mth:

PPP CoMPAny – teAM Mth
Mt høJgAArd

dAn-eJendoMMe
BAnd dnB nord

trehøJe MuniCiPAlity

dAn-eJendoMMe
serviCes

BAnk dnB nord
finAnCing

Mt høJgAArd
ConstruCtion

dAn-eJendoMMe
oPerAtion

khr ArChiteCts
design

dAn-eJendoMMe
MAintenAnCe

Financing
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Open books were part of the contract material, and the municipality is continuously able to see 

the surplus at the PPP company. As to financing the municipality decides whether it should be 

at a fixed or a variable interest rate, or a combination. The municipality chose variable interest 

rates, but this may be changed throughout the contract period, for instance by re-financing.

In case of expected changes the PPP company is obliged to accomplish them, from economy 

which is agreed from time to time. 

Incentive agreements / funds are included, and savings are divided among the parties as agreed. 

If the conditions are changed into something “worse” for Team MTH the municipality must 

pay, but negotiations are made at each change. Energy costs are variably but with an estimate 

of the consumption (based on number of kWh). By changed conditions there will be successive 

adjustments. Waste handling is paid according to the bill, as it is the municipality that sets the 

price. The contract is within the 2006 price index and is adjusted from various indexes depend-

ing in the issue.

Sources and references

Conversation with Lars Olaf Larsen, Dan-Ejendomme May 18th, 2006

Hand out materials:

Maintenance plan

 Lars Olaf Larsen´s presentation about the PPP experiences, May 18th, 2006

Annual report Dan-Ejendomme

MTHøjgaard: OPP-byggeri og anlæg med langsigtede perspektiver. (PPP building and construc-

tion with long-term perspectives). Contribution by section manager Kristian Kongstad at the 

DFM conference January 2006

Furthermore:

Preben Staun – OH series from 2005

OH series about the PPP project – Vildbjerg School from PPP network meeting September 27th, 

2005

OH series PPP project Vildbjerg School – project manager Lillian Kristensen, Rambøll, May 17th, 

2005

OH series PPP project – Vildbjerg School – Economy and financing – certified accountant Orla 

Bek, KPMG, September 27th, 2005

The PPP project – Vildbjerg School – OH series – Bech-Bruun

Various materials from www.ebst.dk

Regeringen: Handlingsplan for Offentlig-Private-Partnerskaber (OPP) (Plan of action to Public-

Private Partnerships (PPP), the Danish Government, January 2004

Erhvervs- og Boligstyrelsen: Vejledning om OPP til bekendtgørelse om OPP, partnering og nø-

gletal (Instruction about PPP to ministerial order about PPP, partnering and key figures) The 

Danish Entreprise and Construction Authority. February 2004

Changes and incen-

tives

PPP´s future

there are positive expectations to participation in other PPP projects based on the same group of 

owners.

PPP is seen as a possible solution within a spread of various solutions, but it is very much attached to 

the price the user organisation is willing to pay for maintenance. (At vildbjerg school approx eur 13 per 

m2). it involves a commitment throughout a long period, and there are no possibilities to cut, as it is a 

binding agreement. there are great differences between PPP in great Britain and in denmark.

PPP is expected to have a future – in a “danish” level, and the structural reform of the local and region-

al public administration will certainly mean more use of PPP as a solution. the authorities still need to 

remove some barriers, for instance vAt conditions etc. 

the next projects are on their way. other present PPP projects are: the national Archives and the 

Academy of Music and theatre in odense.
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5.3.3 PPP-light at a MuniciPal BuilDing in griBskov MuniciPality

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support activities: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

gribskov Municipality in cooperation with kuben A/s 

denmark 

handicap housing and children day care 

Building and operation of public institutions  

Collaboration between demand and supply 

total procurement as PPP–light 

one of the first examples of PPP-light  

PPP, partnership, housing, total economy, municipality

]

lessons leArnt

thinking together various needs within the two functions – day care centre and handicap dwell-•	

ings – demand cross-functional teamwork and involving of many authorities

involvement of user groups in the planning has been important to match expectations and to ob-•	

tain ownership and engagement as to the result

ensuring the future operation, involvement of considerations for whole life costs in the planning, •	

and involvement of operational staff in the planning have meant cooperation in choice of solu-

tions and materials

Choice of procurement method must be adapted to the current situation•	

it is important to build up a good cooperation spirit, in which win-win situations are made, and •	

this is strengthened in using impetus agreements in stead of penance agreements

to the total provider the project implied that more competences than normally were used, which •	

has influenced the internal cooperation in the company
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fACts ABout the ProJeCt

Public party: 

 

Private party: 

extent: 

 

 

spaces: 

 

 

tender price: 

 

time scedule: 

 

Consultants to the municipality: 

Planning: 

Constractor:

gribskov (former græsted-gilleleje) Municipality in cooperation with 

frederiksborg County 

kuben A/s 

new day care centre for approx .100 children 

22 handicap dwellings 

Common house and common service space 

2.640 m2 gathered in one level  

800 m2 day care centre 

65-75 m2 per dwelling  

Approx. eur 5.5 million, including eur 1.3 million to operation for 15 

years 

start of construction in 2005 

start of operation september 1st, 2007 

Carl Bro A/s and Birch & krogboe A/s 

virumgaard Arkitekter and ing. fa. dines Jørgensen 

gvl A/s

Background

Kuben A/S was by Græsted-Gilleleje Municipality (today Gribskov Municipality) chosen as total 

provider for building a day care centre and 22 handicap dwellings. Furthermore Kuben Proper-

tyAdministration will manage the primary operation and maintenance of the buildings during 

15 years. However, cleaning and external maintenance are kept outside the agreement.

The project is the first in its kind in Denmark in which a total procurement has been made, of 

both building and operation of a public building. The goal to the municipality is to ensure high 

quality and long lifespan. The building is owned by the municipality, and the total tender price 

is approx Eur 5,3 million, including operation for 15 years. In the project is emphasized a whole 

life cost optimising of building and operation, among other things by choosing environmental-

lly friendly materials with a long lifespan, and by reducing the energy consumption. 

The procurement method used is by the Danish Entreprise and Construction Authority called 

total procurement, i.e. procurement of both the building itself and operation in a period of 

years. This is a sort of public-private cooperation (PPC) which differs from public-private part-

nership (PPP) in the way that the private partner does not manage financing or own the build-

ing. Hence the method is unofficially called PPP-light.

In choosing PPP-light with basis in a better whole life cost and risk sharing they have achieved 

a larger security to keep budgets and deadlines, possibility to more innovative solutions and 

fewer interruptions through an early involvement of the operation. Furthermore the munici-

pality has in cooperation with Frederiksborg County thought together more functions within 

the same building: Day care centre, dwellings for retarded and dwellings for physically handi-

capped. The goal has been to support diversity, tolerance and new ways of cooperation, and also 

to gain economic optimisation by the double use.

Co-thinking

The background for the decision of integrating handicap dwellings and day care centre in the 

same development has been some practical circumstances, which made it obvious to think the 

two functions within a new kind of correlation. The two projects was to be built at the same 

time and situated in the same area – on the vicarage site in Græsted – so they should be includ-

ed in a common local plan, common building site, common access road etc. Besides the practi-
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cal conditions there are other more overall themes which are the basis for the municipality´s 

decision of co-thinking the two functions. These themes are all rooted in the general values 

within the municipality, and they should be thought in and given priority throughout the 

entire project:

Broadness, diversity and tolerance• 

Innovation – to move the common perception of a “day care centre” and “handicap dwell-• 

ings”

New ways of cooperation – among the municipality´s various sectors, and among county • 

and municipality

Flexibility – to create settings to use all potentials – human as well as spatial• 

Move the idea of normality – it concerns a building which is adapted to user groups with • 

other needs than “the average person” – children and persons with various degrees of re-

duced functions

Interdisciplinarity• 

The co-thinking of the project made a good possibility to implement some of the values, which 

are expressed in the municipality´s children and youth politics and the handicap politics re-

spectively. Among other things this involves diversity as strength and conditions, that diversity 

may be reflected in the physical settings, and that all people can contribute with something to 

the community.

At the same time it was a possibility to obtain a better building due to some economical optimi-

sations. By double using some areas there will so to speak be a better quality – or more square 

metres – for the same money. To divide the expenses among more there might be a possibility 

to establish facilities, which they could not have made under other conditions. To work with a 

high degree of flexibility hence would be of advantage to the users – not just of social and hu-

man causes, but also due to the quality of the building.

It was the vision to create a building which derives from and mirror the values mentioned 

above, and which appear as a beautiful and harmonious whole, which invites to community, 

and that the individual needs of the user groups at the same time will be respected, and the 

diversity may be seen from the building.

The whole and the individual functions

The total project may de divided into a number of independent part-projects with their own 

requirement specification and economy. At first the building must meet and respect the in-

dividual needs, which the various user groups have. The background to the total building is 

therefore a specific requirement specification to each part-project. To each part-project was 

attached a user group statement about some crucial needs and wished as to the building. After 

that a “gross list” with suggestions for potential common activities and rooms / spaces in the 

entire building followed.

The municipality wanted to have suggestions of how to organise the total building in a way to 

fulfil the requirement specification for each part-project, to fulfil the major demands from each 

user group, to optimise the areas and at the same time create a building in which it is possible 

to realise the thoughts of a community and a synergy effect in relation to the activities, which 

will be carried out in the future. The financing of the various part-projects implied, that it 

should be make independent bookkeeping to each part of the entire building.

Furthermore there were a number of themes, potentials and paradoxes, which had to be exam-

ined and developed in the further process with the co-thinking of the two functions, and which 

are answered through the specific physical design of the project:
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How can you through the physical surroundings and the architecture make room for the • 

spontaneous meeting among the user groups in their daily life?.

Are you able to create an architecture which can accept change – less children registered / • 

a handicap dwelling is vacant for a period / various use of the spaces and the buildings at 

different times of the day?

You must be able to select / deselect the meeting with de other user groups (children, re-• 

tarded, physically handicapped) – considerations must be taken to the fact that the noise 

from a playground may be annoying in relation to the residents´ wishes of privacy.

How to create life in the area, which is not “institution like”?• 

How to create a building which appears as a whole, but at the same time meet the needs • 

for privacy, which the various user groups necessarily have?

The wishes of the user groups

Below are described the items, which the representatives from the 2 user groups, of which the 

municipality has the responsibility, believed were essential to bear in mind throughout the 

process with the specific design of the building.

The users’ point of views were developed based on experiences from the existing day care cen-

tres in the municipality, and especially from Græsted Børnehave / Elverhøjen where the staff 

has been involved in the preparation:

The small within the large: 4 entrances and wardrobes to each of the 4 main groups in the • 

house. To each child and its family there must be a high degree of clarity as to the physi-

cal group membership. As we speak of a large institution with many children it is of great 

importance that there is room enough to work with the children in smaller groups.

Challenging rooms: The architecture must support that we are dealing with learning and • 

development spaces. The rooms must excite the curiosity, be challenging and surprising to 

be in and to more around in.

Children perspective: The building must be designed in consideration of the fact that most • 

users are below 1 metre of height. This concerns windows and doors, lighting effect and 

views, power points etc.

Light: There must be much daylight in the rooms. Like the grown ups the children want to • 

be in the light rooms.

Wave windows: There must be at least on good wave window where the children may sit / • 

stand with a grown up to wave goodbye to their parents, when they are leaving.

Flexibility: The applications of each room are significantly improved if you have possibili-• 

ties to change the size of the rooms by means of for instance movable walls.

Good external spaces: A large playground with many separate areas and nooks. There must • 

be room enough to store outdoor toys.

In the playground: Small sheds / houses / pergola / canopies. A small enclosure reserved to • 

nursery children.

A good indoor climate system.• 

Water: One bathroom of the group rooms must be designed with “aquapark facilities”, in • 

which there is a good possibility to the children to play with water.

The users’ point of views were developed based on experiences from the home guide team, 

which has the daily contact to the group of citizens, from the inhabitants in the existing handi-

cap dwellings in Hestehaven, and from a report from April 2004 on dwellings for people with 

handicaps based on a pilot project in Frederiksborg County:

The dwellings must look like “ordinary” dwellings, i.e. avoid institution touch and not too • 

obvious have a touch of being handicap friendly

The day care centre

Dwellings for retarded
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The dwellings must meet the wish of “privacy”, i.e. own entrance, own letter box, and avoid • 

large window section to public spaces

The dwellings must support self-sufficiency, including accessibility among other things in • 

relation to wheelchair users, internal and external

There must be a possibility to give your own dwelling a personal touch, for instance pos-• 

sibility to chose the colour of the walls

The individual surrounding spaces must not be too large – the terrace will primarily be • 

used

The dwellings must be flexible, also in relation to the more heavy building parts such as • 

doors, walls etc., including be prepared for future needs, for instance a lift

It is important with floor heating and good ventilation in the bathrooms• 

The dwellings must be built under consideration to the fact that not all wish to live with • 

other handicapped

The use of access ramps must be limited• 

The dwellings must not be too expensive to live in• 

The two functions – day care centre and handicap dwellings – may have more overlapping and 

interfaces. There may be both spatial and physical overlapping, where the two functions share 

area, but it may also be overlapping as to activities, in which the user groups meet and share 

some activities. The work groups put forward a number of prioritised areas / functions, which 

may all be common shared areas. Below some of these are shown.

overlAPPing funCtions – rooMs / AreAs WhiCh Must Be estABlished in Both ProJeCts 
> PossiBility to oPtiMise sQuAre Metres

hAndiCAP dWellings dAy CAre Centre

eXAMPles of shAred use of sQuAre Metres:
· Parking
· laundry
· kitchen
· stores / storage
· renovation
· technical rooms
· Cleaning room
· storage of garden tools etc. – operation?
· staff facilities, for instance: offices, conference rooms, toilets / bath, smoking facilities

The project process

The project was invited for limited tenders. The competitive method was “the economic best 

offer”, in which the price and the quality of the services offered was evaluated together, and 

otherwise as a total delivery of project design, building and operation.

It appeared from the competition conditions that the task must be finished in 3 phases from 

choice by the partner.

The optimise phase in which the whole life cost of the project is optimised in a cooperation • 

among the client and the total provider, based on the total provider´s project proposal

The building and construction phase, in which the building is designed in details and is • 

built by the total provider in total contract

The operation and maintenance phase, in which the total provider handle a closer defined • 

operation and maintenance of the buildings for a period of 15 years

The community
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The overall time schedule of the project is shown in the figure below.

ideA /  
PrePArAtion

ProCureMent

3.10.05 15.4.06 1.9.07

oPtiMising

ConstruCtion

oPerAtion

fAser

The tender documents included 2 categories of operation and maintenance services:

Category A – tasks which are solved within a fixed price agreement• 

Category B – fixed maintenance services, which may be agreed individually and settled ac-• 

cording to unit prices in the bid

As to the energy consumption the total provider had to state a reference number concerning 

the annual energy consumption to the proposed building project. If the actual consumption 

is kept below this, the municipality pays a bonus of 50% of the savings to the total provider. 

If the actual consumption exceeds the stated one, the total provider pays 50% of the excessive 

consumption.

The procurement material contained a suggestion of organisation for the project cooperation 

among the municipality and the total provider as shown below.

ggM´s manager 
of the operation 
phase

ggM´s manager 
of the construc-
tion phase

ggM´s managers 
of the optimising 
phase

ggM´s project 
manager

the MAnAger 
grouP

tP´s manager of 
the construction 
phase and the 
quality manager

tP´s manager 
of the operation 
phase and the 
quality manager

tP´s manager of 
the optimising 
phase and the 
quality manager

tP´s project 
manager and the 
quality manager

ggM = græsted-gilleleje Municpality
tP = the total provider, and the total provider´s architect and engineer, and subcontractors

A partnership agreement was drawn up (umbrella agreement), which defined the overall condi-

tions to the cooperation, including the method of cooperation during the optimising phase.

As to the building and construction phase they draw up a total building contract following 

common rules for design and build projects in Denmark. The background to this was that the 

time schedule implicated start of this work before the optimising phase was finished.

Moreover an operation and maintenance agreement for a period of 15 years was drawn up.

The agreement
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The Danish act of social housing stipulates a maximum cost per sqr.metre, which was valid to 

the handicap dwellings. The municipality´s estimation was that the total construction cost 

might not exceed in total Eur 3.8 million, VAT excluded. During the optimising phase the total 

provider has his services covered within a total fee of aprrox. Eur 66,000, and in addition ap-

prox. Eur 265.000 for consultant services. During the building and construction phase there 

was, further to the budget for the construction cost, set out an amount for unforeseen costs 

(risk fund), and a shared incentive fund. Furthermore an amount was set up for weather condi-

tion precautions, ground etc. The total construction budget, including construction price, risk 

fund, incentive fund and funds as to weather conditions and ground were to be considered as 

a maximum for the building cost.

The most important things were the signing of the partnership agreement and the user involve-

ment as to adaptation of functionality, expectations and competences, and additionally the 

clarification of economies and survey of the future operation. To ease the understanding of the 

solutions 3D animations were used, and workshops were held, during which a binding com-

mon charter was made. Furthermore spreadsheets were used to choose and evaluate solutions, 

in order to continuously to keep up with budget.

Among the largest problems was to keep the construction budget and a lot of rainy weather 

during the construction period. Hence the delivery was 3 months delayed. The parties are satis-

fied with the result, which has met the expectations.

As to this the contribution of operational staff was important to the planning, so that special 

considerations were taken as to choice of materials, and considerations concerning the whole 

life cost for roof, facades, floors, building management system, technical installations such as 

pumps, mixer taps etc. Use of well tested solutions had high priority, for instance operation 

arguments implied that extra cost were accepted for building management system. There is 

much agreement among the parties as to the drawn up operation plans. All operational data 

are typed into the municipality´s IT-system by Kubens operation and maintenance staff, includ-

ing the tasks which Kuben must solve and the municipality´s own tasks. 

Sources

The above case is based on interviews with project manager Claus Rasmussen and Bente Chris-

tiansen, Kuben on May 16th, 2007, and with building manager Kristian Buur, Gribskov Munici-

pality on June 11th, 2007, and also various materials from Gribskov Municipality, for instance 

concerning:

The builder´s visions• 

Conditions of competition• 

Specification requirement PPP• 

Partnership agreement• 

The optimising phase• 

Design and build contract• 

The construction phase• 

The operation phase• 

Operation and maintenance agreement• 

The building and con-

struction phase

Operation and mainte-

nance

Economy

The optimising phase
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5.4 company tranSfer of Staff anD Due Diligence

This theme includes cases about:

NSB (Norske Statsbaner) who has been through a process of establishing a common prop-• 

erty company with a private property company, and they have later on liquidated it

The cooperation among Sonofon and ISS after transfer of staff from the former FM organi-• 

sation within Sonofon

COWI, who as a consultant work with technical Due Diligence• 

5.4.1 coMMon ProPErty coMPany aMong nsB anD PrivatE coMPany

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

nsB (norwegian state railways) 

norway 

train operation 

Collaboration between demand and supply

Company transfer of staff and due diligence 

learning through cooperation with providers 

due diligence, company establishment, company transfer, outsourcing, 

property development, slA, employee contentment

Background

NSB is a state owned Norwegian company with the responsibility for the train operation in Nor-

way. As many other public companies NSB is under heavy pressure to streamline the operation. 

In the late 1990´ies NSB´s top management decided to implement thorough changes within 

the property administration. Until then the property area was an integrated part of NSB´s 

concern structure.

lessons leArnt

it is crucial that the procuring company in connection to outsourcing and transfer of staff main-•	

tain competences as a professional customer in the organisation internally – both for the procurer 

and the provider

it is critical to have new it-systems and administrative routines implemented and running in con-•	

nection with the company transfer of staff

An acceptable solution as to the staff´s pension conditions is crucial to a successful company •	

transfer

it is crucial that there are experiences from similar processes within the top management•	

through partnerships with external providers development and learning can be created for all •	

parties involved

strategic changes within the core activities may have crucial consequences to agreements with •	

external service providers
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fACts ABout nsB eiendoM Before CoMPAny trAnsfer

Buildings: 

space: 

Contracts: 

organisation: 

 

staff:

1.200 of various nature with a large geographical spread 

800.000 m2 

6.000 

divided into Architect, Cleaning, Administration/operation and develop-

ment 

206 within the administration / operation, of which 160 within operation 

and maintenance

For the management of NSB the background was that property activities is not a core activity 

to NSB. They had a large own production within the property administration, but it was not 

crucial to maintain the production in-house. It was more important to implement profession-

alisation and business orientation. The goal was to obtain better control of the operational 

buildings. They did not have key figures to the costs of the building operation, and hence they 

could not compare with the outside world. The property portfolio should no longer be consid-

ered primarily as utility items, bus as property capital – from inactive capital to active capital.

As a typical public institution the property administration was heavily managed by rules with 

poor delegation and a low presence of a quorum. The employees had a strong loyalty to NSB, but 

they were not used to changes and a strong business orientation. Hence there were large cultural 

challenges in implementing fundamental changes within the property administration.

NSB´s functions within property administration included an architect office, a unit for clean-

ing, a unit for building development, and a unit for administration and operation. Within 

these fields they had not less than 6.000 contracts. NSB decided to make a proper outsourcing 

of the first mentioned 3 units, so that the architect office was transferred to Linje Arkitekter AS, 

the cleaning unit was transferred to ISS Renhold AS, and the development unit was transferred 

to ROM Eiendomsutvikling AS.

ROM Eiendomsutvikling A/S (the Norwegian word ROM means room) was a new company es-

tablished and fully owned by NSB, and it served the purpose to develop and sell / lease out 

the buildings which NSB no longer wanted to use themselves. This has in 8 cases been done 

by establishing a so-called “Single Purpose” company together with a contractor, where ROM 

Eiendomsutvikling put the building at disposal, whereas the contractor complete the building 

works as part of the development. This includes both housing and commercial buildings. 

As to the unit of administration and operation NSB decided to seek an alliance with an estab-

lished actor within the market. As the most important criteria the actor in question should 

have complementary competences compared to NSB´s property administration, and focus on 

administration of property capital. On the basis of this they finished a scanning of the prop-

erty administration market in Norway and Sweden during spring 1999. They concluded that 

the Norwegian market consisted of technical property managers and property administrators 

(executive managers), and providers within part of the FM market. 

Furthermore NSB found that Celexa Fastighetskapital AB in Sweden was the best actor with-

in property capital administration. Celexa was not not transaction driven, i.e. not orientated 

against buying and selling of properties, and they did not have their own technical adminis-

tration in Norway, which made a complementarity in relation to NSB. To create an alliance it 

was in 2001 agreed to establish a common company owned by NSB and Celexa to handle the 

building operation. This implied that the staff of NSB Eiendom had to be company transferred 

to the new common company and after that work as external providers for NSB. The ownership 

to the properties stayed at NSB.
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Concurrently with the signing of the agreement with NSB, Celexa Fastighedskapital AB was 

acquired by Aberdeen Property Investors (API) and was continued under the name API. The com-

mon company established with NSB kept the name Celexa.

Core and support activities

The example with NSB and Celexa/API is typical to outsourcing of a support function so that 

the mother company may be able to cultivate its core activities. The special about this example 

is that the outsourcing is made to a new company, which is establish jointly among the mother 

company and a specialised property company. Through this possibilities to keep a close connec-

tion to employees with company specific competences are achieved and concurrently to develop 

the support function towards professionalisation and business orientation in their own core 

business company. The fact that the new company finally is liquidated is yet another facet in 

this case.

The agreement about company establishment and company transfer

The agreement about company establishment was made July 27th, 2001 with final acquisition 

October 1st, 2001. From the beginning the company was owned by NSB with 35% and API with 

65%. The agreement was made with a five year duration and with a clause of renegotiation or 

procurement. A put/call option was included for NSB in 2003 and for API in 2004. This option 

implied that NSB could chose either to sell all stocks to API or to acquire all stocks in 2003, 

whereas API had the same rights in 2004.

The agreement among NSB and API was based on mutual trust among the parties, and con-

sisted of a number of elements:

A basic agreement – fundamental conditions and terms of adjustment• 

Shareholders agreement – regulates the conditions between NSB and API as shareholders• 

Agreement about company transfer – size of the company, assets etc.• 

Agreement about takeover of staff – regulates all conditions as to takeover af staff in con-• 

nection to the company transfer

Administration agreements – concerning buildings owned by NSB and ROM Eiendomsud-• 

vikling AS respectively

The administration agreements were based on the fact that all Celexa´s expenses for operation 

and maintenance of the buildings during the first year were compensated added an agreed 

percentage profit.

As to the following 4 years a supplementary agreement about a fee structure would be negoti-

ated. This was made from the experiences about extent of work and quality level in the first 

year. The major reason to this structure of the agreement was the need to restructure the book-

keeping documentation for to the buildings. As to other FM services special agreements would 

be made among Celexa and each tenant of the buildings.

To manage the overall follow-up on the agreement a steering group was appointed consisting 

of 3 representatives from NSB, 3 representatives from API and 4 staff representatives. It was 

estimated that such a model with a wide representation was better compared to a model with 

a small group and a wider company assembly group. The liaison group turned out to work as 

a good team, and NSB´s representatives were much focused on separating the roles as owner 

and client.
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fACts ABout ABerdeen ProPerty investors (APi)

Business: 

field: 

Portfolio: 

staff: 

homepage:

finance administration of property investments 

europe with emphasis on great Britain and the nordic countries 

eur 1 mia. of which half in APi nordic 

543 in the nordic countries, of which 210 in APi norway 

www.aberdeen.no

Accomplishment and implementation of the transfer

Before the agreement was signed July 27th, 2001 an intention agreement was made, and based 

on this Celexa Fastighedskapital had started a Due Diligence process. This included a thorough 

examination of the economy of the property administration, organisation and administrative 

systems etc. The final acquisition was October 1st 2001.

All 206 employees in NSB were taken over by Celexa as part of the company transfer. An impor-

tant element to the transferred employees was that they could maintain their pension plan, 

whereas a new private pension plan was made to later employees. Furthermore, the employees 

had wage compensation as to a former agreement on sickness benefit, and they maintained 

their rights to free train tickets.

In a transitional phase Celexa temporarily had to use more of NSB´s ICT-systems. Celexa fur-

thermore bought other ICT-applications from NSB as well as cars and various personal proper-

ties, such as furniture and computers, but they did not buy operational equipment belonging 

to each building. In connection to this they learned the importance of quality control of the 

ICT-applications prior to the take over. However there was a need to build up a number of new 

administrative systems among other things for supply management, invoicing and accounting 

and also reporting to as well NSB as API, and later on they realised that these things ought to 

had been functioning at the handover stage.

With the handover they had lucidly to separate the provisions for NSB as property owner and 

for each tenant/user of the buildings. All services had to be described as products, and to each 

product production costs as well as overhead had to be calculated. This applied to whether 

services were produced by own staff or bought. To document the costs it was furthermore neces-

sary to make work time recording in relation to the products within the entire organisation in 

connection to service and customer.

Service Leverance Agreements (SLA’s) were made to describe the services. In total SLA´s were 

made as to 12 different services. This is the basis to evaluate whether the customers receive 

what is needed in the proper quality level and at the proper price. Hence it is an important com-

munication tool among customer and provider, but it is an important tool as to the provider´s 

resource management as well.

Experiences and results

One general experience from the process has been that it takes time to transform attitudes and 

working habits from a public administration culture into an offensive business culture. The 

staff in general had fine professional competences and most were positive and constructive in 

relation to changes. The Norwegian Railway Union, by whom most employees were and still are 

organised, was in return not particularly willing to change. The staff retained much loyalty to 

their former employer NSB.

It was a great challenge to all parties to implement an identity change from internal unit to 

external provider. In connection to this it appeared to be inappropriate that NSB did not main-
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tain the professional competences needed to act as a professional customer. This resulted in the 

fact that NSB after some time got a feeling of lack of control as to the provisions, and this was 

bad to both NSB and Celexa.

In return it was crucial that Celexa´s primary daily contact – the key account manager – had 

a good insight in NSB´s core activity. At the same time it was of great importance that the key 

account manager had not been involved in the previous negotiations of the agreement, so he 

was able to build up good cooperation to the customers, uninfluenced by the tough negotiation 

procedure. 

In relation to the mentioned put/call option NSB decided to sell off its shares to API, and at the 

end of 2004 the Celexa name disappeared, as the company after that was part of API Nordic.

Among the positive results the parties in 2005 were able to note:

That delivery is according to the agreement• 

That SLA make provisions and quality visible, but it has to be supplemented with process • 

descriptions

That space streamlining has been achieved• 

That there is a stronger focus on profit potential• 

That business plans and plans of action to the most important buildings has been devel-• 

oped

That there are good monthly portfolio reports• 

That there is a positive development within the bookkeeping reporting• 

That there are better procurement routines• 

That there are standardised company routines within the regions• 

That the budgets are good management tools• 

The economic results to NSB are difficult to estimate due to lack of key indicators from the pe-

riod before the company transfer. NSB estimates that there in 2005 had been achieved an aver-

age cost improvement of 5-10% in relation to the cost level in 2003. During 2005 API reduced the 

staffing for operation and maintenance with more than 35%, and for administration with 15% 

compared to 2001, hence an improved balance among own production and external services 

had been achieved. At the same time the total administration volume has been reduced with 

3%, which has gained an economic profit of Eur 2.0 million.

roM eiendomsutvikling as

owner: 

development space: 

development cooperation: 

development potential: 

staff: 

homepage:

nsB 

1.6 million m2 (2004) 

0,5 million m2 are developed with other companies 

2.0 million m2 

25 before June 1st 2005, after that 71 

www.romeiendomsudvikling.no

The latest development

The agreement between NSB and API Nordic was originally valid until December 31st 2006, 

but an agreement was made about a former closing, so the collaboration terminated June 1st 

2006. NSB has estimated, that EU´s terms of procurement imply that the agreement cannot be 

renewed by re-negotiation, but it must in competitive tender. The former process has been an 

important learning process, which makes it possible for NSB to act as a far more professional 

client.
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Hence NSB has performed a systematic reevaluation of its property administration seen in a 

strategic light. They have in connection to this decided to gather all general administration and 

development tasks in ROM Eiendomsutvikling, which already has approx. 25 employees, who 

primarily work as project managers on property development.

After implementation of procurement of the property administration NSB has furthermore 

signed an agreement with COOR Service Management. The procurement was finished after a 

prequalification with 9 participating companies, of which 5 were chosen to tender. API did not 

want to participate, as the procurement was only about the property operation, whereas API 

had more interest in the general property administration.

The agreement with COOR has been made with intentions of a partnership. The provider is 

paid with a fixed management-fee and a fixed profit, whereas the variable costs are repaid. Fur-

thermore a number of incentive depending fees are included, in relation to user contentment, 

staff satisfaction, compliance of time limits in connection to budgets, and also savings.

The agreement includes maintenance, supply, cleaning of shared spaces and smaller reconstruc-

tions. As to maintenance NSB will focus more than earlier on planned maintenance. They work 

with an expected cost division of 80% for planned maintenance – based on annual estimations 

of conditions and 10 years mobile planning – and 20% on continuous unforeseen maintenance. 

As to energy and water supply NSB has made general agreements with utility companies, but 

these agreements will be administered by COOR.

During the former period of agreement API has heavily rationalized the operation, but they did 

not do much as to describe the processes. From the original 206 employees in NSB Eiendom, 

who in 2001 were company transferred from NSB til Celexa, there was in spring 2006 still 133 

employees in API. Of those are 46 returned to ROM Eiendomsutvikling, whereas 67 operation 

employees (security guards) were company transferred from API to COOR Service Management.

In the time to come NSB and COOR will focus on describing the operation routines and to 

trim NSB´s own organisation as a purchaser. The agreement is valid for 5 years, but can be de-

nounced after 3 years. When the end of the period is approaching NSB will take a new strategic 

consideration of which direction future development must take, and how the property opera-

tion on basis of this must be organised. 

The correlation of the development as to NSB´s strategic situation

Around 2000 NSB had bad economic results and a lack of capital. The background to the chang-

es in 2001 hence was partly to free capital by sell-off of properties, and partly to reduce the costs 

for building operation. In connection to this there was made a strategic distinction between 

NSB´s operational buildings, which are related to train operation, and NSB´s investment build-

ings, which NSB does not need itself.

In 2002 NSB negotiated with the Norwegian state property company Entra, which had been 

separated from the Norwegian state building agency Statsbygg, of acquiring NSB´s investment 

buildings. These negotiations however foundered. NSB´s economic situation was however in 

general improved, and the need for capital was no longer so large. On basis of this they has now 

made a strategic choice to have a more all-round property company, which take care of the gen-

eral administration and development, both to the operational dependent and the operational 

independent buildings. In relation to property operation they especially focus on operation and 

maintenance tasks, which are especially critical to the core company, including “value creat-

ing” maintenance of railway station buildings etc. 
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Sources and references

The description of NSB´s background to the company establishment and company transfer is 

based on a presentation by managing director Olav Line, NSB from May 28th, 2002, as referred 

by Olav Egil Sæbøe (2003 and 2005). The remaining part of the case is also based on Sæbøe (2003 

and 2005) and on a meeting May 8th, 2006 with administration manager Bjørn W. Birkelund, 

ROM Eiendomsutvikling as and project manager Øyvind Amundsen, NSB Eiendom as supple-

mented with subsequent comments and the below references:

Kragelund, Poul (2003): Referat af DFM’s konference på Hotel Legoland i Billund den

30.-31. januar 2003( Summary of DFM´s conference at Hotel Legoland in Billund January 30.-31. 2003). www.

dfm-net.dk

Kragelund, Poul (2005): Referat af DFM’s konference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28. januar

2005 (Summary of DFM´s conference at Nyborg Strand January 27.-28. 2005). www.dfm-net.dk

ROM eiendomsutvikling: ROM. Brochure om virksomheden ROM eiendomsutvikling as (ROM. 

Leaflet about the company ROM eiendomsutvikling as). Undated

ROM eiendomsudvikling:(ROM property development): www.romeiendomsutvikling.no

Sæbøe, Olav Egil (2005): Foredrag på DFM’s konference Hotel Legoland i Billund den

30.-31. januar 2003 (Presentation at DFM´s conference at Hotel Legoland in Billund January 30.-31. 2003). 

Olav Egil Sæbøe is the former leading employee in Celexa and has later established his own 

consultant company Pro-FM

Sæbøe, Olav Egil (2005): Foredrag på DFM’s konference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28.

januar 2005 (Presentation at DFM´s conference at Nyborg Strand January 27.-28. 2005). Olav Egil Sæbøe is 

the former leading employee in Celexa and has later established his own consultant company 

Pro-FM

5.4.2 the collaboration between Sonofon anD iSS

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

outsourcing from sonofon to iss 

denmark 

Mobile telephony 

Collaboration between demand and supply

Company transfer of staff and due diligence 

outsourcing process and experiences 

outsourcing, company transfer, shared goals, synergy, flow, chart, slA

Background

“When you are in severe competition, there is no room to concern yourself with things, in which you are not 

an expert”.

This is the starting point of the outsourcing within Sonofon, in where it was also emphasized 

to focus on the core competences, on a deliberate setting of quality level, and use of the newest 

methods and tools. Furthermore they wanted a proper variable price to the services, and also 

safety of provision, where you are not depending on a specific employee. Furthermore there 

might be a possibility to career development and to the employees involved, and of knowledge 

sharing and benchmarking.

Before the outsourcing to ISS, Sonofon had four times been through outsourcing of canteen, IT, 

maintenance of masts and staff administration such as salary. None of these activities had been 

failures, but on the other hand not absolute successes either. The processes gave a number of 

experiences which later on were useful as to the agreement with ISS. Among other things the 
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basis was not always fully considered as to consequences, which in some cases led to bad results 

and discontent. It was and still is a demand, that the staff is well treated, i.a. the partner must 

match the values and attitudes of Sonofon. It was also noted that trust has a great importance, 

and that you ought to work with open books. 

 

lessons leArnt

Cooperation and mutual respect are necessary conditions

there must be an open communication

the parties must match each other by a communality on business like background – a partnership in 

the daily cooperation and not a mere client / provider relation

you must build up a common view and a common grounding

it is important that the customer himself spend similar resources as his partner, to ensure equality 

within the collaboration

The outsourcing included the canteen, salary and staff administration, maintenance and error 

correction of radio stations, IT operation, Facility Management tasks such as reception, cleaning, 

internal post, physical security, operation and maintenance of buildings and bookkeeping.

In the beginning there was some uncertainty among the staff as they began the process, and 

ISS was not among those who were invited to tender. There were 4 invited companies, but ISS 

was involved and was quite equal to another tender. What decided the matter to the benefit of 

ISS was an evaluation that the employees who were to be transferred in the future would have 

a better job guarantee, and thus a higher security.

As to Sonofon it was about making deliberate selections and de-selections such as:

Capacity – how much do we need?• 

Quality – how can we get it?• 

Culture – as now or different?• 

Cooperation – how should it work?• 

ISS

ISS looks upon Facility Services as the process through which ISS deliver and maintain quality 

within the customer´s work environment. They take responsibility to delivery of an integrated 

series of services which create synergies and add value to all people and processes which are 

involved in the work with the customer´s facilities.

In ISS the starting point is that the value is created through removal of limits between de 

various types of services, and establishment of one integrated cross-organisational service team. 

They have left single service through multi-service and to what they now call Facility Services 

(FS).

The organisation is made by establishing a direct contact between the customer and ISS´s ap-

pointed Facility Services Manager. The general organisation model is shown in the figure be-

low.

The Facility Services manager has the full responsibility to the customer by means of customer 

contact and dialogue. He is also responsible to management and staff resources and operation, 

economy and planning. Each employee is employed in the team and gets his professional sup-

port through ISS´ competence centres. These include cleaning, property, office support, cater-

ing (however, not in this case) and other services and subcontractors. 

Sources and references

The description of NSB´s background to the company establishment and company transfer is 

based on a presentation by managing director Olav Line, NSB from May 28th, 2002, as referred 

by Olav Egil Sæbøe (2003 and 2005). The remaining part of the case is also based on Sæbøe (2003 

and 2005) and on a meeting May 8th, 2006 with administration manager Bjørn W. Birkelund, 

ROM Eiendomsutvikling as and project manager Øyvind Amundsen, NSB Eiendom as supple-

mented with subsequent comments and the below references:

Kragelund, Poul (2003): Referat af DFM’s konference på Hotel Legoland i Billund den

30.-31. januar 2003( Summary of DFM´s conference at Hotel Legoland in Billund January 30.-31. 2003). www.

dfm-net.dk

Kragelund, Poul (2005): Referat af DFM’s konference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28. januar

2005 (Summary of DFM´s conference at Nyborg Strand January 27.-28. 2005). www.dfm-net.dk

ROM eiendomsutvikling: ROM. Brochure om virksomheden ROM eiendomsutvikling as (ROM. 

Leaflet about the company ROM eiendomsutvikling as). Undated

ROM eiendomsudvikling:(ROM property development): www.romeiendomsutvikling.no

Sæbøe, Olav Egil (2005): Foredrag på DFM’s konference Hotel Legoland i Billund den

30.-31. januar 2003 (Presentation at DFM´s conference at Hotel Legoland in Billund January 30.-31. 2003). 

Olav Egil Sæbøe is the former leading employee in Celexa and has later established his own 

consultant company Pro-FM

Sæbøe, Olav Egil (2005): Foredrag på DFM’s konference på Nyborg Strand den 27.-28.

januar 2005 (Presentation at DFM´s conference at Nyborg Strand January 27.-28. 2005). Olav Egil Sæbøe is 

the former leading employee in Celexa and has later established his own consultant company 

Pro-FM

5.4.2 the collaboration between Sonofon anD iSS

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

outsourcing from sonofon to iss 

denmark 

Mobile telephony 

Collaboration between demand and supply

Company transfer of staff and due diligence 

outsourcing process and experiences 

outsourcing, company transfer, shared goals, synergy, flow, chart, slA

Background

“When you are in severe competition, there is no room to concern yourself with things, in which you are not 

an expert”.

This is the starting point of the outsourcing within Sonofon, in where it was also emphasized 

to focus on the core competences, on a deliberate setting of quality level, and use of the newest 

methods and tools. Furthermore they wanted a proper variable price to the services, and also 

safety of provision, where you are not depending on a specific employee. Furthermore there 

might be a possibility to career development and to the employees involved, and of knowledge 

sharing and benchmarking.

Before the outsourcing to ISS, Sonofon had four times been through outsourcing of canteen, IT, 

maintenance of masts and staff administration such as salary. None of these activities had been 

failures, but on the other hand not absolute successes either. The processes gave a number of 

experiences which later on were useful as to the agreement with ISS. Among other things the 
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CustoMer

neW fACility serviCes orgAnising
iss

fACility serviCes MAnAger

CAtering

key
ACCounts

P/l P/l P/l

PrivAte 
serviCe

PuBliC
serviCe

offiCe
suPPort

ProPerty

CleAning

CoMPetenCe Centres
Concept development
training
Quality system
Benchmarking
key indicators

CustoMer orientA-
tion 
sales 
Provision 
Profitability

In total the settings are like shown below:

fACility serviCes sCoPe

fACility serviCes systeM
'· single Point of Contact'
· help desk
· Blue Prints
· documantation & Analyses

fACility serviCes MAnAger
· Management of the ts team
· Administration
· Assets
· Budgets
· Management reports (BsC & slA)
· BPr
· Contact to partners

CleAning
· office Cleaning
· Window Cleaning
·  tele- and computer 

Cleaning
·  Waste Manage-

ment
· Wash room
· special Cleaning

CAtering
· employee 
· restaurants
· vendering
· events

*  out of scope  
(currently)

offiCe suPPort
· Call Center
·  reception
·  Admission Control 

& Cards
·  internal service
·  space Managment
·  office Moves
·  Print and Copy
·  office supply's
·  Mail handling
·  Conferende rooms
· handy Man
· furniture

ProPerty
·  Building Maintan-

ance
·  out-door services
·  landscaping
·  internal/tropical 

Plants
·  Parking
· Pest Control
·  systematic Prop-

erty Mantanance

3rd PArty 
PArtners
·  security
·  Plumbin
·  technical installa-

tions
· Power supply

ISS wants to influence the direct costs through increased efficiency, for instance to reduce de di-

rect costs within not core fields, and to change fixed costs to variable. Furthermore in reducing 

the management costs (both the direct and the indirect), and also the administration costs. 

The indirect influences of costs and value are impacted by structural changes, in being included 

as strategic service partner for the customer, in increased focus on the core business, and also 

Direct and indirect 

cost reductions
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by changing the internal service from non core activities at the customer to core activities at 

ISS.

The value drivers for facility services are for the customer, that they get a single point of con-

tact, and they have cost efficiency and flexibility, increased transparency, reduction in staff and 

consideration as to transfer of employees.

To the customer´s staff it means an approachable support and a fast response, and also that it is 

one team only, which is responsible to all services. Furthermore that the service staff is profes-

sional, and an improved communication is obtained, hence improved service as well.

To the ISS staff (the employees transferred) it means that they change from not core to core 

business, and that the job contents is improved and will become more varied. It is furthermore 

easier to get fulltime employment when you are part of a team, have customer contact and aim 

at quality and flexibility. Finally the possibilities of development and career are improved.

The total process is illustrated below:
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Project team

operations team

The growth strategy to ISS takes place through the following:

New business, in which they obtain single contracts1. 

Bottom-Up, in which services are added with existing customers for instance by means of 2. 

additional sales

Top-Down, in which facility service contracts are obtained, national and international, in 3. 

acquisition and takeover of internal services, and also management of subcontractors

Partnerships. By establishing partnerships with complementary providers4. 

An example of cost development for a contract is shown in the below figure:
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fACility serviCes – Cost develoPMent
iss

CoMMon AnAlysis

“indirect costs”

Present cost 
level

example 
10% cost 
reduction

yeAr 1 yeAr 2 yeAr 3 yeAr 4

example 
3% cost  
reduction

example 
3% cost  
reduction

example 
3% cost  
reduction

“direct” costs

exclusive of adjustment as to collective agreement/inflation

· services in scope
· organisation
· staff
· use of staffs
· Present service level
· Cost allocation

The agreement between Sonofon and ISS

A common project group was established with participation from both parties and with respon-

sibility for negotiation and establishment of the agreement within a timeframe of 6 months. 

The contract was 4 years and included 7 fields of services with 134 part services divided on 2 

large and 5 medium size locations. Annual turnover/budget was Eur 5 million. 50 fulltime em-

ployees were transferred from Sonofon. It started October 1st, 2003.

The employees transferred among other things worked within the functions caretaker, build-

ing maintenance, cleaning, document scanning (internal post), physical security etc.

FS contracts of this size and complexity requires extraordinary resources and competences 

within HR, legal advice as to signing the contract, knowledge of establishment of valid key 

indicators and benchmarking concerning the technical services, procurement, economy, au-

thorities, company transfer, and also dedicated project management, information and commu-

nication to the staff involved. Furthermore, it requires concurrent development of competence 

centres, SLA in a professional and pragmatic version, supporting IT-systems, and finally finan-

cial control of integrated FS contracts.

ISS began to describe the functions in details, which were described insufficiently, for instance 

planning of maintenance, to which they had assistance from the consultant engineering com-

pany Carl Bro. This cooperation has continued, and they are the external part in connection to 

budget planning, prioritisation etc. in relation to maintenance activities. This is done annually, 

and the consequences from the planning are made visible.

The following shared goals to the process have been defined:

At first they will provide high level service, as they will always live up to the Service Level 1. 

Agreements, which are arranged.

The staff must realise that they will be core employees at ISS. They must experience that 2. 

they are involved in the changes. As many as possible of the former Sonofon employees 

must be kept in fulltime jobs with ISS.
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They will make the investments necessary to support the synergies.3. 

They will find the cost savings promised++4. 

The process consisted of the following main elements: Establishment of project mandate, in-

cluding description of goals, limits and focus, resources, communication and schedule, and 

they exchanged experiences from former processes. And afterwards terms as to the contract 

(economy / legal and overall definition of output (the end service). The negotiation of the provi-

sion followed with more detailed service description together with the primary provider and 

finished with contract negotiations (economy / law), decision and contract signing. Finally the 

implementation process consisted of recruiting a contract manager and implementation of the 

action plan. 

The organisation was developed by establishment of a steering group and a project group. The 

steering group consisted of members of the board of directors and the project manager and the 

project group was composed cross organisational with no profession leaders and no Contract 

Manager.

The requirements to the contract/facility manager was that he must “share the heart” with 50% 

for Sonofon and 50% for the outsourcing company – and to share loyalty even among both par-

ties. Furthermore to be outgoing, create confidence, spot possibilities, be proactive and a visible 

leader (to the staff + Sonofon). Furthermore, Sonofon´s culture had to be matched, i.e. to pursue 

a young average age. The IT industry is growing fast, so you had to thrive with challenges, ac-

cept the responsibility 100% and be able to make decisions. 

Analysis and the transition phase

This phase was finished very fast in relation to comparable outsourcing processes.

• 4 weeks before start

 – Personal interview with all employees who were to be transferred

 – Select 22 ISS specialists in 9 sub teams. Hand picked to execute the analysis phase

• Weeks 1 – 2

 –  The analyse team follow the employees in their daily work to identify and compose de-

scriptions “as is”

 – flow-charts are composed for critical tasks

• Week 3

 –  Continued analysis, documentation of analyses, draw up catalogue of ideas as to syner-

gies, ideas for a new organisation

• Week 4

 – Verification of analyse result with each employee and within the team

•		 Week 5

 – Presentation to the decision-makers and consolidation of ideas to changes

•		 Week 6

 – Presentation to the staff of conclusions and new organisation 

 – Personal notification of changes

 – Establishment of the new IFS organisation

•		 Week 7

 – Teambuilding (weekend) with the goal to establish a common vision to the future team

•		 Weeks 8 – 18

 –  Implementation of synergies, change the organisation, new procedures, new technology, 

new tools

The outsourcing  

process
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It was an important part of the analysis to find synergies which were able to lead to streamlines 

on the basis of “Working smarter – not harder”.

Facts – 6 “independent” units consisting of the Post unit, Work Flow, Operation centre, • 

Cleaning, Reception, Physical security and Building operation. In total 38 employees

The analysis showed that there were ineffective facilities, that the units were mutual de-• 

pendent, they shared tasks, that there were downtime as tasks were delivered from one 

unit to the other, furthermore outdated equipment, lack of shared goals and cooperation 

among units and flexibility

Facts – coarse sorting of customer correspondence in the Post unit, fine sorting in the Work • 

Flow unit, printed invoices in the Operation centre were delivered in the Post unit 3 times 

per day, manual return post were put in envelopes in the Operation centre, scanning of 

customer letters and contracts in Work Flow using out-of-date scanners

As to double work the analysis showed: 5.000 documents were handled twice per day. Dou-• 

ble work: Invoices (3 x 15 minutes daily), manual handling in the Operation centre, in spite 

of the fact that there was a machine to put in envelopes in the Post unit, and that the ma-

chine would do the work in one tenth of the time. Furthermore that scanning commit one 

employee, as the scanner must be fed by hands (one document a time)

• Actions:

 ° Fuse 6 units to one integrated team

 °  The 3 closest related functions are physically moved together in one room, which is 

designed to support the natural workflow across the 3 units. Investment Eur 60.000

 ° Change work procedures

 ° Invest in a new scanner: Eur 13.000 (Sonofon/Eur 20.000 (ISS)

• Results of this part activity after 4 months:

 ° Staff (FTE): reduced 20%

 ° Savings: Eur >400.000

 ° Synergies approx. 20%

 ° Restructuring – period: 4 months

In the chart below is an example of a flow chart as to post sorting showed:

funCtion A / Post funCtion B – WorkfloW funCtion C –  
oPerAtion Centre

ACtivity 1

ACtivity 3

ACtivity 6

ACtivity 4

ACtivity 5

ACtivity 2 input

input

In the process it was highly emphasized to follow up as to the personal level, at bad chemistry, 

expectations etc. Such problems were handled immediately, and were especially important to 

the progressive back up for the outsourcing, by means of involving the opinion formers who 

subsequently contributed to communicate intentions and change process. One of the most im-

portant fields is that communication and information are functioning. If milestones agreed are 

not kept, it is better to tell why than to let it remain uncertain. You must be honest about the 

changes which are implemented. In this case it was backed up by a good HR unit within ISS, 

Synergies

The staff
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as they have explained about terms and conditions and possibilities. This contributed to create 

safety with the parties involved. 

Below you will find some statements from employees who were transferred from Sonofon to 

ISS:

“Before we always were considered being the lower part of the organisation, and I was never before seen • 

as a “show case”. Facility Services Manager, Sonofon, Aalborg

“We were rather sceptical of what You promised us as to we all would keep our jobs.•  Likewise we did 

not believe that You would use our know-how to strengthen your competence centre, for instance within 

the field of Space Management. You have kept all Your promises!” Technical Assistant, Sonofon, 

Aalborg

“We weighed all Your promises on a golden scale. You have kept all Your promises. You have done it • 

well”. Engineer. Later transferred to the competence centre in ISS Facility Services, Property 

Maintenance

The best experiences in connection to the outsourcing process were:1. 

More transparency within the outsourced fields2. 

The Sonofon 3.  IIS staff happy with their new employer

Cleaning in Aalborg and locations are improved4. 

ISS strengthen the fields5. 

Meet your cleaning. – It is a colleague6. 

Unstaffed reception now staffed7. 

The worst experiences were correspondingly:

Quality problems in the beginning as to the cleaning in Copenhagen1. 

Sonofon´s fear of lack of control within the area before D-day has been confirmed2. 

IT implementation of Sonofon/ISS network under estimated3. 

As a preparation to the future it is agreed that an adjustment/change of SLA will take place so 

they stay present and evaluation of areas of responsibility associated with Facilities Manage-

ment, which is expected to lead to further outsourcing.

Based on the process the following good advices in connection to outsourcing are given:

You ought to describe the wanted results rather than how the tasks are solved today1. 

Short implementation process (3-4 months) partly to keep focus, partly with consideration 2. 

to the staff

There should be an obvious distribution of roles within the project group, where responsi-3. 

bility and initiative are obviously defined

Find the right partners in the Contract Manager roles4. 

In the process it is furthermore important to focus the following areas:

1. Communication

 ° To the staff involved

 ° To the organisation in general (sell the idea and make visible SLA’s)

2.  The management must hold their strategic decision – and balance between brain and 

heart

3. Identify the opinion formers – and massage them

The succeeding collaboration process

After 3 years of collaboration the staff no longer thinks about, in which company they are work-

ing. However, each company arrange parties separately, and they primarily identify themselves 

with the company, in which they are employed, yet with care to their former company and 

Other experiences from 

the process
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colleagues. When there are change of staff as to new key persons, for instance in the reception, 

Sonofon has veto regarding choice of staff.

A leading employee, who has followed the entire establishment of Sonofon, and who was trans-

ferred, would later feel full. The change gave some air, and the tasks which still were within the 

same area, were more multiple, as he is now core employee, has had more education and new 

work fields – outside Sonofon as well.

In the ongoing collaboration ISS has taken the initiative to analyse and consider possibilities, 

for instance in improvement of processes, interconnecting positions and communication of all 

the ideas and suggestions which come from the staff. During the contract period there are in 

total implemented 53 improvements, changes and expansions of the contract, which has led to 

an increased dynamics in the collaboration and input from many parties. Synergies primarily 

take place as small improvements and simplifications, which all in all lead to a better economy 

and better work conditions. Among the adjustments implemented can be mentioned:

Takeover of the emergency power supply• 

Improved contact with external security company by use of economies of scale with ISS• 

Improved fire supervision system and equipment• 

Access control to masts etc.• 

Use of ISS as buffer in stressed periods• 

Sources and references

Meeting with the contract managers Mette Wøelsted, ISS and Tommy Jensen, Sonofon and 

project manager Poul Kærsgaard, ISS August 16th, 2006 and the following references:

Outsourcing processen mod det gode samarbejde. (The outsourcing process against the good 

cooperation). DFM network meeting, September 6th, 1005. Contract Manager Tommy Jensen, 

Sonofon

Outsourcing processen set fra leverandørens side (The outsourcing process seen from the pro-

viders´ point of view). DFM network meeting, September 6th, 2005. Operation Manager Annette 

Vindstrup Jensen, ISS

ISS Facility Services, IBC EuroForum conference, December 9th, 2003. Jesper Busk, division man-

ager, ISS Facility Services

www.iss.dk
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other reCent iss ContrACts in denMArk

iss enter into the until noW lArgest ifs ContrACt With tdC

iss in denmark has from March 1st 2006 provided facility services to the telephone concern tdC. the 

agreement, which is the largest of its kind until now, has en annual value of a three-figured amount, 

and is valid for 5 years. iss will provide an integrated facility service solution to tdC. the provision in-

cludes a number of various services within reception, cleaning, canteen, caretaker functions, security 

solution, and a number of other services for the property operation within the entire tdC: “this task is 

our largest until now within what we call integrated facility service, where iss provides all service func-

tions in connection with the daily operation of a customer´s properties, and we are proud of that. tdC 

is one of the leading companies in denmark and a very exciting partner, who can see the benefits of 

outsourcing. We look forward to welcome tdC´s staff into our organisation, where i think they soon 

will be at home”, said managing director of iss facility services A/s, Allan Aebischer when the contract 

was signed. With the agreement iss take over the direct management responsibility of 85 tdC em-

ployees, but the entire contract implies approx. 500 employees. the tdC employees are ensured job 

guarantee for a minimum of two years in the new agreement. 

dr enters into A ContrACt With iss ABout serviCe in dr Byen

iss facility services A/s must perform a number of services for dr when dr consolidates its activities 

in Copenhagen in dr Byen in ørested at Amager. the contract includes among other things the serv-

ice of a staff restaurant, a public dr restaurant, a bistro, a kiosk and tasks within building service in dr 

Byen; among other things cleaning, window cleaning, renovation, fire fighting and guard functions. 

5.4.3 tEchnical DuE DiligEncE in cowi

teChniCAl due diligenCe

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

CoWi A/s 

denmark 

Consulting 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

Company transfer of staff and due diligence 

technical due diligence investigations in northern europe 

due diligence, environment, company transfer, commercial building, 

benchmarking

Due Diligence in general

Due Diligence is an investigation which are made in connection with fusion and company 

acquirements.

A systematic Due Diligence investigation is usually implemented on behalf of the management 

of the acquiring company and will ensure that the management will not later experience un-

pleasant surprises in the company acquired (the asset). Furthermore the Due Diligence investi-

gation supplies the acquirer with information of the asset and its possibilities.

The size of the Due Diligence investigation is organised in each case from the customer´s de-

mands and needs. It is important that the acquirer on an early stage of the acquisition proc-

ess involve his consultants. Usually lawyers, accountants as well as technical consultants are 

involved in the process.
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lessons leArnt

increased transaction speed need internationalisation•	

differs from other types of consulting: many parties involved from specialists to data collectors •	

and secretary. the participants are distributed in various places in the organisation and will be 

picked out for the present task, which demands a flexible organisation

time is a crucial factor, sometimes down to 1-2 days as a frame, why high demands are made as •	

to method and systematic

the cases have many shared characteristics – all tasks are started, implemented and closed within •	

a short period of time, unlike other consulting tasks

the combination of experienced specialists and younger employees gives a good professional •	

network and learning and knowledge across the organisation

the manager of a due diligence investigation must good knowledge about the organisation and •	

networking and be able to act fast, precise and informative. Confidentiality and good customer 

relations are necessary

intensive knowledge to local legislation concerning building and environment are absolutely nec-•	

essary

Shapes of Due Diligence:

• Legal

 °  Checks and evaluates existing contracts and agreements within the company, for in-

stance pension schemes, retirement benefit plans, trade agreements

• Intellectual Property (IP)

 ° Checks whether the company has rights to patents and trademarks, duration etc.

• Financial

 °  Economical and financial conditions, money flow, bookkeeping and accounting pro-

cedures, budgets and estimates, tax, VAT, customs duty, charges and information sys-

tems

• Commercial

 °  Among others things contributes with part of the basis for decisions such as strategic 

possibilities of development, commercial, competitive position, market, organisation-

al and managerial risk exposure and terms of agreement and price and clients

• Cultural

 °  Checks and estimates the company cultures, which are to be merged – staff and manag-

ers, staff affairs, personnel culture and values

• Technical (TDD)

 °  Estimates the company´s technical assets, for instance the production facilities, build-

ings, property and operating organisation

• Environmental (EDD)

 °  Exposes if there are environmental problems about pollution or the like and demands 

from the authorities, including the historical data of the asset

• Vendor

 °  Is on the vendor´s side and exposes the circumstances before the company is put up 

for sale, for instances forces and weaknesses and possible solutions of problems within 

the company

Decision of acquirement or takeover of a company is a high risk area. There are a number of 

circumstances which later may imply that a transaction will prove to be a bad investment, thus 

it is of great importance to implement a professional and adapted Due Diligence process.

The Due Diligence investigation serves to collect and test information of the company and to 

give the acquirer knowledge about the company´s circumstances for the use of evaluation, ac-

The objective of the 

investigation
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complishment of acquirement negotiations and structuring and integration of the company 

after the handover. Usually the investigation includes an evaluation of the asset in relation to 

buildings, environment, organisation, IT and sales and distribution.

It must beforehand be decided which areas the investigation should include, which work meth-

ods that will be used at the completion of the investigation within each area and the character 

and size of the reporting. It is particularly important to decide to limit the size of the investiga-

tion.

Usually there is short time from the first contact among acquirer and vendor until the com-

plete Due Diligence examination must be available. Hence it is important that an investigation 

team is constructed consisting of lawyers, accountants, consultants and acquirer´s staff, and 

that it is determined who has the responsibility for the completion of the examinations in each 

field, and the coordination and the reporting of the investigation results.

Unlike the single investigations, the coordination among the advisers is of absolute necessity. 

Everyone must contribute to value to the client. An intensive knowledge to the client´s use of 

the provided data is necessary to be able to deliver contributions to the transaction process.

The implementation itself is often divided into four phases: 

The preliminary examination must expose whether there are circumstances which may 1. 

cause that the deal is not fulfilled, whether there are significant changes in the negotia-

tion procedure, or there are conditions which may cause that the expected reports cannot 

be given

The data compilation must be able to verify vendor´s information, answer the questions 2. 

asked by the acquirer and form the basis of reporting important information at the use of 

acquirer´s decision of acquisition. The size of the data compilation depends on the present 

situation

Analysis and interpretation may include revision, assessment and review, special investiga-3. 

tions and counselling 

The reporting make the basis for the further procedure of the contract negotiations and of 4. 

the procedure of the implementation phase

In connection to Due Diligence of production companies there is often a need for or demands of 

investigating environmental conditions. The environmental examination includes collection 

of overall information about the company´s environmental conditions and risks in relation to 

the following areas:

Potential environmental obligations• 

The company´s obey of the environmental legislation• 

The consequences of a possible expected new environmental legislation in relation to pro-• 

duction and sale

Need of guarantees in connection with environmental conditions• 

Need of required environmental investments• 

The environmental conditions´ consequences to the company´s commercial and financial                        • 

circumstances

The size and character of the environmental investigation is in each case agreed with the client. 

At environmental Due Diligence is for instance identified:

Need for and evaluation of technical investigations of possible soil pollution from former • 

activities

Cases pending (directions, limits of disposal etc.)• 

Environmental estimation of techniques, technology and product range• 

Phases in the investiga-

tion

Environmental circum-

stances

The size of the investi-

gation

The composition of 

teams
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Environmental estimation of the chemicals and carriers, which are used in the produc-• 

tion

Existing and possible future environmental requirements from important customer • 

groups

Estimation of the need for and size of environmental mapping and environmental man-• 

agement in the company

The Due Diligence report includes a survey of the environmental conditions and also an ac-

count which may be the basis of the management´s decisions, including whether further tech-

nical investigations must be done. Furthermore, the report includes advices, recommendations 

and guidance to the client.

There is focus on environmental conditions, both in relation to production and products. Unex-

posed conditions in the production and about existing pollution of soil and environment will 

later on become very expensive.

Technical Due Diligence

Implementation of Due Diligence investigations is resource demanding, and most companies 

have a need for assistance during the Due Diligence period. Below is described COWI´s han-

dling of Technical Due Diligence (TDD) at property (portfolio) acquirement, and a normal pro-

cedure is described.

“Due Diligence – The process of conducting a walk through and appropriate inquiries into a physical condition 

of a commercial real estate´s improvements, usually in connection with commercial real estate transaction. 

The degree and type of such survey or inquiry may vary for different properties and different purposes”.

Standard guide for property condition assessment: baseline property condition assessment process E 2018-01.

COWI

COWI´s task stretches from the classical art of civil engineering art via environment to modern 

social and economical analyses. COWI´s consulting is versatile, from technical engineering to 

environment and economics – the 3 E´s: Engineering-Environment-Economy.

COWI´s technical engineering includes among other things structural and building engineer-

ing, soil engineering, machine engineering, electrical and process engineering and also a 

number of general technical fields such as logistics, risk analysis and IT.

Within the environmental field COWI for instance work with biology, hydrology and work en-

vironment, and also environmental chemistry, environmental techniques and environmental 

management.

fACts ABout CoWi A/s

CoWi is a leading international consulting company with headquarters in denmark

Work with technical engineering, environment and social economies all over the world

12 regional offices all over denmark

3.500 employees, including professions like engineers, biologists, geologists, economists, land sur-

veyors, anthropologists, sociologists and architects

since the establishment in 1930 CoWi has participated in more than 50.000 projects in 175 countries

When CoWi solves consulting and design tasks it is with a thorough local knowledge, but they concur-

rently may also use the entire concern´s international experience
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When COWI solves tasks within social economics they cover macro economics, financing, so-

ciology, anthropology and geography, and also all disciplines within traffic, region and city 

planning.

COWI works across work fields and borders. They create coherent solutions to the clients in 

combing interdisciplinarity with general competence within management and administration, 

presentation and natural science.

Technical Due Diligence must ensure the best possible basis to complete a successful property 

transaction. COWI´s consulting relates to fusions, acquisition and sales. The most important 

task within TDD is to minimize uncertainty at the transaction.

The goal to the consulting is to ensure a solid commercial basis to investments in real estate. 

They combine a detailed knowledge to the real estate market with thorough knowledge to the 

building legislation of the country and a broad spectrum of technical competences to mini-

mize risk and to create security to the client in connection with a real estate transaction. Due 

Diligence reports are made, both to vendors (Vendor’s Due Diligence) and to purchasers – but 

of course not in the same case.

Because of COWI´s size and presence throughout Denmark and their international network 

of subsidiary companies and partners they are able to perform Due Diligence with a short no-

tice in Denmark and in most of the world. They provide professional and effective consulting, 

which implies the entire transaction process, and for instance they create value by:

Identifying and estimating the aspects connected to the property, which may imply extra • 

costs, including present and future authority demands in the shape of fire, asbestos, PCB 

(polychloriding biphenyles), refrigerants, energy demands (EMO) etc.

Estimating the property´s development potential within the settings of local planning and • 

building regulations

Actively to be included in and contributing to transaction counselling• 

Creating an overview of the property´s maintenance needs, including the efficiency of • 

the installations. A maintenance budget to the property is made, and continuous operat-

ing expenses and future investments are determined (CAPEX). The budget is benchmarked 

against a cost index to similar buildings

Creating an overview of the profits to maintain or renovate the building• 

Eventually the operating organisation and future possibility to optimal building operation • 

are estimated

Full discretion is a necessity when you are involved in a property transaction. Usually a declara-

tion of secrecies is made, and all data are kept with the consultant so they in the future will be 

able to retrieve data for later use of the client.

The market to property deal in Europe has in general an enormous potential. The transaction 

volume is at present increased with 20% per year, and there is annually sold property to more 

than Eur 100 billion in the EU. There is a general tendency to more international actors, who 

make transactions across borders. 

The speed at which the transactions must be finished is also increased, and there is seen as a 

consultant an increased expectation of shorter response time. This implies that the consult-

ants to be a trustworthy partner must have a high alert, or in other words, they must have 

many employees who in short notice are ready to be acquainted with TDD, and to finish it. The 

interaction with the remaining counsellors makes demands to communication and flexibility. 

Due Diligence with a 

short notice

Technical Due Dili-

gence at commercial 

building

Confidentiality

The market and the 

staff
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Therefore COWI has dedicated employees who know the clients´ demands and the transaction 

process, and who have insight in local building legislation and international standards, but 

who also work with other tasks, and who in average estimate to spend 30% of their time on 

TDD. It is furthermore necessary with an international network which may support the process 

in connection with international tasks. 

COWI finished in 2006 approx. 200 Technical Due Diligence investigations in Denmark, Nor-

way, Sweden, Russia, Germany, Finland, Poland and Lithuania.

Case – anonymised

One of COWI´s clients telephone and tell that a Swedish portfolio is about to be bought. The 

client has signed a preliminary buying contract with the seller, and they now have a month or 

so to implement all investigations.

Engineers, real estate agents and lawyers in parallel initiate their investigations to discover if:

The income aspect is correct• 

The lease aspects is ensured• 

Extra possibilities in the buildings• 

Environmental conditions• 

Building conditions• 

Future expenses• 

From COWI is contacted to the first inspection begin 5 days passes, during which they have pos-

sibilities to mobilise. This is done by mailing the circle of trained surveyors, who are situated in 

the offices all over Denmark and Norway, and also to the Swedish partners. They furthermore 

have a team of pensioned employees, who still would like to contribute, and they are also very 

experienced. In COWI they have no written senior politics – they consider the seniors as an 

active group, who, if not stopped by grandchildren, hobbies or other, still want to assist their 

younger COWI colleagues and our clients using their thorough knowledge.

The inspection teams are made with emphasis on the fact that the members come from differ-

ent offices – this increase the cooperation and maximise the internal knowledge sharing. It is 

on the projects that the networks among the staff are created, developed and maintained.

The case includes 34 buildings – 220.000 m2 in the middle of Sweden, 4½ hours from Copen-

hagen.

Both environmental people and building technicians begin the preparations. Data are jointly 

collected from the municipalities in which the buildings are situated. Sales processes and old 

reports are investigated through desktop studies. Report paradigms are made by secretaries, 

and as much information as possible are incorporated into each report.

Inspections are now planned, and arrangements are made with contact persons. Afterwards 

parallel inspections are made at several sites at a time, and 7 days after the first inspection all 

sites are visited, thoroughly photographed, and staff in the buildings has been interviewed.

Parallel to the site inspection the report writing is started with focus on economy and each 

point which may put a stop to the transaction, which absolutely necessary works/damage re-

pairs are found in the buildings, and which works are recommended to be carried out in the 

foreseeable future (0-5 years). The economy is continuously reported to the client, as it is in-

cluded as an important part of the total transaction process. They typically find defects of the 

roof constructions, defects which often may be quite expensive.
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The historic use of the site is also important, and it is described in the environmental Due 

Diligence – here they have experienced that circumstances which were found during the en-

vironmental inspection has resulted in further investigations, and has ultimately resulted in 

giving up the deal.

If the transaction is stopped it is according to COWI´s clients mostly due to discoveries in the 

environmental Due Diligence, or because the lawyers find problems as to the lease agreements. 

However it is seldom that transactions are stopped. 

The report writing is made by each surveyor, and the secretaries gather all contributions. When 

the report is gathered it will be sent for review at the surveyors, who will mark possible obvious 

deficits. When they have been corrected the adapted report will be sent to quality control with 

a trained colleague. This may once again cause contact to surveyors with a view to clarifying 

remarks.

The hence now corrected report will at last be sent to approval with all responsible persons. 

Here a last review is made, and corrections and finally the draft is sent to the client approx. 3 

weeks after the first telephone call.

COWI´s Due Diligence reports are now included as part of the transaction process. The client 

examines the reports and may present demands as to building changes due to modified use of 

the buildings. However this is rare, and usually something the client himself will handle after 

the transaction in question.

The goal to the reports is to create clarity and to minimise doubt among vendor and client. This 

was succeeded in the deal in question. The demands to COWI as contributor can be expressed 

very short, as one of their clients did. The good consultant must be:

fAst – ACCurAte – inforMAtive

This concerns COWI and all other companies who work within the transaction market. They 

must all have understanding and respect to others. Engineers, real estate agents and lawyers 

must have an intense understanding to the client´s total transaction process to be able to de-

liver value.

References

Interview with Stig Lohmann-Devantier August 30th, 2007)

Materials received from Stig Lohmann-Devantier, Chief Project Manager, COWI August 29th and 

September 28th, 2007 

Information from: www.cowi.dk; SLD@cowi.dk

www.wikipedia.org.
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5.5 Segregation of fm activitieS

This theme includes a case about:

NNS (Novo Nordisk Servicepartner), which has been segregated as a FM subsidiary company • 

from Novo Nordisk and has undergone a development with service of external customers 

and primarily to become an internal ordering function.

DynaMate who is a subsidiary company to the lorry manufacturer Scania in Sweden, and • 

who provides technical production support to both Scania and other production compa-

nies.

5.5.1 novo norDisk sErvicEPartnEr as an inDEPEnDEnt coMPany

Case object

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

novo nordisk servicepartner (nns) 

denmark 

Medical company (novo nordisk) 

facilities service provider activities 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

segregation of fM activities 

optimising fM by establishing a subsidiary company

Company establishment, outsourcing, orderer/provider, cultural differ-

ences

Background

Novo Nordisk (NN) is one of Denmark´s leading industry companies and the world largest pro-

ducer of diabetes products. The company story derives from 1922. Today NN has production in 

7 countries and offices in 78 countries all over the world. Most of the production is however 

still in Denmark, at 5 locations on Zealand. In the beginning of the 1990´ies NN went through a 

development from spreading its activities to focus on its core activities. This resulted in disposal 

of some subsidiary companies, for instance Ferrosan, and closing down of some activities, for 

instance within basic research.

lessons leArnt

if a company after segregation must be competitive, it must have the necessary degree liberty 

the ordering function and the provider function have partly opposite interests, which may be difficult 

to handle within a shared organisation

variations as to the culture within the core activity and support functions may have a great impor-

tance to cooperation relations and considerations as to outsourcing

not just internal conditions but the market´s maturity as well ought to be included in considerations 

as to outsourcing

fACts ABout novo nordisk A/s 

ownership: 

Associated company: 

subsidiary companies: 

Products: 

staff: 

turnover: 

homepage:

novo A/s (holding) 

novozymes A/s (enzymes) 

nns and nne A/s (technical consulting) and nnit A/s (it) 

diabetes treatment and Biopharmaceuticals 

21.000 of which 13.000 in denmark in 2005 

eur 4 billion in 2004 

www.novonordisk.dk
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fACts ABout novo nordisk serviCePArtner A/s

ownership: 

Products: 

task portfolio: 

staff: 

turnover: 

novo A/s (see the above textbox)) 

All kind of fM services 

200 buildings at 550.000 m2 and 5 sites at 1.3 million m2 

600 in 2005 

eur 66 billion in 2004

After this process NN started to examine the company´s support functions where they over 

time had built up a thorough own production. It included for instance catering, cleaning, office 

equipment, building maintenance, driving, space maintenance, guard and education. These 

functions were de-centrally organised at each production site. They were consolidated in 1994, 

and subsequently in 1996 a rationalisation project was implemented to make the support func-

tions visible, and it appeared that they represented a total annual cost of Eur 460 million. On 

basis of this it was decided that the functions were to be centralised, and 20% of the costs had 

to be saved.

This led to establishment of Novo Nordisk Servicepartner (NNS), which in 1999 became a 100% 

owned subsidiary company under NN. 

Core and support activities

Delivery of services from NNS were to be managed through a customer/provider relation, in 

which the size of the provider´s services were to be decided by the customers, and in which the 

efficiency with NNS were to be ensured through competition with other providers. Establish-

ment of NNS as a company should heighten the awareness within NNS of the role as provider 

and make possible that NNS would be able to sell the services externally.

There have been considerations as to sell-off of NNS, but this had not become a reality. NNS 

was never allowed to accept tasks in order to have a turnover of more than 5% outside the 

Novo group. In 2000 NN was divided, as Novozymes A/S was segregated as associated company. 

NNS continued as provider for both NN and Novozymes, but in 2005 the services from NNS to 

Novozymes are delegated to for instance Johnson Controls, and after that NNS has mainly NN as 

a customer. The management in NN works as board of directors to NNS, and the management 

in NNS refer to the management in NN. 

Since the establishment of NNS as a company it has appeared that the original thoughts about 

competition between NNS and other providers and sale from NNS to other customers than NN 

has not been possible with the previous structure. Thus NNS is about to change strategy to de-

liver to NN alone, and primarily to act as a orderer of services without own production except 

as to services which are looked upon as critical to NN. Below is accounted for the problems to 

the previous solution, and which considerations had led to the changed strategy.

The previous structure of NNS

NNS was until now divided into a ordering function and a provider function with shared man-

agement and staff. The ordering function´s task is to buy services to the right price and qual-

ity, and it must therefore identify the customers´ needs, analyse possible solutions, select pro-

viders and supervise the delivery with the administration attached. The tasks of the provider 

function are to produce services within canteen, cleaning, reception, building operation and 

maintenance etc. The ordering function not only orders from external providers but also act 

as a orderer to the internal provider function in NNS, but especially in technical fields a major 

part of the sale is direct among the customer and the technical provider functions without the 

involvement of the ordering function. The number of employees was 600 in 2005 with approx. 

200 in the ordering function and approx. 400 in the provider function.
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The problem as to this structure is that the ordering and provider functions basically have 

different interests. The goal of the ordering function is to minimise the costs to the customer 

on the basis of given quality levels and delivery terms, whereas the provider function wants to 

increase its turnover and profit. As NNS is measured on the total result of both functions the 

conflicting roles imply a hidden internal conflict in NNS.

The reason to this conflict can be related to the fact that they at establishment of NNS segre-

gated the entire competence in relation to the ordering function from NN to NNS. Hence it is 

now primarily persons from production and economical functions in NN who negotiate with 

the ordering function in NNS, but they cannot distinguish the ordering function from the pro-

vider function in NNS, especially when the services are performed by NNS itself. Hence NN does 

not see the ordering function in NNS as an impartial counsellor. This has in some cases caused 

creation of double client/ordering functions and double provider functions of the services. 

It is furthermore characteristic – that there are large cultural differences between the order-

ing function, which originally is academic administrative oriented, and the provider function, 

which primarily is based on workmen and unskilled. The ordering function is culturally seen 

more close to NN, which is the largest academic workplace in Denmark, hence there are similar 

large cultural differences among NN and the provider function in NNS. These differences are 

elaborated on in the table below.

The table on the next page provides an overview of the service, which NNS orders and produces 

internally.

The competition terms of NNS

There are a number of reasons why NNS was not successful in the external market. The com-

mon characteristic is that NNS is still managed as part of the Novo concern, and has not been 

given freedom to act as an independent service company.

This concerns not at least wage and terms of employment, to which NNS has not been given in-

dependent negotiation status. NN has a long tradition to take much consideration to the hourly 

paid staff in the shape of good wage agreements, job guarantee and generally good terms of em-

ployment. NN´s management has, in fear of conflicts within the hourly paid which may inflict 

NN, insisted on common wage negotiations as to the hourly paid in NN and NNS.

This implied that the wage of a cleaning employee in NNS was 25% higher than with the ex-

ternal suppliers. Besides the work pace is 100 in NNS, whereas the normal within the cleaning 

business is 130 (work pace is the physical energy, which is made by cleaning, and it express the 

speed, in which the work is performed). Furthermore NNS must provide 1 year maternity leave 

with full pay and other staff benefits as well, which very much stand out from the terms, which 

cultural DifferenceS among nn anD the proviDer function in nnS

 novo nordisk the provider function in nnS

Branch Medical service

Market global local

staff Academic/administrative Workmen/unskilled

important businesslike  

parameters	 •	Development	of	new	medicaments	 •	Efficiency	(costs)

	 •	Supply	security	 •	Service	minded

	 •		Operation/documentation	of	 

production 
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the competitors offer their staff. This situation led to the fact that NNS felt obliged to close the 

cleaning function except from sterile cleaning. The redundant hourly paid staff in NNS was of-

fered jobs in NN, primarily in the production. 

Lack of competitiveness has been a problem for other employees in NNS although not to the 

same extent. The sales hourly rate to workmen in NNS was between Eur 60 and Eur 70 in 2004 

whereas with the competitors it was between Eur 40 and Eur 65. This was mostly due to a lower 

number of debited hours per staff in NNS and higher management and administration over-

head due to forced use of concern systems etc. 

ServiceS which nnS orDerS anD proDuceS internally

   internally

field  Service ordered produced

service  Access and personnel registration X  X 

 Clothing service  X  

 Catering  X  (X) 

 Central goods reception X  X 

 Moving service  X  

 office cleaning  X  

 laboratory cleaning  X  X 

 sterile cleaning X  X 

 Copying X  

 transportation  X  

 Plant service  X  

 Post  X  X 

 reception and telephone exchange X  X 

 travelling  X  

 Waste X  (X) 

 grounds maintenance  X  (X) 

 hazardous goods  X  X 

 guard  X  X 

 Procurement X  

 strategic procurement X  

 laboratory washing-up  X  X 

 laboratory duties X  X 

 toXido – data bank to dangerous substances X X

technique  Building service/maintenance  X  (X) 

 electricity  X  X 

 energy supply  X  X 

 fine mechanic workshop  X  X 

 glass workshop X  

 smith and engineering work shop X  X 

 Plumbing X  

 Autoclaves X  X 

 Building Management system X  X 

 refrigeration X  X 

 thermo grafeing  X  X 

 Pressure loaded systems  X  X 

 ventilation  X  X 

 technical Projects and documentation  X X

 Ce-marking  X 
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Another field in which the cohesion to NN has created unsuitable competition terms to NNS 

is the administrative systems. NN uses the internationally wide spread ERP system (Enterprise 

Resource Planning system) SAP as the general administrative IT system, and NNS must also 

use it. It is a problem, that the system is adapted to the needs of NN as a production company, 

and hence does not meet the needs of NNS as a service company. In NN sale and costs are man-

aged within two different part systems, and NNS has no access to NN´s sales system, who NNS 

must register its sale in the cost system. This implies that NNS cannot treat the sale efficiently 

or print an invoice, which inform the customer of the finished work and the cost. This helps 

supporting the ideas of NNS as an internal unit rather than an external provider among the 

customers in NN.

These circumstances are all contributing to the fact, that NNS cannot compete with external 

providers and obtain tasks for external customers. That NNS has been able to keep the tasks for 

NN is because NN does not act like a normal customer. The management of NN realise, that NNS 

does not have the same terms as external competitors, and that stopping a service will imply 

that the function in question in NNS has to be shut down. This situation is not likely to be per-

manent in the long run, and for some time both NN´s and NNS´ management have considered 

which way they are going towards.

Internal or external performance

One of the considerations has been whether they want own production at all in NNS or should 

establish criteria to the kind of services they ought to maintain internally. They have among 

other things used the matrix in the figure below in the considerations. It divides services partly 

in approximation or importance of the services in relation to the core activity, partly in relation 

to the complexity or the provider´s possibility to define the quality. In both dimensions the 

services are fit into a continuum between low and high.

QuAlity MAnAgeMent in CustoMer/Provider relAtions

high

loW high

density/
importance 
to core

the customer defines quality
need of documentation
(standards and dynamics)

the customer defines quality
(standards)

Complexity/the provider´s possibility to define quality

shared development and definition of quality

the provider defines quality

It is primarily services that fit into the upper left corner of the diagram where it is obvious to 

maintain an own production. This concerns NNS as to sterile cleaning, where quality and docu-

mentation demands are determined by product and production, whereas office cleaning as a 

standardised service fit into lower left corner. As an example of a service that fit in the upper 

right corner with shared development and definition of quality can be mentioned laundering, 

in which NNS cooperates with an external specialist. Technical building operation is a similar 

example of a service that fit in the lower right corner, where the provider very much define the 

quality on the basis of professional competence.

Other elements must as well be fit in a total evaluation. This is not at least related to the de-

velopment of the market as to the service in question, and what the market may offer. Hence 
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sterile cleaning is a rather specialised service with demands for special competences. In spite of 

the fact that there are other medical companies, hospitals etc., who must have a similar need, 

the question is whether there are provider companies with sufficient expertise within such 

an area. Cultural circumstances may also play a part. In relation to a production process with 

hourly paid production staff, a service culture with sterile cleaning may not stand out, whereas 

it may be more strange in a development laboratory dominated by academics.

The result of the considerations in NN and NNS has presently led to the ongoing tightening as 

to which services will be own produced. There are constant evaluations about this.

The client function internal or in own company

The position of the ordering in NNS has as mentioned contributed to the fact that there to a 

certain extent has been built up a double client/ordering function and double control of the 

services. With the closing down of most provider functions in NNS there might in principle be 

more possibilities that the ordering in NSS to a greater extent may appear as a neutral counsel-

lor to NN, and thus remove the basis of double functions.

Naturally it might be considered if there continuously are fair reasons to maintain NNS as a 

separate company and in stead integrate NNS as a proper internal client function. By doing this 

they would for instance save company accounts and doubling of staff functions. However NN 

wanted to maintain NNS as an independent company, in which the visibility of the costs for the 

support functions are maintained. The development within the support functions´ connection 

to NN is shown in the figure below.

Model 1 shows the situation before segregation of NNS as an independent company, where the 

client function and most provider functions has been internal in NN. Model 2 shows the solu-

tion till now, where NNS has managed most ordering and provider functions. Model 3 shows 

the future solution, where NNS primarily manages the client function, whereas most provider 

functions are external.

nn And suPPort funCtions Before nns, With nns As till noW, And in future

Model 1

nn

nn orderer /  
Provider

eXternAl Provider eXternAl Provider

eXternAl Provider

nns orderer

nns orderer

Model 2

nn

Model 3

nn

orderer
+  selected provider 

functions

Core activities

support activities
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Sources and references

The above case is based on information received from vice chief executive Verner Bentzen and 

former unit manager Flemming Wulff Hansen, NNS at a meeting January 13th, 2006 and subse-

quent correspondence and the references below:

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2004): Fra afdeling til aktieselskab – og til ? (From unit to company – and to?). 

MBA thesis, May 14th, 2004

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2005): Eksempel på organisering af en FM organisation (An example of or-

ganising a FM organisation). Presentation at post-qualifying education of building owner compe-

tences, Byggecentrum, June 9th, 2005

5.5.2 DynaMatE DElivErs tEchnical ProDuction suPPort to scania

Case object

Companies: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

dynaMate as subsidiary company to scania 

sweden 

Production of lorries (scania) 

technical production support (dynaMate) 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

segregation of fM activities 

expansive support company with a strong customer association 

Production, company establishment, maintenance

Background

“How is it to be owned by the biggest customer and work with FM? It´s a hell, if you don´t do 

well”. In this way managing director Stefan Palskog introduced a presentation about DynaMate 

at a Nordic FM conference in Stockholm, September 2005. DynaMate is a subsidiary company 

which is owned by and has been segregated from the lorry producer Scania in Sweden. Dyna-

Mate provides technical production support mainly to Scania, but increasingly to other indus-

trial companies in Sweden as well.

This case gives the background to the establishment of DynaMate and presents the highly ex-

pansive development which the company has undergone and also how the company cooperates 

with its customers and work in improving its own processes.

lessons leArnt

As a subsidiary company and provider to the mother company you must be highly aware of the •	

mother company´s various needs and expectations as customer and as owner

As provider with a long-termed cooperation you must “walk the customer´s talk”•	

 it is not necessarily the most cost-heavy services that have the largest quality effect to the cus-•	

tomer

to dynaMate it is the whole within the delivery which is their strength•	

When you work with long-term relationships it is crucial that there is good business within the •	

collaboration, both to customer and provider

the development of the collaboration with provider and customer begin with focus on savings, •	

focus on good service, and finally focus on knowledge

only when the provider is able to deliver knowledge to improve the customer´s production you •	

can speak of the fact, that the provider creates added value to the customer
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fACts ABout sCAniA AB

established: 

Products: 

head quarters: 

homepages:

1891 

heavy lorries, busses and motors 

södertälje 

www.scania.com and www.scania.se 

fACts ABout dynAMAte AB

established: 

ownership: 

turnover: 

staff: 

homepage:

2001 

subsidiary company 100% owned by scania AB 

eur 200 million (2006) 

1.189 (december 2006) 

www.dynamate.se

Core and support activities

Scania is one of the largest industrial companies in Sweden with a history of more than 100 

years. The company is among the leading producers of lorries and busses and has a world wide 

production system. Measured in relation to the profitability Scania is the most successful pro-

ducer within the branch, and for more than the last 70 years the company has made a profit 

every year. The production is based on a modular product system and a lean concept.

In 1992 Scania defined its core activities to be marketing, development and production, and in 

connection to this Scania Partner AB was established as a subsidiary company for handling of 

support functions. At first the goal with establishment of Scania Partner was to reduce the costs 

for the support functions. From the beginning Scania Partner had about 400 employees, and 

after a decline due to rationalisations during the first year, they recorded a vague increase, both 

as to staff and turnover, thus in 2000 they had 500 employees. And the turnover had almost 

been tripled after a strong increase late in the period.

In the beginning Scania Partner only had Scania as a customer, but after some years they began 

working with other customers to maintain competences. They decided to focus on production 

maintenance to be able to be closer to the customer. It began in 1998 with design tasks.

During the first years Scania Partner had only activities in Södertälje by Stockholm in connec-

tion to Scania´s headquarters, but in 1999 they also set up in Falun in southern Sweden, as they 

took over some former internal functions at one of Scania´s production facilities.

In 2000 Scania Partner consisted of the following units and number of employees:

Managing director with secretariat• 

Economy – 10 persons• 

Staff – 2 persons• 

Training Partner (education) – 42 persons• 

Assistance Partner (office support) – 43 persons• 

Health and Event Partner – 43 persons• 

Tool Partner – 66 persons• 

Technology Partner – 292 persons• 

DynaMate

DynaMate was established in May 2001 by a transformation of Scania Partner. A large number 

of Scania Partner´s tasks were transferred to the mother company, and DynaMate only carried 

on tasks with technical production support, which implied the functions Tool Partner and 
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Technology Partner from the former subsidiary company. As shown above these functions in-

cluded in total 335 employees in the year 2000, and it was obviously the largest functions with 

in total 2/3 of the 500 employees in Scania Partner.

The background was that Volvo beforehand had considerations of acquiring Scania. In connec-

tion to this Scania Partner was benchmarked with Celero, who at that time was Volvo´s FM 

subsidiary company (later Celero has been acquired by Coor Service Management). ABB had ear-

lier shown interest in acquiring Scania Partner, and after Volvo was refused to acquire Scania, 

Siemens showed interest in acquiring the technology partner unit of Scania Partner. A Letter of 

Intent was drawn up, but the end result was in stead the establishment of DynaMate.

Since then DynaMate has expanded heavily. As early as 2001 they took over maintenance of the 

motor and transmission production with 100 employees from Scania. In 2005 DynaMate took 

over both building and production maintenance in Oskarshamn with 170 employees, and pro-

duction and tool maintenance in Luleå with 75 employees from Scania.

DynaMate has finished a single project with Scania in the Netherlands, besides that they only 

operate in Sweden, and they are now situated in 5 regions: Falun/Borlänge, Oskarshamn, Sibb-

hult, and Luleå. Furthermore DynaMate has acquired 2 subsidiary companies, who work within 

similar areas. Mektek AB is a contractor company who specialises in establishment and change 

of technical systems and installations in production companies. Industriassistans AB is a con-

tractor and service company, who in 1978 began to perform air handling for Scania, and to-

day work primarily with technical building contracts and property service. The last subsidiary 

company – DynaMate IntraL and AB – was established January 2007 at segregation of some of 

DynaMate´s activities in logistics.

The number of employees in DynaMate has increased from 448 in December 2001 to far more 

than twice with 1.189 in December 2006. Approx. 20% is office staff. The development in the 

number of employees from 2001 to 2006 is shown in the table below, divided in work fields 

and stating the change from 2001 to 2006. Production service is the largest work field and has 

increased almost like the total number of employees. Packaging has grown the most and repre-

sented in 2006 the second largest field, whereas buildings represented the third largest field.

Correspondingly the turnover has increased from Eur 75.000 in 2001 to Eur 210 billion in 2006, 

and DynaMate expects a continued growth, so that they will be around Eur 320 billion in 2010.

function 2001 1002 2003 2004 2005 2006 growth

Buildings 57  80  78  92  121  127  223% 

Production service  201  214  231  257  484  501  249% 

Projects  39  46  53  60  59  56  144% 

tool  59  70  73  83  82  94  159% 

Packaging 31  133  148  160  158  162  523% 

transports 37  39  41  41  43  47  127% 

Mektek AB   37  59  102  94  81  

industriassistans AB     54  62  69  

energisystem Media      5  8  

others  25  40  41  36  35  44  

total  448  659  724  885  1.143  1.189  265%
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The cooperation among DynaMate and the customers

Within production maintenance Scania is the far most dominating customer. There is just 2-3% 

of the turnover with other customers. Yet, this is expected to change soon, as Scania is about 

to move their installation from Sibbhult and Falun, but the production is continued with sub-

contractors. DynaMate expect to continue to manage the production maintenance to Scania´s 

future subcontractors.

DynaMate has along with Scania agreed what is production maintenance, and what is building 

maintenance for each site.

Within building maintenance Scania has 85% of the turnover. Agreements include both short 

term maintenance and long term maintenance, and they usually work with fixed price agree-

ments, but they also have some function based agreements. DynaMate has as provider the risk 

of damage, yet within certain limits. The duration of the agreements with Scania are three-year. 

DynaMate has a five-year agreement with the industrial company SSAB, which produces special 

steel.

Within the field of industry related projects Scania has more than 95% of the turnover. Further-

more DynaMate has a large project in Falun for Ericson Cables.

Within the field of special tools Scania has more than 90% of the turnover, but DynaMate has a 

long term goal to increase the share outside Scania.

Within the field of energy DynaMate has more than 30% of the turnover outside Scania. They 

have a philosophy that you are able to do a lot within the energy field without making invest-

ments. As example, in Södertälje they achieved to fulfil a goal, which was set in 1997, to reduce 

the costs for heating energy by half during 3 years. First and foremost this was done by trim-

ming the systems.

DynaMate believes that it is the whole of the delivery which is their strength. They highly em-

phasize to develop long term relation to their customers. For instance they do not wish to act 

alone as a consultant, but they will take on counselling tasks to a customer in a test period. It 

is crucial that there is good business within the collaboration, to both customer and provider 

on the long term.

As a subsidiary company of the largest customer it is crucial to DynaMate to understand Scania´s 

needs and expectations, both as owner and customer. As customer Scania want high quality at 

the lowest possible price, whereas Scania as owner want the best possible economic result.

As a provider it is crucial to be aware of the fact, that it is not necessarily the most cost demand-

ing services which has the highest quality effect with the customer. In his presentation Septem-

ber 2005 Stefan Palskog showed the difference among the relative cost distribution to facilities 

originating from project management, preventive maintenance, correcting maintenance and 

energy management to the corresponding distribution of the quality effect on customer, as 

shown in the figure below.
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According to the figure project management has a much larger quality effect to the customer 

than corresponding to the cost share, whereas it is opposite to energy management. Thus ener-

gy savings may have a large economical significance to the customer, but the customer does not 

have the experience that it influences the production as to quality. On the other hand project 

management has a rather high quality effect as it directly implies improvements in the produc-

tion. Preventive maintenance and to a less degree correcting maintenance has correspondingly 

a higher quality effect in relation to their cost share.

This has a connection to the way in which the cooperation among provider and customer de-

velop, according to Stefan Palskog. It begin with a cost saving focus (cost provider), to focus on 

provide good service (service provider), and finally to provide knowledge. It is only when the 

provider is capable of providing knowledge to improve the customer’s production that the pro-

vider creates added value to the customer.

DynaMate´s core values

DynaMate´s overall value objective is:

“We ensure the availability for our customers´ production“.

This is specified in the following four values with matching sub points:

At first the customers:

We are actively present• 

We know the conditions of the production• 

We understand the customers´ priorities• 

We keep our promises• 

Act long-term:

We constantly develop our work methods• 

We think operational reliability• 
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We eliminate sloppy work• 

We value long-term relations• 

We think and act businesslike• 

Our motivation leads to progress:

We develop the customer• 

We learn and learn from each other• 

We take responsibility and solve problems• 

We dare to investigate• 

We get paid • 

We are in place:

I am there when needed• 

I do my best• 

I do not let anybody down• 

Development in DynaMate

To be able to live up to the core value DynaMate highly emphasizes to develop the organization 

and its knowledge of reliable and effective production systems. The takeover of 100 employees 

from Scania in 2001 was in that connection essential. It gave a critical mass so they were able 

to drive the development.

DynaMate aims to “walk the customer´s talk”. As mentioned Scania base its development on a 

concept for Lean Production, and DynaMate has accordingly worked with Lean Services, Lean 

FM and Lean Maintenance. Stefan Palskog provides an example of analysis of maintenance, 

where the result was that only 7% of a maintenance process was effective, and almost half was 

wasted time. 

DynaMate has worked a lot in defining and developing the company´s processes. Like Scania 

they work with module thinking, by which they obtain possibility to develop new concepts 

by combining various products and methods. The advantages to this is better quality control, 

less risk, customer adapted solutions and a higher speed of change. Instead of developing new 

technology themselves they focus on finding technologies in the market, which may be used to 

develop processes. 

They also focus on maintaining and developing resources and competences within all local 

areas, where the company is present. Hence they have a very low staff turnover. DynaMate has 

established a Centre for Maintenance in Luleå, and they implement an internal education of 

maintenance technicians consisting of both theory and practice, among other things within 

error detection and PLC-operation. The education last 18 months, and 6-10 are educated annu-

ally. They have so far educated more than 30 electrical repairmen and 20 machine repairmen. 

In 2007 an education of plumbing technicians began, based on the same concept.

DynaMate also cooperate with higher education institutions as to education and research. For 

example they participate in graduation projects with students from KTH and Chalmers. Fur-

thermore DynaMate participates in a research project about the energy supply in Södertälje 

along with the Technical Highschool, the municipality and AstraZeneca.

Per-Erik Johansson from DynaMate finds the maintenance branch incredibly conservative, and 

not many other companies operate like DynaMate. The largest competitive company is Coor 

Service Management, but within many industrial companies technical production support is 

still managed internal.
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Sources

The above case is based on a presentation by managing director Stefan Palskog, DynaMate at 

the Nordic FM conference in Stockholm September 2005, a meeting with unit manager Per-Erik 

Johansson, DynaMate April 17th, 2007, various materials received from DynaMate and also the 

homepages:

www.scania.se

www.scania.com

www.dynamate.se
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5.6 operational partnerShipS anD procurement methoDS

This theme includes cases on:

Operational partnerships between Copenhagen Municipality and the private company • 

BMT-BYG about operation and maintenance of municipal properties

Function based procurement which has been used by NNS (Novo Nordisk Service) with a • 

view to encourage the providers to optimize, so that NNS obtain lower prices and less risk

5.6.1 PartnErshiPs aMong coPEnhagEn MuniciPality anD BMt-Byg a/s

CAse oBJeCt

Companies: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Copenhagen Municipality and BMt-Byg A/s 

denmark 

Municipal administration and service 

operation and maintenance of municipal buildings 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

operational partnerships and procurement methods 

Well-functioning public-private cooperation 

Municipality, partnership, consortium, network, maintenance

Background

Operational partnerships or service partnerships are rather new within the public sector in 

Denmark. The Danish Enterprise and Building Authority started in 2003 to financially support 

municipalities and counties who want to develop and establish a public-private partnership 

about operation and maintenance of buildings. In 2007 a budget of Eur 400.000 were set aside, 

and up until 2010 in total Eur 1.5 million are expected to be set aside.

lessons leArnt

operational partnerships may give significantly more maintenance for the money and less time •	

on administration

operational partnerships gives possibilities to plan larger coherent refurbishment project across •	

institutions

operational partnerships gives possibilities to plan the tasks, both as to the users´ needs and in •	

relation to the private companies´ staffing

operational partnerships gives possibilities for the employees in the municipality and the pri-•	

vate companies to learn from each other and their knowledge and competences can supple-

ment each other

openness, mutual trust and will to succeed the cooperation are crucial to success within opera-•	

tional partnerships
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The purpose to the support is to co-finance some of the extra costs which are attached to initi-

ate public-private collaboration. In 2003 the Danish Enterprise and Building Authority further-

more offered a task in developing an electronic partnership instruction to private and public 

companies, and it was in February 2004 published as a step-by-step instruction of partnerships 

on their web based tendering portal.

Copenhagen Municipality (CM) in 2004 as one of the first public organizations established a 

public-private partnership with operation and maintenance of some municipal buildings at 

Østerbro. In the beginning of 2007 CM established 2 new partnerships including all municipal 

buildings in two quarters in Copenhagen, Brønshøj-Husum and Vanløse. The private part, both 

at Østerbro and in Brønshøj-Husum is a consortium with BMT-BYG as the main player. This case 

shows how these partnerships among CM and BMT-BYG has been established, and how they 

function.

facts about Copenhagen Municipality

total population: 

- østerbro: 

- Brønshøj-husum: 

number of quarters: 

homepage:

503.752 (January 2007) 

67.351 

39.464 

10 

www.kk.dk

fACts ABout CoPenhAgen ProPerty

established: 

reference: 

staff: 

Buildings: 

Building space:

January 1st, 2006 

the Culture and leisure Administration 

420 

1.300 

2.6 million m2

The operational partnership Østerbro

The operational partnership at Østerbro includes 5 schools and 5 after-school centre at in total 

39.343 m2. Of this the 5 schools represent 35.137 m2. The task was provided in June 2004 and 

was part of a pilot project in collaboration between CM and the Danish Enterprise and Building 

Authority.

The purpose of the project was,

To develop a new way of collaboration among the municipality, schools/institutions and • 

contractors, which are known by openness, flexibility and fewer conflicts

That the prioritisation of both internal and external maintenance to a greater extent ac-• 

commodate the need and wishes of the schools/institutions in short and long term.

That the maintenance standard is improved• 

To the municipality the special thing about the partnership was the fact that it was not just a 

partnership between a private and a public part, but also between the central administration 

and the decentral units in the municipality – schools and institutions.

The procurement was carried out without prequalification. The procurement materials includ-

ed a procurement letter, a partnership agreement and the following 4 enclosures: AB92 (com-

mon condition for construction and civil engineering work in Denmark) including changes 

and appendixes, cooperation agreement, operation planning and project description.

Procurement
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In the bids, the tenderers had to specify standard hourly prices divided in 16 types of work and 

to foreman, building/operation manager and reduction to apprentices. Furthermore, to each 

of the 16 types of work they had to specify a price index as to standard materials, which stated 

the tenderer´s material price in relation to the distributor´s price list. As part of the bid the 

tenderers had to describe the way they planned to solve the task as to staffing, servicing of us-

ers, cooperation with the municipality´s technicians and others, competency development and 

proposition of an incentive model. Finally the tenderers had to include suggestions to further 

development of the partnership idea, for instance process optimisation and communication.

Choice of provider was made on the basis of the best economic offer based on a total evaluation 

of the assignment criteria: Price (40%), solution of the task (40%) and development propositions 

(20%). After choosing provider the cooperation began with a workshop, in which the coopera-

tion agreement was finished jointly and the contract was signed.

As stated objectives to the partnership the following was agreed:

Streamlining: Better use of staff knowledge, resources and competences with the parties • 

involved

Competency development, for instance of technical staff, through a close contact among • 

the parties

5-20% more maintenance to the price and less urgent calls• 

Reduction of the expenses for energy• 

The partnership began August 2004, and at first it lasted for December 31st, 2005, but a possibil-

ity of prolonging the agreement for further 2 years until the end of 2007 has been used by CM. 

The budget to the partnership was in total for 2004-2007 Eur 2.2 million, including an extra 

grant in 2006 of Eur 329.458.

As specific results of the partnership CM has estimated, that they have 19% more maintenance 

to the price, and the extent of urgent tasks has been reduced from approx. 10 tasks monthly in 

2003, approx. 5 tasks monthly in 2004-2005 to approx. 3 tasks monthly in 2005-2006.

The cooperation within the partnership has been successful. A significant cause to this has 

been that they spend much time together at workshops and meetings in the beginning. This 

led to the fact that the parties became well acquaintanced with each other, and a confident 

relation was built up. All involved parties had the will to make the cooperation work out, and 

there has been a true openness among the parties.

The tasks have included daily maintenance of buildings, technical facilities and paved outdoor 

surfaces and planned maintenance such as replacing windows and roofs and refurbishment of 

special class rooms and toilets.

The planned maintenance is determined once a year. At the beginning of the year the provider 

prepare a price catalogue of the future tasks, partly from CM´s registrations in the IT-based 

maintenance system (Caretaker), and partly from the provider´s own review of the buildings. 

On basis of this the common planning group makes a prioritisation and selection of the tasks 

which should be finished during the coming year. The exact implementation is coordinated to 

each institution so they will be of minimal inconvenience to the users.

On of the great advantages at the partnership is the possibility to plan larger coherent refur-

bishment tasks across institutions. For example windows renovation has been done in several 

institutions in continuation. Likewise the provider has more possibilities to plan the works in 

Stated objectives

Results

The tasks

Advantages
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relation to his personnel resources, including a certain amount of seasonal level out. In the 

partnership they are allowed to carry forward money from one financial year to the other, 

which normally is not possible within the municipal system, and this helps to more flexibility 

in the planning.

The main part of the budget is based on central funds within the municipality for maintenance, 

but the partnership has also included the self administered funds, which each institution ad-

minister for internal maintenance and various occurring works. This has proved to be less suit-

able as they had to spend exorbitant time to have the tasks agreed, which were to be performed 

to the self administered funds. In the new partnership agreements the self administered funds 

are kept without the agreement itself, but they are included as an option, so that each institu-

tion may chose to have these tasks carried out by the provider within the partnership. 

In 2006 a midway evaluation of the partnership was finished, which in general was very posi-

tive, both as to cooperation among CM and the private consortium, and among the central and 

decentral parties within CM. On basis of the experiences from Østerbro, The newly established 

Copenhagen Property (CP, see section 4.4.1) with the consulting engineering company COWI 

as consultant has prepared the procurement of the new partnership agreements which were 

establishes in the beginning of 2007.

BMT-BYG A/S

BMT-BYG A/S is a building company with base at Amager by Copenhagen, and they primarily 

work with rebuilding, refurbishment, operation and maintenance of housing and business fa-

cilities in the Copenhagen region. The company was established in 1982 by the master carpen-

ter H.P. Svendsen, and December 1st, 2004 it was reorganised into a joint-stock company which 

is owned jointly by H.P. Svendsen, his son who are also a carpenter and under education as an 

architectural technologist, and also Søren Schultz, who function as the daily manager of the 

company´s building projects.

fACts ABout the PrivAte ConsortiuM 

Consortium partners: BMt-Byg A/s and dalskov el-vvs A/s 

BMt-Byg A/s: 30 carpenters, bricklayers and plumbers

dalskov el-vvs A/s: 41 electricians, plumbers

regular partner:  Master painter Jan goth 

the goals of the consortium: finishes the tasks to agreed price

delivers the building projects at the fixed time 

Provides workmanship of high quality

BMT-BYG A/S had prior to the partnerships with CM some long-term customer relations. This 

concerns housing and business facilities, where they for a period of years have managed main-

tenance tasks. Correspondingly they have some companies in which they during the years have 

finished various tasks. In none of these cases the cooperation was based on formalised, long-

term agreements, but the company has been the preferred house contractor. Furthermore they 

had long-term relations to some architects and consulting engineering companies, who recur-

rently have invited BMT-BYG to carry out building tasks on the basis of tenders or estimates.

On the basis of bad experiences as a young carpenters company H.P. Svendsen has chosen not to 

work as subcontractor to the large contractor companies. BMT-BYG in stead functions as main 

contractor and cooperates permanently with a series of other companies from other building 

trades, where the same companies again and again are involved based on trust and without 

price competition with other subcontractors. These permanent cooperation relations have 

Long-termed relations
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gradually developed over time, and it has led to the building up of a strong network. It began 

with works for companies where the customer wanted BMT-BYG to handle all building tasks. 

In most cases it is BMT-BYG who gains the task, but there are also examples that the painter 

company has a task of window renovating, and includes BMT-BYG. In particular at works paid 

by the hour the cooperation is formally in the shape of co-ordinated trade building contracts. 

At refurbishment project involving proper design work in can also be design and build con-

tracts where BMT-BYG includes the necessary architect and engineer consulting.

Internal as well BMT-BYG is characterised by long-term relations to the employees. Hence they 

work hard to avoid firing employees. Most employees are now salaried employees, and they 

started that already in 1985. Piecework is never used within the company. With its 30 employ-

ees BMT-BYG is a comprehensible company, and they do no want to grow. The largest building 

contracts, which the company have accepted has been around Eur 2.6 million.

The background for BMT-BYG to participate in the competition of the partnership at Østerbro 

was that they in 2001 began solving continuous tasks to the Road & Park administration in CM, 

which is situated at Amager. This entailed that BMT-BYG in 2002 received materials from CM´s 

purchasing agency to seek prequalification to perform work paid by the municipal institu-

tions´ self administered funds. At that time H.P. Svendsen, who besides being a carpenter was 

a architectural technologist, had started on a further education as Master of Business Adminis-

tration (MBA) with the Copenhagen Business School, and he just then worked on a study paper 

about BMT-BYG´s network. This inspired him to describe the network in the prequalification 

application, and this implied that BMT-BYG as the only company was prequalified within all 

trades.

It furthermore implied that BMT-BYG in 2004 was contacted with a n invitation to participate 

in the contest about the partnership at Østerbro. At the same time H.P. Svendsen was much 

occupied in writing his final thesis at the MBA course. Hence it ended up in preparing the 

tender in very few days, but inspired by the education and with a consortium based on the 

permanent network, BMT-BYG won the competition over some of Denmark´s largest contractor 

companies.

Later on Frederiksberg Municipality invited tenders for at similar partnership including opera-

tion and maintenance of 2 schools and 18 smaller institutions which BMT-BYG won with the 

same consortium as at Østerbro. However the partnership at Frederiksberg has not been as well 

functioning as the partnership at Østerbro. It only includes a budget of Eur 330.000 per year, 

and this limit the possibilities to gather the tasks in larger parts to create a flow of the activi-

ties.

To a company like BMT-BYG there are some special demands as to management and staff to 

work within a partnership. It is mainly the employees´ activities in the field, where they have 

the direct contact to the customers, which will carry the partnership through. Hence the em-

ployees must be minded for this, and have some permanent colleague relations. Some employ-

ees are better fit to work with the customers than at building sites, and as the management it is 

important to be aware of this and use the employees where the fit in the best. 

In BMT-BYG they have always emphasised close contact and dialogue among the management 

and the staff. They have always arranged meetings regularly within the company. When H.P. Sv-

endsen began his MBA course it implied that he would be a lot away from the company. He there-

fore realised that it was necessary to systemise the dialogue, as the employees had to be more 

self-governing. Hence meetings were introduced each Monday at 07.00 with coffee and rolls to 

The beginning of part-

nerships

Requirements to the 

company
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the entire staff. During 30-45 minutes they spoke of the tasks of the future week, and they also 

talk about partnerships and networks, and H.P. Svendsen spoke of his impressions from the MBA 

course, while it lasted. These meetings contributed to strengthen the common spirit within the 

company and to develop the attitudes among the staff in direction of independently to be able to 

represent the company in positive cooperation with customers and other partners.

In the tender material for the competition of the partnership Børnshøj-Husum the consortium 

among other things wrote the following in relation to internal organisations – employees:

“It is not compatible with the partnership idea and the high interaction which takes place among many 

organisations and people within partnerships and long-term cooperation to let the productive part of a coop-

eration relation take place within our own closed organisational system, whereas the interactive organisation 

and the planning phase is placed within another organisational system.

Therefore we have for many years, with increased strength and the consequent success involved the entire staff 

in both the partnership idea and the following works as other large projects, in which we through and with 

our network partners are included in an education and meeting structure with and to our staff, and with 

the obvious goal for the staff to be able to understand the way of cooperation, and to take responsibility both 

to the whole as to each task.

1The third-wave company, however place the employee where the turbulence is the worst: Totally unprotected 

against the surroundings, but equipped with a vision, a will and a belief, that if there are challenges there are 

also possibilities to learn, develop and discover.

It is according to our evaluation and model not possible to follow each employee´s doings each day, so we 

work with persistence and insist constantly to keep our staff updated of the company´s work, our develop-

ment, new knowledge, and our experiences.”

The operational partnership Brønshøj-Husum

In the autumn 2006 CP arranged a tender competition of two partnerships, which includes 

operation and maintenance of all the municipal buildings in Brønshøj-Husum and Vanløse re-

spectively. The partnership Brønshøj-Husum includes in total 53 buildings divided in 6 admin-

istration buildings, 10 old people´s homes, 8 public schools, 26 day care centre and 3 stadium 

and sports facilities. The duration is 3 years with the possibility of prolongation for 1 year, and 

the total budget is approx. Eur 8,0 million throughout 4 years in Brønshøj-Husum, and some-

what less in Vanløse.

The purpose of the operational partnership is:

To obtain a better utilisation of the central funds, which are used for external maintenance • 

of the buildings

To catch up with the back-log of maintenance of the buildings• 

To coordinate the daily operation and the planned maintenance tasks along with the users • 

and partners

To create a competence development among the parties and develop more knowledge as to • 

the problems of the building

In connection to the partnership at Østerbro the major change in purpose is an increased focus 

on competence development and more knowledge. The criteria for success to the partnership 

are here as well:

1  Thompson, James D.
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More maintenance for the money• 

Less administration within all parts• 

After implementation of the procurement process, including choice of the consortium with 

BMT-BYG A/S and Dalskov EL-VVS A/S, the partnership was initiated through a start-up work-

shop on March 6th, 2007, with the participation of representatives from the consortium, CP and 

the municipal institutions, and with consultants from COWI as facilitator. At the workshop the 

organisation chart shown below, including approximate meeting frequencies, was presented 

and approved. In connection to this it was discussed whether production teams should be di-

vided geographically, after functions, for instance schools, and/or from projects with planned 

maintenance. It was agreed that the planning group had to determine this.

steering grouP
1 Meeting eACh QuArter

PlAnning grouP
1-2 Meetings eACh Month

ProduCtion teAMs
3-4 Meetings eACh Month teChniCAl stAff

1-2 Meetings eACh Month

user grouPs
1-2 Meetings eACh Month

referenCe grouP
1 Meeting eACh QuArter

PossiBle loCAl Building  
CoMMittees

As part of the workshop the parties involved presented themselves to one another and a cross-

wise teamwork was started, in which the distribution of roles and the communication were 

discussed. Furthermore a letter of intent concerning the cooperation was worked out together, 

so they agreed on goals and rules of the game. The letter of intent includes the following main 

points:

• Shared project goals

 ° Cooperation and process

 ° Quality

• Conflict resolution

• Open books

• Incentive structure

In the letter of intent the shared project goals of cooperation and process represent the major 

part with 15 short ”statements”. In return the conflict resolution includes the most specific 

part in the shape of a conflict resolution ladder with fixed hours or days to solve problems and 

disagreements on each step.

The letter of intent
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The further procedure was also discussed at the workshop, during which the first meeting in 

the planning group was arranged. Further COWI presented an effect measurement tool, which 

will be used to measure the effect of the partnership. The tool is developed by COWI for the 

Danish Enterprise and Building Authority in cooperation with a work group with representa-

tives from Copenhagen and Frederiksberg Municipalities and BMT-BYG. It is built up with basis 

in Balanced Scorecard, in which there is measured in relation to the following 4 perspectives: 

Economy, customer/user, work processes and competence and learning. Measurements are 

made through questionnaire surveys each year during the contact period. It starts in year 0 and 

is supplemented by interviews. 

The start-up workshop was finished after signing of the contract and the letter of intent by CP 

and the private consortium.

Sources and references

The case is based on participation in start-up workshop for the operational partnership Brøn-

shøj-Husum on March 6th, 2007, and information received from H.P. Svendsen, BMY-BYG at a 

meeting on March 15th, 2007, and succeeding correspondence with Anders Asbjørn Jensen, CP 

and H.P. Svendsen, and also the references below.

BMT-BYG A/S and Dalskov EL-VVS A/S (2006): Various materials from the prequalification and 

tenders the project partnership Brønshøj-Husum

The Danish Enterprise and Building Authority (2004): Erfaringer fra Københavns Kommune. (Experi-

ences from Copenhagen Municipality. www.ebst.dk 

Copenhagen Property (2006): Fra vicevært til innovator. (From caretaker to innovator). Leaflet pub-

lished by the Culture and Leisure Administration

Copenhagen Property (2006): Projekt Partnerskab Østerbro. (Project Partnership Østerbro. Leaflet pub-

lished by the Culture and Leisure Administration

Copenhagen Property (2006): Driftspartnerskab i distrikt Brønshøj-Husum. Bilag 2

Samarbejdsaftale.(Operational partnership in the district Brønshøj-Husum. Enclosure 2. Cooperation agree-

ment). Contract enclosure prepared by Copenhagen Properties and COWI. December 2006

Copenhagen Property (2007): Driftspartnerskab i distrikt Brønshøj-Husum. Bilag 1

Partnerskabskontrakt. (Operational partnership in the district Brønshøj-Husum. Enclosure 1. Partnership con-

tract). Contract enclosure prepared by Copenhagen Properties and COWI. January 2007

Copenhagen Property (2007): Driftspartnerskabet Brønshøj-Husum 2007-2009. (The operational partner-

ship Brønshøj-Husum 2007-2009). Leaflet published by Copenhagen Properties

www.kk.dk

Effect measurement 

tool
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5.6.2 Function BasED ProcurEMEnt in novo norDisk sErvicEPartnEr

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

novo-nordisk service Partner (nns) 

denmark 

Medical company (novo nordisk) 

facilities service provider activities 

Collaboration between demand and supply 

operational partnerships and procurement methods 

innovation in use of a new procurement method 

function based procurement, risks, incentives, maintenance, multi-

worker

Background

Novo Nordic Service partner (NNS) is a company within the Novogroup, which is 100% owned by 

Novo Nordisk (NN) and provide facilities services to NN. As shown in the case about NNS as an 

independent company (section 5.5.1), the company has previously provided for other customers 

than NN, both inside and outside the Novo group, and with a considerable provider function 

in NNS. Today NNS is developing into primarily to manage the client/ordering function to NN 

exclusively.

In order to improve the technical operation and to imply savings NNS during recent years has 

worked innovatively with procurement of the operation tasks. They have realised that it is 

crucial to organise these tasks in a way so they may have a volume which gives the provider 

possibilities to make optimal planning in relation to his production resources.

On of the methods for this has been implementation of function based procurement of the 

entire technical operation of some buildings. In this case this procurement and its experiences 

are shown.

lessons leArnt

function based procurement gives the providers incentives to optimise their services, as they •	

themselves gain the profit unlike a traditional way of agreement

function based procurement transfer risks from customer to provider, and the tenderers hence •	

need to have good possibilities of inspecting the state of the facilities and the risk of malfunc-

tion

function based procurement gives the customer economical safety and possibilities to cooper-•	

ate with providers in a way where quality and not economy is in focus

through determination of a maximum for the provider´s cost at a single repair work the •	

provider´s risk is reduced, and the bid price can also be reduced

there are need of a new type of multi-worker, who is able to work with more varied tasks in con-•	

nection to building operation

fACts ABout novo nordisk serviCePArtner A/s 

novo nordisk A/s 

Products: All kinds of fM services

task portfolio: 200 building of 550.000 m2 and 5 sites of 1.3 million m2

staff: 600 in 2005 

turnover: eur 65.9 million
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What is function based procurement

Function based procurement is a process which aims at making a function based agreement 

between a client and a provider. Most agreements specify what the provider must deliver, and at 

service provisions also which resources the provider must put at disposal as input for the serv-

ice. Instead a function based agreement is characterised in being aimed at the output, which 

the provider must deliver. At the function based agreement the provider is hence responsible 

to the maintenance of the technical system in question.

The Danish Maintenance Association in 2001 published a publication about function based 

agreements as to maintenance. It was prepared in cooperation with 5 companies, one of which 

was NNS, and the Swedish maintenance association UTEK, who previously had published a 

similar Swedish publication. Both publications are based on a European standard ENV 13269: 

Guideline on Preparation of Maintenance Contracts. NNS has no knowledge of other companies 

than NNS who have used function based procurement as to maintenance.

The differences among a function based agreement and a traditional activity based agreement 

is shown in the table below.

Differences in the perception of quality level among client and provider is a risk factor to both 

parties. To the client the risks at the function based agreement are above all that the provider 

may fail and that the systems after the contract period are delivered in more bad condition 

than assumed.

On the other hand the provider will have more free hands to organise the work and exploit his 

competences to optimise the use of the resources. The economical matters are in principle set-

tled at the signing of the agreement, so that the further cooperation will be focused on quality, 

and administrative reliefs are achieved to both parties. To the client the function based agree-

ment gives economical safety.

It is impossible in advance to decide whether the total costs will be higher or lower at a func-

tion based agreement compared to an activity based agreement. It depends very much on the 

DifferenceS among an activity baSeD agreement anD a function baSeD agreement

activity based agreement function based agreement

the client buys activities, for instance

· 4 inspections a year

· inspection round once a week

· repairs at eur X per hour

fixed price to preventive maintenance and unit prices to 

repairs

the client determine size of preventive activities

the provider will have stability

the client takes on risk

Continuous optimising will "harm" the provider

the client will have continuous optimising

the focus is on economy and quality

the competence is with the provider and the client

the client has detailed documentation demands

All repairs must be invoiced by the provider and tested 

and paid by the client

the client buys a function

· heating: +21 degrees Celcius in offices

· light bulbs in lamps

· tight roof

fixed price to preventive maintenance and repairs

the provider determine size of preventive activities

the client will have stability

the provider is applied risk

Continuous optimising will be to the benefit of the 

provider

the client will have optimising at procurement

the focus is only on quality

the competence is with the provider

the customer has superior documentation demands

no repairs will be invoiced by the provider and tested 

and paid by the client
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provider´s risk estimation, and hence the risk premium which the provider adds in his offer, 

and of course the competition situation. However, with the function based agreement there are 

better possibilities for the providers to optimise their services and develop their competences, 

which in time would make providers with experiences from function based agreement more 

competitive, hence provide economical advantages both to themselves and their customers.

Function based agreements in NNS

NNS has twice completed a function based agreement of building maintenance. The first was 

agreed in 2003 and included approx 10.000 m2 buildings, and in 2005 another function based 

agreement was completed, of other buildings, and to a similar extent. The agreements includes 

the function of all building installations, and the mechanical function of external building 

parts (facades, roof, doors, gates and windows), and internal building parts (surfaces, doors, 

ceiling coating and floors). However, maintenance of the building envelope was not included in 

the first procurement. At both procurements the competition was won by the company Kemp 

& Lauritzen (K&L).

In the agreement there are requirements of a overall availability of 99%. Furthermore, specific 

requirements for out of service time and response time are defined, both in shape of show up 

time from error message until repair is started, and time of error correction until the equip-

ment is operational. In the following table examples of such time demands within the agree-

ment are shown. The client must report observed errors to the provider within 4 hours after 

observing the error.

5 providers participated in the latest procurement in April 2005, yet they had rather various 

prices. NNS had estimated the total costs in 2004 at approx Eur 105.000. Two offers were Eur 

13.000-26.000 below, whereas a third tender was approx Eur 13.000 higher. The remaining two 

tenders were approx. 3 times and 4 times higher.

This means that NNS reached a guaranteed cost reduction of approx 25% at this procurement. 

NNS has examined the results of the procurement with each contractor, and the large diversi-

fication must be seen as a sign that the providers are hesitating to such a new way of procure-

ment, to which they are not used. Hence their ground of experience is not built up to be able 

to calculate this type of procurement. Hence there is a lack of maturity within the marked, but 

the fact that some providers dare to enter with a competitive price may be seen as a sign that 

some providers can see the possibilities in this new way of agreement.

NNS has in the beginning of 2006 renewed the first agreement from 2003, and it now includes 

the building envelope, and NNS and K&L has also made a function based agreement which 

include further approx. 20.000 m2 of buildings. Thus approx 40.000 m2 of the total portfolio 

of approx 55.000 m2 are included in function based agreements. The agreements are not time 

limited but can be denounced by both parties at the arranged notice.

exampleS of reQuirementS for Show up time anD time of error correction

 ”Show up time” error correction time

 (hours) (calendar hours)

ventilation systems

heating systems, room heating (winter: oct. 1st to May 1st)

heating systems, room heating, system part (summer: May 1st to oct.1st)

Cold water systems, system parts

hot water systems, system parts

lighting, single light source

4

2

8

4

4

8

48

4

48

48

48

24
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The provider´s experience of function based agreements

Function based agreement was new to K&L as they had to bid on NNS´ first procurement, but 

unlike the rivals´ they had experiences in establishing a team for bidding at larger traditional 

service agreements to property companies and a hotel chain. Such a team typical consists of a 

service manager to ventilation, a service engineer as to plumbing and electricity respectively, 

and possibly also a security specialist, and they jointly make a survey in connection to the prep-

aration of a bid. Furthermore they have a special function in the sales unit, who are specialised 

in bidding within total service. 

fACts ABout keMP & lAuritzen A/s (k&l)

Branch: technical contractor and engineering 

Associated company: slotsholmens teknik A/s (responsible for fM at the danish Parliament 

and government offices – k&l and iss A/s each own 50%)

Products: engineering, electrical lighting system, electrical contracts, electrical 

services, facility Management, data networks, security, telephony, 

technical contracts, ventilation, plumbing/district heating, piping/steel 

staff: 1.300

turnover: eur 128 million in 2004

homepage: www.kemp-lauritzen.dk

At the beginning of an agreement K&L examines all technical systems in the buildings along 

with NNS, and each system is given a grade from 0 to 4, where 0 means that the system is 

functioning satisfactorily, and 4 means that the system is not functioning. In the last case a 

renovation case is agreed, for which is paid separately. Additionally the examination and the 

grades contributes to create a shared picture of the condition of the systems, and hence a basis 

to estimate whether the systems are in a similar state, when the agreement is dissolved.

The continuous tasks in connection to the NNS agreements are managed by a house electri-

cian, who besides electrical technical tasks manages the changes of lightning sources and all 

odd jobs. In case of more complicated tasks, for instance adjusting of ventilation systems, spe-

cialised technicians are called for. For the tasks as to the roofs K&L has hired a roof company as 

subcontractor, and they see to inspection of the roofing and possible repairs, and also cleaning 

of gutters and drainpipes etc.

The expansion of the size of the agreements in the beginning of 2006 have meant, that K&L now 

has a permanent man on NNS´s buildings, which is a major advantage to K&L, and it entailed 

a certain reduction of the contract sum.

The house electrician manages a series of odd jobs as a handyman such as removal of furniture 

and mounting of pictures, and he also contributes at rebuilding work and changes of office 

layout. Such tasks are not part of the fixed contract but they are extra tasks, which may be re-

quested for by NNS, and which are settled from the use of hours. NNS has a service desk, from 

which such tasks are requested for electronically at K&L, through an internet based system. 

These extra tasks have had a size, which have surprised K&L, and economically they are of the 

same size as the fixed contract. However, K&L only manage half of the buildings, as NNS´s own 

workshops manage such tasks in the remaining buildings.

In connection to the latest contract between NNS and K&L they have, as suggested by K&L, 

signed an agreement about risk sharing, so at present a maximum of Eur 4.000 to K&L´s cost 

is included to each case, for instance repair of a system. There was no maximum to K&L´s costs 

in the previous contracts, hence K&L had to add in a rather high risk premium in their tender, 

or make reservations to specific systems in bad condition. With the agreed maximum K&L has 
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been able to reduce the contract price and avoid such circumstances, as NNS now pay expenses 

over Eur 4.000 to each case.

The experiences regarding function based procurement

On the basis of the former experiences it is NNS´s evaluation that the function based procure-

ment includes real incentive to the provider, who has possibilities of many small tasks being 

one total large task. This give possibilities to think in wholes and to use the employees much 

better with large savings of time of transportation and changeover in relation to each employee 

who has to work with many small single tasks for various clients. Hence it is estimated that 80% 

of all tasks may be solved by a multi-worker. However, the providers´ internal division in trade 

workshops is an impediment to use these potentials. There is a need for education of a new type 

of multi-worker, who can work with various tasks.

Another problem is that planned maintenance at present is subject to calendar tyranny, and a 

real optimising of the continuous inspection tasks is missing. If the continuous inspection can 

be changed from once a year to once each 5th quarter it will reduce the resource efforts used by 

the inspection with 25%. Accordingly the providers ought to consider the economy in a con-

tract over the entire period, rather than to focus on a profit within each quarter.

To K&L the experiences regarding function based procurement has also been positive, and they 

will try to make other larger property owners interested in such a way of agreement. Tradi-

tionally such companies have a large number of different providers to manage various sorts 

of operation and maintenance tasks, but using a function based procurement all tasks may 

be solved by approaching only one provider. This makes life easier to the client, who may even 

avoid hiring a caretaker.

Until now the agreements among NNS and K&L are as far as we know the only example of use of 

function based procurement for building operation and maintenance in Denmark. There seem 

to be a lack of maturity, both with clients and providers to enter into this new way of tendering, 

but the experiences from the agreements among NNS and K&L indicate that it implies signifi-

cant advantages to both clients and providers.

Sources and references

The case is based on information received from former department manager Flemming Wulff 

Hansen, NNS, at a meeting January 13th, 2006, and from project coordinator Ivan Hjort-Skjold, 

K&L, at a telephone interview February 2nd, 2006, and subsequent correspondence and the refer-

ences below.

DDV (2001): Funktionsaftale for vedligehold. (Function based procurement for maintenance). The Danish 

Maintenance Association.

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2002): Sådan kan moderne ledelse totalt rationalisere vedligehold

af bygninger.( In this way modern management can totally rationalise maintenance of buildings). Article in 

the periodical Vedligehold – Drift og Økonomi, number 6, 2002

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2005): Eksempel på organisering af en FM organisation. (Example of organis-

ing a FM organisation). Presentation at in-service training in building owner competences, Bygge-

centrum, Juni 9th, 2005

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2005): Gode erfaringer og faldgrupper med Facilities Management. (Good 

experiences and pitfalls with Facilities Management). Presentation at a project day about FM, Danish 

Standard, October 12th, 2005

Hansen, Flemming Wulff (2006): Funktionsaftale kan næsten halvere udgifter til ejendomsdrift

(Function based agreement may almost half the expenses to building operation). Article in the periodical 

Vedligehold – Drift og Økonomi, number 5, 2006)

NNS (2005): Funktionsaftale for vedligehold – Bygningerne 8U, 9L, 9M, LYA OG (Function based agreement 

for maintenance – The buildings 8U, 9L, 9M, LYA OG).
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sPACe utilisAtion6
6.1 introDuction

Space is one of the largest cost items in relation to FM. In the statement of the size of the FM 

market the direct expenses for providing spaces are not included. In concerns investments in 

building and diverted expenses such as business, depreciations and leases. Those are significant 

items in the accounts of many companies, and they furthermore represent a major part of 

many companies´ assets. That is why space utilisation is a very important economical factor.

Besides that many FM services are strongly related to the size and character of the spaces. This 

naturally includes the actual building operation, where key figures typically are measured per 

m2, and where the expenses mainly are direct proportional to the size of building of the like 

character. The expenses for various services are also coherent to spaces, but in a more complex 

manner. Here the division on buildings and places has a great importance, for instance to the 

number of receptions and canteens.

The localisation and the characteristics of the local area is a crucial factor in relation to the 

company´s space and building disposition and has a great strategic importance to the company´s 

possibilities for development. This involves both the relation to customers and staff, and also 

considerations to the company´s image in the public as a whole. In recent years the use of 

building design as part of branding of the company has become more and more important. 

Furthermore, in the recent 10 years there has been much more awareness of the fact, that the 

layout of workspaces has a significant importance to limit or advance productivity and innova-

tion within companies. This has to a great extent correlation to the development of the knowl-

edge society and the information technology, where the staff´s creative abilities have come into 

focus in the development of many companies. The design of de most attractive work environ-

ments has correspondingly had a great importance to draw in the most attractive employees.

The chapter is divided into the following themes:

Space management with Statoil in Norway, Steen & Strøm in Denmark and YLE in Finland • 

as examples

New ways of working with the Danish Palaces and Properties Agency and the planning of • 

open workspaces in DR Byen as examples
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6.2. Space management

This theme includes cases on:

Statoil who more times has used benchmarking with other companies as part of internal • 

FM development, for instance in connection to development of space strategies

Steen & Strøm, who in connection to administration of shopping centres work with space • 

management

YLE (a Finnish radio and television station), who with basis in real estate strategy at the • 

same time consolidate its spaces around the headquarters and contribute to make the local 

area an attractive high-technological part of town

6.2.1 sPacE stratEgiEs in statoil BasED on BEnchMarking

CAse oBJeCt

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

statoil 

norway  

extraction and sales of oil and gas 

internal fM function 

space utilisation 

space management 

development of space strategies on the basis of targeted analyses 

space management, space strategy, benchmarking, workplace design, 

internal rent, real estate strategy, office building

Background

Statoil is a multinational oil and gas company with the basis in a former Norwegian state com-

pany. Throughout some years Statoil has worked in developing the internal FM functions and 

to make them more efficient and less cost-consuming.

lessons leArnt

space strategies ought to be based on thorough knowledge to the buildings in question and the •	

specific needs

significant space efficiencies may be achieved in reconstructions and new office solutions, but •	

the actual building design and the original technical infrastructure may cause important limita-

tions

involvement of external experts with professional knowledge and experiences from other com-•	

panies may strengthen the argumentation in the daily internal dialogue within the company

Participation in research and development projects with research institutions and consultancy •	

companies may give valuable inspiration and contribute to build up and develop strong internal 

professional competences
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fACts ABout stAtoil

established: 

Place of headquarters: 

Company form: 

geographical area: 

turnover: 

staff: 

homepage:

1971 

stavanger 

Publicly listed group in 2001 

Present in 33 countries with production in 15 countries 

eur 49 billion 

25.644 (31.12.2005), of which 51% in norway 

www.statoil.com

In connection to this Statoil has made continuous benchmarking with other companies. For 

instance it has been made within the frames of a Norwegian association for corporate building 

owners. (Norsk forening for Næringseiendom – NFN), who for some years has implemented an 

annual benchmarking. Furthermore Statoil twice has finished separate benchmarking projects 

with contribution of other companies in the Nordic countries. The first project included evalu-

ation of Facilities Management in general, and was finished in 1999, whereas the second project 

included space utilisation in office buildings, and was finished in 2005.

In this case both projects are shown, but the primary focus is on the space utilisation and how 

the projects in question were included in the work of Statoil in development and arrangement 

of their office buildings, and in formulation of strategies in relation to space utilisation.

Core and support activity

Statoil is organised as an international industry group with headquarters in Stavanger. The core 

activities are in 5 international divisions with each their business area. Support functions are 

part of the unit group Services, and under this is Facilities Management characterised as FAM.

Primarily FAM has the responsibility to FM in the Nordic countries, but in connection with 

development projects in other countries FAM is normally also involved to a certain degree, 

but standardised solutions cannot always be internationally delivered. FAM is managed by a 

chief executive, and in connection with the chief executive there is a minor staff function 

including a controller, a person responsible to health, environment and security and also a 

human resource function. In Stavanger is furthermore situated a central function designated 

Competence and Shared tasks (C&S), and also the function Operation Stavanger. Furthermore 

the organisation are divided in 3 other operation functions with the responsibility to regions 

in Norway, the Nordic countries and land installations (refineries etc.) in Norway, hence the 

figure below.

Development projects are primarily handled by C&S, and the 4 operation functions involve C&S 

when needed. The experts from C&S mainly participate under the preliminary study, analysis 

and the planning phase, whereas they during the implementation of projects are involved in 

the quality control. 

Competences and 
shared tasks 
C&s

oPerAtion
stavanger

oPerAtion
regions

fAM
chief executive + 
staff

oPerAtion
land installations

oPerAtion
the nordic coun-
tries
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A network organisation is established across the functions in the Nordic countries with a typi-

cal group of in total 9 persons with 4 experts from C&S, who manage the network, and 1 person 

from each staff function Stavanger, Land installations and the Nordic countries, and 2 from 

Operation Regions. This network must see to further development of the profession area and 

continuous update “best practice”.

In Stavanger Statoil has its headquarters in the area Forus Øst with in total 2.828 workplaces 

(spring 2005) situated in owned buildings. Furthermore Statoil has approx 2.700 office work-

places in the Stavanger area situated in a combination of owned and leased buildings. Outside 

Stavanger Statoil has 11 office locations in the Nordic countries, of which outside Norway in 

Copenhagen and Stockholm. In recent years there has been a considerable growth in the need 

of office locations, especially in Stavanger, and an average growth of 3-4% is expected in the 

future years in Norway as a whole.

fACts ABout stAtoil´s fACilities MAnAgeMent (fAM)

reference: 

Management: 

geographical area: 

office buildings: 

office workplaces:

Corporate finance officer (Cfo) in group services 

Chief executive to fAM 

Primarily the nordic countries 

220.000 m2 owned office buildings 

8.971 office users (31.12.2005)

Benchmarking of Facilities Management in 1999

This project included a benchmarking process with the participation of 8 partners, of whom 

Statoil was the only Norwegian partner. The others were DR and SAS from Denmark, 2 com-

panies from Sweden and 3 from Finland. The project was carried out with Multiconsult AS as 

consultant, and it included collection and processing of both quantitative and qualitative data 

about each partner.

The overall conclusion was that Statoil had a cost level as to their FM which was similar to or a 

little below the most relevant comparison partners. Furthermore, a number of improvement ar-

eas were recommended to further develop FM Statoil. The 2 recommendations directly related 

to space utilisation will be mentioned, and which consequences they had to Statoil.

One of the recommendations was introduction of internal rent of spaces to contribute to make 

the cost of use of space visible to the user organisation. This led to implementation of internal 

rent in Statoil, and the design of this particularly aimed at limiting an over average space usage. 

If a unit does not use more space in average than assumed for a standard workplace, the unit is 

not charged with a special rent other than the basic rent per workplace, but if the unit exceed 

this space, the unit must pay the double of the basic rent per m2, which the total office space 

exceeds the total spaces to standard workplaces. This has implied an increased awareness of the 

space utilisation, and has to a certain extent motivated to reduced space usage. 

The second recommendation was reduction of the space per workplace, and this was proposed 

firstly by using modern office solutions more efficiently, for instance not give permanent work-

place to employees in units with extensive travel activity. In Statoil they have characterised this 

as “overbooking”, as it implies that you can have more employees than workplaces. This prin-

ciple was a significant initiative within a space strategy, which was drawn up in 2001, where 

they assumed a utilisation rate of 0.8 workplace per office user to reach a stated objective to 

reduce the average office space at the time, from in average 39 m2 to 25 m2 per office user in 

2010. This was to be executed by a progressive rebuilding of 500 cell offices per year to open 

office solutions. 
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After a few years this strategy appeared to be unrealistic. From 2001 to 2005 the use of space 

per office user is reduced from 39 m2 to 34.5 m2. If an overbooking of 20% in average had been 

decided and implemented in all the offices, the use of space per office user would today have 

been 27.6 m2, i.e. less than 10% from the stated objective to 2010. However they realised that 

overbooking may imply unforeseen consequences to the organisation, and until now they have 

not found it suitable to initiate such an initiative. Hence all employees still have dedicated 

workplaces. The office use and the office solutions are still mainly traditional with approx 

78% in cell offices, whereas 22% are situated in open office environments. Due to new technol-

ogy and changes in processes there are an increasing need and wish to implement new office 

solutions, which will contribute to increased cooperation, learning and knowledge sharing, 

contrary to cell offices, which are mainly designed for individual work.

The estimates which were the basis of the stated objective of the 25 m2, which were set up in 

2001, were theoretical and not adequately based on analyses of existing office solutions. The 

experiences and analyses have shown that it is only part of the offices, which are suitable to 

rebuild to open solutions. This is related to the geometry of each building, and the necessary 

upgrading of technical infrastructure, and also ventilation and cooling in many cases implies 

considerable costs, which make new office workplaces very expensive.

Benchmarking of space utilisation in 2005

The background to this project was among other things a need to document the above men-

tioned experiences, and a wish to have some outsiders to look professionally on the buildings in 

Forus Øst in Stavanger. Most of these buildings were built in the 1970´ies during Statoil´s early 

period. There was a need of standardized categorisation of rooms. Furthermore the project 

would contribute to a review of the space strategy from 2001 based on specific space analyses.

The project was also carried out by Multiconsult, but as a special expert they also had an expert 

associated from the Norwegian research institute SINTEF, who had carried out a number of 

research projects about buildings´ adaptability and workplace design. Based on some criteria 

determined by Statoil, and in cooperation with Multiconsult, 4 benchmarking partners were 

chosen, of whom 3 were Norwegian, whereas the last was from Novo Nordisk in Denmark. All 

partners were characterised in being large groups with a head office function, a high degree of 

“stationary” activities, and experiences in change processes as to office solutions. 

At the beginning of the benchmarking project a written agreement was made among the par-

ties, saying that each party had to treat information from other parties as confidential, and 

that information about a party only must be communicated outside the benchmarking group 

with permission from the party in question. Furthermore the results may be communicated by 

the parties anonymously without information about the participants of the benchmarking.

As Multiconsult had made the preliminary agreements with each partner in the project, Statoil 

and Multiconsult arranged a meeting with each party, in which a detailed plan to the further 

process was agreed. Later Multiconsult gathered data from all parties, and implemented analy-

ses of the buildings, which were part of the benchmarking.

As part of the analyses Multiconsult made a selection of rooms in all buildings in relation to 

a determined categorisation. The categorisation was made with the following 3 space catego-

ries:

• Primary spaces

 °  Space for workplaces related to the core activities, mainly cell offices and open office 

solutions
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• Secondary spaces

 °  Space for support functions related to unit / floor / department, for instance internal 

conference rooms, quiet rooms, copy / print rooms, toilets, wardrobes, coffee stands, 

internal passages etc.

• Shared spaces

 °  Spaces which serve the entire company / building, i.e. technique rooms, shared cor-

ridors, lifts, reception, shared conference rooms etc.

Primary and secondary spaces are the best comparable spaces across various companies, where-

as shared spaces may vary in size.

The main results of the benchmarking were, that the average total space was 28.0 m2 per work-

place. Statoil featured the highest with 33.5 m2, whereas the lowest was extreme with just 11.8 

m2, whereas the second lowest was 24.3 m2. The primary space varied less from 9.7 to 13.2, and 

an average of 11.7 m2. The secondary space was in average 9.5 m2. The shared space was in aver-

age 6.8 m2, but varies from 7% to 30% of the total space. Besides the highest total space Statoil 

also had the highest primary space and the highest percentage of shared space. 

Furthermore the benchmarking showed great differences among each building and wings 

with each participant. There was an obvious correlation among the shape of the buildings as 

for instance building depth, building width and space per workplace. The shape of the build-

ing has importance to size and situation of circulation space, which again gives the premises 

to available space for workplaces. The rooms, which give possibilities to the smallest space per 

workplace are characterised by open office solutions and a shape of building, which gives less 

possible space for circulation. 

Besides the above mentioned results the benchmarking also showed the size of conference 

rooms, canteen and car parking in relation to the total space and number of workplaces.

As such the results did not surprise Statoil, but it was valuable to have it described and docu-

mented. To Statoil the project included space analyses of the office buildings at Forum Øst, but 

Statoil consider to implement similar analyses of more office buildings.

New space strategy

In continuation of the benchmarking project Statoil has worked in formulating a new space 

strategy to office buildings covering the period to 2010. They no longer aim at overbooking, as 

they think it is an instrument which may imply unforeseen consequences to the organisation, 

and that it demands a special inquiry before possible implementation. On the contrary the 

strategy prepare the ground to establish approx 5% over capacity in office spaces to avoid being 

forced to implement comprehensive moving processes at the least rise / change of the units´ 

office needs.

On the basis of experiences from a number of rebuilding projects Statoil now plan with a differ-

entiation in the numbers of workplaces of different types when rebuilding existing buildings 

compared to new building.

In relation to possession or lease of office buildings the trend within Statoil goes towards in-

creased lease in long-term contracts. They aim at limiting the size of short-time lease, as these 

often are made fast and have a tendency of being too expensive and too inadequate. They recom-

mend a solution with approx 90% in owned or long-term leased buildings (with contract of 10 

years or longer), and approx 10% short-time leases (1-3 years). Long-term leases should accom-

modate similar demands as owned buildings, both in relation to quality and use of space. 

Besides the space strategy and the plan of action as to office buildings Statoil has also started 

to formulate an actual total real estate strategy, which must include strategies to development 
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of each building and location. To each geographic area a description of the following topics is 

made:

Use/development of site, based on the valid district plan at any time

Traffic plan• 

Car park• 

Analysis of technical infrastructure• 

Maintenance to keep up value (in general and a 5-year plan)• 

Space analysis• 

Development plan (1-2 years and 3-5 years)• 

The knowledge workplace

Statoil FAM C&S has for the last 3½ years been responsible to a research project designated as the 

Knowledge workplace, which is part of a larger Knowledge project to which the research insti-

tution SINTEF has initiated. The project is subsidised by the Norwegian Research Council, and 

to the Knowledge-workplace sub-project the council demanded that a company was responsi-

ble. On basis of this Statoil took the ownership of the project, but SINTEF acts as project leader. 

The sub-project runs for 4 years, and it is subsidised by the research council by 40% of the total 

costs, whereas a number of companies contribute with the remaining part in cash payment 

and the work hours of their own employees. 

The project serves to develop a method to describe and develop correlations among:

Organisational development and new ways of working• 

Architecture, new office solutions and physical scope conditions• 

Modern information and communication technology• 

To Statoil as to the benchmarking projects the goal has been to involve professional expertise 

to look upon Statoil´s situation from outside with experiences from other companies. Hence 

the project has included a number of investigations of developments within Statoil. This has for 

instance given much experience as to use of interviews and questionnaires to examine the em-

ployee satisfaction and evaluations of processes and solutions. Among the results is that 50-80% 

of the employees believe, that knowledge sharing and environment are improved with change 

from cell offices to open environments. In return there are critical comments from the staff as 

to noise and interruptions. If you make a close analysis of this it appears that the most (barely 

90%) are related to the employees´ own behaviour, whereas circumstances related to building 

technique and equipment are only modestly mentioned. This has been valuable information in 

relation to the dialogue with the users in new projects.

In the last 2 years of the project they had a high focus on meeting places which are considered 

being one of the most important aspects in relation to knowledge workplaces.

Sources and references

The case is based on information received from Mona Torsvoll, FAM K&F, Statoil, at a meeting 

May 8th, 2006 and subsequent correspondence, and also the following references:

KUNNE-projektet: www.kunne.no

(COULD-project: www.kunne.no)

Multiconsult (2005): Veiledning for registrering af areal. Notat af 15. februar 2005 (Multiconsult 

(2006): Guidance to registration of space. Note from February 15th, 2005)

Statoil koncernen: Diverse information på www.statoil.com (The Statoil Group: Various infor-

mation on www.statoil.com)
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6.2.2 Space allocation of Steen & Strøm´S Shopping centreS

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country: 

Core activity:

theme: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

steen & strøm A/s

denmark 

shopping centres

space Management 

Professional support of the functions in shopping centres 

space management, shopping centre, full service Management, space 

allocation, partnership

Background

Steen & Strøm is a Norwegian based company, who in the Scandinavian market owns, develop 

and/or administer leading shopping centres in the most attractive market areas. An element 

within this strategy is to use the economies of scale which chain management of shopping 

centres may give in a market characterised by several smaller actors. The goal is to improve 

the competitiveness through a systematic development of their key fields – and this demands 

knowledge of much more than economy. To build up the right organisation is to them a ques-

tion of creating optimal conditions, both to investors, retailing, staff and consumers.

The concept of a centre is not static. It may be necessary to adjust it successively to match the 

consumers´ demands, development trends within the market and the competition situation. 

If for instance the consumers increasingly eat their lunch outside, there may be a need to new 

and more places to eat in the centre. Maybe the weighing of age has shifted significantly. The 

various development trends may imply a need of changing shop combination, or to add new 

floors to the centre. These types of changes are carefully analysed before Steen & Strøm´s devel-

opment unit along with the managing director get the development work going.

lessons leArnt

Within shopping centres the success of the shops and the centre is closely connected•	

Centre management is a partnership, which each day sit for an examination•	

space allocation in shopping centres require a thorough knowledge to consumption potential, •	

retailing structure, and that they also think in wholes and correlations

the shopping centres are long-term investments, which must ensure a permanent value to the •	

company, its partners within retailing and the investors

they must constantly be focused on creating improvements and a better basis to act on•	

An empty field is not reason enough to develop a new shopping centre. The vision is the crucial 

motivation – helped ahead by a constant research.

Traffic analysis, infrastructure, consumption potential etc. are important elements which Steen 

& Strøm thoroughly examine. These preliminary considerations derive from their experiences 

with Full Service Management in the daily centre operation. They know what is needed in the 

long run. The strategic and conceptual possibilities in the market must be present so that their 

centre concept can obtain a central role in the future development of the entire area. To them 

shopping centres are furthermore long-term investments, which ensure a permanent value to 

their company, their partners in retailing and the investors – and to a great extent to the con-

sumers and the local area. They develop to create centres, in which they themselves will play 

an active role in the future.
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fACts ABout the steen & strøM grouP

Company listed on the stock exchange with a market value of approx. eur 339 billion•	

recorded capital and reserves of a size of eur 251 billion•	

result in 2003 approx. eur 33.8 million•	

owns and/or administers more than 50 shopping centres in norway, sweden and denmark of •	

more than 800.000 m2 in total – and with an annual turnover of approx. eur 3.7 billion, and an-

nual number of visitors of 160 million

there are 225 employees, and the rather modest number expresses that large parts of steen & •	

strøm´s management is outsourced to specialists – handpicked to the task, which is defined 

and supervised by steen & strøm

denmark:

in denmark there are 60 employees, and 16 centres are administered, among those Amager-•	

centret, City2, glostrup storcenter, helsingør Bycenter, herning Centret, hvidovre stations-

center, kolding storcenter, lyngby storcenter, nørrebro Bycenter, slotsarkaderne in hillerød, 

Bruun´s galleri and field´s.

in total 1.025 shops, and a lease space of approx. 469.000 m•	 2.

The business concept

The business concept to Steen & Strøm is to create shopping and event centres which today, to-

morrow and in future will appear as the consumers´ preferred shopping location, as retailing´s 

supreme shop windows – hence attractive to present and potential investors.

Whether you are owner or centre manager the ambition is the same: To create shopping centres 

with impact and scope. Well defined concepts which welcome the guests with wide open arms 

and a precise plan to a successful visit. They are the biggest in the Nordic countries and hence 

trendsetting with the area. This is because they realise the importance of processing the signals 

which may influence what you are doing.

Good management helps to ensure a good sale. The shops and the success of the centre are 

closely connected, they are inseparable. Therefore they consider centre management as a part-

nership, which each day during opening hours sit for an examination.

When they accept the task as centre manager, they commit themselves to the role as the uni-

fying and coordinating factor. You must relate to the shops´ development possibilities, to the 

whole of which they are a part – and to all the services which are needed to create a well run 

centre. This demands that you partly think in wholes and connections – partly master the key 

fields within Full Service Management which solve the puzzle.

Organisation and tasks

The technical unit of the centre administration evaluate all technical installations, analyse the 

technical needs, demands as to functionality, quality etc. On the basis of this plans of action are 

prepared which ensure that the technical solutions are future-proof – so that the money are 

spent on the correct solution which will last tomorrow as well.

Adherence of quality standards regarding all technical installations is also the responsibility 

of the unit. Here the vision is to make a major part of maintenance manuals, routines to in-

spections and checks etc. take place through the internet to ensure accessibility and efficient 

management.
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They have worked with space management throughout the last couple of years. It is based 

on use of the CAFM system CoreFM (see section 7.2.1). When the work of digitalisation and 

measurement has been finished with all data, they have the starting point to introduce of the 

modules remaining, which together represent the total operation tool. When this has proved 

to work the further implementation can begin, de-central and central.

The operational organisation is under continuous adaption, and it is at present increased to 

include project realisation of larger development projects, besides the technical operation and 

the project management of larger and smaller projects.

In connection with the management of projects a common Scandinavian project handbook is 

used, which is divided into concept development, lease and building.

Procurement of external assistance is made within the following areas: architect, engineer, 

energy, traffic, fire, ITV, data network etc.

They have themselves electric authorisation and they aim at a professional environment with 

the following main fields: general operational conditions, daily operational conditions, electric 

authorisation and development of new settlement principles.

The economical and legal unit within Steen & Strøm have the task to ensure a precise process-

ing of all agreements with the tenants. Here leasing contract are drawn up, which are gathered 

in an agreement document with correct drawings of leases and the newest market data of all 

the centres. Obvious agreements, lucid guidelines and well defined lease contracts are crucial 

conditions to a good, constructive cooperation among tenants, centre association, administra-

tion and owners.

On of the services which Steen & Strøm put at the tenant’s disposal is qualified knowledge, con-

tinuous information about the centre and its customers, based on analyses of the market, cus-

tomer counts and turnover figures from all the shops in the centre. This “knowledge sharing” 

contributes to strengthen the centre´s readiness and the dialogue among each shop owner, the 

centre association and the centre administration.

The operation manager is the caretaker and the workman of the centre with responsibility to 

the daily centre operation as described in a number of operation manuals. Here quality stand-

ards are formulated, of which the managing director of the centre, the centre association and 

the tenants have agreed in connection to all maintenance work – i.e. cleaning and renovation, 

inspection and control of floors and mats, lifts and ventilation and other technical installa-

tions. All procurements which are related to operation are made centrally in Steen & Strøm to 

achieve economies of scale.

To a managing director the daily centre administration is something else and more than “dry” 

office work. It is to adopt a more active and market orientated role, to accept a professional 

managing responsibility with deciding authority – and to be visible within the team which 

each day ensure a well functioning centre.

Visibility is among other things to concentrate on key fields in a cost conscience way. Are re-

sources used the right way? Can things be done more efficiently? Visibility is also to make ad-

justments to the centre concept in an agile and competent manner, when needs and demands 

changes, or unforeseen things are happening in the surrounding world, which may call for ac-

tion. This readiness is necessary to be able to act in a professional way, focused and fast. The cri-
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terion for a well functioning centre administration is that it in close cooperation with the shop 

owners ensure that the centre always stand up for itself on the shopping scene in question.

Method at re-buildings in existing centres

At the last meeting with a potential tenant the selected project manager is involved (from the 

technical unit) in which the settlement of the new lease and the conditions to the handover 

of the lease is discussed, including the geographical size of the lease (lease plan), and extent of 

technical and building adaptation with basis in the conveyance enclosure of the lease contract. 

Time schedule for the project is made, and it is clarifies who is the tenant´s responsible person 

as to the settlement in question. 

To investments with the size of Eur 250-400 billion the time line is: 2 weeks for determination 

of price basis, hereafter 2 weeks for price retrieval, and 8-12 weeks for implementation of the 

project. Parallel to this there are 4-6 weeks to obtain permissions from authorities.

The above mentioned must be construed as a general guideline, and in single cases variations 

may be agreed, but it must have been discussed with each project manager. Projects other than 

de intervals stated are separately discussed.

The decision proposal which is recommended for approval consists of the following: summary 

of the entire project, budget, overview of space allocation, market analysis, the procurement 

material tendered, buying bid and technical and economical evaluations.

Preparation of larger projects is made within a forum, in which the managing director in ques-

tion, marketing unit, technical unit, accounting unit and law participate.

Before a larger investment in an updating project is initiated, it is closely analysed which ar-

eas should be prioritised. When each element has been clarified a verbal formulation is made 

within each area. The result is an objective to the element, as it from experience is important 

to have an objective to go for in the detailed planning, so that focus is maintained during the 

planning phase.

When a centre has to be modernised they also look upon the shop constellation of the centre 

and which target group the centre is addressing. Existing concepts are put into diagrams, and 

new concepts are introduced, and from these groupings the future shop constellation of the 

centre is determined, and also which target group they want to address.

The diagram below shows what concepts the centre has and with which concepts they want to 

be supplemented. The concepts added are shown in the dotted semi-circle.

After this diagram is an example of how they work verbally with each element. The result is an 

illustration of each set of problems, and goals of how they want each element implemented.

Example of revitalisation of centre – City 2:

The superior goals of the project:

To restore the glory of City 2 and its position in the regional picture of competition, through • 

a unique and updated environment, shop constellation and infrastructure

To ensure a better use of the format of the entire centre through “turning” the previous • 

red/blue transversal axis to an axis in the longitudinal direction of the entire centre

Smaller projects

Larger projects
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The external environment has a low visibility, og there is a low retail signal in facades and un-

structured signposting.

Yellow area has a poor flow of customers, and hence a poor attractiveness. Magasin closed down 

June 4th, 2005. The square must have a strengthened profile and more effective integration with 

the customer flow from other parts of the centre. Kvickly Xtra must re-consider its concept, size 

etc. 

Concerning the internal environment there are problems as to a dim/dark room, identical fa-

cades and need of “non-commercial areas”.

At present you are automatically led towards blue or red entrance, as these two entrances are 

the first you meet, and there is no visible reference to yellow entrance.

With the objective to make yellow entrance a natural choice, when you come to City 2, the ab-

solute keywords will be: accessibility and transparency. A changed structure of the traffic con-

ditions will support this objective with an obvious and visible signposting, which in a natural 

way will guide the customer in the new traffic infrastructure around the centre. In connection 

with the space expansion of the centre, approx. 500 new parking places must be established.

The area around yellow entrance must have a magnetic effect on the customers; it must be an 

obvious destination in itself. The experience will arise due to new squares, walk rounds, and 

not at the least the offer of major and minor leases for both attractive shops and customer flow 

creating services. The area must radiate a great activity and quality.

Expansions at the north and south side of the centre – in the shape of “big boxes” – will repre-

sent the show window of the centre towards the world outside. The signal from the expansions 

will be a more open and integrated City 2, and a very big welcome to the driving traffic. 

The goal is light and open environments emphasising quality and balance among masculine 

and feminine expressions, and also supporting the superior profile of the centre. 

Infrastructure, existing 

conditions

Objectives, infrastruc-

ture

Mens fashion

Price

high

medium

low

style  
(profile)

Plan 4

Plan 3

Plan 2

unfashionable
functional, 
not fashion oriented 
clothing

Basis
up-to-date 
trendy

up-to-date
(high touch) 
trendsetter, 
introducing fashion

eXAMPle of revitAlisAtion of Centre – City 2:

The area around yel-

low entrance

Expansions

Shared space
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yellow 
entrance

yellow 
entrance

Present CustoMer floW:

future CustoMer floW:
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Sources and references

Conversations with technical manager Finn Chabert and engineer Anders Hammer June 6th, 

2006

Information from www.steenstrom.no

Hand out note from Finn Chabert about changes in the organisation and description of area of 

responsibility

Presentation by Finn Chabert at Teknologisk Instituts education in FM, Dragsholm Slot, Novem-

ber 8th, 2005
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6.2.3 conSoliDating Space in yle anD improving the local environment

l

Background

YLE is a media company engaged in public full service television and radio broadcasting. The 

company was established as a state-owned radio station in 1926 and initially had monopoly 

on national radio and television in Finland, but for the last 50 years YLE has been operating in 

a competitive media market. YLE is governed by an Administrative Council with 21 members 

selected by the Finnish Parliament. Financing is mainly based on license fees (90%). YLE broad-

casts both in Finnish and Swedish languages. 

Like broadcasting companies in other countries YLE is in the process of changing from ana-

logue to digital technology, both in the external distribution to the customers and in the in-

ternal production processes. As the first European country the distribution in Finland will be 

totally digitally by August 31st, 2007. However, YLE’s income has stagnated in recent years, and 

the need for new investments in digital technology has put YLE’s economy under severe pres-

sure. One of the consequences has been a reduction in permanent staff by 10% from 3.941 to 

3.517 in the 5 year period from 2000 to 2005. 

Another response from YLE’s board of directors has been to launch a new corporate strategy 

called YLE 2010 in the spring of 2006. This involves changing YLE to a new multi-medial organi-

sation with a fully digital production process. In relation to this the Facilities Services unit in 

YLE has developed new strategies in relation to optimising real estate. This case will outline the 

situation in relation to YLE’s facilities and present the new strategies in relation to real estate.

Case object

Company: yle 

Country: finland

Core business:  Public service broadcasting

theme: strategic concepts

topic: fM as a management tool

Best Practice aspect: optimizing real estate 

lessons leArnt:

the combination of corporate real estate development and town planning process can result in •	

reduced real estate costs and an improved local environment

An improved local environment can make the area more attractive for potential employers and •	

collaboration partners for the core business

location of competitors in the same area is not seen as a threat but as a possibility which may •	

have mutual benefits for the core business, for instance in relation to hiring capacity and resourc-

es between companies

fACts ABout yle

national television: 2 analogue and 5 digital channels

national radio: 6 channels or services

regional services: 20 radio services and 8 television news services

other services: teletext, internet, mobile services etc.

Market share: 44% for television and 50% for radio (2005)

turnover: eur 359 million (2004)

Personnel: 3.600 on a permanent contract and 4.000 fte (december 31st, 2004)

home page: www.yle.fi
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Support- and core business

YLE’s organisation is managed by a Director General and a Board of Directors appointed by the 

Administrative Council. The organisation is divided into 3 divisions, central management with 

4 units and strategic projects as shown in the diagram below. 
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television

yle tv1
yle tv2
yle teema
yle 24
yle teletext
Joint operations
Production services

swedish-language radio and 
television

yle frs
  yle radio vega
  yke redui extrem
yke fst

rAdio

yle radio 1
yleX
yle radio suomi
yleQ
yle radio news and Current 
Affairs

Corporate finance, logistics 
and Properties

strategic Projects

Administative Council

Corporate Affairs

Corporate technology

Corporate development

director general

Board of directors

The divisions take care of the core business with production, editing and distribution of YLE’s 

broadcasting production, while support functions are part of central management. The perma-

nent staff in administration and support was 716 in 2005 equivalent to 20% of the total staff of 

3517, but in the year 2000 the same ratio was 29%. YLE has reached the goal that a maximum of 

20% of the total expenditures are on support functions. YLE is working on developing company 

and management models to arrange partnerships with 

private service companies to deliver support to YLE. 

 

Facility Services (FS)

Facilities Service (FS) is placed under Corporate Finance, Logistics and Properties headed by the 

Corporate Finance Officer (CFO). FS is headed by the Real Estate Manager, and the organisation 

is divided into 6 areas of responsibility with a manager for each as shown in the diagram below. 

The number of in-house personnel besides the managers is 60 in total. 

fACts ABout fACilities serviCes (fs) 

Place in organisation: Central Management 

organisational unit: Part of Corporate finance, logistics and Properties

reference: Corporate finance officer (Cfo)

Management: real estate Manager and 6 subordinate managers

Personnel: 60 on a permanent contract besides managers

owned facilities: 250.000 m2

rented facilities: 25.000 m2 and 25 contracts
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development manager receptionistssecurity

real estate Manager

orgAnisAtion of fACilities serviCes

in house services staff
other towns

heating, plumbing

Building development electricity

YLE’s facilities are spread around Finland. Most of the owned facilities of altogether 250.000 

m2 are placed in Helsinki and mainly in the local area of Pasila (75%) three kilometres north 

of downtown Helsinki. The newest development was an extension built around 1990, and the 

amount of owned facilities has almost been the same since then. However, YLE is involved as 

owner of 25% of a new concert hall being built at the moment in Helsinki and to be used among 

others by YLE’s Symphonic Orchestra. 

The rented facilities has been reduced by around 10% during the last 5 years, and now amount 

to a total of 25.000 m2 distributed on 25 different contracts. 

FS is responsible for the following services in all of YLE’s facilities:

Building maintenance • 

Maintenance of technical systems• 

Cleaning• 

Maintenance of outdoor areas• 

Waste management• 

Security, receptionists• 

Restaurants• 

Meeting services• 

Postal services• 

Logistic services• 

Telephone services• 

Furniture, move and planning services• 

The annual budget for building operation is Eur 14 million equivalent to 4% of YLE’s total 

turnover, while investments vary between Eur 6 and10 million. The total annual cost of facili-

ties including related services and depreciation amount to Eur 26 million equivalent to 7% of 

YLE’s total turnover. 

  

The staff in FS has been reduced strongly by outsourcing in recent years, and half of the present 

staff is 30 receptionists, but this function is at the moment in the process of being outsourced. 

Of the remaining staff 25 are working with technical building operation in facilities around 

Finland. 

New real estate strategy and development plans

YLE has the general policy that they can own their facilities, but it is not necessary. In 2002 a 

decision was made to aim at arranging sale and lease back of some of YLE’s more general usable 

buildings. This has not taken place yet because of the market situation not being sufficiently 
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attractive so far, but this is expected to change. Two regional radio offices of 600-800 m2 outside 

Helsinki are expected to be sold and leased back on a 10-15 year contract in the coming years.

The key drivers for the new real estate strategy are:

The new corporate strategy, YLE 2010• 

Economical pressure• 

Digitalisation• 

New methods and applications, new ways to act!• 

Effective usage of properties• 

Pasila’s town planning process• 

Forum Virium• 

In Pasila YLE’s pension fund owns the site, where YLE’s buildings are placed including some 

land surrounding. The pension fund wants to sell some of the land, and as part of the real es-

tate strategy YLE has worked with an architect company and the local planning authorities to 

develop a new master plan for the area. 

Pasila is an old working class neighbourhood dominated by railways, and YLE is one of the big-

gest local employers. The town development plan aims at making Pasila a technological hub 

and the second centre of activity in the city of Helsinki. For YLE the plan involves consolidating 

their space in fewer buildings, selling some buildings and renting out others in order to make 

future expansion of YLE possible.

Part of the land has been sold to the development of a new building for Forum Virium, which 

is a cluster for development of new customer driven digital services and contents. Among the 

stake holders in Forum Virium are YLE, Nokia and the town of Helsinki. One of the companies 

renting space in Forum Virium is MTV3, which is a direct competitor to YLE’s television. This 

could however have mutual benefits, for instance by hiring production capacity and resources 

among each other. Besides, Forum Virium will help to make the Pasila area an attractive place 

for media people in general and collaboration with high-tech companies, from which YLE is 

regarded to benefit. 

The next step in the strategy development is to define a workplace strategy in relation to the 

coming multi-medial organisation and fully digital production process. This will involve a ma-

jor change process. A questionnaire survey among staff in YLE carried out in 2004 showed that 

48% of the employees preferred the cellular office higher than the open office. This indicates 

that the process of workplace development has to be very carefully planned to overcome resist-

ance among the staff. YLE has made a number of test projects with new ways of working and 

new space planning principles. This has clearly shown that the groups of staff best prepared to 

the changes are the young ones and those working in the Swedish language radio and televi-

foruM viriuM helsinki

forum virium is a cooperation cluster focusing on the development of new customer-driven digital 

services and contents. forum virium was founded by the initiative of many significant players in 

the sector of digital services: digita, elisa, nokia, teliasonera, finnish road enterprise, tietoenator, 

veikkaus, WM-data, yit-group and yle. the public sector is represented by the City of helsinki, sitrA 

(the finnish national fund for research and development), tekes (national technology Agency of 

finland) and vtt (technical research Centre of finland). forum virium’s role is to act as the neutral 

matchmaker between the partners. 
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sion division. A pilot project is being planned for the workplaces in Tampere, where YLE also 

has television production. 

The general consequences of the new real estate strategy are expected to be a considerable re-

duction in the amount of owned facilities and also a certain reduction in the amount of rented 

facilities. This will lead to long term cost reductions, but at the same time the development is 

expected to make the local area in Pasila more attractive, and the work environment in YLE’s 

facilities more efficient and satisfactory.

Sources

The case description is based on information received at a meeting on April 3rd, 2006, with Real 

Estate Manager Kari Haapamäki and Development Manager Sirpa Kokki from YLE and Suvi 

Nenonen from Helsinki University of Technology, including the references below. 

References

Forum Virium Helsinki: www.forumvirium.fi

(Forum Virium Helsinki: www.forumvirium.fi) 

Lindholm, Anna-Liisa & Nenonen, Suvi (2005): Integrated Workplace Strategies –

Maximum Value for the Core Business. Proceedings from EFMC 2006 Conference in

Frankfurt 19.-21. April 2005

(Lindholm, Anna-Liisa & Nenonen, Suvi (2005): Integrated Workplace Strategies – Maximum Value for 

the Core Business. Proceedings from EFMC 2006 Conference in Frankfurt 19.-21. April 2005)

Pasila’s byplanlægningsprojekt: www.hel.fi

(Pasila’s town planning project: www.hel.fi)

YLE (2004a): Bokslut 04.YLE Informationen. Marts 2005

(YLE (2004a): Bokslut 04. YLE Informationen. Mars 2005)

YLE (2004b): Publikberättelse 04.YLE Informationen. Marts 2005

(YLE (2004b): Publikberättelse 04. YLE Informationen. Mars 2005)

YLE (2004c): Årsberättelse 04. YLE Informationen. Marts 2005

(YLE (2004c): Årsberättelse 04. YLE Informationen. Mars 2005)
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6.3 new wayS of working

This theme includes cases about:

The Danish Palaces and Properties Agency, who has been one of the pioneers with implementa-

tion of new ways of working in own organisation and as consultant in modernising the design 

of office environments and workplaces within the Danish state administration

DR, who as part of the development of the new media house DR Byen, has also implemented 

comprehensive changes of technology, organisation and work processes

6.3.1  thE Danish PalacEs anD ProPErtiEs agEncy DEvEloPs thE FuturE 
oFFicE

Case object

Company: 

Country: 

Core activity: 

support function: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

Palaces and Properties Agency (PPA) 

denmark 

the danish state administration 

state property company 

space utilisation 

new ways of working 

innovative office design 

new ways of working, workplace design, office building, future office

Background

In chapter 4.2.1 the Danish Palaces and Properties Agency (PPA) is mentioned under the theme 

state real estate administrations. In this chapter we focus on PPA´s contribution to modernise 

the design of office environments and workplaces within the state administration. SES has 

been among the pioneers within development of new ways of office design in Denmark.

lessons leArnt

Activity based office environments have great advantages in supporting knowledge sharing and •	

transverse cooperation

Activity based office environments must continuously be under transformation and in accord-•	

ance with the present needs so they do not create barriers to the organisation, but continuously 

support its effectiveness and development

the managers become more visible in activity based office environments, and must be ”on” all •	

the time as the traditional status symbols are gone

involvement of the staff in the planning process has a great importance to the satisfaction with •	

the result

life stage thinking will in the future be a crucial element in recruitment and maintaining of the •	

best employees

This has happened during a process where PPA has been working innovative to implement new 

ways of working in own organisation and PPA concurrently has become the driving force in a 

general modernising of the office environments within the Danish state administration. With 

the purpose to support the role as the state´s competence centre within office design PPA has 

in 2005 finished a concept competition about the future office.
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In this case is shown the development process, which PPA´s own office design has gone through 

over a period of years, and the experiences they have had. Furthermore is shown the activities 

of PPA as consultant and facilitator in connection with changes of office design and working 

conditions in other state units with a project for the Danish Patent and Trademark Office as a 

specific example. The chapter is closed with a short mention of main results from the concept 

competition about the future office.

fACts ABout the dAnish PAlACes And ProPerties AgenCy (PPA)

reference: 

office buildings: 

office leases: 

Castles: 

Parks and gardens: 

homepage:

Agency under the Ministry of finance 

700.000 m2 valued at eur 79. billion 

480.000 m2 

300.000 m2 

500 hectares 

www.ses.dk

The development in PPA´s office solutions

In the last half of the 1990´ies PPA initiated a development process of renewing the office de-

sign. This was done as part of a general international development in many companies and due 

to specific changes in the way which PPA itself and many other state organisations work. It was 

about an increased need of internal communication and knowledge sharing and an increased 

extent of transverse cooperation, for instance project work.

Reduction of the expenses for premises was also into play, but it was also important to create a 

new image and a new culture within the state administration. The consideration to be able to 

attract employees concurrently with the declining year groups was important as well, empha-

sising to create attractive work environments, like the possibilities of homework also gave new 

conditions and possibilities. The development of IT with an increased amount of knowledge 

work, and the use of mobile ICT-tools were among the most important driving forces behind 

these changes.

In the development process PPA cooperated closely with external consultants with special expe-

riences. Not at least John Worthington from the international architect and planning company 

DEGW with headquarters in London. The company has been one of the internationally leading 

companies as to the penetration of the concept “New Ways of Working”. DEGW has for instance 

cooperated with the Danish architect company PLH architects, who also had been consultants 

to PPA in connection with design of their office environment.

One of the methods which PPA used in the analysis of the former office environment in the 

agency was inspired by DEGW to register the current use of the offices, which were mainly one-

man offices. They registered 3 times a day during a period in 1998, and they discovered that of 

the 102 employees a maximum of 80 were present at the same time, that a minimum of 54 em-

ployees were present, and that there were in average 64 present. Converted to space per present 

employee this corresponded to 60 m2 with a variation from 48 to 70 m2.

At subsequent measurements they changed into registering 4 time per day, and they differenti-

ated according to the number of employees who were at own workplace, and how many em-

ployees and guests, who were elsewhere in the building. From the measurements of the floor 

space ratio they reached that approx 40% of the employees needed a fixed workplace, whereas 

the remaining almost 60% more suitable would share workplaces. PPA has also used electronic 

questionnaires and interviews in surveys of work processes.
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In continuation of the analysis PPA finished a pilot project, where they renovated and arranged 

open offices organised with a number of activity based areas on 2 floors in the old building in 

Copenhagen, in which PPA has its offices. The areas included workplaces, quiet areas, project 

areas, formal and informal meeting areas, and areas for service teams, information centre and 

“touch down” (small available workplaces where employees on the way from one location to an 

other may sit down to work for a short period, for instance checking e-mails).

The idea to this so-called activity based workplace is, that each employee chose to use the work-

place which in the best way support the person´s present work task. This naturally makes 

demands to the employee and that he can work with the ICT-tools there are at the different 

workplaces / activity areas, or himself bring mobile ICT-tools. In PPA the employees got wireless 

telephones, and all PC´s were standard installed, so that all employees would be able to log on 

at any PC anywhere. Furthermore each employee was given a bookcase module at 70 x 70 cm to 

keep the most important personal dossiers and papers.

After the new arrangement they could in 2000 observe that they for approx. 45 employees used 

1.595 m2 with 39 workplaces and in average 35.4 m2 per person. However there was enough 

space for a much more intensive utilisation with up to 60 employees with 52 workplaces within 

the same space corresponding to 26.5 m2 per person. It was a comprehensive experiment where 

no employees in the 2 floors have permanent workplaces. It also involved the agency´s board of 

managers, who were situated on the floors in question. PPA wanted to achieve flexibility in the 

workplace – both physical and mental – in the shape of well used square metres and employees 

who where was willing to adapt.

Even if they implemented a thorough preparation involving the employees, the management 

in PPA realised that it for some employees some times would seem unsuitable not to have a 

permanent workplace. Hence they from the very start planned to make follow-ups with evalu-

ations and necessary adjustments. The first evaluation in 2000 led to introduction of bases, so 

that groups of employees with comparable work functions had an affiliation to a certain area 

with a number of workplaces to share. One of the bases was a manager base, to which PPA´s 

board of managers were attached. 

At an evaluation in 2001 90% of the employees stated that the activity based environment was 

a gain to PPA. The new work environment has especially strengthened the transverse coopera-

tion among units, building up and sharing of knowledge and the contact among colleagues. 

There were a general content with the bases, which worked well as foundation for common 

professional competence. However, the employees had a wish of having their manager situated 

close to the staff bases, whereas the managers preferred to be situated within the manager 

base, which had led to a better cooperation among the managers and more efficient transverse 

coordination. The employees experienced that it had become more difficult to plan their work 

days, as they were available to all, and everything happened much faster. Some experienced 

that they had lost professional competence, and other thought that the productivity in the 

individual task solution had decreased. However, the productivity in the shared task solution 

had been increased.

One of the most important experiences from PPA is that the activity based office environment 

is constantly under transformation. The flexibility gives possibilities to a continuous adaption 

to changing needs. It is also important with continued management awareness, that the office 

environment continuously is according to the present needs, so that they do not “run wild” 

and create barriers to the organisation, but continuously support its effectiveness and develop-

ment. And it is in the activity based environment as in the traditional office environment not 

possible to hide in your own office. This has maybe a special importance to the managers, who 

Evaluation

Pilot project
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become more visible and must be ready constantly to be “on”, at the same time that the tradi-

tional status symbols are gone.

After evaluation of the experiment on the 2 floors PPA finished a renovation of the entire build-

ing.

Project for the Danish Patent and Trademark Office

The Danish Patent and Trademark Office (DPTO) is a special kind of public company which is 

marked by a high degree of technical insight and specialised labour, and the office handles 

material subject to confidence. At the same time DPTO is subject to a conversion process from 

being a classical authority, which register and made decisions, in being a modern public serv-

ice, in which interaction with the users is more important than the traditional authority tasks. 

It has required a new way of working in which they emphasise knowledge sharing, cooperation 

and use of competences across the organisation. 

At the same time the digitalisation of the large amounts of former paper documentation has 

led to the excess of the comprehensive physical archives close to the workplaces. This has im-

plied substantial savings of space, and possibilities to arrange much more flexible. The change 

to the digital way of working has implied that they could spare 25 shelf kilometres archive with 

in total 150.000 tons of paper.

fACts ABout the dAnish PAtent And trAdeMArk offiCe (dPto)

reference: 

objective: 

 

tasks: 

 

staff: 

homepage:

office under the Ministry of economic and Business Affairs 

to serve as centre for strategic information and protection of tech-

nique and business feature 

issue of patent and design privileges and registering of trademarks and 

utility models 

245 fte and 272 workplaces 

www.dkpto.dk

On basis of this DPTO´s management considered to denounce their lease in an office build-

ing from the 1980´ies in Taastrup west of Copenhagen. It was originally built to DPTO and 

designed as an 18 metre deep double corridor building with room for the physical archives in 

dense bookshelves in the middle of the building close to the workplaces, which were situated 

in cell offices along with the building´s facades. PPA is the lessor, who in continuation of the 

SEA-reform, cf. chapter 4.2.1, has acquired the building. Based on an analysis of cost and quality 

made in cooperation between DPTO and PPA, it was in the summer 2004 decided that a rebuild-

ing would be the best solution. 

Prior to this DPTO had finished a demand analysis with large involvement of the employees, in 

which each unit described the development in their tasks and work methods. On basis of this 

the demands and wished to the future physical settings were formulated with support from a 

independent architect as consultant. The architect supported DPTO as lease consultant in the 

further process, where he worked as liaison between the unit managers in DPTO and PPA as 

responsible for the rebuilding.

Among the demands to the new design was an increased entrance control with security shell 

between the public accessible area and the internal areas. Furthermore, enclave closure around 

an IT supervision room should be made. There were ideas of further security, but they were 

adjusted in the further process. It was assumed that all employees have own workplace, and the 

number of workplaces would be based on 227 with possibilities to expand to 286. 

Demand analysis
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On an early stage PPA involved an independent architect in the project. He was selected on 

the basis of earlier knowledge, as the task had an economical size below EU´s threshold val-

ues, so there were no demands of implementing procurement of the design work. On basis of 

the demand analysis the architect started a schematic design process, which included several 

meeting rounds with the unit managers in DPTO to reach solutions which would be approved 

by DPTO´s administration. Not all the unit managers´ wished could be met, for instance an IT-

server room was situated in the basement, even if the IT-manager wanted the room situated at 

the IT-unit in the ground floor.

The common employees did not directly participate in the outlining process with the architect, 

but two information meetings were arranged to the entire staff. Besides that it was up to each 

manager to involve the employees in their units. Furthermore comprehensive information ef-

forts were made internally with weekly information prepared by an employee from the infor-

mation unit.

As part of the outlining process DPTO´s board of managers decided, after introduction from 

the architect, the following 5 superior principles:

All – managers, unit managers and staff – are situated in open environments1. 

The workplaces are ensured plenty of room with a general module of 6 metres to 4 work-2. 

places, which give possibility to have “space” among the workplaces

The open offices are divided in smaller units separated by “flex rooms”, and each unit may 3. 

be arranged for 4-12 persons, which create intimacy and more quiet around each work-

place

Many flex rooms are established, which may be used for meetings, project groups, quiet 4. 

rooms, personal interviews etc., and the unit managers are situated close to a flex room

The middle zones in the building are used for shared functions and activities: meeting 5. 

bars, libraries, lounge, cafes and informal meeting space

The demands to intimacy and peace to work led to the fact, that some units were situated in ar-

eas separated with glass walls against the general walking areas. This involved an appeals board 

and the patent office, whereas the remaining units were situated in open environments. 

One of the large discussion topics during the planning was choice of flooring, where the choic-

es were carpets or linoleum. On the basis of a comprehensive documentation material, which 

PPA´s project manager has gathered, they succeeded in convincing representatives from DPTO 

that carpets were the best choice, among other things on the basis of acoustic considerations.

Another discussion topic was the position of the patent unit, which is a powerful unit within 

DPTO with the tendency to isolate themselves from the remaining units in the organisation. 

The patent unit wanted the entire unit to be consolidated at the same floor. From DPTO´s man-

agement there was a wish to integrate the patent unit, and it was decided that the unit would 

be situated on several floors united vertical around an atrium. The wanted integration has only 

been obtained to a limited extent.

On the basis of the schematic design the architect prepared a project proposal, which was the 

basis of procurement of the rebuilding as a design and build contract around New Year 2004-05. 

Besides the project proposal the procurement material also included so-called “design outlines” 

to particularly important architectonic conditions, for instance ceilings, floors and meeting fa-

cilities. The bids were favourable, hence there was possibilities to buy some extra improvements, 

for instance as to the canteen. A contract was made with a contractor, who carried out the de-

tailed design with involvement of an architect firm. The architect engaged by PPA for the sche-

matic design participated in the design meeting to ensure that the intentions were kept.

Discussion topics

The re-building

The schematic design 

process
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The size of glass walls were increased during the detailed design process due to new wishes 

from DPTO. This caused a delay in the design process, and DPTO had to pay the contractor for 

re-design and acceleration, and accept a delay. Besides that the project proceeded according to 

plan. One of the reasons to this was that DPTO had great managerial attention to the project, 

and stipulated the settings of the project on a high level. The CFO served as the project owner, 

and he had experiences from implementation of larger rebuilding projects from former jobs.

During the rebuilding the employees were moved out of the sections of the building which 

were included by the building work. The majority of the employees were situated in temporary 

pavilions on the premises. The work began in April 2005 and was handed over December 23rd, 

2005. DPTO moved in between Christmas and New Year, so they would start using the rebuilt 

offices from the beginning of 2006. The reconstruction amounted Eur 4.8 million, and DPTO 

furthermore invested Eur 725.000 in new furniture and new computers with flat screen moni-

tor for all workplaces.

One of the major changes in the 3 floor building is, that the inlet of daylight has been increased 

considerably because they on two places in the middle of the building has opened up through 

the deck between 1st and 2nd floor, and they have mounted glass on the roof, so that the daylight 

flows through the building. In the gables they have cut through the walls and mounted win-

dows which allows even more daylight, and also allows an easier orientation within the build-

ing. Furthermore the ceiling has been raised from 2.50 to 2.80 metres along the facades, and 

from 2.30 to 2.50 metres in the walking areas and the middle areas. As special architectural and 

user elements floating meeting boxes are situated in connection with the gaps in the horizon-

tal division between 1st and 2nd floor. Hence the internal building now appears quite different 

than previously.

Even though it means adaption to the employees to sit differently, there was a general satisfac-

tion with the new arrangement. This was observed at meeting in the units and among the man-

agement. The chief executive estimates that the high level of involvement of the employees was 

of major significance to this. Furthermore, an important psychological aspect has been that the 

employees during the rebuilding had tried the worst, to be situated in pavilions, so they looked 

forward to move back after the rebuilding. 

There is also plenty of space in the building. According to the project proposal there is 31 m2 

net and 34 m2 gross per workplace with 227 workplaces, whereas there are 24 m2 net and 27 

m2 gross per workplace with 286 workplaces in the lease. During the period prior to the project 

DPTO had experienced a reduction in the number of employees, but they are now within a 

heavy expansion. Therefore they have considerations of rebuilding the upper floor in a building 

section, which was not included in the former project, to make room for more employees.

The plan below shows the arrangement of part of first floor before the rebuilding, and the new 

arrangement after rebuilding as illustrated in the project proposal. 

The result
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The entire building amounts approx. 12.000 m2 divided in 4 contiguous building sections. To 

DPTO the project has meant that they were able to denounce a building section of approx 

4.000 m2, so they now have only a part of the building, hence they have saved rent. But it is 

more important that they had a new arrangement which support the cultural conversion that 

the agency is undergoing during the present years, and the goals which the management has 

drawn up for the company. Unlike previously DPTO today senses no difficulties in recruiting 

new employees, but this is not just due to the new arrangement but more in general DPTO´s 

new image as a modern public business.

Future office

As part of knowledge collection and continued development of concepts to design of office 

environments PPA implemented a concept competition in 2005.The competition was arranged 

by a transverse project group which gathered inspiration to preparation of the competition in-

troduction at a seminar, in which the Danish Institute for Futures Studies presented their ideas 

about megatrends and the development in the labour market for the coming 10-15 years. On 
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basis of this the project group formulated a competition introduction consisting of a number 

of megatrends in relation to the organisation, the staff, building and technology, which the 

competition competitors would take as their starting point at the preparation of their entry 

proposals.

The competition itself was implemented by a so-called parallel assignment with contribution of 

DEGW from London and Signal Architects from Copenhagen, which are both consultants with-

in office design. A parallel assignment is a dialogue based competition, where there throughout 

the competition period are arranged dialogue meetings with participation of both client and 

the contributing companies. The goal is jointly to approach the solution and ensure knowledge 

sharing on their way. Hence there is no winner of the competition, and both companies had 

the same professional fee.

Among the main results of the competition was the fact that the trend continuously approach-

es a mere transverse cooperation, and even greater variation in the design solutions. The pri-

mary cause is a development with a higher degree of knowledge based work, and also a higher 

degree of frankness and outgoing towards the partners and the customers. The until then desk 

related employees become more and more mobile, for instance when administrators develop to 

become counsellors and investigative coordinators, but there is a continuous need that some 

employees, who make the backbone of the organisation, remain in the workplace.

In the future companies will probably emphasise internal branding, so that each employee 

can see himself as part of the corporate identity as it has been depicted in office solutions and 

design. There are also trends that the employees more and more are put in focus as individu-

als, and life phase thinking become an important element of recruiting and retaining the best 

employees. Hence the office design will support the employees´ individual needs determined 

by life phase and cultural affiliation etc. Considerations to health and intellectual challenges 

will probably have more and more importance as well, as there will be more focus on environ-

mental sustainability. 

For the development of buildings and design of office environments these tendencies also en-

tail high demands of meeting and communication facilities combined with offers of various 

work possibilities, from cell offices and home offices to informal meeting forum and project 

rooms. The more mobile work environment will put further focus on the extrovert part of the 

office environment such as reception and meeting points, and also the office´s backbone in the 

shape of administrative functions. 
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6.3.2 planning of open workSpaceS in Dr byen

Background

From the start it was a management decision in DR that the workspaces in the new headquar-

ters DR Byen (DR city) should be planned as open plan environments. But what does that mean 

more precisely, and how does the management get staff acceptance of a radically new way of 

producing TV and radio? 

That is the focus area of this case. The starting point is the preconditions for defining the 

amount of space to plan with for the new headquarters before the decision on starting the 

building project was taken back in 1999. In the beginning the planning of the building was a 

very top management controlled process, but a crisis between management and staff changed 

the process to be characterized by an extensive involvement of staff, both in the briefing of the 

building as well as in the interior layout and move planning. In the case the main focus is on 

the interior layout planning of the open work spaces. At the end of the case some of the main 

results and experiences from process are described and evaluated in spring 2007 after most of 

the staff has worked in the building for ½-1 year after the move during 2006.

CAse oBJeCt

Company: dr – danish Broadcasting Corporation

Country: denmark

Core business:  tv and radio broadcasting

theme: space Management

focus area: new ways of working

Best Practice aspect: Planning for a new multi-medial and digital media production

key words:  new ways of working, workspace planning, user involvement, office 

building 

lessons leArnt:

the interior layout with open environment gives a great overview, and as a result staff more often •	

go to talk with a colleague who can be seen being present 

good common spaces in the building mean that the staff meet more often across departments•	

staff has had a real influence in the layout of their new working environment, and this has given •	

them ownership and prepared them mentally before the relocation

the transparency in the building with floor to floor glass facades provides good daylight and sup-•	

port the overview but the downside is a lack of meeting rooms with a possibility for privacy, for 

instance during serious conversations between a manager and an employee 

fACts ABout dr Byen

Project period: 1999-2008

floor space: 132.500 m2 including full basement

Work spaces: 2.700, of this approx 2.100 office work stations

Architects and engineers:

segment 1 and indre gade:  vilhelm lauritzen As and Carl Bro As

segment 2:  dissing+Weitling, nirAs A/s and ove Arup & Partners

segment 3: gottlieb & Paludan + nobel arkitekter a/s og rambøll

segment 4: Ateliers Jean nouvel and nirAs A/s

Client consultants: CoWi A/s and Plh arkitekter as

Website: www.dr.dk
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Space preconditions

DR Byen is a very huge building project and, when segment 4 with the concert hall is finished 

the total floor space will be more than 130.000 m2. However, this is less than DR’s space in the 

Copenhagen area before the relocation project started. I 1999 DR had approx. 150.000 m2 dis-

tributed on 12 addresses around Greater Copenhagen with TV-byen (TV city) and Radiohuset 

(Radio house) as the most important. 

Before starting the planning of the building project in the summer of 1999 a decision docu-

ment was prepared by DR’s real estate department and the client consultant Carl Bro A/S. Based 

on an overview of DR’s existing space it was estimated that the spaced requirements in the new 

development could be reduced by approx 20%. One half of this space reduction was expected 

to come from joining all DR’s function in the Copenhagen area at the same site in buildings 

designed according to the needs of DR’s way of production in the future. The other half was 

expected to come from the changes in the interior layout from mainly being small offices into 

open environments in DR Byen based on the concept: ”New ways of working”.

With these space reductions and extended space for the concert hall facilities in DR Byen com-

pared with the former concert hall facilities in Radiohuset, the total space need was estimated to 

125.000 m2. During the planning process the space has been increased to the final 132.500 m2. 

After the decision on the building project DR’s client organisation produced an overall brief 

for the need of net floor space for different units and functions in DR. As a basis for this, DR’s 

top management had approved a space norm for work spaces in open environment of 10 m2 for 

each workstation, and additional 3 m2 for various related functions. During a project revision 

due to a need for cost reductions after the first architectural competition on the master plan 

the space norm was reduced by 10%. The final space norm then became as follows:

each workstation 9.00 m2

Addition for 

- meeting rooms 0.90 m2

- printer/copying room 0.45 m2

- archives 0.90 m2

- café areas 0.45 m2

sum 11.70 m2

The 9 m2 is for one workstation (desk with PC and low shelves etc.) as well as internal circula-

tion space between workstations, small guest and meeting places, and eventual quiet rooms for 

sharing. The general circulation space in the open environments is not included in the 9 m2. 

In addition to the 9 m2 there was for each workplace planned with 2.7 m2 for meeting rooms, 

local archive rooms, printer rooms and café areas. These facilities were expected to be placed 

permanently on the floor plates independent on which department was using the floor during 

a specific period.

Besides the workspace there was in the whole complex included a number of common facili-

ties such as staff restaurant, cafés, meeting centre and library etc. as well as a huge number 

of specialized facilities for TV and radio production, technical functions, workshops, stores, 

garages etc.

The Five Finger Plan

Following the decision to start the building project the board of directors in DR in the summer 

of 1999 had initiated the so-called Five Finger Plan. I was a strategic activity to clarify the corpo-
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rate preconditions for the building development to secure that the building would be designed 

in accordance with the future need of DR’s production. The Five Fingers each constituted a 

project:

A.  What should DR’s programme activities be  

in 10 years?

B.  How should the workflow and production  

processes be?

C.  Which requirements would that apply to DR’s  

technological infrastructure?

D.  How should the future corporate organisation be?

E.  How should the new building look to facilitate a 

ll of that?

Thus the building project constituted the little finger and the idea was that the first 4 projects 

should set the requirements for the building project and not the other way around. The Five 

Finger Plan was carried out with DR’s 5 directors each managing one project, and after half a 

year the results were finished with a number of reports.

In relation to building planning the result of the Five Finger Plan was a strategic brief which 

defined the overall visions and intentions for the building and the specific objectives and con-

ditions for the building project. The work with the strategic briefing had included workshops, 

study tours to new buildings in England and Holland, and seminars with DR’s management, 

internal union representatives, and the client organisation. A central part of the strategic brief 

is a scenario with DR’s thoughts about how it should be to visit and work in the finished build-

ing.

One of the reports from the Five Finger Plan unfortunately included the managements ideas 

about closing DR’s television entertainment department and to move part of DR’s production 

to it’s provincial centre in Jutland. When this became known it caused an up-roar among DR’s 

staff and led to staff meetings in the canteen in TV-byen. The internal union representatives 

were put to a side and the so-called ”Think-tank” mostly with news journalists well-known from 

the television screen was established to be in charge of the situation on behalf of the staff. All 

formal collaboration between staff and management was immediately put on a hold.

DR’s former general manager wrote about the situation: ”I went by far too quickly ahead and 

made the mistake that the five project groups (one for each finger) which in a hurry had been 

formed to produce the Five Finger Plan was established and started over the head of the staff.” … 

”The results of the work were ready by the end of the autumn 1999 and they were excellent. But 

in relation to the staff they were seeds on a stony ground. Unfortunately they coincided with a 

new media agreement where DR was forced to privatize a major part of DR’s TV production”.

After several months the management of DR and the Think-tank reached an agreement about 

a platform for a renewed collaboration. This involved establishing analysis groups with par-

ticipation of staff to revaluate the results of the Five Finger Plan and a number of other issues 

in relation to DR’s internal processes. The analysis groups should be formed by both staff and 

managers based on a process where individuals expressed their interest in participating in on 

of the various groups. 

Analysis Group E

In relation to the building project the Analysis Group E about the physical layout of the build-

ing was formed, and the group got the following two tasks:
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To secure staff and managers influence on the planning of the building project• 

To propose components for the layout of the building, particularly in relation to advan-• 

tages and disadvantages when working in more or less open environments

The first task resulted in a proposal about establishing workgroups with consisting of up to 10 

participants that should draw up recommendations about the requirements for the different 

parts of the building. Members should be chosen among staff and managers with the relevant 

competences in relation to the scope of the workgroup. Each workgroup should be headed by 

a chairman appointed by the board of directors and other members appointed by the staff and 

managers in the appropriate functional area, while the client organisation should be in charge 

of the secretarial function. This proposal was accepted by the main work committee and the 

board of directors in DR.

The other task was much more difficult. Early in the process it was realized that some of the 

attitudes to the basic preconditions for the building project was obstructing a constructive 

collaboration in the group. The questions about open plan offices versus individual offices and 

the ”right” for individual ownership to workplaces were among the problem areas. As a shared 

understanding of such issues is not a question of either/or but both/and, a more constructive 

dialogue evolved. One of the activities that helped to change the understanding was a number 

of visits to other companies that was working in open plan environments.

 

The result of the work in the group was a report from October 2000 with some minimum re-

quirements to the design of open plans in relation to structure, communication and the overall 

impression of the rooms, and to light, sound, ventilation, flexibility, café areas, copying and 

print areas, wardrobes and bath facilities, meeting rooms, and the location of studios and edit-

ing suites etc. 

The group had attempted to define different types of staff and related requirements to work-

places and layout, but the conclusion from these exercises were that they tended to be looking 

backward. In stead the group focused on recommending methods to understand and analyze 

the future types of staff. The following basic factors were identified:

When and how does a person use the workplaces

Which work tools does the person need for the daily work

With whom does the person collaborate 

It was recommended that the interior planning should analyse the need of the staff in ques-

tion as a starting point, and also that an interior planner should be appointed to assist each 

department in the planning process. Even though open plan offices would be the dominating 

layout, the group also recommended that the different needs of various functions should give 

the possibility of variations in the combination of open spaces and closed offices, and that the 

local conditions should be decisive for the combinations of individual and shared workstations. 

Furthermore, the group presented a large number of different principal furniture modules for 

the interior planning. 

 

Building briefing

Following the recommendations from Analysis Group E the building briefing started during 

the winter of 2000-2001 with a large number of workgroups involving staff and managers rep-

resenting different functional areas of the building. A total number of 20 such groups with the 

responsibility of developing the input to the briefs for each of their physical part of the total 

building were established. Besides that, a cross-cutting workgroup was established with the 

responsibility for input to the briefs on all the common areas in the building – both the areas 

with public access and the internal common areas.
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The results of the work of these groups formed the basis for segment specific building briefs for 

each of the 4 segments as well as for The Internal Street (Indre Gade). Furthermore, a general 

building brief was produced with the overall requirements to the building, including the mini-

mum requirements from Analysis Group E.

On the plan of the second floor of the entire DR Byen below, the internal common spaces – The 

Internal Street and atriums – are shown.

CoMMon AreAs

Public

semi-Public

segMent 3 
garden for  
information

segMent 2 
garden for 
knowledge

segMent 1 
garden for Play
garden for  
Communication

intern gAde
Café
travel Agency
Bakery

Interior planning

Concurrently with the building briefing the client organisation produced a process plan for 

the interior layout planning. The process plan was accepted by DR’s management at the end of 

2002. 

As part of this plan each of the departments in DR should analyse their internal processes and 

activities from the perspective of how they should be carried out after the relocation to DR 

Byen in a fully multimedial and digital organisation. It had been discussed with DR’s manag-

ers whether such process analyses should be the first part of the interior layout planning fa-

cilitated by the client organisation or carried out by the departments themselves without the 

involvement of the client organisation. Even though DR’s managers wanted to be responsible 

for the process analyses, it turned out that the departments in several parts of DR was not fully 

prepared when the interior layout planning started. In these cases the process analyses had to 

be addressed in the interior layout planning.

In the preparation of the process plan DR’s basis organisation concentrated on the amount of 

staff resources that the interior layout planning would cause. To reduce this, it was decided to 

limit the size of the workgroups to a maximum of 6 representatives from staff and managers. 

The original process plan involved approx 30 workgroups, and the resources for representatives 

from DR’s basis organisation were estimated to a total of 13 man-years. However it turned out to 

be necessary to establish considerable more groups – approx 50 with a participation of approx 

300 staff members, i.e. 10% of the total DR’s staff. 

A central element in the process plan was to establish a Policy Group, which should elaborate 

on the work of Analysis Group E and produce more specific principles, guidelines and tools for 

the workgroups. The Policy Group mainly consisted of management representatives but also 
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the chairman of DR’s internal union council, representatives from DR’s health and safety unit 

and the client organisation were members. The results of the work in the Policy Group were a 

handbook for the workgroups, a video with inspirational material and a number of building 

blocks (furniture modules). The building blocks were included in the handbook with descrip-

tions and drawings, but they were also produced as physical models that could be put on draw-

ings of floor plans to make the interior layout planning as play-full and concrete as possible.

 

A basic viewpoint in the handbook is that the function and the characteristics of the work of 

a person should be decisive for the field of work rather than the job title. Thus it is a general 

principle that managers as well have their workplaces in the open environments. The former 

general manager Christian Nissen personally stepped forward and had his office area in TV-

byen changed to open plan with his own workplace, and that made it very difficult for other 

managers to demand their own office in DR Byen.

 

Among the guidelines were that the height of furniture as a main rule should not exceed 120 

cm. With this height you can work sitting down with some screening and the possibility to 

overview the local surroundings, while a person that are standing or moving around can over-

view the whole floor space and orientate himself and experience the room as light and friendly. 

With higher furniture the shelves may be regarded as walls, and the noise level can easily be-

come a problem, because you cannot see those who may be disturbed by your noise, and those 

being disturbed may have problems to identify the source of the noise.

 

The building blocks for the workplaces were divided into:

 

My workplace, which is usually used by the same person

Our workplace, which is used by different people in turn; with a subdivision in function based 

workplaces and special workstations

Everybody’s workplace, which is small workplaces for checking e-mails etc. placed in common 

spaces or break areas for production staff. Furthermore the whole building has wireless net-

work so you can make your own workplace anywhere with a laptop.

Similarly there were building blocks for My archive, Our archive, and Everybody’s archive, Our 

meeting room, Everybody’s meeting room, and Our informal meeting space, and Everybody’s 

informal meeting space.

This terminology had without any doubt a relation to the discussions in Analyse Group E about 

the ”right” for individual ownership to workplaces etc. At the same time there is a clear rela-

tion to the internal discussions in DR on the profile of TV channels after DR started it’s second 

channel DR2. The profile of DR2 was characterized as My channel, and should be a channel 

were groups of viewers could find programmes that suited their special interests. DR1 on the 

other hand should be Our channel with a broad appeal to most of the viewers. In that way the 

terminology in relation to furniture mirrored the terminology of DR’s core business.

An important task for the Policy Group was to clarify how much of the existing furniture 

should be reused in the new building, and how much should be procured as new furniture. 

The handbook for the interior layout included considerable smaller desks than was normally 

used earlier. The reason for this was partly a decision generally to use flat computer screens in 

order to reduce heat load and thereby the need for cooling as well as to reduce the need for 

space. Another reason for smaller desks was generally to achieve an improved space utilisation. 

The board of directors in DR had originally decided that most furniture should be reused, and 

it took a long time to produce a convincing argumentation to get a new decision about having 

most of the workplace furniture procured as new.
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Prior to the presentation of the handbook the board of directors in DR issued a policy state-

ment to all DR’s staff and managers, where the main principles for the interior planning were 

included. The policy statement started by presenting a vision for DR Byen; see text box. The 

Policy Group and the client organisation also arranged a workshop for all managers in DR, 

where they were introduced to the interior planning process and what was expected from them 

in connection to this.

 

The interior planning was carried out as a very structured process divided in two main stages. 

The first stage was the principal layout where all the fixed building components should be placed 

so this could be implemented in the construction process. The workspace areas in the building 

were planned as flexible floor plates where small meeting rooms, project rooms, quiet rooms, ar-

chive rooms and copying and printer rooms could be placed anywhere according to need as late 

as possible in the construction process. During the principal layout planning the exact amount, 

size and location of such rooms should be decided. The workgroups carried out an interior lay-

out briefing with assistance by interior planners from the client organisation and based on the 

brief the design teams produced a design proposal for each of the workgroups to accept.

The second stage was the detailed layout where the final furniture layout was planned. This 

process was on one side closely related to the procurement of furniture, which was organized 

with an EU-tender within the frames of procurement agreements of the Danish State, and on 

the other side with the move project, which as responsible for moving furniture to be reused 

and archives etc. from DR’s former locations. 

The overall schedule of the interior design planning is shown in the diagram below.

dr’s vision for dr Byen:

Dr ByEn – a worlD class MultiMEDia housE

What does it mean to the danes?

   Better programmes

   More choice

What does it mean to the users?

   A flexible and open work environment

   An inspirational base for collaboration and creativity
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An example of the interior layout of one floor in segment 1 is shown on the plan below.
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informal meeting zone

Results and experiences

Compared with the recommendation from Analysis Group E the workspaces in DR Byen have 

become very open environments. Individual offices hardly exist except for approx 50 rooms in 

music departments in segment 4, where part of the staff has to listen to music as an integrated 

part of their work, and a modest number of quiet rooms and special rooms for editing and sub-

titling in other segments. There are only a few group offices for 4-6 people planned as project 

rooms.

 

All other workplaces are in open environments. This also concerns a number of workstations 

for editing video and sound where listening is done with headphones. Even speaking is to some 

degree done at workstations in open environments by use of close range microphones. Howev-

er, the size of each floor plate is relatively small, and by placing meeting rooms and other small 

rooms the floor plates have been divided in smaller parts that can be easily overviewed.  

The very transparent character of the buildings with glass facades from floor to ceiling almost 

everywhere provides pleasant daylight in the building. It is also very easy to overview the space, 

and you can see your colleagues present. Compared with before, where the same kind of over-

view did not exist, people are now more likely to go to talk with another person. The downside 

of the transparency and the overview is a lack of meeting rooms with the possibility of privacy 

which provides problems for instance in case of serious talks between a manager and a member 

of staff.

Besides, the building is characterized by a considerable amount of common spaces. This in-

cludes atriums in all segments and de-central cafés and the experience is that these are used 

more or less as intended. The staff meets with colleagues from other departments more than 

before. The Internal Street is not yet fully in use, and the same goes for the public accessible 

spaces. Therefore, the use of the whole complex cannot be evaluated at the moment.

 

The involvement of staff in workgroups during briefing and interior planning has given them 

a considerable influence on the design of their new work environment. Some members of the 

staff during the process expressed surprise about how much influence they were given. The 
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user involvement has had great influence on the staff taking ownership to the project and, it 

has made them mentally prepared to the new environment before the relocation.

Sources

This case is based on information received from DR and from the following references:

DR (2000): Den fysiske indretning af DR Byen. Rapport fra analysegruppe E, 20. oktober 2000

(DR (2000): The physical design of DR Byen. Report from analysis group E, October 20th, 2000)

DR (2003): Indretning af DR Byen. Direktionens ledelsesudmelding af 10. marts 2003. Bilag til DR 

Byen (2003) 

(DR (2003): Design of DR Byen. The board of director´s management message from March 10th, 

2003)

DR Byen (2002): Procesplan for indretningsprocessen. Revideret udgave, 15. december 2002

(DR (2003): Process plan for the design process. Revised edition, December 15th, 2002)

DR Byen (2003): Håndbog til indretningsgrupperne. 3. udgave

(DR Byen (2003): Handbook for the design groups. 3rd edition)

Nissen, Christian S. (2007): Generalens veje og vildveje – 10 år i Danmarks Radio. Gyldendal, 2007

(Nissen, Christian S. (2007): The general´s paths and wild paths – 10 year in Danmarks Radio. Gylden-

dal, 2007)
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7

teChnology And 
infrAstruCture7
7.1 introDuction

Technology and infrastructure are in many ways included in relation to FM. Property manage-

ment are in many ways basically about ensuring, that technology embedded in building related 

facilities may function throughout the lifetime of the building. In many FM service functions 

is included use of technology for instance as transporting materials, telephone exchange and 

other communication tools. Technology in the shape of IT-networks and other electronic com-

munication tools may be considered as part of companies´ and society´s physical infrastruc-

ture along with buildings and other facilities.

In this chapter we will focus at first on how IT is used, partly as a tool in the administrative FM 

functions, and partly in support of teleworking. During the previous 10-20 years a large number 

of software systems have been developed in the shape of general CAFM-systems (Computer Aid-

ed FM) and more specialised systems for property administration and building maintenance. At 

the same time the development in mobile communication tools has offered new possibilities 

to teleworking.

Secondly the chapter illustrate how IT based tools are gaining ground in the shape of asset man-

agement of physical infrastructure such as roads, drains and water supply systems.

The chapter includes the following themes:

IT use with CoreFM in Steen & Strøm and teleworking in SKAT as examples• 

Infrastructure with asset management of technical infrastructure as example• 
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7.2 uSe of it

This theme includes cases about:

Steen & Strøm, who use IT for administration and management of shopping centre

SKAT, who in connection with the structural reform of Danish public administration has been 

subject to comprehensive organisational changes, and focus on fundamental renewals of the 

working processes.

7.2.1  it For aDMinistration anD oPEration oF stEEn & strøM´s  
shoPPing cEntrEs

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country:

Core activities:

theme:

subject:

Best Practice aspect: 

search words:

steen & strøm’s use of CorefM from Byggeweb A/s

denmark

operation, development and administration of shopping centres

technology

use of it

development of operational programs for dynamic building operation 

space management, it, operational system, real estate strategy, digital 

documentation

Background

In continuation of the implementation of a space management module from CoreFM Steen & 

Strøm has made the groundwork to introduce a programme for the different kinds of opera-

tion, which are necessary in connection with the operation of shopping centres. This internal 

groundwork and introduction was implemented successively and is not yet finished.

They began with the space management process in 2003, as a pilot project, where they for the 

shopping centre Lyngby Storcenter recorded up to the level which would be the basis to the 

remaining centres, for instance as to lease information.

lessons leArnt

Possibility for successive development of operational system, hence improved possibilities to •	

management

involvement and commitment from all participating employees is necessary•	

the identification of needs and the programme are the most important constituent elements of •	

the process

Analysis and adaption of working procedures are important•	

fACts ABout steen & strøM

see chapter 6.2.2 – space Management

fACts ABout CorefM

CorefM is developed by Byggeweb A/s who with products such as Byggeweb.dk and Byg-net.dk •	

since 1997 has specialised in internet based software for the building industry

Byggeweb A/s employs both construction specialists and it specialists, who in close relation •	

to the company´s customers and partners ensure applicable products which match the user´s 

needs and the newest technical possibilities

the company´s products are spread throughout a majority of the danish building industry•	
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CoreFM

The development of CoreFM takes as the starting point the needs of their customers. This im-

plies that the product use processes which are well known to the users. Therefore CoreFM does 

not change the way of thinking in Facilities Management. The change consists of refinement of 

data, which the software generates through continuous up-dating. And also the benefits that 

follows, measured in time saving and quality protection.

CoreFM is a Danish CAFM system which collects the building´s data in one particularly site on 

the internet, with access to the building´s operational staff and other users. It is developed for 

space allocation, building documentation, operation and maintenance of technical and electri-

cal installations, task control, user documentation etc. With the programme you may chose the 

“full packet” and hence have all of the building´s operation and maintenance gathered. Or you 

may chose products, which aim at specific needs, for instance fire protection, cleaning, lease 

handling and building inspection.

CoreFM is chosen by Steen & Strøm because it is accessible, has an easy recording and simple in-

structions. A main argument to the choice of CoreFM compared to other systems has been, that 

CoreFM is built up within a relation database, which is accessible through the internet, hence 

you may work dynamically, which gives a higher flexibility, and you have a lot given as the data 

are available (only in one place). This gives more accessible data to more users.

Typical operational systems are able to handle operational tasks to which some times lease 

and space allocation is attached. This is gathered in one system, simply designed after practice. 

Steen & Strøm among other things chose the system from a wish of a good space database, in 

which you may import from AutoCad, and data are also kept separated in the system. 

Usually you have drawings as basis of space information, but it was not always the case in this 

process. So the advantage is that you may connect different users to the system to perform their 

own area of responsibility, for instance technical, lease or market competence. There is a need 

for this due to the cross-functional cooperation among operational managers at each location. 

This is supported by periodic operational meetings, in which they exchange experiences. 

The space management structure is a tree structure, which is logically constructed, and where 

you can build up, for instance space functions etc. You may turn on and off as needed to each 

category.

Building owner

Administrator

Consultants employee

Authorities

service 
providers

The process

At present there is an ongoing process in cooperation among Steen & Strøm and Byggeweb, 

in which space documentation is made to all centres. This includes updating of drawings and 

control of each present situation. Recording of rooms and leases are made on location. To this is 
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added installation in the system with the goal to achieve a reliable data / space basis as starting 

point to the succeeding process.

The process was more difficult than expected, and they were still in the middle of the process, 

when this case was written. During the course digital handover of documentation from con-

struction projects has been tested. However, this will be implemented later on.

The next goal will be that relevant employees get access to the system, and that they themselves 

contribute with maintenance of data etc. The employees in question will be responsible to their 

own professional part of it. This is expected to become a demanding process, which demand 

pedagogy and teaching through focused courses and accumulation of documentation, guides 

etc focused to the users.

The timetable has been reviewed, and draughtsmen have been involved in the process with 

drawings, and they also allocate the resources necessary to the further process. A total timeta-

ble has not been made to the further process, and it is especially important to locate the opera-

tional staff in each centre and convince them of the usefulness, and to become known with the 

working procedure at the use and extension of the system. The next hurdle will be analyses of 

the working processes and organising, as they all previously had their own method.

Byggeweb is a solely software provider, this is their primary target, whereas other system pro-

viders also provide consulting. To be able to solve this problem without being tangled up By-

ggeweb is building up partner associations. In doing this they will be able to provide complete 

systems, for instance digital handover, and all non system related circumstances are performed 

by the partners among architect / engineering companies. 

The next phase is a dialogue with the operational staff to identify the processes before the sys-

tem is implemented. They expect to implement a new pilot project to Lyngby Storcenter with 

preparation of an operational plan as the beginning of the next phase. In this part external 

consultants are assisting.

Establishment of an operational system

At establishment of the operational system a visible operational strategy is achieved, which 

gives a visual view of buildings and outside spaces. Furthermore shared, person independ-

ent knowledge is introduced. In working with preventive maintenance there will become less 

quick-fix solutions, and you achieve economical view of the operational expenses, hence the 

operational budget is used more optimal. And there also is a long planning horizon – with an 

improved view of maintenance tasks in the future, and a better check-up on service agreements 

and external providers. Tasks for outsourcing are better made collectively, by which you may 

achieve a better price on external services.

CoreFM´s software products includes Hosting, Space, Units, Objects and occurrence, Building 

inspection, Planning, Fire, Road and park. New products are continuously being developed ac-

cording to the customers´ demands, and the latest is that insurances, service agreements and 

lease contracts are centrally recorded, and you may see them as needed. Besides the software 

solutions include counselling, support and activation of the users by means of courses and 

education. From needs this may take place during a limited start-up period – or as a permanent 

service agreement.

A typical implementation procedure will be divided in phases and will extent over a longer pe-

riod with possibility to compilation of experiences, which may be used in necessary decisions 

of for instance the level of detail as to the documentation and a customised working procedure 

after total implementation.
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The procedure may be as shown here:

Description of scope, structure and goal to the digitalisation1. 

Gathering of data, stored on a Byggeweb.dk archive solution2. 

Transfer of data to CoreFM3. 

Data processing and making of FM plans4. 

Further detailing and activation of new user groups5. 

Total system implementation and operation6. 

Connection of extra modules for other use than operation and maintenance7. 

An important parameter to Steen & Strøm has been that data with advantage may be used at 

any time during the procedure – also before a total implementation. Hence it is possible to 

extend the change to digital Facility Management over a chosen period. And also an improved 

and more rational working procedure to each change to a new phase.

Possibilities for use

The CoreFM concept has been developed on the basis of several years of experiences with By-

ggeweb.dk solutions. At the end of the construction case there were often wishes of being able 

to save and later to process further the gathered information for us in connection with opera-

tion and maintenance. The Byggeweb.dk solution has only in part been able to offer facilities to 

accommodate the need for this, which besides sharing of common information consist of for 

instance recording methodology, overview, planning and visualisation. Yet, Byggeweb.dk is still 

an appropriate starting point to gathering data for use in CoreFM.

recording

instructions

fM-tasks

Planning and 
distribution

Analyses and budgets

CoreFM is continuously supplemented with extra modules for specific purposes, for instance 

task management, description of leases, cleaning services, evacuation zones and other circum-

stances which do not appear from a traditional FM plan.

Digital documentation of existing buildings typically includes spaces, building parts / equip-

ment and operational drawings. 

In documentation of spaces a precise overview of the extent and use of the spaces will be 

achieved. The system is able to summarize spaces from a single wall surface and up to a number 

of buildings and all the intermediate levels. You are able to calculate any user defined space, 

besides space functions, internal / external leases, shared spaces, price zones etc.
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Documentation of building parts and equipment entail overview and quantity calculations on 

all levels of the building portfolio. Documented information may be used for FM planning and 

also an overview of fire and other equipment etc. 

Existing operational drawings can be transferred to the planning calendar of the programme 

so that FM initiatives and cash budgets are centralised and standardised. Operational drawings 

may be set up with a degree of detail that correspond to existing practice, and it may over time 

be more detailed and targeted through a determined documentation of spaces, building parts 

and equipment. 

The advantages of digital documentation are:

Easy access to shared data across professional and geographical distances• 

Visual overview of spaces and incidents• 

Simple updating of instructions and FM plans• 

Comparison of different buildings´ state and FM costs• 

Reutilisation of data for other purposes than operation and maintenance• 

Modules

The space module gathers all measurements and gives the users an overview of the space of 

their properties. The programme gathers information of spaces, both outside and inside. You 

may measure and document on various levels of detail, depending on your use of the system. 

Both approx. figures and precise measurements may be documented and used for reports about 

grouping of the spaces and their condition. The space module is also the basis of other mod-

ules. Digital drawings in DWG-format are automatically converted, so they may be shown and 

worked on at once on the internet without use of AutoCAD. The converted drawings are reuti-

lised in views and reports, for instance lease descriptions.

The space module gives for instance the following possibilities:

Visual overview of the spaces and their possibilities of use• 

An clear picture of the use of the buildings• 

Possibilities to process data at directly in the drawing• 

Possibility to print reports with space information• 

Shared knowledge of the spaces of the building• 

Basis to work with leases, fire, building parts etc.• 

The planning module is used to plan a visual operational strategy, so you maintain the value of 

the building, and see to the best basis to make a plan to operation and maintenance.

The building module gathers observations across time and place. When the consultants inspect 

the building, they enter their observations in the programme. Here the building owner and 

other users have shared access to see the result of the inspection, and have possibility to act in 

relation to their part of repair and maintenance.

Sources

Conversation with Clars Danvold, Byggeweb June 28th, 2006

Conversation with Finn Chabert and Anders Hammer, Steen & Strøm, June 9th, 2006

www.corefm.dk
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7.2.2 teleworkplaceS in “fremtiDenS Skat”

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country:

Core activity: 

theme:

subject:

Best practice aspect:

search words:

skAt

denmark

Collection of taxes

technology and infrastructure

use of it

flexible and mobile workplaces

teleworking, it, workplace design, new ways of working, office hotel

“Rather an organisation which tries and sometimes fails than an organisation which never tries and petri-

fies”

Minister of Taxation Kristian Jensen at a theme meeting about teleworking in a reference group 

about “Fremtidens SKAT”, October 24th, 2006.

Background

SKAT is established as part of the structural reform of the Danish public administration, where 

the task of tax and tax collection is transferred from the municipalities and counties to state 

auspices November 1st, 2005, and it is merges with the former ToldSkat as a new consolidated 

tax administration. This implies that they leave approx. 300 formal units at the same number 

of addresses to one state unit organisation at approx. 30 addresses. The number of employees is 

increased from approx 4.600 in ToldSkat to approx 10.300 in the new organisation. During the 

years to come the number of employees is expected to fall to approx. 7.000 by natural retirement 

supplemented with implementation of long-term strategies which will maintain and improve 

the services which SKAT provides. Among these can be mentioned LEAN on the administrative 

processes, increased focus on digital administration etc.

lessons leArnt

introducing teleworking in an organisation requires that strategies to fM, iCt and hr are close •	

connected and in accordance with the total strategy of the organisation

A thorough preparation is a necessity in connection with implementation of teleworking on a •	

larger scale

Pilot projects is an efficient method to test solutions before they are unrolled to the entire or-•	

ganisation

it is important to create win-win situations, for instance if the employees have less transporta-•	

tion, and the organisation achieve larger efficiency and space savings

teleworking implies changed competence profiles to both employees and managers•	

to avoid isolation at teleworking space to social community and professional sparring must be •	

created

Among the political goals to the fusion may be mentioned that SKAT wants to keep and expand 

the good citizen service, and that the organisation structure must be compatible to a holistic 

oriented case work. Furthermore the legal rights and the consistency of the task handling must 

be strengthened. A new and more coherent service and control strategy must be implemented. 

The task solution must be maintained at the present level, and in some areas it must be im-

proved, and finally a coherent managing and priority of the existing resources.

Some of the challenges that the new organisation must handle are to maintain equivalence 

among the parties within the fusion, and to meet political promises of streamlining. Further-
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more they must take regional political considerations, and the expectations are that the pro-

duction mainly may be maintained during the fusion. It must be without extra costs, and they 

must consider globalisation and increased focus on family, leisure time and work life.

The location of the 30 tax centres, 4 customer centres and 1 payment centre was decided within 

the political system. The result is shown in the map below.

hjørring 30 tax centre

4 Customer centre

1 Payment centre
Aalborgthisted

skive
struer

herning
ringkøbing 
= Payment centre

Billund

horsens

esbjerg

ribe = Customer centre
haderslev

tønder

randers

grenaa
holbækårhus

fredensborg
nærum
københavn

køge

Maribo

roskilde + Customer centre

næstved

korsør

svendborg

rønne
odense

+ Customer centre

Middelfart

høje tåstrup

Mission and vision

A shared mission and shared visions were drawn up to the new group administration. The mis-

sion is: We ensure a fair and efficient finance of the future public sector.

The visions take their starting point in the following concepts: Legal rights, Service, Quality, Ef-

ficiency, Openness and Attractive workplace. The visions and the attached strategies are shown 

in the figure below.

legAl rights

effiCienCy QuAlity

serviCe

oPenness

AttrACtive 
WorkPlACe

visions And strAtegies

fair Play

simplification of rules

efQM excellence

the sol-project?

Process development?

Competence strategy?

future skAt?

Collection strategy?

effort strategy

it strategy

system upgrading

efficiency strategy

Channel strategy?

information strategy?
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Among the FM initiatives and organising were for instance, that there must be only one en-

trance to the citizens and companies and also internal in SKAT. This meant that on the date 

of fusion a customer centre, e-mail and self-service user interface on the internet should be 

established. Furthermore, a shared IT platform and helpdesk etc. was established. Additional 

initiatives were for instance scanning of mail, journalisation, smart cards, wireless laptops and 

mobile phones – all based on increased digitalisation.

As preliminary work SKAT for instance obtained inspiration from the report by the Danish Pal-

aces and Properties Agency on Future office from September 2005, and a report on new office 

design by Eva Bjerrum and Anne Bøgh Fangel, Centre for New Ways of Working, the Alexandra 

Institute A/S.

Future SKAT

In connection with establishment of Future SKAT a project was established rooted in the HR-

Main centre of SKAT as a development of the long-term strategic HR work after the fusion. In 

the project a report about office hotels was prepared, which is a working title to four various 

models of de-central work stations. The report shows how the models are assumed to be able to 

supplement SKAT´s present organisation, and at the same time support mission and visions of 

attractive workplace, efficiency and service.

To the vision about attractive workplace it is a crucial project, which may give the flexibility to 

each staff member, which is a demand to an up-to-date workplace. The vision about efficiency 

has in the project two focal points: A general saving potential as to office space, and SKAT´s 

ability to solve the task portfolio efficient and resource responsible where the task is. The vision 

about service aim in the project towards the citizens´ common acknowledge of SKAT and its 

working methods. To be able to qualify the assumptions, the report prepares to test them in a 

number of pilot projects.

They have initiated a pilot project in which SKAT in cooperation with a municipality in Jutland 

(Vesthimmerland) have established four work stations for flexible use to all the employees in 

SKAT in the local library. Five more pilot projects are initiated in 2007, where more models of 

office hotels will be at play.

Furthermore SKAT has established teleworkplaces to employees who live in the area Sønderborg 

in South Jutland – organisationally associated to the tax centre in Tønder. One of the remaining 

five pilot projects is in Sønderborg, where SKAT seeks to facilitate the employees on the distance 

with an office hotel. Among other things they try to avoid that loneliness overshadows freedom 

in creating space for social community and professional sparring. They furthermore empha-

sises that the work does not but to much pressure on family life and private life, and to create 

sharp limits to the work. The pilot project in Tønder is mentioned later on.

At present the work task and the primary goal in the project group is to guide and facilitate the 

pilot projects in relation to structure and needs adapted to the local context. The entire project 

is thought and initiated by SKAT´s top management, who had a fundamental assumption that 

office hotels are a suitable tool to supplement the organisation. But within a changeable project 

phase the project group has tried to achieve a more bottom-up process, both through problem 

statement, report method and implementation of pilot projects.

Throughout the project they have made new partnerships, searched for new ways of organi-

sation and work, and use of IT is an important parameter to a successful project. The project 

group has tried to facilitate the pilot projects with both “soft and hard” values.
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In connection with a reference group meeting about “Future SKAT” in the summer of 2006 

they draw up the following highlights of the employees´ future expectations to an attractive 

workplace:

Flexibility as to where, when and how you work• 

Respect of the entire human being and focus on correlation among family and working • 

life

Individual salary in relation to the work, i.e. the product which you deliver• 

Good management which gives freedom with responsibility, obvious goals and settings, • 

coaching in stead of supervision

Meaningful, challenging tasks, in which you may be able to affect the priority• 

Good and flexible settings close to the home• 

Good development and career possibilities, both internal and external• 

You are able to see yourself as an important part of a whole – both professionally and so-• 

cially

The organisation has a good management, who does not stall, but develop• 

An obvious brand – a good project, with which you can identify as an employee• 

In this part of the strategies they would discover how teleworking, office hotels and arrange-

ment would supplement and develop SKAT´s present organisation, hence support the mission 

and the visions.

They have been working with 4 models for office hotels in connection with the regional tax 

centres, and also the teleworkplace and the home office.

teleworking / 
home office

the traditional

the modern

the mobile

the "office less"

tax 
centre

The traditional office which consists of workplace and a possible meeting place 1. 

for citizens and companies. Is situated at a de-central location or perhaps as a flex-

ible layout and use for part of the tax centre. More are sharing the same work-

place, through which the space savings will be achieved. This model is estimated to 

be most useful as part of an efficient adaption of facilities for a declining number 

of employees, and to create a more attractive workplace. Can be implemented fast. 

The modern office which does not exist, and hence demand pioneer work in cooperation 2. 

with external interests. It is a local office community and work station, meeting place, and 

maybe ad hoc service place. They emphasise multi functional use of public facilities as a 

The attractive work-

place

Teleworking, office ho-

tels and arrangement
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flexible offer which do not replace facilities in the tax centre. This model especially bid for 

the vision of an attractive workplace and service, and along with the teleworkplace it may be 

considered as compensation to loss of work community and possibility to share knowledge.  

The mobile office is a work station which is flexible and may be moved to the task. This 3. 

may imply both a mobile office and mobile equipment. This solution supplement the 

fixed work place in the tax centre, and does not directly save space, but it gives the em-

ployee possibility to solve the task in less working procedures, and frequently on the spot. 

Is attached to the work strategy with increased visibility and chance of flexibility as to 

geographic location in an adaption period. 

The office less office, where the employee is mobile and has a car and mobile equipment. 4. 

This is suitable to the employee, who works external. Among the external visits they log on 

the net from the library, the café, home or another office hotel, from which the tasks are 

forwarded. This is the most comprehensive model, which is based on a new job design to a 

selected group of the staff. The model highly supports efficiency and service. It is for many 

employees expected to be an attractive bid on a new kind of work life.

Common to the models is that they demand mobile IT and digital support of the processes, and 

furthermore the use of digital tools. The job design in SKAT must be considered: Which tasks? 

And how to solve them? The employees must be ready for the new situations, and the manag-

ers must understand to lead within a virtual organisation. The tax centres must be adapted 

so they will be able to support the employees both when they are “inside” and “outside”. It is 

important to follow up on the strategic clues to SKAT´s task solution, for instance in relation to 

citizen service, work efforts etc. Furthermore to create the motivation needed, and to incite the 

employees to changes of both the organisation, processes and culture.

The potential to office hotel and teleworking is the interaction among:

Efficiency1. , where it is important to create win-win situations, to make better use of the dig-

ital tools, to work towards a less use of space, to save transportation and to improve the 

productivity.

Service, 2. where a cross public cooperation is prioritised, and where the employees are more 

with the customer and less in the office, and where also the service idea is “re-thought”.

Attractive workplace3. , where they work on creating better correlation between family life and 

work life, where the transportation time is minimised, and where each one to a great ex-

tent will be able to organise his work, and finally in creating a meaningful community.

An example of a win-win situation is shown in the table below.

The implementation is based on becoming aware that there is a natural resistance against 

changes, and therefore communication and information is highly prioritised as well as suc-

cessive involvement and co-determination in connection with pilot projects, where the ideas 

are tested and adjusted. The activities are based on both a theoretical and a practical approach. 

A well functioning intranet is very important in the procedure, and plays an important role 

in the presentation, and it is important to create legitimacy and sense, so that the dialogue 

employee Skat citizen anD company

less transportation  less transportation less transportation 

– attractive workplace  – more efficiency – improved service
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is direct and supplemented by involvement in the change processes, which hence create the 

development necessary.

SKAT´s statement of costs per employee compared to the conditions in the annual budget for 

2006 are shown in the table below. To private tendered office hotels the price range from Eur 

200 to Eur 925 per month per workplace, depending on situation and service.

A choice must be taken in connection to design and establishment of specific office hotels as 

to specific purposes, preferences, needs and possibilities, including economic resources. It is 

about the degree of freedom of choice, ownership to the physical location, flexibility in the 

localisation, responsibility for operation, flexibility in sharing of workplaces, tasks, contact to 

citizens and companies, contact to other than SKAT employees, and finally the degree of social 

work community.

Pilot project Tønder

This project will test teleworking as a new way of organising the work. Teleworking is a more 

formalised and comprehensive form of home work. The project was finished in 2006. If the 

project is being evaluated positively by staff and management, it is the idea and the second 

landmark (where the first is office hotels) to raise the teleworking to a general principle of or-

ganisation within SKAT.

In connection with the fusion 500 teleworkplaces were announced. Additionally there are a 

variety of types of previous home workplaces and teleworkplaces. All of this will be considered 

in the organisational principles for teleworkplaces, as the staff policy will be adapted to this. 

The strategic considerations in introducing teleworkplaces are for instance to draw up settings 

and guidelines to the use of communication tools and to consider the saving potential – over-

head costs. Additionally to optimise organisation of the centre workplace in relation to tel-

eworking, and to consider performance pay contracts with teleworkers, and initiatives in the 

organisation which create community, i.e. to create a culture in which the employees develop 

own market value, but continuously develop / create market value to the company. 

Points of awareness to the head of departments a introduction of teleworking is to work with a 

process of optimal organising af the unit, proposals to preparation of a unit basic agreement, 

and to think in use of communication tools, especially webcams, furthermore, to be aware of 

the teleworker´s welfare, and to be visible through the communication tools, and to be proac-

tive in relation to electronic knowledge sharing.

omkoStninger pr meDarbeJDer

calculated standard price per standard workplace annual budget 06 Skat 

lease

Cleaning, renovation, building maintenance, heating, electricity, water

Computers, business machines

telephony

equipment

in total eur

Average of the above mentioned: eur 7.380 per year and eur 615 per month

3.545

1.620

1.450

221

246

7.080

 

3.860

1.845

1.515

221

246

7.688

Costs

Variables in design of 

office hotels
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The manager profile will be changed from controlling presence to judgement of results, from 

supervision to support and good advice, from placement of orders to problem solving, from 

hierarchic management to project management, from awarding obedience to stimulating own 

initiatives, from prioritising stability to encourage flexibility, from controlling resources to cre-

ating resources, and from being a part time manager to being a sideline engaged manager 

along with own operational responsibility.

It is the recommendation of the project that teleworkplaces are not alone introduced to em-

ployees with outgoing work. Teleworkplaces are being regarded as suitable to almost all work 

tasks, in connection with SKAT´s total task portfolio.

At present there are restrictions to the employees who work with counter tasks and phone 

service (agents). But in time, when the technique is ready, phone services may also be telework 

services, and employees in service areas may for instance rotate between administration tasks 

(which can be done from home) and service tasks in the centre.

The employee profile demands independence, self-discipline, self management, self-government 

and independence from other people´s initiative. Furthermore, that you clearly understand 

your own limits and competences, that you have job experience and have good IT tools. Finally 

you must be well organised in your work methods. The table below shows a list of various types 

of employee competences.

The challenge in a world, where we are always online and everyone are linked, will be to find 

the correct information, to change information to knowledge, to manage your time, and also to 

maintain focus on tasks with a high priority.

According to Microsoft the development is towards intelligent software. Technology will auto-

matically know which phone calls must be diverted, and which e-mails will be prioritised at 

first. The software will be developed in the direction of text to speech and translation services. 

You will be able to listen to e-mails or read voice e-mails depending on the circumstances.

Professional updating through electronic communication tools is possible, for instance by 

means of Messenger, Communication, e-learning, e-mails, phone meetings, electronic profes-

sional network, webcams and video conferences.

An adjustment of expectations must be made in relation to the organisation of the work. The 

awareness of the kind of knowledge sharing and professional sparring must be toughened. The 

teleworkers must not expect that the social element may be caught up with on their presence 

days. This causes noise. The remaining employees will be torn out of their existing pattern of 

teamwork .It appears to be worst to the remaining employees. There must be no special consid-

eration as to the teleworkers – “them and us” situations must be avoided.

employee competenceS

professional competences

Social competences

adaptable competences

Professional competence, deep or wide knowledge, efficiency, confidence, 

communicating, planning abilities

enterprising, curiously challenging, empathic, cooperative oriented

sense of community, personal energy, proactive, forward looking and 

adaptable

Work tasks

Points of attention 

in relation to the col-

leagues at the main 

workplace
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The test results in connection with the staff are shown in the table below.

Compared with these test results the experiences from a mobile employee in the Danish Health 

and Safety Authority are describes as shown in the textbox below. 

eXPerienCes froM A MoBile eMPloyee in the dAnish heAlth And sAfety Authority

Before the change of organisation he met daily with his colleagues – now it is only once a week when 

they have a meeting in the supervision group. one of the greatest differences in relation to earlier 

has been not having the same contact to all your colleagues. hence it is important to take time for 

an informal chat at the weekly meetings in the supervision group, and to add other sort of shared 

arrangements, for instance as a combination of cosiness and knowledge sharing. it is a good idea to 

use Msn Messenger, so you are always able to see whom of your colleagues you quickly are able to 

contact. you are able to ask questions to each other and to send short notes.

it is his experience that it is individual whether it is important to have a leader close to you. yet, every-

body must know what you as an employee must do in specific situations, including the more difficult 

or critical situations. Agreements of work time, transportation etc. must be made, so there is no in-

security among the employees, if things are not properly settled. Possible it problems must be taken 

very seriously and be of high priority, as it otherwise create a lot of frustrations and non-productive 

time to the employees.

in conclusion the new way of working has given a high degree of freedom to plan and organise the 

work in you working days. totally it gives possibility to a larger and better correlation between work-

ing life and family life.

source: guide for pilot project about office hotels. note prepared by skAt.

Sources and references

The case is based on interviews with the consultants Brian Parbst Hansen and Anni Ehlers, SKAT 

April 24th 2007, and also the material below:

SKAT (udateret): Guide til pilotprojekt om kontorhoteller. Notat (SKAT (undated): Guide to pilot 

project about office hotels. Note).

SKAT (udateret): Pilotprojekt Tønder – distancearbejdspladser. Dias serie. (SKAT (undated): Pilot 

project Tønder – teleworkplaces. Slides)

the teleworker

the management /  

the manager

the colleagues

advantages

flexibility, quiet, contemplation, efficiency, 

professional independency, development 

af basic it knowledge, no stress in the 

morning, less interruptions, less sickness 

absence, saved transportation time

Maintain qualified manpower, create 

increased efficiency, create satisfied em-

ployees, increased flexibility, wishes of more 

teleworkers in the unit

steady situation

Disadvantages 

Working life and private life merge, the 

social dimension is absent, sense of commu-

nity, stress at computer breakdown

them and us, visibility

noise, former social connections disappear, 

the administrative burdens are increased, 

loneliness
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SKAT (2006a): Rapport om kontorhoteller i fremtidens SKAT. September 2006. (SKAT (2006a): 

Report about office hotels in future SKAT. September 2006).

SKAT (2006b): Pilotprojekt Tønder vedrørende distancearbejdspladser. September 2006

(SKAT (2006b): Pilot project Tønder concerning teleworkplaces. September 2006).

SKAT (2006c): Referat fra referencegruppemødet i ”Fremtidens SKAT” den 24.oktober

2006. (SKAT (2006g): Summary from reference group meeting in “Future SKAT” October 24th, 

2006).

SKAT (2006d): Projektbeskrivelse af 13.november 2006: Koncept for distancearbejde i

SKAT, herunder kontorhoteller (SKAT (2006d): Project description from November 13th, 2006: 

Concept as to teleworking in SKAT, including office hotels.

SKAT (2007): Indlæg på DFM konferencen 2007 af projektchef Peter Joensen.(SKAT (2007): Pres-

entation at the DFM conference 2007 by project manager Peter Joensen)
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7.3 infraStructure

This theme includes a case about:

Asset management, which consider investments of infrastructure as a capital asset which • 

must be managed on the basis of commercial principles

7.3.1 assEt ManagEMEnt oF tEchnical inFrastructurE

Case object

Company:

Country:

Core activity: 

theme:

subject:

Best practice aspect:

 

searchwords:

grontmij | Carl Bro and sæby Municipality

denmark

Consulting engineer company and a municipality

technology and infrastructure

infrastructure

Prioritisation af economic resources by means of modelling of mainte-

nance strategies

Asset management, infrastructure, municipalities, it

Background

What is the best way to spend the tax payers´ money when the economy does not match the 

needs for investments? This is a question of priority which most municipalities recognise, and 

it is a problem which turns up every year, when it is time for the municipal budgets. Grontm-

ij | Carl Bro has developed modelling tools which create a better overview of the effects of 

the various maintenance strategies. This type of financial control tools are well known within 

maintenance of for instance roads, but the new thing about the tool SAMS (Strategic Asset 

Management System) is, that there is a possibility to combine economic calculations from more 

administration areas, hence the administration managers will be able to compare the expected 

consequences of alternate investment strategies. At present the tool consists of the modelling 

modules: water, roads and drains.

lessons leArnt

More money for road maintenance after documentation of the economic consequences of lack •	

of maintenance

it is good to have a total overview of more sectors, because a municipality is responsible to •	

more supply areas. this fits a municipal need.

the visual results are good as presentation of a topic, which is often hard to make probable•	

it is hard work to establish the condition evaluations, from which the calculations must be made•	

the principle to the value may be worked out differently, and they are crucial to the results, •	

hence you must pay the calculation principles great attention

The fact that the first modelling modules are about water, roads and drains is because the water 

distribution system and the wastewater discharge on the whole are always situated in connec-

tion with roads. Therefore they may be both practical and economic advantages to coordinate, 

for instance renovation work.

To illustrate how you may use asset management in administration of technical infrastructure 

we refer to the experiences of road administration within Sæby Municipality (today part of 

Frederikshavn Municipality) in North Jutland. Sæby was the municipality who at first used the 
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Grontmij | Carl Bro asset management system for road administration, RoSy®, to have the value 

of all roads and matching equipment charted, and they are working on a similar registration 

and valuation of the distribution system, waterworks, purification plant, etc.

fACts ABout grontMiJ | CArl Bro

danish company in the dutch group grontmij, which is the sixth largest consulting engineering •	

company in europe

Consultants within for instance building, construction, water, environment, energy and indus-•	

try, and is for instance present in the netherlands, denmark, great Britain, Belgium, Poland, 

ireland, sweden and vietnam

in denmark are working 1.200 of the 7.000 employees in the group•	

Consulting within traditional facilities management is in grontmij | Carl Bro named optimised •	

property operation. in the consulting they typically emphasise the wellbeing of the users, the 

standard of the buildings, management of the equipment, the configuration of the terrain, con-

sumption of energy and water, and cost of operation and maintenance

the experiences from this traditional facilities management are combined with experiences and •	

knowledge of planning, operation and maintenance of water supplies, purification plants and 

other sorts of technical infrastructure

Administration of technical infrastructure within a municipality

Well functioning cities imply well functioning infrastructure for water supply, energy supply, 

transportation, communication, waste handling, and rain and wastewater handling. The tech-

nical infrastructure is often regarded as the invisible city, which probably is important, but it 

is not easy to maintain political interest to it, as long as the systems are functioning. Therefore, 

today there is an investment back-log especially as to drains, water supply and roads.

Infrastructure is characterised by large investments and a long-term time perspective, and in 

Denmark infrastructure is mainly considered as a general good, and hence the administration 

of infrastructure is closely connected to the public administration. Locally it is typically the 

municipality which is the supply authority.

In this case road administration is used as an example of administration of infrastructure, and 

there are many parallels to maintenance of the drain systems, water supply, energy supply etc. 

The Danish municipalities in total administer 61.000 kilometres of roads, which must be kept 

and maintained, so that the road users will experience a safe and pleasant road. The road ad-

ministration is financed by taxes.

Grontmij | Carl bro has for more than 15 years been consultant for Danish municipalities as 

to road maintenance, and their IT system for road administration, RoSy®, give possibilities to 

gather all information which are relevant to the road administration. A presentation of the 

road administration system also illustrates many of the tasks, which are present within the 

administration.

The functions in RoSy® are:

Basic data to the municipality´s road system• 

Planning (especially city and traffic planning, prognoses)• 

Management of excavation authorisations• 

Operation: snow cleaning, sweeping etc.• 

Accident statistics• 

Asset management: economy• 
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Noise charting• 

Route planning• 

Bridge administration• 

Equipment: signs, traffic signals etc.• 

CamSurvey (onsite digital data registration)• 

In the daily work there are three main tasks within a municipal road unit. One task is citizen 

service, and includes receipt and handling of citizen requests concerning holes in the road etc. 

and handling of excavation authorisations to for instance telephone companies, district heating 

companies, waterworks and other pipeline owners. Planning of road maintenance and finan-

cial control is the second main task. Here the challenges are to keep within a set budget, and 

the winter weather has great influence on both operation costs and the lifetime of the road. The 

third main task is the practical organisation of the work. It was previously the municipality´s 

own employees who were the operating party, but today many tasks are outsourced.

A common concept to working asset management

Around 2003 Carl Bro began development of a common concept named “strategic asset man-

agement”, which gives input for decision-makers (primarily municipal politicians and adminis-

tration managers), who must set up budgets and allocate money to the various areas (buildings, 

wastewater etc.) The idea derives from the success in using asset management systems within 

specific subject areas, and the politicians´ needs to budget investments in more supply area.

The idea is to develop an IT system which gives a distribution key based on “wishes” (estimated 

investment needs) from each area. The tool simulates various budgets and various solutions, for 

instance the economic consequences in using various types of asphalt surfaces. Preferably for 

instance 20 scenarios are set up to each subject area, and they interpolate to find the optimal 

economic moment. The various economic scenarios may be presented to the politicians. 

The tool is based on inputs from the subject areas of 4 types of data:

lifetime of the system• 

capital value• 

prognosis to decay and devaluation of value• 

investment needs at renewal• 

The advantages in combining maintenance of for instance road/transmission system is for in-

stance to reduce the operational costs, and to ensure that investments maintain their value 

as long as possible. For instance they want to avoid having to renew a road surface, if the road 

soon is being dug up due to renovation of the transmission system. The typical image is that the 

construction value of the road decline and the operation cost increase. If an area does not have 

construction funds one year, they will have a higher operation cost. The more you know about 

the condition of the road, the better you may estimate the lifetime of the road. 

The municipalities are setting up service goals, which describe what is acceptable in general, 

what is acceptable in average and what must not occur. On this basis they draw up a profes-

sional budget wish. But if a municipality does not have budget for all of it, they must weigh 

between drains, roads, water, building maintenance etc. Typically it is the technical administra-

tion that presents a proposal to the politicians for a budget. But building maintenance may also 

fall under school and culture administrations, for instance maintenance of schools.

Frederikshavn Municipality illustrates the correlation between service level and maintenance 

costs in the following way:
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The development of the tool has implied discussions about the economic modelling. Techni-

cal lifetime is not always equal to economic lifetime. There are in particular differences as to 

depreciation principles. Technical lifetime is typically characterised by a convert S-curve, which 

for a long time is close to 100%, and after expected lifetime a heavy decline, whereas economists 

typically count on a linear depreciation. Other economically curiosities may be when systems 

do not have a value of 100% from the beginning, for instance because an entrepreneur has 

broken a pipeline, or when the replacement price to a wastewater pipeline is the double of the 

new value, because you must pay compensation to other pipeline owners, when something has 

to be repaired.

“We are very curious whether the new municipalities with increased demands to documenta-

tion of practically everything are ready to profit by such a strategic tool”, says marketing man-

ager Jørn R. Kristiansen, and he estimates a large need to a total overview of the economy of a 

municipality, which will show how to get the best possible economy and to minimize risk at 

the same time. The experience from Grontmij | Carl Bro is that the road sector in general is in 

front in thinking asset management. By comparison for instance the water sector is obstructed 

by de-central supply structures with lots of small supplies and in general no tradition to use 

this kind of tools.

The figures below show modellings of development of value of road capital and service level 

respectively to three different budgets from Frederikshavn Municipality.

low high

 Condition (service level) 
A. Maintenance costs

C. road capital (loss in value)

d. total costs

Cost

serviCe level – MAnitenAnCe Costs
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 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Budget 7

Budget 12

Budget 16

optimal road capital

Capital value eur million
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develoPMent of vAlue of roAd CAPitAl
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Budget 7

Budget 12

Budget 16

Percent of total road 
length below service level
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Road administration managed as a business: Sæby Municipality in the front

In Sæby Municipality they decided in 2003 that the municipality would be the first municipal-

ity in Denmark which manages its road systems as a business. The roads are seen as capital, and 

the capital is reduced, if it is not maintained. In Sæby Municipality they decided politically that 

the road capital must not be reduced, and that they had to spend the limited sum of money 

where you get the most for the money.

Sæby Municipality was a rather small country municipality with a rather comprehensive road 

system and a rather small population to finance the road maintenance through the local tax-

es. The space of the municipality was 32.000 hectares, there was 550 kilometres of roads and 

18.000 inhabitants. It was previously hard to the administration to ensure adequate funds of 

the municipality´s limited funds for road maintenance, and hence the municipality was with-

in a development where the roads in the municipality decayed.

All road systems, including side systems (pavements and signposting) were recorded and condi-

tion evaluated, and on the basis of this models for demolition of the roads were drawn up. After 
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this it is a political decision which service level the municipality wants for the roads. The roads 

of the municipality are condition evaluated with in average 1/6 per year. This is a task for which 

the municipality buys external help, not at least to ensure that the recording is made from the 

same guidelines (calibration) each time, so they achieve a similar evaluation. In the intervening 

years the condition is extrapolated using a method, which was defined in advance.

In the table below are shown key figures as to Sæby Municipality´s road maintenance in 2005.

Road engineer Helle Kjelds tells about the experiences from the former Sæby Municipality, 

and says about the advantages at use of the asset management system RoSy® : Compared to the 

situation where the roads are repaired as problems arise, the road users have experienced a 

better road quality because the roads are maintained before larger inconveniences occur. There 

is also a better financial management, hence it appear more clearly which investment level is 

necessary not to reduce the road capital, and to Sæby that meant an increase of the investment 

level.
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technique
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replacement value, sum of all assets

reacquisition value, sum of all assets

reacquisition value, average per km road

reacquisition value (all assets), average per m2 roadway

investments

Maintenance back-log (one-off investment) €

Budget eur /km/year (traffic areas)

future optimal budget eur/km/year when back-log has gone

Difference %
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3,8%

Difference

 

1.2

-136.3 

4.9
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16
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82
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7.4

0.8
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1.7
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2005
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2.407.876

6.2
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149.258

232

2.072
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environMent8
8.1 introDuction

Environmental conditions are included in FM as a significant aspect. For instance the major 

part of the energy consumption in Denmark is in our buildings in the shape of electricity and 

heat. Hence energy and environmental management are significant tasks within FM.

Environmental conditions can appropriately be divided into indoor environment and outside 

environment.

The indoor environment includes the indoor climate in buildings, and it is an important task 

within building operation to supervise and manage the indoor climate in workspaces. A good 

indoor climate has a great importance to the well-being of the employees.

Outside environment includes the surrounding nature and the impact on it by pollution and 

other environmental loads, for instance disposal of waste. Preparation of green accounts is an 

example of a method to establish a company´s or a building´s impact on the outside environ-

ment. The considerations to the outdoor environment have crucial importance to obtain a en-

vironmentally sustainable development.

Considerations to a good indoor environment may be opposite to considerations to outdoor en-

vironment. For instance, installation of mechanic cooling to ensure a pleasant indoor tempera-

ture during warm periods, imply an increased use of electricity. However, there are possibilities 

to develop other solutions, where both considerations are met. Use of natural ventilation com-

bined with efficient sunshade is an example to this.

The chapter is divided into the following themes:

Indoor climate and well-being with natural ventilation in NCC’s headquarters in Denmark • 

and DFM´s indoor climate projects as examples

Sustainability with the housing association FSB, DR Byen and ESCO as examples• 
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8.2. inDoor climate anD well-being

This theme includes cases about:

NCC who has built a new headquarters near Copenhagen in which the indoor climate is • 

based on natural ventilation in the office areas

DFM´s indoor climate project, which aims at developing an IT based decision support sys-• 

tem to be used for improvements of indoor climate and well-being in office environments

8.2.1 natural vEntilation in ncc´s hEaDQuartErs

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country:

Core activity: 

theme:

subject:

Best practice aspect:

 

searchwords:

nCC

denmark

Contractor

environment

indoor climate and well-being

experiences from the establishment and the operation phase of a com-

prehensive solution with natural ventilation

natural ventilation, office building, staff satisfaction

Background

The building client made the requirement that natural ventilation was implemented in the de-

sign of a new office building in Tuborg harbour. The completed buildings act as domicile to the 

contractor company NCC, who rent the building. The building client was the real estate agency 

Tuborg Nord C owned by Carlsberg (75%) and NCC (25%), and NCC was also responsible for the 

project management and acted as main contractor. The design was carried out by the architects 

Schmidt, Hammer and Lassen, whereas Birch & Krogboe was the structural engineer, and NCC 

was the installation engineer.

The implementation of natural ventilation is against the common trend within the domicile 

market, where there during recent years have been spent a lot of efforts to control the indoor 

climate by means of advanced technique, as a consequence often leading to increased operation 

costs.

lessons leArnt

the general evaluation is that the domicile is better than the average of modern office domiciles•	

in general the experiences are measured for the use in future building projects•	

the electricity consumption is in the lower range when you compare to similar office buildings•	

the heat consumption is at the same level as similar office buildings•	

the special focus on the indoor climate by use of natural ventilation has been followed up with •	

continuous measurings and adaptation

The building

NCC´s headquarters is situated at Tuborg Havn in Hellerup. The area is convenient in relation 

to the city centre, and it is marked by a maritime atmosphere with a broad view of Øresund.

The headquarters is arranged within a five-storey building with a floor plan of 60 * 60 metres. It 

contains offices, which in a 15 metres deep zone surround a large internal atrium. The atrium 

goes throughout all storeys, and is completed by a roof with marked skylight bands.
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fACts ABout nCC´s heAdQuArters in denMArk

the building includes 12.900 m2 and 5.300 m•	 2 basement with technique, service and car park

the office storeys consist of a column-beam system of concrete with floor panels which stretch •	

from facades to atrium

towards south the 4th storey is drawn outwards and creates a significant visual attraction and •	

sunshade to the façade and the main entrance below

the materials of the building consist of dark facades of chopped norwegian slate, metal coating •	

and a light, open interior with ash wood floors. in the atrium there is a swedish marble floor.

the canteen is situated on the upper level above the advanced storey with a large roof terrace •	

with a view of øresund

The office areas are interconnected dynamic work areas, where work groups may be established 

flexible around small islands of special functions such as meeting rooms of variable size, quiet 

rooms, café environments and service rooms. The building contains no individual offices; all 

employees work in the same room.

Main staircases and toilets are placed as four fixed core areas, to which you easily can orientate. 

The office areas partly face the facades, partly the atrium, to which they are in open connec-

tion. 

In the atrium there is reception, residential shop and a lecture hall, which are placed as an 

open cube on the floor of the atrium. In the atrium there are exotic trees and reflections in the 

water surface, which make the roof of the lecture hall. From there the water trickle down the 

wall of the lecture hall to a channel in the marble floor filled with stones. By this an acoustic 

background to the function of the house is created.

Energy and indoor climate

The design of the building contributes to ensure low energy consumption. Its compact form, 

the shadowing effect of the drawn out storey towards the south and sunshade towards west 

limit the inflow of sunshine in the building without affecting the spacious view. The energy 

consumption in the building for light and office technique is efficiently managed. By this there 

is created a basis for the principle about natural ventilation without cooling.
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A thermally operated current of air flushes from top-situated window bands in the facades 

through the working areas to the atrium, and further up through the skylight cracks. The ven-

tilation holes in facades and skylight are automatically operated. During summertime the cool 

nights are used to lower the temperature in the office areas. The large volume of the building 

ensures, that a pleasant indoor climate may be maintained throughout the working day with-

out using refrigeration equipment.

Only areas with high personnel load, such as lecture room – large meeting rooms and canteen, 

have mechanic ventilation and cooling. Furthermore, server rooms and copying rooms / print-

ing rooms have mechanic ventilation. In the choice of materials there has been focus on avoid-

ing materials which may burden the indoor climate and the users, create special risk at fire or 

occupy burdening resources.

By means of careful use of silencing materials and the trickle of the water as a permanent 

sound masking it is ensured that the large number of employees can be in close connection 

during work without being burdened by noise inconveniences.

Natural ventilation

In the beginning NCC’s management made a crucial decision, as they decided that there would 

be no individual offices in the domicile, by which the basis for establishment of natural ventila-

tion was improved. The designers had the freedom to create the necessary flow, and it was im-

portant that the engineers gave the architects the correct parameters for the building design. 

ovenlys i tag

facadevinduer på alle etager

åBninger i kliMAskærM

An indoor climate group was established, who would attend to the tasks in connection with 

ventilation, acoustic etc. The group was managed by Poul Erik Kristensen, Danish Technologi-

cal Institute, and consisted of NCC´s own technicians supplemented by attendance from the 

Danish Technological Institute and Aalborg University, and also the company Windowmaster 

(Velux), and the group draw up the relevant requirements.

The Danish Energy Agency funded it, so there was a showcase which would be published. The 

experiences from the project were that the activities as to natural ventilation became a time-

wise, but not an economic burden to the case.
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ventilAtion PrinCiPle

neutral level

internal heat sources

They prepared zoning, simulations etc. to meet Danish Standard´s indoor climate specifica-

tions. As the highest summer temperature was towards the west, they decided to reduce the 

glass spaces on that facade. Light meters were installed, and coffee machines with the heating 

plate permanent on were taboo. Heat emitting copying / printing equipment must be placed 

in ventilated rooms, and personal printers were not allowed. Dishwashers would only be used 

after normal working hours, and flat screen monitors would be used at workplaces by the south 

facade to reduce the heat burden. 

zoneinddeling Af tyPisk etAge

Night cooling should be accumulated in air, which corresponds to almost 60 m3 per person 

and will act as a buffer. Design parameters were set up as to facades, degree of opening etc. The 

air change was in the final simulations increased to 4 times an hour, in relation to the volume 

under the lowered ceilings.

The conclusion to experiments and calculations was that the indoor climate standard was re-

spected. There were also investigations of daylight and acoustics, thus it was balanced. The 
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acoustic regulation had to be coordinated with lighting system. The result was drawn up in a 

report and a computer model.

Sunshade has been established towards the east and west, and automatic control systems for 

sunshades and windows have been installed. There is a weather station on the roof, and there is 

heavy ventilation (cooling) by means of night opened windows. On the roof of the lecture room, 

which is situated in the atrium, there is a pool, which with its tickling water acts as sound 

masking in the large open spaces. This sound masking is in operation daily until 5 p.m. The in-

door climate effect of this is an evaporation of 0.5 m3 per day, which to little to be measureable. 

The large plants in the atrium act as indicators to the indoor climate.

During the commissioning stage the facilities manager had frequent telephone contact to the 

provider Windowmaster to make adjustments and adaptations, and the users were content. In 

case of problems the temperature was raised.

Natural ventilation will according to NCC´s perception be a reasonable solution if the following 

conditions are fulfilled:

Large space volume• 

Open plan offices• 

Possibility for stack ventilation (chimney effect) and night cooling• 

Optimal design of windows• 

Combined with fire and smoke ventilation• 

Staff satisfaction

NCC´s natural ventilated domicile has participated in two external investigations of the indoor 

climate. In one of those the International Centre for Indoor Climate and Energy at DTU has 

examined air quality and staff satisfaction in five mechanically ventilated and four naturally 

ventilated buildings. The staff satisfaction as to the indoor climate was larger in the natural 

ventilated buildings. In the other investigation The Danish Building Research Institute (SBI) 

has made a questionnaire investigation of the indoor climate in 8 office buildings, and they 

have found that there are less persons with symptoms such as dry eyes, dry throat etc. in NCC´s 

domicile than in the comparable office buildings. 

In connection with NCC’s workplace assessments in the building there has however beed iden-

tified areas in which there are inconveniences as to draught, heat and dry air. These areas are 

used to construction site staff (approx. 300) who does not have fixed workplaces in the domi-

cile.

At heavy storms there may be problems with the function of the external sunshade, which are 

towards the east and the west. There are established internal blinds as sunshades towards all 

facades, and besides that no sunshade towards the north. There may be problems with blind-

ing in small meeting rooms situated in corners of the building, as they have no internal blind 

sunshades.

NCC estimate that the electricity consumption cannot be improved more than has been, and 

after optimisation together with the electricity supply company NESA it amounts to 75 kWh 

per m2, whereas the consumption in NESA’s own new domicile amounts to 100 kWh per m2. 

As to the heat consumption it is on level to 3 other domiciles in the Tuborg area, whereas one 

is lower. There has been much follow-up and continuous adjustment, which is monitored on 

bi-meters.
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Sources and references

Meeting May 18th with Bjarne Korsgaard Pedersen, senior project manager, Mogens Larsen, op-

eration manager, Sri Sai Das, health and safety manager and Svend Mertz, environment man-

ager.

Hand out materials:

OH-series about natural ventilation by the NCC Domicile. Windowmaster October 30th • 

2003 – meeting with Carl Bro

Internal information concerning investigations of the indoor climate in the NCC domicile. • 

May 16th, 2006

Internal information concerning the energy consumption in the NCC domicile• 

Extract from the indoor climate investigation at the Research group and the International • 

Centre for Indoor Climate and Energy at DTU (2 papers)

NCC Construction Denmark, annual report 2005• 

Leaflets about the NCC headquarters in Denmark and Tuborg North• 
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8.2.2  iMProvEMEnt oF thE intErPlay BEtwEEn huMan BEings anD  
BuilDings

Case object

Company: 

Country: 

Core activities: 

theme: 

subject: 

Best Practice aspect: 

 

search words:

Potentially all sorts of companies – both small and large ones

denmark 

fM in companies and organisations

environment

indoor climate and well-being

innovative concept for decision support based on qualitative measure-

ments

environment, indoor climate, well-being, it, human resource

Background

A bad indoor climate makes many people sick and cost the society billions in absenteeism and 

reduced productivity. The typical Dane spends more than 90% of everyday life indoor, either 

in the home´s or the office´s indoor climate. The indoor climate in the rooms where we are, 

is hence one of the most crucial environmental impacts to which we are exposed. Researchers 

know what kind of impacts there are, but their knowledge does not always reach those who 

ought to know it – the decision makers who decide with consequences to the indoor climate. 

And if it does reach out, it is rarely combined with the knowledge each company has of how the 

employees actually are feeling.

Correlation between buildings and the people who should thrive inside them is the starting 

point to an indoor climate project, which a task group formed by DFM network has carried out 

in 2 phases. The goal is to develop an IT-based decision support system to be used for improving 

the indoor climate and well-being in office environments. This case presents the intentions of 

the project, the principles in the concept, the composition of the recommended system, the 

results of a concept test, and further plans to the project.

lessons leArnt

knowledge of the indoor climate and which factors you must be aware of, must be known by all •	

employees in a company

A qualified preliminary work containing quality demands is necessary to be able to establish an •	

innovative it-based programme for measuring the quality of the indoor climate

strategic cooperation between human resource and the fM function are necessary to improve •	

the indoor climate in the office workplaces

A concept test render the need to a holistic concept and general view probable at the manage-•	

ment of the indoor climate in the office workplace

the system will compare and use information about people, buildings, indoor climate and work •	

environment

The general procedure of the project

From 2001 to 2003 a scheme design was implemented with the goal to prepare “a preliminary 

concept / system description and performance specification as a basis of development of an 

IT-based decision support system to prevention and improvements of work environment and 

indoor climate problems, which in total will make a dynamic integrated management and 

decision support system on the strategic, tactic and operational level”. Hence we speak of a 

preventive system to continuous improvements in relation to the efforts to create a good indoor 

climate and work environment.
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The results of the project were presented at DFM´s annual conference in 2003, and a number 

of companies expressed that it seemed to be a difficult task, but that they, if they succeeded in 

solving it, would be able to see a potential in such a system / concept. The project was stopped 

until autumn 2004, when DFM networks decided to reopen the project including an update the 

material from the preliminary study. During this work the task group realised that the road to 

develop such a system should lead to a concept test within a number of companies.

The concept test was accomplished in the period January to September 2006 in cooperation 

with 4 companies. The results are collected in a report, and the need of such a system was 

confirmed. None of the participating companies have a formalised system, which addresses 

the well-being of the staff and operation of the buildings, even though these companies are as-

sumed to be some of those who are ahead with the work of continuous improvements to a good 

work environment and indoor climate. And all of the participating persons thought that such 

a system would be an effective tool to FM and Human Resource (HR) in cooperation.

Phase 1. The preliminary study 2001-2003

The project with the title “Improvement of the indoor climate in our buildings” included list-

ing of a preliminary performance specification as the basis for an IT-based decision support sys-

tem to prevention and improvement of problems as to work environment and indoor climate. 

The system would compare and use information concerning people, well-being, buildings and 

environment. The starting point was the office workplace. The elements of creating a healthy 

environment are shown in the figure below.

fACts ABout the indoor CliMAte ProJeCt

the preliminary study was carried out in the period 2001-2003 by a task group consisting of:

unit chief executive ole emil Malmstrøm, kuben A/s (then chairman to dfM)•	

Chief executive Peder r. stephensen, Ps-experience•	

Chief executive steen enrico Andersen, Plh Architects A/s (board member in dfM)•	

Chief physician Peder skov, roskilde county hospital in køge•	

industrial psychologist igor theilade•	

graduate engineer tommy Bunch-nielsen•	

Professor, M.d. et tech. Jan sundell, department for indoor Climate, dtu•	

At the reopening of the project in 2005 furthermore:

tom svantesson, tsMC A/s, expert of technically installations•	

the concept test was implemented in the period of January to september 2006 in cooperation with 

the following 4 companies: Copenhagen university, Post denmark A/s, 3f and Copenhagen Airports 

A/s

the scheme design and the concept test has been carried out with subsidies from Boligfondenkuben

Project management and secretariat: dfM by Poul henrik due and ole rasmussen
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Better work environment 

higher awareness and focus on the 
physical building climate and opera-
tion and maintenance conditions

higher building hygiene in general

systematic operation and  
maintenance system

improved business economics

lower maintenance expenses

improved socio-economics

The result of the preliminary study was a description of the system structure and general de-

mands to the IT-environment in which it should be developed, hence the results was not a 

detailed requirement specification. This is why the project group during the project procedure 

has seen the necessity of gaining experiences through test of questionnaires and the system 

as a whole in companies, prior to preparation of a detailed requirement specification to an 

IT-system. Furthermore the group has realised that experiences from interaction with other 

systems, including workplace assessment and HR-systems, must be obtained.

The system will provide a decision support system to the facilities managers and the company´s 

management on the strategic, tactic and operational levels. No preconceived interpretations 

or solutions are given, but guidelines to the interpretation of focused and structured investi-

gations of staff satisfaction and support to prioritised and focused efforts in the cases where 

the investigations indicate lack of well-being. The tool will strive towards intervention in those 

parts of the company, and within those “well-being factors” where an intervention is necessary. 

It is the purpose as far as possible to ensure, that resources spent on improvement of the staff´s 

well-being has an effect.

General principles to the system are, that it must be used by both small and large companies, 

and be used as flexible as possible, and give the opportunity for both anonymous and non-

anonymous answers from the staff. Furthermore, it must be developed by means of IT-standard 

tools, and be able to connect information from measuring systems such as CTS-systems with 

both objective and subjective recordings made by FM-staff. Furthermore, the system must be 

able to integrate information from staff satisfaction investigations, workplace assessments etc. 

to provide consolidated overviews, and hold an “alarm” function, which cover both reaction on 

essential selected single indicators and reaction on average of a number of indicators. 

The system must take its starting point in the staff´s well-being and use this for the evaluation 

of whether improvements are necessary, and give possibility to draw up key indicators showing 

how the staff is thriving in the company, to measure up against “standards” and against the re-

sults of previous investigations in the company, and give possibility to implementation of both 

routine investigations with a fixed interval, and screening investigations of selected especially 

critical circumstances, including “theme investigations” – for instance recording of the results 

of the fact, that the company has installed a new ventilation system.

The results must continuously be communicated to the management and the staff on the stra-

tegic, tactic and operational levels, hence the achievements of gaining a good work environ-

ment and indoor climate in the company is integrated.

Principles for the 

system
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The structure of the system is shown in the figure below.

“Well-being 
1” – work 
conditions

Analysis

knowledge 
databank: 

“standards” 

– former 
investigations 

and experiences

total evaluation

- result
- Benchmarking

 Causes for further 
action?

information to 
management  

and staff

information to 
management and 

staff

no
no

reason

yes
yes

evaluation of  
possible reasons

evaluation of 
 possible solutions

implementation  
of solutions

Wrong technical or  
functional solution

reason outside the system

further procedure is de-
cided by the management

experiences

follow-up and 
evaluation

result ok=

Background information which must be settled before use of the system:
– staff policy and goals, concept, values and work environment policy
– the structure of the organisation in the company in question, or part of the company

Analysis Analysis Analysis  total information about the surroundings

“Well-being 
2” – work 
processes

recording – 
indoor climate 

conditions

“Well-being 
3” – physical 

well-being

recording 
– functional 
conditions

“Well-being 
4” – general 
conditions

Measurering 
– operational 

conditions

struCture of the systeM

staff

Connection staff – surroundings

surroundings

The system consists of 3 main components:

Examination of the staff´s well-being1. 

Examination of the “surroundings”2. 

Connection of staff and “surroundings”, including tools of analysis, evaluation, action and 3. 

follow-up.

Well-being investigations are sub-divided in 4 parts:

“work conditions” (the employee´s experience of their own work conditions)• 

“work processes” (the employee´s experience of correlation between tasks and the environ-• 

ments in which the tasks must be solved)

“physical well-being” (the employee´s physical reactions on the indoor climate)• 

“general conditions” (recordings of sickness absence and staff flow)• 

The investigation of the surroundings is divided in 3 parts, respectively recording of indoor 

climate conditions, recording of functional conditions and measurement of operational condi-

tions. An exploration between each area is made, as it may be seen in the table below.

Description of the 

system
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The processing of the collected information is made as showed in principle sketch 2 and the 

succeeding 8 points.

“Well-being 1” – work conditions recording – indoor climate conditions

Analysis and total evaluation

recording – functional conditions

Collected information about the surroundings

no yes evaluation of  
possible reasons

evaluation of  

possible solutions

Measurement – operational conditions

“Well-being 2” – work process

“Well-being 3 – physical well-being

“Well-being 4” – general conditions

investigation:

A-questions

B-questions

topical  

investigation

topics:

All conditions

key conditions

selected conditions

result

Benchmarking

Cause for further action?

topics:

All conditions

key conditions

selected conditions

topics:

All conditions

key conditions

selected conditions

investigation:

A-questions

B-questions

topical  

investigation

investigation:

A-questions

B-questions

topical  

investigation

recording:

staff flow

sickness frequency

frequence:

Continuous

Annually / as 

needed

As needed

When?

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

When?

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

When?

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

up front / ad hoc

frequence:

Continuous

Annually / as 

needed

As needed

frequence:

Continuous

Annually / as 

needed

As needed

frequency:

Continuous

Continuous

use of the systeM – PrinCiPle sketCh 2

inDoor climate conDitionS functional conDitionS operational conDitionS

· height of rooms

· space

· volume

· number of persons in the office

· ventilation

· orientation of the room

· Window conditions – distance

· Window conditions – size

· Window conditions – position

·  sunshade 1 – adjustment of inflow 

of light

· sunshade 2 – adjustment of heat

· Artificial light

· daylight

· ventilation

· heat

· Cooling

· sound conditions

· furnishing

· traffic / activity in the room

· flooring

· Wall surface

· Ceiling surface

· technical equipment

·  Position of units in relation to each 

other

· Position of the employees

· distribution of the tasks

· Arrangement of each unit

· flexibility in relation to moving

· Arrangement of each workplace

· Arrangement of meeting rooms

· filing possibilities

· it – software / hardware

· Printing possibilities

· Copying possibilities

· telephony

· reception

· Mail / internal mail

· Canteen

· decoration and flowers

· order

· Cleaning

· temperature

· Co2-content

· Change of air

 · relative air humidity

· general maintenance
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Analysis are made of the results from each questionnaire survey and of the recording of 1. 

sickness absence and staff turnover

Data and analysis results are used to preparation of a total evaluation of the well-being 2. 

investigation, and it is concluded whether there are conditions to act upon, and where in 

the company it is needed

If there is no reason for implementation of further investigations, information to the man-3. 

agement and the staff is prepared as to the result of the investigation, and the information 

are stored in a knowledge databank. If further actions must be taken, an evaluation of the 

“surroundings” is made

The evaluation of the surroundings may be based on previous collected information, or 4. 

on information which will be collected, when there are demonstrated conditions in the 

well-being investigation which demand further activities. On the basis of recordings and 

measurements an evaluation of conditions in the surroundings is made, conditions which 

may cause lack of well-being among the employees. The evaluation is made focused and 

structured based on a tool, which show the major casualties

The evaluation is finished with preparation of a plan to possible changes in the surround-5. 

ings, which may respond to the problems found, and implementation of the necessary 

initiatives

Based on a prepared plan a follow-up and evaluation of the results of the launched initia-6. 

tives is implemented

If a result is satisfying, information to management and staff is prepared, and the results 7. 

are stored in the knowledge databank. If the results are not satisfying, an evaluation of the 

background of this is made, and if it is estimated that other possible initiatives must be 

made, a new evaluation of the possible casualty is implemented, and the process will be 

repeated. These results are also stored in the knowledge databank.

If it is estimated, that the causes to the lack of results must be found in other conditions 8. 

than those included by the system (for instance psychosocial or managerial conditions), 

the management makes an evaluation of necessary initiatives, and the experiences are 

stored in the knowledge databank.

The well-being investigations are divided in 3 questionnaire surveys, but they can also be imple-

mented on 2 levels:

A-level: A few questions which may indicate the general level of well-being, and where in • 

the company and within which conditions (“Work conditions”, “Work processes” or “Physi-

cal well-being”) there might be made a more detailed well-being investigation. The ques-

tions are worked out in a way that the answer to several covers more than one of the above 

mentioned general conditions

B-level: A more detailed frame of questions which may be used on a broad scale, or to clarify • 

specific conditions of lack of well-being, which are found at the “A-investigation”

The system must be used in such a way that the investigations become focused and the re-

sources will be concentrated on the sections of the company where lack of well-being has been 

identified, and of the specific conditions which apparently not are in order. The well-being in-

vestigations may furthermore be used with various frequencies. The A-questions can be used for 

a continuous recording of the staff´s well-being or for investigations which can be made with a 

certain interval – typically some times per year.

The B-questions may as a whole be used for recurrent well-being investigations, or some of the 

questions may be used for follow-up of the results of the staff´s answers to the A-questions or 

to “topical investigations”. For instance it may be interesting to examine how the employees ex-

perience the conditions after changing of windows, ventilation system or moving to other sur-

roundings. For this the questions which are relevant can be chosen in the present situation.

Well-being investiga-

tions
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The system gives possibilities to record the surroundings in which the staff work, and to meas-

ure indoor climate components due to each company´s own wished. The company may itself 

chose which conditions they want to be recorded and when. 

The system must be thought into the company´s organisation – not just into the health and 

safety organisation´s work – and become a tool which not only supplement, but integrate all 

the systematic well-being and health and safety activities in the company. This is in order to es-

tablish the optimal work conditions, both physical and psychical, with the employees in focus. 

The system demands the active support from the management, and visible support and use of 

the results in the structured planning of the work environment. Such a system will be able to 

work optimal in companies where the management actively and visible support the work and 

use the results in their strategic and tactic planning.

activity input from completeD by

setting of strategy to use of the 

system

implementation of well-being 

investigations

recording of sickness absence and 

staff flow

recording of indoor climate condi-

tions and functional conditions

Measurement of operational condi-

tions

Analysis and evaluation of well-

being investigations

total evaluation of the surroundings

Connection of well-being investiga-

tion and state of the surroundings 

to recommendation of implementa-

tion of solutions

decision of implementation of 

solutions

follow-up and evaluation

decision about implementation of 

alternative solutions or further ac-

tion outside the system

operation of knowledge databank

information to the staff

information to the management

Annual evaluation of the total results 

from the system

safety organisation, works commit-

tee, fM, hr department

the staff

the company´s administrative 

systems

-

-

Question frames and recordings from 

the hr department

recordings and measurements

-

fM, hr department and the health 

and safety organisation

-

fM, hr department and the health 

and safety organisation

the total system

-

the hr department in cooperation 

with fM and the health and safety 

organisation

fM, the health and safety organisa-

tion, works committee and the hr 

department

the top management in coopera-

tion with fM

fM in cooperation with the hr 

department

the hr department

fM

fM

fM and the hr department

fM

fM in cooperation with the hr de-

partment and the health and safety 

organisation

Manager who refers directly to the 

top management

fM in cooperation with the hr de-

partment and the health and safety 

organisation

Manager who refers directly to the 

top management

fM

the hr department in cooperation 

with fM and the health and safety 

organisation

Manager who refers directly to the 

top management

Manager who refers directly to the 

top management

Implementation
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In the table on page 276 there are suggestions for the division of responsibilities to the opera-

tion of the system.

The general requirements to an IT-platform are that the system must be developed on the basis 

of standard tools such as Microsoft Excel and Access, and that it must hold tools for statistic 

analysis of the information and give possibilities to work out clear illustrations of the result of 

the investigations, for instance in the shape of radar diagrams. Furthermore, it must give pos-

sibilities to compare with the results of previous investigations, and give possibilities to both 

anonymous and open answer. Finally it must give possibilities to tailor questionnaire surveys 

and to import information from CTS-systems, staff satisfaction surveys, workplace assessments 

etc.

Phase 2. Concept test of system for improvement of the indoor climate in our buildings

The validation was carried out in the period of January to September 2006. The objective was 

to clarify whether such a concept and system has “the necessary practical, operational value”. 

Prior to the validation the task group contacted 26 major private and public companies in the 

period of August to September 2005 to find approx. 5 companies who wanted to participate in 

the validation. 14 of the companies wanted to follow the project. Of these companies 4 were 

chosen for the project: 3F, Copenhagen Airports A/S, University of Copenhagen and Post Den-

mark A/S.

The test is implemented in phases. At first an exploratory letter was sent to the companies fol-

lowed by a questionnaire to the companies. After that there were work meetings in the compa-

nies, in which for instance the task group´s hypothesis was tested:

The organisation of the efforts to the staff´s well-being is a mere expression of “coinci-• 

dences” and history than considered strategic planning

The effort is made by “silos” and often without an organised coordination of information • 

and efforts. The health and safety organisation, works committee and work environment 

unit and others handle workplace assessment, whereas staff satisfaction investigations and 

well-being investigations normally are made by the HR department. In doing this cross-

functional knowledge and experiences are lost

Workplace assessments are made because they are mandatory, but they have not the at-• 

tention of the top management. The responsibility of implementation of workplace assess-

ments, follow-up and improvements are delegated, i.e. pushed down into the organisation

However, staff satisfaction investigations have a higher attention as managers for instance • 

are evaluated from the results of them

However, the demand of implementation of workplace assessments has in general implied • 

more focus on the well-being of the staff

The hypotheses were in general confirmed. It was agreed what each company had to do to ex-

amine the relevance of the concept and the system, the usefulness and the possibilities for im-

plementation. The result was a number of constructive comments as to concept, system and the 

questionnaires, and also collection of critical questions to them, and a strengthened believe in 

the relevance and usefulness of the system. Among other things it was estimated that you must 

expect strong arguments to motivate each company´s management to replace present partial 

systems with a new holistic system. Later there was an additional questionnaire survey in order 

to collect additional information of the companies´ “now-situation”, and their immediate at-

titude to the concept and the system.

The project was finished by an all-day workshop. The main conclusions from the workshop 

confirmed the results from the questionnaire, which previously was sent to the companies, for 
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instance that the system is a necessity if companies must ensure the well-being of the employ-

ees as a whole. Furthermore, that such a system will give the companies possibilities to use the 

resources to estimate causes and possible solutions in stead of, as today, to use most resources 

to collect and evaluate data of the well-being of the employees.

It is regarded to be possible to build up a system which with establishment of a central “project 

manager function” as an information and knowledge centre, may be used within many compa-

nies´ present organisational structure. In the development of such a system one must especial-

ly work with adaptation of questionnaires, implementation of the best accessible knowledge of 

work environment, and connection between results of well-being measurements, casual rela-

tionships and possible solutions. It is relevant to have the system developed.

Based on these results the task group finds, that the work environment is in focus, but the ef-

forts to the well-being of the staff in Danish office companies is in general fragmentary. The 

concept and system described are furthermore relevant, and improvements will contribute to 

improve the well-being and the use of the present office building. The recent focus on well 

documented research correlations between the positive effects on the indoor climate and the 

well-being of the staff and the impacts on productivity and quality show the relevance of the 

efforts. By this a basis for realising a system has been created which will be able to contribute to 

meet the needs, of which society in general now finally is beginning to realize the importance

The expected further work

DFM wants the work to develop such a system to continue, and they will seek project financing 

from relevant funds for money to accomplish this. The main focus of the expected further work 

will be:

To make the handling of indoor climate, indoor environment and each building´s office • 

workplaces operational through an IT-solution, and corresponding to Danish tradition and 

way of thinking make the indoor climate an individual orientated element in FM

To develop an IT-based decision support system, which as a whole represents a dynamic, • 

integrated management and decision tool in the strategic, tactic and operational levels in 

preparation for prevention and improvement of indoor climate and work environment 

problems

To develop a tool which enable the facilities manager and his partners in the company to • 

identify good and bad indoor climate, be able to prevent, identify and correct the causes of 

lack of well-being, and find possible solutions

The system must compare and use information concerning people, buildings, indoor climate 

and work environment.
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8.3 SuStainability

This theme includes cases about:

FSB, a Danish housing association who has worked systematically with environmental • 

work combined with extensive tenant´s democracy

DR Byen in Copenhagen, which is accomplished with much emphasise on sustainability • 

and has obtained EU subsidies for establishment of ground water cooling, solar cell system 

and intelligent double facades

ESCO, which is used in Region Skåne in Sweden to realise energy savings along with TAC• 

8.3.1 systEMatisED EnvironMEntal work with tEnant´s DEMocracy in FsB

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country:

Core activity: 

support function:

theme:

subject:

Best practice aspect:

 

searchwords:

the non-profit housing association fsB

denmark

good cheap housing for the public

Build, hiring out, administer, operate, maintain and refurbish housing

environment

sustainability

environment friendly, fM, tenant´s democracy and de-central resource 

management

sustainability, environment, housing, energy, resource management

Background

FSB is the largest non-profit housing association in the municipality of Copenhagen, and it 

owns and administrates approx. 14.000 housing units in Copenhagen and approx. 800 hous-

ing units the Municipality of Gladsaxe north of Copenhagen. Furthermore FSB administer a 

number of care homes, residence halls etc.

lessons leArnt

Making own and others consumption visible is an efficient way to reduce the use of resources, •	

including water, electricity and heating, and to advance waste handling 

individual settlement also support resource management•	

Continuous focus on environmentally friendly building operation imply the choice of environ-•	

mentally friendly technologies at renewal and refurbish, and there is a dissemination effect, so 

the green alternatives gradually become ”normal” solutions

it is important that alternative solutions are not only ”sold” because of the considerations to •	

environment and nature, but because of other advantages as well, including the social life in the 

building

economy is always a crucial factor! it is about supporting the environmental considerations in an •	

economically rational / sound way

hence it is about not making environmental work redeemed to the few green environmental •	

enthusiasts, but to a natural part of good administration of a housing association
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fACts ABout fsB

ownership:

geography:

staff:

size:

turnover:

homepage:

independent

Copenhagen Municipality and gladsaxe Municipality

250 in 2006, from which 160 in the buildings and 90 in the administra-

tion

78 housing units and approx. 24.000 tenants

eur 8.6 million in 2004

www.fsb.dk

The association FSB was established in 1933 with the purpose to “build and administer housing 

to ordinary people”. The purpose to FSB is still to build and administer good cheap housing to 

the public. 

In the Danish law of social tenant housing the following is written about the purpose of a social 

housing association, “A social association has as its purpose to build, hire out, administer, maintain and 

refurbish social housing and its shared facilities and other housing and their shared facilities, to which there 

is given or has been given public subsidy according to this law …. The housing organisation may furthermore 

perform activities with a natural connection to the housing and the administration of them, or which is 

based on the knowledge the housing organisation has achieved through its activities. The management of the 

housing organisation must ensure a sound operation of the housing organisation and its units. The operation 

must be organised in accordance to rational administration methods, and the administration expenses must 

be kept at the lowest possible level. At the administration the tenant´s interests must be met, and the affairs 

of the housing organisation and the units must be managed in the best possible way” (Law number 575 

from June 24th, 2005).

The fact that FSB today name itself Denmark´s most environmentally friendly housing associa-

tion is caused by the tenants, who for more than 20 years have taken steps to and supported 

prioritisation of environmental considerations, either in their own building or in the hous-

ing association as a whole. The first initiatives to prioritise environmental considerations were 

from the tenants in various building, especially at Nørrebro in Copenhagen. This led in 1985 

to the then very radical decision of stopping the use of pesticides at all the outside spaces of 

FSB. Later on many other environmental initiatives succeeded, which often were related to 

specific buildings, but which gradually became customary in the remaining housing units. In 

1999 the committee of representatives – they are the political top authority – enacted the first 

formal environmental policy. Since then FSB has systematically prioritised social, economical 

and environmental sustainability, and they have worked with environment plans of action and 

initiatives which focus on the resource consumption in the housing units.

The strategy is:

To reduce the environmental impact• 

To reduce the costs• 

The protect the tenants against pollution• 

A green image• 

Green recreational court environments• 

More content tenants• 

This case is about tenant´s democracy and environmentally friendly FM, and it shows how 

FSB´s administration has supported the environmental policy, and especially the experiences 

of de-centralising the energy management to the building supervisors. 
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Support and core company

FSB is a support company that serves to build, hire out, administer, operate, maintain and 

refurbish housings. It is characterised by in-house FM, as all employees are engaged in FSB and 

by a de-central organisation structure, as 160 of the 250 employees are engaged on the estates. 

The administration is located at the Town Hall Square in Copenhagen, and approx. 75% of all 

housing units are within a range of 5 kilometres.

The building portfolio consists of 78 different estates, which are very different as to age, size, ar-

chitecture, tenant´s combination, need of refurbish, environmental engagement etc. All estates 

have a tenants’ board, and one or more estate supervisors are attached.

Today FSB´s administration is environmentally certified according to EMAS and ISO 14001. The 

overall objectives of these environmental efforts are:

To obtain a reduction of the environmental burden in connection with the activities of the • 

administration and maintenance of the buildings

To be a model example to green housing administration• 

To communicate an environmentally sound signal to our housing units and partners• 

One of the arguments to the certification is according to the then environment manager Chris-

tian Kierkegaard, that even if the direct environmental impacts by FSB´s administration are 

clear, the indirect environmental impact from the approx. 14.000 housing and the approx. 

24.000 tenants is considerable. Annually it is approx.: 14 million kWh as to electricity, 1.4 mil-

lion m3 water, 145.000 MWh heat and 6.000 tons waste.

FSB´s environmental work

The making visible of use of resources is a general strategy in FSB´s environmental work. Green 

accounts are made for all estates, which gives possibilities to see your own estate´s consumption, 

and to compare to the remaining estates. To motivate the tenants for resource savings surveys 

are made which show the average consumption per tenant. The green accounts supplement 

the mandatory recordings to the State Energy Management organisation. The environmental 

certification of the administration is another initiative to make visible the use of resources, and 

to set up goals and plans of action, which advance more sustainable consumptions. 

FSB has worked with creating economic incentives to environmentally friendly behaviour, both 

at estate level and housing unit level. It is prioritised that for instance water savings lead to 

either a lower lease or to possible investments in for instance playgrounds, green spaces etc.

Another initiative is the Environmental Prize of Eur 3.300 which is given to persons, groups or 

estates having shown extraordinary efforts to the environment. 

Communication and dialogue with tenants, the estate boards and the estate supervisors are 

crucial to the development and realisation of FSB´s environment profile. Usually FSB uses a 

local environmental consultant to inform and guide the tenants of an environmentally correct 

way of living.

Among FSB´s estates are several, which are city-ecological example projects. This for instance 

concerns Nordhavnsgården, where grey water is collected and used for toilet flush, and a road 

for traffic road has been changed into a playground and rest area, Solbakken where rain water 

is collected for use in laundrette and toilets, Tingbjerg where the rain water is led to a beautiful 

water display in the yard and is soaked through fascines, the reused house, where large parts of 

the house are built by reuse of materials, BO90 where solar cells, rain water, waste grading etc. 

is part of the tenants´ everyday life, and Torvegården, which has an exemplary waste handling 

with local composting.
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The example projects show an administration with a professional handling of the environ-

mental aspects through for instance an environmental unit, and the fact that there are fiery 

souls among the tenants. The experiences are that these projects act as inspiration to similar 

projects, and they play an important role in building up experiences with new and more envi-

ronmentally friendly ways of creating good housing.

The structure of the social housing sector and well developed local democratic form of manage-

ment make it suitable as a development and transformation actor within the environmental 

area.

In the textbox below the environmental policy of FSB is shown. The environmental policy must 

with the starting point in present legislation and economic rationality, be depicted in all areas 

of business and activities.

fsB´s environMentAl PoliCy

fsB will in its planning, administration and operation pay regard to environmental sustainability •	

by:

working to reduce the use of resources•	

working to reduce emission of environment stressing materials to soil, air and water•	

working to minimising of external environmental impact such as smell, noise, air pollution and •	

soil pollution

working towards a good indoor climate•	

working towards that fsB´s employees, the tenants and tenant democracies attach much im-•	

portance to a sustainable environment

Attaching much importance to the environment at new construction, reconstruction and main-•	

tenance

working to continuously draw up alternative, less environmentally burdening methods as re-•	

placement of existing work methods and routines

working to green outside spaces of high standard•	

educate or inform the employees of environmental conditions which are relevant to them•	

As mentioned the administration is environmentally certified, bus FSB has also participated in 

development of a green diploma to housing estates, and this is an initiative in order to system-

ise and motivate the estates to make priorities as to the environment.

To continue and develop the recording and reduction of the housing association´s use of re-

sources it is crucial that the supervisors in each estate cooperate with the administration and 

the tenants’ boards as to this work. FSB has reached furthest with their energy operation sys-

tem, which is the most advanced within the sector.

From central to de-central energy operation system

FSB has introduced a de-central internet based energy operation system called “My energy”, 

which implies that the supervisors type in the estate´s consumption figures in the system. It 

was previously the administration who typed in the figures after they received them from the 

estate supervisors. According to estate supervisor Lars Nebel the great advantage is that he im-

mediately have feedback from the system, which gives him an overview of the consumption, 

and makes it possible to compare to former figures or consumption from similar estates. He 

gets a red signal if there are deviations in the typed in figures compared to the expected, and 

a green signal if everything is all right. The alarm system is created to reduce error keying and 

to sharpen the attention to an additional consumption. If he knows the reason to a deviation 

he writes it in the log book, which is part of the system. The estate supervisors have attended a 

course in use of the system, and they may get help from the administration. The first time the 

system was in use 90% did their own typing in, which indicates that the system is easy in use.
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Below are screen displays from the energy operation system “My energy”.

Christian Kierkegaard is content with the new system and the feedback from the estate inspec-

tors. The decentralisation makes the recording work more usable to each estate inspector, and 

it seems motivating to the local energy management. It is the idea that all estate inspectors 

must act as local energy consultants who ensure an optimal operation of the estates´ heating 

system, shared laundry, lightning of shared spaces et cetera. FSB now has a system which is 

working in relation to energy, and the next step will be to expand the system with recordings 

of water consumption and so on.
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MAin sCreen
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feed data
see consumption
reports
new access code

deviAtion rePort
Column headers:
Meter id
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internal meter no.
form of energy
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· deviation in units
· deviation in %
· Action
Cooling
· Cooling in degrees
· limit in degrees
· Action
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8.3.2 Dr ByEn as a sustainaBlE BuilDing

Background

DR’s new headquarters DR Byen (DR City) in Copenhagen is an unique example of a building 

in Denmark where, from the very start, considerations for environmental sustainability has 

been in focus in the planning of the project. DR Byen is also an environmental demonstration 

project, where special efforts are made to document the effects of the environmental aspects 

and to inform widely about the environmental work. This is part of the conditions for the fi-

nancial support that the building project has received from EU as a so-called IT-ECO project. DR 

Byen will be the first Danish building project with groundwater cooling, and the building will 

have the largest building integrated solar panel installation so far in Denmark.

 However, in spite of the efforts to implement environmental considerations fully in the build-

ing, the design has been equally important as these environmental technology installations. 

In principle every choice of material and technical solution in the building design has been 

evaluated from an environmental perspective as an equal factor to functionality, aesthetics and 

costs. A pleasant indoor climate, and next to that low energy consumption, has had the high-

est environmental priority in the design. Work environment also had a high priority. However, 

health and safety conditions during construction are not dealt with in this case. Even before 

the building is finished, DR Byen has received several environmental prizes. 

CAse oBJeCt

Company: dr – danish Broadcasting Corporation 

Country: denmark 

Core business:  tv and radio broadcasting 

theme: environment 

focus area: sustainability 

Best Practice aspect: eu-supported ecological demonstration building 

key words:  sustainability, environment, natural ventilation, resource  

management, office building 
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The building project

In 1999 DR decided to start the development of DR Byen as a new headquarters to relocate all 

DR’s functions in the Copenhagen area to the same address. At that time DR had 14 addresses 

in and around Copenhagen with TV-Byen (TV City) and Radiohuset (Radio house) as the centre 

for TV and radio, respectively. Due to the technological development with the transition from 

analogue to digital technology, the purpose was to create a new, fully digital multimedia centre 

in DR Byen. The borders between the media should be broken down, and the new technology’s 

opportunities should be used to create new products together with new production processes 

and a new organisation placed in new, attractive and creative surroundings.

To obtain a combination of architectural coherence and variation in this huge building project 

a master plan competition was arranged as a first step, and it was a precondition that the build-

ing complex should be divided in such a way that different architects could design a part of the 

total complex. The result was a development with a layout as one big rectangle consisting of 4 

rectangular buildings – called segments – divided from north to south by a straight canal and 

held together from east to west by a connecting building – called Indre Gade (Internal Street) 

– leading across the canal as a glass covered bridge. The whole complex is in 6 storeys with full 

basement – except for segment 4 with a concert hall being considerable higher with approx 45 

m above ground.

The Danish architect firm Vilhelm Lauritzen Arkitekter won the competition for the master 

plan, and they have designed segment 1, which includes the big TV studios, workshops and 

editorial areas, and the Internal Street. There have been separate architectural competitions for 

each of the remaining segments. Segment 2 with the news department etc was won by the Dan-

ish architects Dissing + Weitling, segment 3 with administrative office areas and Copenhagen 

Radio by the Danish architect consortium Gottlieb & Paludan + Erik Nobel, while segment 4 

with the concert hall was won by the French architect firm Ateliers Jean Nouvel. During 2006 

segment 1, 2 and 3 were occupied, but due to great delays the concert hall in segment 4 will not 

be taken into use before early 2009.

fACts ABout dr Byen

Project period: 1999-2008

floor space: 132.500 m2 including full basement

Work spaces: 2.700

Architects and engineers:

segment 1 and indre gade:  vilhelm lauritzen As and Carl Bro As

segment 2: dissing+Weitling, nirAs A/s and ove Arup & Partners:

segment 3: gottlieb & Paludan + nobel arkitekter a/s and rambøll

segment 4: Ateliers Jean nouvel and nirAs A/s

Client consultants: CoWi A/s and Plh arkitekter as

Website: www.dr.dk

FSB (2006): Miljøledelse i FSB-administrationen, Miljøledelseshåndbog. (FSBolig (2006): Environmental 

management in the FSB-administration. Handbook on Environmental management.)

FSB’s administration (2005): Miljøredegørelse 2004. (FSB’s administration (2005): Environmental ac-

count 2004.)

Kierkegaard, Chr. (2006b): Præsentation om miljøvenlig bygningsdrift på kurset Facilities

Management på DTU den 9. marts 2006.(Kierkegaard, Chr. (2006b): Presentation about environmentally 

friendly property management at the seminar Facilities Management at DTU March 9th, 2006.)

Kierkegaard, Chr. (2006a): Interview med teknik- og miljøchef Christian Kierkegaard.

28. februar 2006.(Kierkegaard, Chr. (2006a): Interview with technical and environmental manager Chris-

tian Kierkegaard. February 28th, 2006.)

Nebel, Lars (2006): Tlf. interview med ejendomsinspektør Lars Nebel. 25 juli 2006. (Nebel, Lars (2006): 

Telephone interview with building inspector Lars Nebel. July 25th, 2006.)

Lov om almene boliger samt støttede private andelsboliger m.m. (LOV nr 575 af

24/06/2005). (The Social Housing Act and supported private cooperative housings et cetera (Law number 

575 from June 24th, 2005)) 

www.fsb.dk

8.3.2 Dr ByEn as a sustainaBlE BuilDing

Background

DR’s new headquarters DR Byen (DR City) in Copenhagen is an unique example of a building 

in Denmark where, from the very start, considerations for environmental sustainability has 

been in focus in the planning of the project. DR Byen is also an environmental demonstration 

project, where special efforts are made to document the effects of the environmental aspects 

and to inform widely about the environmental work. This is part of the conditions for the fi-

nancial support that the building project has received from EU as a so-called IT-ECO project. DR 

Byen will be the first Danish building project with groundwater cooling, and the building will 

have the largest building integrated solar panel installation so far in Denmark.

 However, in spite of the efforts to implement environmental considerations fully in the build-

ing, the design has been equally important as these environmental technology installations. 

In principle every choice of material and technical solution in the building design has been 

evaluated from an environmental perspective as an equal factor to functionality, aesthetics and 

costs. A pleasant indoor climate, and next to that low energy consumption, has had the high-

est environmental priority in the design. Work environment also had a high priority. However, 

health and safety conditions during construction are not dealt with in this case. Even before 

the building is finished, DR Byen has received several environmental prizes. 

lessons leArnt:

it is important to formulate the environmental requirements early in the planning process•	

environmental considerations should be an integrated part of the design and should be equally •	

evaluated to other main design considerations

environmental aspects must, as any other considerations, be given priority from a holistic view-•	

point

support from the building client and the project management is important•	

Procedures for follow-up and control are necessary, and there is a need for a continuous follow-up •	

and control to secure that environmental considerations are given priority by all involved parties.
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The basis for the environmental work

DR formulated an environmental policy for the project in the introductory phase, and this 

included the six points shown in the text box above.

Furthermore, an overall environmental screening was made, leading to the formulation of en-

vironmental objectives related to the 10 most important potential environmental effects of 

the project, see text box below. These objectives were included in the competition brief for the 

master plan, and in the construction briefs each objective were detailed with a number of spe-

cific requirements. For instance, in relation to energy, one of the requirements was to reduce 

energy consumption by a minimum of 33% compared to the Danish building codes from 1995. 

(New energy requirements have been implemented in the Danish building codes in 2006 with 

a 25% reduction) 

An environmental expert from DR’s client consultant was part of the client organisation with 

responsibility for the overall environmental management. Besides, each design team should 

carry out environmental management on their segment. The client organisation has continu-

ously controlled the environmental work on the different segments to secure the implementa-

tion and environmental audits as well as thorough checks of the design teams’ documentation 

for the indoor climate have been undertaken.

dr’s environMentAl PoliCy for dr Byen

According to dr’s environmental policy dr Byen should be:•	

A leading edge but not an experimental building project in relation to environmental friendly •	

buildings and implementation of ecological aspects

A fully environmental friendly building with effective ecological elements integrated into the de-•	

velopment within the budgetary restraints

A project where all phases are carried out in accordance with the principles for environmental •	

management in iso 14001 and as specified in “handbook on environmental design”, PBs, publi-

cation nr. 121

A building where the consideration for resources, health and environment – in the life cycle of the •	

whole building – are treated equally to other main requirements, needs and intentions 

A building project with focus on prevention rather than cure in relation to all environmental as-•	

pects

A building project where openness is shown as to the environmental conditions of the project•	

environMentAl issues in dr Byen

”environment” covers all ecological, environmental, health and safety aspects in relation to the whole 

life cycle of the building. during the preparation of the master plan for the building a number of envi-

ronmental issues of importance to comply with dr’s environmental policy were identified:

energy consumption•	

landscape, nature and recreational areas•	

Polluted soil•	

Waste•	

use of materials – structures, chemical substances and materials•	

indoor climate and comfort•	

Acoustics•	

external noise and vibrations•	

Work environment•	

Water consumption•	
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IT-ECO

From an early stage of the project the client organisation worked together with the German 

environmental specialist company DS Plan, which was a sub-consultant to the Danish client 

consultancy company COWI. As part of the initial investigation of possible general environ-

mental measures DS Plan produced concept proposals on ground water cooling and reuse of 

rain water together with calculations of the consequences of the proposals. It was decided to 

implement both proposals. 

Later on DR, COWI and DS Plan worked together on an application to the EU for financial sup-

port. The application was aimed at an EU program that supports building integrated ecological 

measures in IT intensive buildings – thus the name IT-ECO. The application was successful, and 

support was granted towards the ground water cooling, a solar panel system and intelligent 

double facades. EU did not want to support reuse of rain water, but DR has decided to install 

the system anyway. The support from EU implies that a comprehensive documentation of the 

effects of the different measures has to be made, and DR Byen will be an environmental dem-

onstration project.

In the following these measures are more detailed described together with some other environ-

mental focus areas.

The system for ground water cooling basically consists of two drillings to the aquifer layers 

approx 20 meters below DR Byen. From the ”cold” drilling, ground water is pumped up dur-

ing summer, and by an exchanger the cold water is used for the cooling system in DR Byen as 

”free” cooling energy. The ground water with a temperature increase of 2-3º C is pumped down 

into the ground again via the ”hot” drilling so the amount of ground water is in balance. Dur-

ing winter the direction is reversed and the cold outside air is used as free cooling to cool the 

ground water down to keep a temperature balance on an annual basis. The summer situation 

is indicated on the figure below.

The permission to establish the system has required an intensive dialogue with the environmen-

tal authorities. It has also been necessary to make agreements with the owners of neighbour 

sites, as the drillings needed to be placed outside DR’s site to get sufficient distance between the 

two drillings The maximum cooling capacity of the system is 2,5 MW. A conventional cooling 

system has been established as back-up in case the ground water cooling system cannot deliver 

the expected effect. It is the first ground water cooling system in Denmark, but similar systems 

have been established for instance in Germany.

ConCePt for Cooling – suMMer

Ground water cooling

heated ground water

Basement

ground water 9° C

ground water level
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The system for Building Integrated Photo-Voltaic (BIPV) consists of a number of electricity pro-

ducing panels with solar cells placed sloping on the roof of segment 1 and 2. In segment 1 the 

panels are not visible from below, but in segment 2 they are placed above the glass roof covering 

the news room atrium. The panels are integrated in the roof and also functions as sun shading. 

There has been put a lot of effort into the design of this roof arrangement to give an architec-

tural satisfactory solution. The total area of the panels is approx 1.060 m2, and the expected 

effect is approx 100 MWh per year. It is the largest BIPV system in Denmark.

Most of the facades in DR Byen have been designed as double facades, and the facades are in 

many parts of the buildings part of systems for natural ventilation. In most cases the double fa-

cades are designed with an inner structure with high insulation thermo glass panels and open-

ing parts, while the outer structure is a single layer of glass with some openings. This means 

that the inner structure is active, and the outer structure is passive. By opening the parts in 

the inner structure fresh air can be pulled through the building and let out through openings 

in the roof above atriums. The opening parts can be controlled automatically by the Building 

Automation System (BMS).

Due to the support from EU is has been possible to establish opening parts in some of the outer 

structures of double facades and provide a higher degree of control of the natural ventilation. 

This creates opportunities to compare the functionality of different designs of double facades 

and different control strategies. A comprehensive measuring programme is included in the IT-

ECO project to document the different solutions and make it possible to evaluate them.

The rain water systems collects water from the roofs on segment 1 and 2 in a container placed 

in the basement by segment 1. The collected water is used for toilet flushing, watering plants in 

courtyards and atriums etc. The rain water from the roofs in segment 3 and 4 is transported to 

the canal running through DR Byen as it did not prove to be economical to reuse it in the build-

ings, partly because DR could not get permission to reuse rain water in toilets for the audience 

in the concert hall. There is also an overflow connection from the water container by segment 1 

to the canal. Almost 90% of the estimated water consumption in the buildings will be provided 

by the collected rain water from the roofs in segment 1 and 2. The diagram below shows the 

principles of the rain water system.

diAgrAM shoWing PrinCiPles for rAin WAter ColleCtion

Solar panels

Intelligent double 

facades

Rain water system

rain water from roof

Approx 18.000 m2 roof area for water collection

400 m3

rain water 5220 m3 / year

rain water for toilets, gardens etc.

overrun from canal

rain water from roof to canal
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From the beginning DR decided that materials containing PVC should not be used in the con-

struction of DR Byen. It turned out to be necessary to change the absolute ban of PVC to the 

requirement that PVC should be avoided if possible. The main challenge in relation to PVC 

in the building project turned out to be the transparent blue screen, which is an important 

architectural feature as an outside cover of the facades of segment 4. The screen is planned for 

projecting pictures, when it is dark outside. It was impossible to find an appropriate screen 

without PVC, and DR had to accept the use of a material containing 25% PVC as a coating on a 

woven, pre-stressed screen of polyester. One reason for the acceptance was, that the producer 

had developed a process where PVC and polyester can be separated and the raw materials re-

used in the production of new products. 

In a few other cases materials containing PVC have been used in DR Byen in spite of the require-

ment to avoid PVC if possible; for instance electrical switchboards, cable trays and sewage pipes. 

The reason has mostly been negligence from contractors or suppliers. In each of these cases it 

has been decided whether the products should be replaced or had to be accepted based on an 

overall evaluation. 

Another focus point has been to avoid emissions from building materials and furniture in con-

siderations of the internal climate in the building. DR has specified a series of requirements to 

avoid hazardous substances, and the building materials should if possible have been tested to 

meet the demands of the Danish Indoor Climate Labelling. During design life cycle screening of 

a number of materials has been carried out together with other measures. During construction 

a systematic check has been made for instance of glues, joint materials and paints to ensure 

that they comply with the specified requirements, including no use of solvents and other haz-

ardous substances.

In the interior planning project the emissions from new furniture has had particular focus. 

There have been tests of the different furniture parts according to the Danish Indoor Climate 

Labelling. Based on these tests it has been a requirement to the furniture supplier, that all fur-

niture before delivery should be stored for at least 30 days i a room with specified conditions 

in relation to size, amount of furniture, humidity and ventilation. It was the first time that a 

customer made such a requirement, and the producer had to fit out a room particularly for 

this purpose.

Great efforts have been made to ensure an environmental friendly handling and disposal of 

waste with a maximum of reuse, both during construction and during operation of DR Byen. In 

relation to operational stage DR established a work group as early as 2001 to participate in the 

briefing process and in scrutinising the design documents for the building. One of the results 

is the implementation of decentralised collection points for waste in dedicated rooms for print-

ing, copying and waste, where each member of DR’s staff shall dispose waste sorted in 5 frac-

tions (burnable, paper, cardboard, glass and batteries). Besides that the FM department collects 

5 other fractions (toner cartridges, office electronics, fluorescent tubes and low energy light 

bulbs, oil and chemicals as well as other reusable waste). All the waste mentioned is collected 

in a centralised waste room in the basement of segment 3 with access for trucks to remove it. 

There is a chilled room for kitchen waste as well. Particularly for waste from the large work-

shops in segment 1 and 2 some containers are placed nearby, east of segment 1.

At the construction site sorting of waste has been arranged in a number of fractions. For instance 

an amount of 4.641 tons waste was handled in year 2005 and hereof 75% was disposed for reuse 

and 16% for burning. The remaining part was disposed for further sorting or depositing. 

Results and experiences

At the moment there is no final documentation of the measurable results of the environmental 

work in DR Byen. This will appear when the operational experiences have been achieved, the 

documentation from the IT-ECO project has been produced, and user satisfaction surveys of 

Materials without PVC

Emissions from build-

ing materials and 

furniture

Waste
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the indoor climate etc have been evaluated. In relation to energy the specified objectives are ex-

pected to be fulfilled. In that case there will be a saving of 75% on energy for cooling compared 

to a conventional cooling system based on compression cooling, and a saving of 33% on heating 

compared to the Danish building codes from 1995. This is equivalent to saving 42% on the emis-

sion of CO
2
. The energy index based on using IT intensive offices 40 timer per week is calculated 

as 54 kWh/m2 for DR Byen and 20 kWh/m2 hereof is electricity consumption for basic lighting, 

mechanical ventilation, cooling and pumps. This is approximately 50% lower than normal for 

similar office buildings. 

An important factor behind the high ambition level of the environmental work in relation 

to DR Byen has been a clear support from the top management in DR. The chairman of DR’s 

board and the building committee, Finn Aaberg, has from the very start personally put strong 

emphasis in a high environmental profile for DR Byen. That this emphasis was present from the 

very start has as such been of great importance. It made it possible to clarify the environmental 

policy and requirements as well as the responsibilities and procedures before making agree-

ments with the design teams. A measure like groundwater cooling has required comprehensive 

investigations and dialogues with authorities, and an early start of this process has been neces-

sary to have enough time to implement it as an integrated part of the building project.  

The experiences also show that it is necessary with an ongoing effort to ensure that the envi-

ronmental requirements are taken into consideration, and to make the priorities between envi-

ronmental considerations and other aspects. From an environmental point it can be relevant to 

specify rigid requirements, but the example on PVC in DR Byen shows that it can be necessary 

to make compromises and relax the requirements. Therefore, one has to be prepared to re-eval-

uate the environmental requirements during the process, and it should be possible to adjust 

the individual requirements to achieve the optimal solution based on a holistic viewpoint. It 

is also necessary with ongoing follow-up and check that all involved take the environmental 

considerations serious and not more or less consciously give them low priority, because it is 

easier to do what they usually do, or cheaper to use a product that does not comply with the 

environmental requirements. 

DR Byen has received several environmental prizes as recognition of the environmental work 

even before the building project is finished. In 2005 DR Byen was awarded the Company Prize, 

given to companies that lead the way for others, from the Copenhagen Municipality. The same 

year DR Byen was awarded a Special Environmental Prize for showing new possibilities in 

environmental friendly building from the five so-called dogma municipalities: Albertslund, 

Ballerup, Fredericia, Herning and Copenhagen. In 2006 DR Byen was awarded the Solar Prize 

for a huge, elegant and architectural elaborated solar panel system from the Copenhagen Mu-

nicipality and the association Solar City Copenhagen.

Sources and references

The case is based on information received from Marianne Fox, environmental manager in DR 

Byen, at a meeting on January 9th, 2007, and the following references:

DR Byen (2006): Status for miljø i DR Byen – miljø, energi, indeklima og arbejdsmiljø. Miljøredegørelse 

2005. 4. maj 2006. ( DR Byen (2006): Summary of environment in DR Byen – environment, energy, indoor 

climate and working environment. Environmental report 2005. 4. May, 2006.)

- Fox, M., Hummelshøj, R.M. and Toft, K. (2006): Optimal Indoor Climate in an Energy Conscious Man-

ner. Paper for Healthy Buildings, Lisboa 4.-8. June 2006.

Toft, Kaj (2005): Development of sustainable broadcasting facilities. Paper i proceedings fra Europæsk 

Facilities Management conference i Frankfurt, 19.-21. April 2005. (Toft, Kaj (2005): Development 

of sustainable broadcasting facilities. Paper in proceedings from European Facilities Management 

Conference in Frankfurt, 19.-21. April, 2005)

Konstruktøren (2007): Cool køling. Artikel i fagtidskriftet Konstruktøren, nr. 1, 2007. (The Con-

structor (2007): Cool cooling. Article in the trade journal The Constructor, 1, 2007)

Environmental prizes
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8.3.3 rEalisation oF EnErgy savings with thE usE oF Esco

CAse oBJeCt

Company:

Country:

Core activity: 

theme:

subject:

Best practice aspect:

searchwords:

region fastigheder, region skåne and tAC energy solutions

sweden

hospitals

environment

sustainability

energy savings and use of energy service company

esCo, energy, hospitals, public buildings, municipalities

Background

ESCO is an abbreviation of Energy Service Companies, and in Denmark this type of company 

is named energy services. ESCO is known from for instance Sweden and USA, but in Denmark 

the idea is rather new, and the actual experiences are till now few. Shortly spoken the idea is 

to finance investments in energy saving initiatives by means of the savings of the energy bill 

which are achieved over a period of years. The expectations to ESCO in Denmark are great, espe-

cially within public building administration, in which it till now has been difficult to mobilise 

economy for investments in energy saving initiatives, even if calculations show that the invest-

ment will earn itself after a while.

The case in this chapter is RegionFastigheder (County Estates) in Skåne who along with the 

ESCO company TAC Energy Solutions have implemented a pilot project in 2004-2005 with 3 of 

the 10 hospitals in the region. The experiences from the project shows, that there are great sav-

ings to earn as to heating, electricity and water consumption. Hence initiatives are in progress 

to ensure similar efforts in relation to RegionFastigheder´s other buildings.

 

lessons leArnt

the saving potential to 3 hospitals in the skåne region is approx. 26-30%, this implies a total en-•	

ergy saving of approx. eur 1 million

the realised investments have a repayment time of 9.5 years in average, including the payment •	

to esCo. if you only include investments in relation to savings of the operation budget, the re-

payment time is 6.4 years

A building development agreement with a guarantee of energy savings is precondition to invest-•	

ment within the economical scope

it is time consuming to enter planning and the procurement process of a project of this size, and •	

a team of various professions is needed to draw up procurement materials and contract

it is interesting to be a pilot project, og you may get money from development projects, but it is •	

also time consuming as to the project work itself and the following procurement

RegionFastigheder

Hospital operation is one of the areas of responsibility to the public organisation Region Skåne, 

and administration of buildings and real estate operation are gathered in the FM unit which is 

called RegionFastigheder. The superior goal to RegionFastigheder is to ensure the development 

of Region Skåne´s buildings to achieve the demands of public companies as to quality, compre-

hensibility and economic development. Some of the central tasks are:

to maintain functional and company adapted premises in a cost efficient manner• 

to maintain the technical functions for reliable hospitals• 

to continuously develop operation and administration competences• 
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to reduce energy and operation costs• 

to ensure overall assessment• 

to develop operation and follow-up tools• 

to increase the internal common understanding of good service to the users• 

As Region Skåne began the cooperation with TAC it was due to a need of refurbishment of the 

30-40 year old hospitals. The situation was that the plumbing installations were reaching their 

service life. Of various reasons there were wrong dimensions of valves etc. which prevented 

fine-adjustment and better operation. Furthermore it was difficult to distribute the energy ex-

penses, as there was no transparency between the hospitals´ organisation structure and the 

contributions to the total use of energy. There were also lack of maintenance due to inadequate 

resources and stressing everyday life, which did not leave time for own active energy work.

This resulted in a lack of overview of the actual advantages by investing in energy saving ini-

tiatives, and this entailed further delay of the largest decisions concerning refurbishment of 

buildings and installations. To be able to provide the expected support and service to the hospi-

tal it was obvious that the former practice to operation and maintenance was inadequate, and 

it was necessary to find new ways to ensure the necessary refurbishment of the buildings.

fACts ABout regionfAstigheter (County estAtes)

regionfastigheter is support and service organisation as to building matters for all of region •	

skåne. they administer buildings and is in charge of property management, for instance of the 

10 hospitals in the region. the total building floor area is 1.400.000 m2.

the main points of regionfastigheter´s vision:•	

to release resources for the hospital service•	

to offer a high technical operational reliability•	

to offer high competence and a price effective service•	

to be an attractive workplace•	

in 2004 regionfastigheter had a net turnover of eur 144 billion.•	

The energy service project

The objectives and ambitions with the energy service project were to draw up an energy service 

contract with a provider, which held detailed energy analysis, total project implementation, 

financing and guarantee of savings. As RegionFastigheter was not interested in outsourcing op-

eration and maintenance, it was from the very start focused that the project would be arranged 

in a way that an organisational development took place concurrently to the technical improve-

ments to ensure an anchoring of knowledge of the new installations, changed procedures etc. 

in the internal organisation. 

RegionFastigheter Skåne began with a prequalification session in which they emphasised three 

criteria:

Experiences and references to saving oriented property development1. 

Competences, methods and service levels to the recommended project teams2. 

Conditions and terms in relation to contract, financing and saving guarantees3. 

From 5 candidates in the prequalification session 3 companies were selected to bid in the final 

session, and TAC Energy Solutions won the competition because they showed an especially 

good insight and strategy to integrate the project in the organisation, and to adapt the project 

in RegionFastigheter´s usual frames for maintenance and investments.
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After that the project in Skåne followed the typical phases of an energy service project: Project 

development, implementation of the necessary initiatives and project follow-up.

When you have an agreement with an ESCO, the first task in an energy saving project is to de-

scribe and analyse the present situation to be able to clarify which initiatives must be initiated. 

The present buildings and energy consumption are recorded, and this may be a large assign-

ment. To the project in Skåne this meant installation of meters, so it would be possible to ac-

count for the actual use of energy distributed on the many units and centre in the hospitals.

Hence a number of energy saving initiatives was evaluated to determine a plan of action to the 

project. The initiatives must give energy savings which can compare with the economically ef-

forts, they must be technical sound and must furthermore support the FM goals. In the hospital 

project they decided to make changes of the buildings´ technical installations for ventilation, 

heat, operation and supervision, water, lighting, optimising and education. To be able to make 

this evaluation you need knowledge of both the buildings, the use of energy and knowledge of 

how to realise energy savings theoretically and in practice.

It was decided to implement the following tasks:

• Ventilation

 °  Installation and recycling

 °  Simplification of the systems and merger of devices

 °  Installation of direct operated ventilation surfaces

 °  Frequency operation of ventilators

 °  Adjustment of air streams

 °  Adjustment of heat recycling streams

• Heat

 °  Reconstruction of old centrals

   •	 Re-configuration and heat change

  •	  Re-configuration and installation of primary valves

 °  Balancing of heat system

 °  Permanent index adjustment of radiators and window devises

• Operation and supervision

 °  Installation of movement and CO2-meters

 °  Re-grouping of zone regulators

 °  Frequency operation of ventilation and pump motors

 °  Installation of difference pressure operation

 °  Renewal of valves and regulators to make operation possible

• Lighting

 °  Installation of operation units for voltage in sockets for neon tubes

• Water

 °  Installation of perlators on taps in toilets and in kitchen

 °  Inspection of toilets and adjustment af water level in cisterns

• Optimising and education

 °  Installation and linking of meters to easier follow-up and operation of use og energy

 °  Inspection and optimising af the operation parameters as to temperatures, operation 

periods and amount of air

 °  Education of operational staff in energy related matters

Project development 

and plan of action
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When the plan of action has been implemented the last phase is to follow-up on the effects of 

the efforts and to estimate whether further initiatives are needed. This follow-up is also part of 

the project, and in Skåne they have in the contract with TAC agreed a number of supplies.

This include implementation of a follow-up software named Granlund, distance supervision, 

local prevention and fault detection. A web based follow-up is made which continuously gives 

information about the use of energy and the condition of the systems. Monthly saving reports 

are made, and quarterly follow-up meetings, there is inspection of the systems twice a year and 

service on the systems and education of operational staff so they will be able to be part of serv-

ice and maintenance of the systems.

In the Skåne project the actual figures of the use of energy show that large savings has been 

achieved which in total correspond to 28% of the investment.

The total investments are shown in the table below, annual savings and repayment times dis-

trubuted on each of the 3 hospitals.

In total Eur 11.5 million are invested of which Eur 7.8 million are direct investments in the 

buildings, and the remaining Eur 3.7 million (corresponding to 32% of the total investment) is 

payment to TAC for their efforts. The annual savings amount to Eur 1.3 million, and the average 

repayment time to the ESCO project in Skåne is totally 9.5 years, whereas the repayment time, 

excluding the payment to ESCO is 6.4 years.

Experiences from the ESCO cooperation in Skåne

The experiences from the energy service project in Skåne show that energy and economy sav-

ings can be achieved, and that the process has been easier than expected and without major 

problems. Robert Johansen, development manager in RegionFastigheter Skåne, believes that 

one of the reasons that the project has been successful is that there from the very start has 

been focus on anchoring the project internally in the FM organisation and among all internal 

partners, before they contacted private companies.

Hence the project proves that it is possible to implement energy service projects without to 

outsource the staff, which some times may lead to resistance against energy service projects, 

both from internal staff and trade unions. Another experience is that planning, organisation of 

materials and contracts with potential ESCO is time consuming, and that a smaller team with 

various competences is needed to implement procurement and contract sessions satisfactorily.

The project in Skåne is regarded as a success to both parties. Morten Dahl, who is area of busi-

ness manager in TAC, is happy with a project close to the Danish market, so it may act as a 

show case to energy service projects and their contribution to better buildings to the users. He 

estimates that even if there are many small and large companies who offer energy consulting, 

only larger companies such as TAC, Siemens and Honeywell will accept the financing risk. As 

a business it is about being good at drawing up prognoses to the energy savings and in general 

to make efforts with a low risk. In TAC they typically reach for the largest technical actions and 

Follow-up

hoSpitalS total inveStmentS  annual SavingS  repayment timeS

lund

hälsingborg

kristianstad

total

eur

5.8 million

3.3 million

2.3 million

11.5 million

eur 

570.998

332.760

309.374

1.2 million

year 

10,2

10,1

7,5

9,5
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further training of operational staff, whereas initiatives such as user information and change 

of behaviour typically are left to the building owners. 

In Denmark we will soon see the first energy service projects, as several Danish municipalities 

have started the preliminary work. Kalundborg Municipality is one of those who are ahead, 

because as Johan Ib Hansen from Kalundborg Municipal Building service says: “We have the 

same needs as RegionFastigheter, We have various buildings from schools, sports centre, day 

care centre, town hall, care homes etc., and we lack overview”. In Kalundborg they have done all 

the preliminary work, but the contract negotiations were stopped in 2007 due to a structural 

reform of the local and regional public administration in Denmark. In the meantime other 

municipalities have started the preparations, and with the experiences from RegionFastigheter 

in Skåne a new road has been shown to realise energy savings and refurbishment of public 

buildings.
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abbreviationS

Terms

CFO:  Corporate Finance Officer

DKK: Danish kroner (are used where nothing else is stated)

ERP:  Entreprise Ressource Planning (IT system)

ESCO: Energy Service Companies

FM:  Facilities Management, Facility Management

FS: Facilities Services

I-FM: Integrated FM meaning total FM delivery; corresponds to TFM

KPI:  Key Performance Indicators 

NOK:  Norwegian kroner

PPP:  Public-Private Partnership

PFI:  Private Finance Initiative (a special PPP being used in Great Britain)

POE:  Post Occupancy Evaluation

SEK:  Swedish kroner

SLA:  Service Level Agreements

SP: Senate Property (the properties of the Finnish State)

SPV:  Special Purpose Vehicle

SWOT:  A term for a method of strategy analysis cf. chapter 1.2. It is an abbreviation 

 for: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats

TFM:  Total FM meaning total FM delivery; corresponds to I-FM

Companies

API:  Aberdeen Property Investors (property company based in Scotland)

Coor:  Coor Service Management (service provider based in Sweden)

CP  Property unit in the Danish municipality of Copenhagen

CPH:  Copenhagen Airport

FSB:  A Danish social housing association

ISS:  International Service Systems (service provider based in Denmark)

LME: L.M. Ericsson (telecommunication company based in Sweden)

NN:  Novo Nordisk (medical company in Denmark)

NNS: Novo Nordisk Servicepartner (subsidiary of NN)

NSB:  Norwegian State Railways

PVS:  The Danish government agency for Patent and Trademark

SA:  The service administration in the Swedish municipality of Malmø

SP:  Senate Property (Finnish state property agency)

PPA Palaces and Properties Agency (Danish state property agency)

S&S  Steen & Strøm (shopping centre company based in Norway)

YLE:  Finnish radio and television station
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econo-
mical

societystAke holders

iMPACts
(outCoMe)

Provisions
(outPut)

ProCesses (PdCA)

resourCes
(inPut)

Basic products

space

Planning

facilities

real estate

Customers

services

Coordinating

technology

staff

Additional offerings

development

Controlling

Activities

Manpower

owners

relations

improving

know-how

surroundings

fACilites MAnAgeMent

Core Business

social spatial environ-
mental

satis-
faction

Cost Produc-
tivity

relia-
bility

Adap-
tation

Culture

the facilitieS management value map – generic verSion – level 1 anD 2
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results

ProCesses

resourCes

space:
•	Workplaces
•	Parking
•	Meeting	rooms
•	Canteens

Planning:
•	Defining
•	Sourcing
•	Scheduling
•	Budgetting

facilities:
•	Offices
•	Shops
•	Housing
•	Recreational

real estate:
•	Land	
•	Buildings

services:
•	Cleaning
•	Catering
•	Maintaining
•	Supplying

Coordinating:
•	Cooperatin
•	Communication
•	Instructing
•	Motivating

technology:
•	ICT
•	CAFM
•	BMS
•	Equipment

development:
•	Products
•	Processes
•	Concepts
•	Solutions

Controlling:
•	Supervising
•	Inspecting
•	Checking
•	Correcting

Activities:
•	Analysing
•	Producing
•	Interactin
•	Integrating

Manpower:
•	EMployees
•	Specialists
•	Providers
•	Cunsultants

relations:
•	Collaboration
•	Partnership
•	Confidence
•	Mutuality

improving:
•	Quality
•	Productivity
•	Cost
•	Timeliness

know-how:
•	Knowledge
•	Conpetence
•	Experience
•	Insight

fACilites MAnAgeMent

the facilitieS management value map – generic verSion, level 3, page 1

Basic products Additional offerings
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iMPACts satisfaction:
•	Customers
•	End	users
•	Owners

economical:
•	Saleries
•	Commerce
•	Tax

Cost:
•	Operational
•	Staff	turnover
•	Capital

Productivity:
•	Efficiency
•	Absence
•	Effectivity

social:
•	Employment
•	Education
•	Integration

reliability:
•	Continuity
•	Security
•	Safety

Adaptation:
•	Foresight
•	Flexibility
•	Responsive

Physical:
•	Resources
•	Sustanability
•	Townscaping

Core Business

surroundings

the facilitieS management value map – generic verSion, level 3, page 2
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stAke holders society:
•	Humanity
•	Citizens
•	Politicians
•	Inhabitants
•	Authorities
•	Organisations
•	Global
•	National
•	Regional
•	Local
•	Etc

Customers:
•	Consumers
•	Visitors
•	Companies
•	Institutions

staff:
•	Core	business
•	In-house	FM
•	Providers

owners:
•	Investors
•	Share	holders

the facilitieS management value map – generic verSion, level 3, page 3


